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VOYAGE

TO THE

PACIFIC AND BEERING'S STRAIT.

CHAPTER- 1.
ý4

Arrive at S:àn Francisco-Description of the Harbour, Presidio,.
and the Missions-Occupations--Dissatisfied State of the Gar.
rison and the Priesthood-Contemplated Plan of settling the
Indians in the Missions-Occupations of the coneerted Indians

-Manner of making Converts-Expedition against the Tribe
of Cosemenes-Official Despatch-Overland Journey to Mon.

terey-Scarcity of Provisions at that Place-Plan of the Voy-
age altered inponsequence-Departure.

'WiiEN the day broke, we found, ourselves about CHAP.

four miles from the land. It was a beautiful morning,
with just sufficient freshness in the air to exhilarate
without chilling. -The tops of the rnountains, the

only part of the landxisible, formed two ranges, be.
tween which our poýt was situated; though its en.

trance, las ý well as the valleys, and the low lands,'were
SÛR covered with the niorning mist condeused arouind
ibe bases of the monntains. We bore up for the
openingr between the ranges, anxious for the -ri*si'ný'g sun
to withdraw the veil, that we might obtain a view of

VOL. II.



2 VOYAGE TO THE

CHAP. the harbour, and form our judgment of the country in
wbich-we were about to pass the next few wee-s. As

, ?14Nov. we advanced, the beams of the rising sun gradually1826. descended the hills, until the 'mist, dispelled from. the
land, rolled on before the refreshing sea wind, disco-

vering, -caDe, after cape, and' exhibiting a luxuriant
country apparently àbounding in wood and rÏvers. At

length, two Iow promontories, the southern one dis-
tinguïshed by a fort and a Mexican flag, mark-ed the <,l:t, r

narrow entrance of the port. t
We spread our sails with all the anxiety of persons

who had long been secluded from, civilized society, and
deprived of wholesome aliment but after the first
effort of, the breeze, it died away and left us becalmed n,
in a heavy N. W. swell. S(

Off ihe harbour of Sa'n Francisco there is a bar pý
zýwhich extends froin the northern shore, gradually ta

deepeni'g its watere until it approaches the peninsula rc
on thé, opposite side *, where nine fathoms may be th
carried over it. Of this bar, however, we were igno- a
rant, and naturally steered directly for -the harbour, in pr

doing which the depth of water Zradually diminished _'N
to, five fathoms. This would bave been of no consem WE

quen ýhad à not been for a swell w-hich rolled so of
heavily lover the bank that it continually broke; and e.
thou h our depth of water was never less than by
fathomâ- the ship on two or three occasions disturbed arr
the sand with her keel. The tide was unfortunately the

ragainst'us, and the swell propelled the ship just suf-
ficiently fast for her to steer without gaining any adv

ground;- so that we remained in this unpleasant situa- 'UpC
tion several bours. wit,

The best part fer crossing is with the islànd of Alcatrasses in
one with the fort.
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ýz'C' up, and we entered the CIIAP.At length a breeze spruno
port, and dropped our anchor in the spot where Van.
couver had moored his ship thirty-three years before. Nov.

As we passed the entrance, a heavy sea rolling vio
4> lently upon a reef of rocks on our left * bespoke the

danger of approaching that side too close in light or
baffling winds; while some scattered rocks With deep
water round ihem skirting the shore on our right,

150< îk marked that side also as dangerous; so that the en-
trance may be justly considered difficult. Beyond
these rocks, near the fort, there is a -bay in
which, if necessary, ships may drop their auchor.

The fort, which we passed upon our right, mounts
nine guns, and is built upon a proraontorv on the
south side of the entr,,cince apparently so -near to the

precipice, that one side will, before, long, be precipi-
tated over it b the gradual breakïn(y, away of they C
rock. Its situation, nevertheless, is good, as regards
the defence of the entrance; but it is coipmanded by
a rising ground bebind it. As we passed, a soldier

protruded a speaking-trumpet through one of the
brasures, and hàiled us with a stentorian voice, but

we could not distinguish what was said. This custom
of hailing vessels bas arisen froni there being no boat

elonging to the gaiTison, and the inconvenience felt
by the governor, in having to wait for a report of

arrivals., until the masters of the vessels could send
their boats on shore,

The port of Sa'n Francisco does not show itself to
advantage until after the fort is passedWhen it breaks
upon the view, and forcibly inipresses tbe spectator
with the magnificence of the harbour. He then be-

-1
Thisreef lies three quarters of a mile from Punta Boneta.



4 VOYAGE TO THE

CHAP. holds a broad sheet of water sufficiently exten-sivè to
contain all the British nav with convenient coves -A

Nov. anchorage in every part, and, around a country diver- 2*4
sified with hill and dale, partly wooded, and partly dis- '1
posed in pasture lands of the richest kind abounding
in herds of cattle. In short, the only objects wanting

to complete the interest of the scene arc some use-A
ful establishments and coinfortable residences on the
grassy borders of the harbour, the absence. of which
creates an involuntary regret, that so fine a country,

r abounding in all that is essential to man, should be
Nallowed to remain in such a state of neglect. Soqéý

poorly did the place appear to be peopled that a sickly
column of smoke rising froin within some dilapidated

walls, misnamed the presidio or protection, was the
only indication we had of the coulitry being inhabited.

The harbour strétches to the S. E. to the distance of
thirty miles, and affords a water communication be-
tween the missions of Sàn José, Sànta Clara, and the îf

presidio, which. is built upon. a peninsula about five
miles in width. On the north the harbour is con-
tracted to a strait which communicates with a basin
ten miles wide, with a channel across it sufficiently

deep for frigates, thotigh they cannot come near the A
land, on account of the mud. A creek on the N. W. s
side of this basin leads up to the new mission of San
Francisco Solano; and a strait to the eastward named
Estrêcho de Karquines, communicates with aýother
basin into which three rivers discharge themselves,
and bring down so large a body of water- that the

estrécho is from. ten to eleven fathoms deep. These a.
rivers are named Jesus Maria,, El Sacramento, and a,
San Joachin: the first, I- was informed, takes a north- w
erly direction, passes at the back of Bodega, and ex- ti
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tends beyond Cape Mendocino. El Sacraménto CHAP.
trends to the N. E.., and is said to have its rise in the

rocky rnountains near the source of the Columbia. Nov.

The other, Sa'n Joachin, stretches to the southward,
through the country of the Bolbones, and is divided
from the S. E. arm of the harbour by a, range of

mountains. -
When Langsdorff was at this port, an expedition

was undertaken by Don Louis Arguello and Padre
Uria to make converts, and to inquire into the nature

of the country in the Vicienity of the Sierra nevada;
and I learned from, Don Louis, I believe a son of the
commander, that they traced the Sacramento seventy
or eighty leaoueï up' and that it was there very wide
and deep, but that he liad no boat to ascertain jts

depth. The -Padre had it in contemplation to form, a
seulement in that direction, which he thought would
become very rieffi in a short time by the number of

Indians who would flock to it; but as it was never
done, I presume he found- material obstaëles to his
desîgn.

As we opened out the several islands and stopping
places in the harbour, we noticed seven American
whalers at aqnchor at Sausalito, not one of which
showed their colours; we passed them and anchored

off a smiill bay named Yerba Bue- a, from the luxuri.
ance of its vegetation, about a league distant from
both the presidio and the mission of San Francisco.
I immediately went on shore to pay my respects to
Don Ignacio Martinèz, a lieutenant in the Mexican

army, acting governor in the absence of Don Louis,.,
and to tÈe priest, whose name was Tomaso, both of
wtom gave me a very hospitable and friendly recep-
tion, and offered their services in any way they might
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CHAP. be required. Our first inquiries naturally related to
supplies., which we were disappointed to find not at all

Nov. equal to what had been reported; in short, it see -ed
that with the exception of flour, ftesh beef, vegetables,
and salt which might be procured throucrh the mis-
siens,, we should bave to depend upon the Americau
vessels for whatever else we rnight want, or upon what Aý
inight chance to be in store at Monterey., a port of

ginore lm ortance than San Francisco and from bein
the residence of a branch of a respectable firm -in
Lima, better supplied with the means of refitting ves-
sels after a lono, sea voyage.

It was evident from this report that the supplies
were likely to be very inadequate to our wants ; but

that no opportunity of obtaining them might be lost,
I despatched Mr. Collie the surgeon, and Mr. Marsh
the purser, overland to Monterey with Mr. Evans as

'Y interpreter, with orders to procure for the sh*p what
inedicines, provisions, and other stores were to be
bad, and to negotiate overnment bills, on which the
exchange was far more fa-Vourable there than at the
Sandwich Islands. The governor politely furnisbed
a passport and a guard for this service ; and our hos-

pitable friend Tomaso, the padre of the mission, pro-
vided horses for thein free of any charge. In the e

niean time ve arranoi-ed with a relation of the go- -1
Avernor for the daily supply of the ship's company, an

arrangement which it afterwards appeared increased
the ealousy that had long existed between the pre,
sidio ai-id the missions, by transferring to the pocket
of the commandant the profits that would otherwise
have been reapéd by the padre.

We were happy to find the country around our an.
chorage abounding in game of all kinds so plentiful,
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indeed, as soon to lessen the desire of pursuit; still CHAP.
-there were many inducements to both the officers and
seamen to land and enjoy themselves ; and as it was NOV.

1826.for the benefit of the service that they should recruit
their health and strength as soon as possible, every
f.Ecility was afforded them. Horses were fortunatelv
ery cheý from. nine 'hillings to seven. pounds

apiece, so that riding became a favourite amusement
and the Spaniards finding they could make a good
market- by letting ont their stud, appeared with them
every Sunday opposite the ship, ready saddled for the
occasion, as this was a day on which I allowed every

-nan to go out of the ship. Some of the officers pur-
chased horses and tethered them, near the place, but

4 the Spaniards finding this to interfere * with their722
market, contrived to let them. loose on the Saturday
night, in order that the officers might be compelledýMe to hire others on the following day. The only ob-
stacle to the enjoyment of this amusement was the
scarcity of saddles and bridles, some of which. cost ten

Al- tunes as much as a decent horse. The ingenuity of
the seamen generally obviated these diificulties, while
3ý some borrowed or hired saddles of the natives: for my

own part, I purchased a decent looking horse for
about thirtv-five shillings sterling, and on my depar.
ture presented it to a Spaniard,- who bad lent me the
necessary accoutrements for it durincr my siay, which

' g nswered the purpose of both parties, as he was
pleased with bis present., and I bad my ride for about

a-shilling a day : a useful hint to persons who may be
similarly circumstanced.

Such of the seamen as would not venture on horse.
back made parties to visit the presidio and mission,

where they found themselves welcome guests with the
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CHAP- Spanish soldiers. These two Places were the ouly
buildings within many miles of us, and they forta-

Nov. nately supplied just en ough spirits to allow the people
to enjoy themselves with. theïr friends, without in-

dulging in much. excess-a very great advantage in a
seaport. 

p-The roads leading to these two great places of
attraction in a short time became well beatein, and
that to the mission very inuch improved, by havin9 U.
the bougbs removed which before overhung it. It
was at first in contemplation to hire a Spaniard to lop

them; but our pÏoneers., who 'topped at nothing, soon -,*X.tore them all away, except one, a large stump, which r
resisted every attack, and unhorsed several of its
assailants. a.

Martinez was always glad to see the officers at the rc
presidio, and made them welcome- to what he bad. nc

Indeed, nothing seemed to gîve him. greater pléasure or_
than our partaking of his family dinner the greater a

part of -which was dressed by his wife and daugi-hters, _he
who prided themselves on their proficiency in the art ur

of cooking. It was not, however, entirely for the IJ he
satisfaction of presenting us with a well-prepared h.'
repast that they were induced to indulge in this
humble occupation : poor Martinez had a very nu- lis

Merous offspring to provide for out of his salary, e'.
which was then eleven years in arrears. He had 73 ut
a sorry prospect before him, as, -a short time pre- ioi

vious to our visit, the. government, by way of pay- hr
ing up tbese arrears, sent a brig with a cargo of ar,,

paper cigars to be issued to the troops in lieu of ea
dollars; but, as Martinez justly observed, cigars m r.
would not satisfy the families of the soldiers, and the ei:

compromise was refused. The cargo was, howeve ou-
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nded at Monterey and placed under the charge of CHAP.
e governor., where all other tobacco ii contrabandas the S Nov.a-iards 

are fond of smoking, 
it stands

a
r chance in the course of time, of answering the
tention of the government particularly as the troops

P Gly for these oftener tban they otherwise would,
nder the impression of clearing off a score of wages
at will never be settled in any other manner. For.
unately for Martinez and other veterans in this
untry, both vegetable and animal food are uncom-

-,,ànonly cheap, and there are nofashions to create anyffl
-À xpense of dress.
ï-, ý à .9 abode was in a corner of the pre-A!

-*Ialo, and fo£d one end of a row, of which the other
as occupied by a chapel; the opposite side was
roken down, and little better than a heap of rubbish

nd bones on which jaickals dogs, and vultures were
onstantl' preying, the other two sides of the 'qua-

rangle contained storehouses, artificers' shops, and
he gaol, a«Il built in the humblest style with badly

urnt bricks., and roofed with titles. The chapel and
_1J he governor's bouse were distinoýuisbed by being

hitewashed.
Whether viewed at a distance or near, the esta-

lishment impresses a spectator with any other senti-
ent than that of îts being a place of authority ; and

73 ut for, a tottering flag-staff, upon which was occa.
ionally displayed the tri-coloured flag of Mexico
hree rustyfield pieces; and a half accoutred sentinel
ariadin the gateway in charge of a few poor wretches
eavilyshackled, a visitor would be ignorant of the
mportance of the place. The neglect of the govern-

ent to its establishments could not be more tho.,
oughly evinced than in the dilapidated condition of >
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CHAP., the building in question; and such was the dissatis- e
faction of the people that there was no inclination to, y

NoV. improve their situation, or even to remedy many of e.1826.
the evils which they appeared to us to have the 0
power to remove.

The plain upon which the presidio stands is well
adapted to cultivation but it is scarcély ever touched
by the plough, and the garrison is entirely beholden
to the missions for its resources. Each soldier has 0
nominally about three pounds a month, out of wbich e

he is obliged to purchase his 'provision. If the go-
vernor were active and the means were supplied, the

country in the vicinity of the establishment might be h
made to, yield enough wheat and vegetables for the n E

troops, by which they would save that portion* their
pay whieh now goes tu the purchase of these neces- -,-.0

sary articles. rc
The garrison of Sa'n Francisco consists of seventy- e

six cavalry soldiers and a few artillerymen, distributed
between the presidios and the missions, and conse- IlE

quently ne more than balf a dozen are at any time pe:
in one place.

:noThey appeared to us to be very dissatisfied, owing
not oiil to their pav being so many years in arrear, thEy
but to the duties which had been imposed both on the us
inîportation of foreign articles and on those of the
Mexican territory, amounting in the first instance to 1y

fýrtv-two, and a half per cènt.; whereas under the old .31 of
government, two ships were annually sent from Aca-

_pulco, with goods, which were s'old duty free, and at
e,their original cô st in that country, and then, also, their

hEpay being regularly discharged, they were able to, pur-
aircbase iliat they wanted. A further grievance has
piaarisen by the refusal of the government to continue
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ertain privileges which were enjoyed under the old CHAP.
Ys a term of-ie soldiers entetem. At that tin red ôt
en years, at the expiration of which they were allowed Nov.

e 0 retire to the Pueblôýs-villageserected for this pur- 1826.

se, and attached to the missions., where the men
ave a portion of ground allotted to them for the sup-
ort of their families. This. afforded a competency to
a and while it benefitid them, it was of service

's ;o the government, as the country by that means
ecame settled, and its security increased. But this
rivilege bas latterly been wý1hheId, and the applicants
ave been allowed only tolpossess the land and feed

heir cattle upon it, unt il à shall please the govern.
ent to turn thein of. The reason of this> I believe,

,,.,,,wo-as that Mexico was beginning to turn her attention
0 California., and was desirous of having settlers there
rom the southérn districts, t * whom it would be ne-
essary to gÏve lands; and until they could see what

.1',eýwou1d be required for this purpose and for the. gQyern-
nent establishments, and bad the limits of the pro-

.,..,,Perty already allotted, defined, they did not wish to,
make any new grants. The real cause however, was

Inot explained to the soldiers they inerely heard that

-they would not have the land ceded to them for life as
usual and'thev were consequently much dissatisfied,

The same feeling of discontent that was txperienced
by the garrison, pervaded the missions, in consequence
of some new regulations of the républican govern.

ent, the first and most grievous of which was the
îscontinuance of a salary of 400 dollars per annum,
eretofore allowed to each of the padre': the support

he former government had given to the'missions
amounted according ýp LangsdorfP, to a million

'Piastres a year. Another grievance "was, the requisi.
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CHAP. tion of an oath of allegiance to the rei*Lrnl*iip authori-
ties o egregious a

which these hol men considered'sy
Nov. violation of their former pledge to the king of Spain,
1826. that, until he renouneed his sovereigntv over the

country, they could not conscie&jously take. it ; and, ý er-
much as they were attached to the-place in which, they

had passed a large portion of their lýyes, and though
by quitting it they would be reduced to the utmost

penury-yet, so much did they regard this pledge IM
that they were prepared to leave the comitry, and to
seek an asylùm in any other that would afford it thEân

Indeed, the Prefect preferring his expulsion - to re J'_
nouncina- his allegiance, had already received his dis-

missal, and was ready at the seaport of Monterey to
embark in any vessel the government might appoint

to receive him. A third grievance, and one which, R C
when duly considered, was of some importance, not c

Aonly to the missions but to the country in general,
was an order to liberate all those converted Indians t

à
from the missionswho bore good characters, and had s

à
been taught the art of agriculture, or were :màsters of s
a trade, and were capable of supporting themselves, tq
givinom them portions of land to cultivate, so arranged
that they should be divided into parishes, with curates f
to superintend thern, subservient to the clergy of the î

missions3 Who were to -proceed to the conversion of the
Indians as usual, and to train them for the domesti. r
cated state of society in contemplation, t

This philanthropie system at first sight appeared to r
be a very excellent one, and every ftiend to the rights
of man would naturally-join in a wish forits prospe-
rity; but the Mexican government could not have suf-
ficiently considered the state of Califor-i*a, and the dis- t

Position of the Indians, or they would have known it
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ould not possibly succeed without lonzgr Previous CHAP.

raining, and then it would reqnire to be introduced

y slow degrees. Nov.

The Indians whom this law emancipated were essen.

al to, the support of the missions, not only for con.

iicting their agricultural concerns, but for keeping in

Ubordination by force and example those whom. dis.,

bediencekn d i b gnorance would exempt froin the pri-q
Jk
1zvilege ; and as a necessary consequence of this indulg-

Pý
eýCPcC th missions would be ruined before the system.

ýwàCouN e brought into effect, even supposing the InÀ
-ýe,,4ians capable of éonducting their Qwn affairs. So far

,,,ýfrom this being the case, however, they were k-nown
possess neither-the will, the steadiness, nor the pa----

'Y'tience to, provide for themselves.' Accustomed, many'

ý-È of them from, their infancy, to as much restraint as

Children and tô execute mechanically, what they weré
desired and no more, without even éntertaining a
thought for their future welfare it was natural that

such persons, when released from. this discipline,
should abandon themselves . entirely to their favourite
amusements, pastirnes, and vices. Those also, who, had
been converted in later life wôuld return to their,
former habits and having once again tasted the bless
ings of freedom, which confinement and discipline
must have rendered d-Ubly desirable, would forge all

restraint., and'then bâng joined by the wild discon-
tented Indians, they would be more formidable ene.
mies to the missions tban before inasmuch as they
would- be more enlightened. But I will not antici

Date the, result, whicli we had an opportunity of see.
ing on our return the following year; and from. which
the reader will be able to judge how the system,
worked.

/i 
1

t,51
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CHAP. Th e owever, dreading the worst, were very . à

discôýtented1* and many would willingly bave qtiitted
Nov. the country for Manilla. The government appeared

1826. to be aware of this feelincr as they sent some young
priests froniýMexico to supplant those who were dis-

affected and desired that they should be trained up in
the mission, and should make themselves acquainted
with the lanopuacre and usacres of the Indians in order

that they micpht not promote discontent by any sudden
innovation., 4:1.

The missions bave hilherto been of the highest im-
portance to California, and the croverninent canne be

too careful to proinote'their welfare, as the prosperity
of the country in a great measure is dependent upon

them, and must continue to, be so until settlers froin
the mother country can be induced to resort. thither.
-As they are of such consequence, I shall enter some-

what minutely into a description of them. In Up.
per California there are twenty-one of these estab.
lishments, of which n*ne,'are attached to the presidios
of Monterey' and Sàn Francisco, and contain about
7000 converts. They are in order as follow from north
to south

Converts.
San Francisco Solano, 1822., about 1000

established in
Sa'n Raphael 1817 250

Sàn Francisco 1776 260
Sàn José 1797 1800VQ E

LSànta Clara 1777 1500
Sànta Cruz 1797 300r E

1 Sàn Juan 1797 1100
Sa'n Carlos 1770 -20-0-

'LLa Soledad 500 ti
6910
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y S an Antonio Buena Vistura CHAP.
Id

Sàn Miguel Sén Fernando
d Nov.Sàn Luis San xalÏriel 1826.
9 De la Purissima SIn Juan Capistram
3- a 3000,,,,i Snta Ignes Sàn Luis Rey

Sa'nta Barbara Sa'n Tomaso

r I could not learn the number of Indians which arc
,,S eacb of the missions to the southward of Soledéd,
lipt they were stated collectively to amount to 20,000:
ei this bead I must observe that the padres either

culd not say, or did,,not know exactly, how many1 n-1
.,-Iëere were, even in their own missions, much less the

turnber contained in thse to the southward: and the

'a- counts were at all time so, various that the above
Jtomputation can bc ouly an, approxiination, -Almost

f these establishmentýs cultivate large portions of
land, and rear cattle,,the hides and tallow of which

-ý'-e,'one form a small trade, of which. the importance may
I.- e judged- from the fact of a rnerchant at Monterey
.,Iaving pa«d 36,000 dollars in one year to, a mission
,âeà hieh was not one of the largest, for its hide, tallow,

Indian labour. Though the system, they pursue
s not calculated to raise the colony to, any great pros-
erity, yet the neglect of the missions would not long
recede the ruin of the presidios, and of the whole of

Xhe district. Indeed, with the exception of two pueb."
os, containing about seven hundred persons, and a

ew farm houses widely scattered over the country,
ere are no other buildings to, the northward of Mon.
erey: thus, wbile the missions furnish the means of

ubsistence to the presidios, the body of men they con.
ain keeps the wild Indians in check, and, prevents

their making incursions on the settlers.



CHAP. Each mission bas fifteen square miles of g'round
I. allotted to it. The buildings are variously laid out ". Z,5 1

Nov. and adapted in size to the number of Indians whieh
1826. s atibey contain; some are inclosed by a bigh wall, -a

Sa'n Carlos, while others consist merely of a few rows
of huts, built with sun-bu'rnt mud-bricks; many are
whitewashed and tiled and bave a neat and comfort-
able appearance. It is not, however, every but that
bas a white face to exhibit as that in a great mea-
sure depends upon the industry and good conduct
of the family who possess it, who are in such a
case supplied with lime for the purpose. It is onlv
the married persons and the officers of the establish-
ment who are allowed these buts the bachelors and
spinsters having large places of their own, where they
are separately incarcerated every night,

To each mission is attached a well-built church
better decorated in the interior than the external ap-
pearance of some would lead -a stranger to suppose:
they are well supplied with costly dresses for proces.
sions and feast days, to strike with admiration the ce
senses of the gazing Indians, and on the whole are
very respectable establishments. In some of these are
a few tolerable pictures, among many bad ones; and '4_1

those who have been able to obtain them. are always
provided with representations of bell and paradise:

the former exhibiting in the most disgusting manner
all the torments the imacrination [can fancy, for the
purpose of striking terror into the simple Indians, who
look upon the performance with fear and trembling.
Such representations inay perbaps be useful in exhibit-
ing to the dull senses of the Indians what could not t

be conveyed in any other way, and so far they are de-
sirable in the mission; but to an European the one is r

16 VOYAGE TO THE
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disgusting, and thepther ludierous. Each establish. cELv.

'ie ment is under the management of two priests if pos.
eh sible, who in Upper Càlifornia belong to, the mendi- Nuy.

1826.cant order of S 'n, Francisco.at They bave under them
ws a major-domo, and several subordinate officers, gene.

.re rally Spaniards, whose principal business is to overlook
the labour of the Indians.

at The object of the missions is to convert as many of
.a- "'ý'the wild Indians as possible, and to train them up

within the walls of the establishment in the exercise
a ýýf a good life., and of some trade, so that they may in

%ý'-time be able to provide for themselves and become
useful members of civilized societvb As to the various

id methods employed for the purpose of bringing prose.
lytes to the mission, there are several reports, of which,_ýy

some were not very creditable to the institution ne.
vertheless. on the whole I am of opinion that the
priests are innocent, from a conviction that they are
gnorant of the means employed by those who are

3- under them. Whatever may be the system, and
whether the Indians be really dragged from, their.e

bornes and families by armed parties, as some assert,oe
or not, and forced to excha-nge their life of freedorne
and wandering for one of confinement and restraint

.S in the missions, the change according to our ideas oft. âtý,
happiness would seern advantageous to them, as they

r -elead a far better life in the missions than in their
forests, wliere thev-are in a ate of nudity, and are
frequently obliged to solely upon wild acorns

% for their subsistence.
Immediately the Indians are brought to the mission

they are placed under thebtuition of some of the most
enlightened of their countrymen, who teach them. to
repeat in Spanish the Lords Prayer and certain pas-

VOL. II. C
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sages in the Romish litany ; and also, to cross them-
selves proper1v on entering the church. In a few days
a willing Indian becomes a proficient in these mys-
teries, and suffers himself to be baptized, ànd duly
initiated into the church. If, however, qs it not tin?-
frequently happens, any of the captured Indians show
a repugnance to conversion, it is the practice to, im-
prison them for a few days, and then to allow them. to
breathe a little fresh. air in a walk round the mission,
to observe the happy mode of life of their c'onverted

countrymen ; after which they are again shut up, and
thus continue to be incarcerated until they declare
their readiness to renotince the religion of their fore-
fathers.

I do not suppose that this apparently unjustifiablé
conduct would be pursued for any length of time; and
I had never an opportunity of ascertaining the fact, as
the Indians are so averse to confinement that they very

soon become impressed with the manifestly superior
and more coinfortable mode of life of those who are
at liberty, and in a very few days declare theïr-readiness
to have the new religion explained to them. A person

acquainted with the language of the parties, of which
there are sometimes 'everal dialects in the same mis-
Sion,, is then selected to train them and havino- duly

prepared them takes his pupils to the padre to be bap-
tized, and to receive the sacrament. Having become
Christians they are put to trades, or if they have good

voices they are taught music, and form, part of the
choir of the churcb. Thus there. are in almost every
mission weavers., tanners, shoemakers, bricklayers, car-
penters, blacksmiths, and other artificers. Others
again are taught husbandry, to rear cattle and horses
and some to, cook for the mission : while the feniales

CHAP.

Nov.
1826.
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card, clean, and spin wool, weave, and sew; and those CHAP.

who are n rried attend to their domestie concerns.
In requital of these benefits, the services of the In- Nov.

dian, for life, belong to the mission, and if any neo. 1826

z phyte should repent of bis apostacy ûom the religion
of bis ancestors and desert, an armed force is sent in
pursuit of him, and drags him. back to punishment
apportioned to the degree of aggravation attached to

-A- bis crime. It does not often happen that, a voluntary
convert succeeds in bis attempt to escape, as the wild
Indians have a great contempt and dislike for those
Who have entered the missions, and they will fre.0
quently not only refuse to re-admit them to their tribe.,
but will sometimeseven discover their retreat to theïr
pursuers. This aùimosity between the wild and con.
verted Indians is of great importance to the missions
as it checks-ý-àesertion,, and is at the same time a pow.

erful defence -- against the wild tribes,, Who consider
invaded and have other justtheir territory auses o

complaint. The Indiaw,- besides, from. political, mo.
tives, are., I feaý, ,-ftequently encouraged in a con.
temptuous feeling towards their unconverted country-

men, by hearing them constantly held up to them in
the degrading lîght of béstias and in hearing the

Spaniards distinguished by the appellation of génte de
razôn,

The produèe of the land, and of the labour of the
Indians, is appropriated to the support of the mission
and the overplus to amass a fund which ils entirely at
the disposal of the padres. In some of the establish.
ments this must be very large, although the padres

will not admit it., and always plead poverty. The go.
vernment bas lâtely demanded a part 'of this profit,

but the priests wbo, it is said, think the Indians are
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CHAP. niore entitled to it than the government, make smallI. donations to them., and thus evade the tax by taking1_ý
NCV. care there shall be no overplus. These donations in

1826. some of the missions are greater than in others, ac-»
cording as one establishment is more prosperous than
another ; and on this also, in a great measure, depends
the comforts of the dwel«Iings, and the neatness: the
cleanliness, and the clothiug of the people. In some,
of the niisýsions much misery prevails, while in others
there is a degree of cheerfulness and âeanliness which
shows that many of the Indians require only care « and
proper management tomake them as happy as their

dull senses will admit of under a life of constraint.
The, two missions of S a'n. Francisco and Sàn José

are examples of the contrast alluded to. The former
in 1817 contained a thousand coù-verts, who were

housed in small huts around the mission ; but at
present only two hundred and sixty remain-some
bave. been sent., ît îs true, to the ýnew mission of Sa'n
Francisco Solano, but sickness and death have dealt
with an unsparing hand among the others. The huts
of the absente-es, at the time of our visit, liad all fallen
to decay, and presented heaps of filth and rubbish ;
while the remaining inmates of the mission were in as
miserable a condition as it was possible to concelve,

and were entirely regardless of their own comfort.
Their bovels afforded scarcely any protection against

the weather, and were black with smoke: some of the
Indians were sleeping on the greasy floor; others were

grindino- baked acorns to make into cakes, which con-
stitute a large portion of their food. So little atten-
4on indeed had been paid even to *health, that in one

hut there was a quarter of beef suspended opposite a
window in a very offensive and unwholesome state,,
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but its owners were too indolent to throw it Out. CHAP.

Sàn José on the other hand, was all neatness cleanli-
neýss, and comfort; the Indians were amusing theM- Novi.

selves between the hours of labour at their games
and the children, uniformly dressed in white bodices
and scarlet petticoats, were playing at bat and ball.
Part of this difference may arise from the habits of
the pçople, who are of different tribes. Langsdorff
observes, that the Indians of the mission of Sa'n José
are the handsomest tribe in California, and ' in every
way a finer race of men; and terms the neophytes of

Sa'n Francisco pigniies compared with thern. I cannot
sav that this remark occurred to me, and I think it
probable that he may have been deceived by the appa-
rentIv miserable condition of the people of San Fran.

Cisco.
The children and. adults of both sexes, in all the

missions., are carefully locked up every night in sepa-
rate apartments., and the keys are delivered into the
possession of the padre; and as, in the daytirne, their
occupations lead to distinct places, unless thëy form
a matrimonial alliance, they enjoy very little of each
othees society. -It, however, sometimes happens t-hat
they endeavour to evade the vigilance of their keepers,
and are locked up with the opposite ý"sex; but severe

corporeal panishment, inflicted in the same manner as
is practised in our schools, but with a- whip instead of
a rod is sure to ensueif they are discovered. Thou h9

there may be occasional acts of tyranny, Yet the ge-
neral character of the padres is kind aind be ý volent
and in some of the missions., the converts are so much
attached to thern that I have beard them declare they
would go with them, if they were obliged to quit the

country. It is greâtly to be regretted that with the
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CHAP. influence these men have over their pupils, and -with
:1 the regard those pupils seem. to -have for their mas-

Nov. ters, that the priests do not interest themselves a little
more in the education of their converts, the, first step c
to which would be in making themselves acquainted
with the Indian language. Man of the Indians sur-y

pass their pastors in this respect, and can speak the
loti Spanish lanzuaze while scarcely one of the padres

can make theinselves -understood by the Indians.
They have besides, in general, a lamentable contempt n

for the intellect of these simple people, and think q
them, incapable 0 f improvement beyond a certain point, t.

Notwithstanding this, the Indians are, in general, well
clothed and fed; they have houses of their own, and S4tý
if they are not confortable, là is, in a great measure, ir

their own fault; theïr meals are given to theni,,,,three tE
times a day, and consist of thick gruel made of wheat, ti
Indian corn, and sometimes acorns, to which, at noon aç
is generally added meat. iDlothing of a better kind U
than that worn by the Indians is given to the officers n

of the missions, both as a reward for their services,
and to create an emulation in others. ti

If it should, happen that there is a scarcity of pro. tr
U visions either through failure in the crop, or damage CE

of that which is in store as they have always two or ý4 Sr
three years in reserve the Indians are sent off to the Ot
Woods t'O pro-ýede for themselves, where, accustomed
to hunt and fish. and game being very abundant, they b-
find enough to subsist upon, and return to the mis- a

sion, when they are required to rea the next year's caP
harvest. es

Having served ten years in the mission, air Indian th

may claira his liberty, provided any respectable settler Ir
re si(will become surety for his future good conduct. A
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piece of ground is then allotted for his support., but CHAP.
1.

he is never wholly free from, the establishment as part
of his earnincs mu t still be given to them. W- e heard Nov.

of very fâv to whom this reward for servitude and
good conduct bad beeýs granted; and it is not impro-
bable that the padres are averse to it, as it deprives
theni of their best scholars. When these establish-

ments were first founded, the Indians flocked to them.
in great numbers for the clothing with which the

neophytes were supplied; but affer'they became ac-
quainted with the nature of the institution, and felt

theniselves under restraint, inany absconded. - Even
now, notwithstanding the difficulty of escaping, de -

sertions are of frequent occurrence, owing probably,
in some cases, to the fear of punishment-in o'thers
to the deserters having been originally inveigled into
the mission by the converted Indians ox the neophytes,
as they are called by way of distinction to Los Genti'les,
or the wild Indians - in other cases àgain-to the fickle.
ness of their own disposition.

Some of the converted Indians are occasionally sta-
tioned in places which are resorted to by the wild

tribes for the purpose of offering them flattering ac.
counts of the advantages of the mission, and of per.

ý4 suadinçy them to, abandon their barbarous life; while
others obtain leave to go into the. t- erritory of the

Gentiles to visit their friends and are expeeted to,
brin back converts with them when tÉey return. At
a particular period of the year, also, when the Indians

can be spared from the agricultural concerns of the
ý'à establishment, rnany of them are permitted to take

the launch of the mission, and make excursions to the
Indian territory. All are anxious to go on such occa-

sions., some to visit their friends, soine to procure the
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CHAP. manufactures of tbeir barbarous countrymen, which,
I. ---tter than their own; and someby the by, are oftepJSe

Nov. with the secret determination never to return. On
18,26. these occasions the padres desire them, to induce as

niany of their unconverted brethren as possible to
accompany them back to, the mission, of course,

implying that this is to be done only by persùa-
sion; but the boat being furnished with a cannon'

and musketry, and in every respect equipped for war,
lit too often happens that the neophytes, and the génte
de raz on Who superintend the direction of the boat,

avail themselves of their superiority, with the desire
of ingratiating themselves with their masters, and of-Il areceiving a reward. There are, besides repeated acts
of aggression which'it is necessar to punish, all of

which furnish proselytes. Women and children are,generally the first ob ects o their hus-
f capture, as

bands and parents sometimes voluntarily follow them.
into captivity. These misunderstandiiig and captivities
keep up a perpetual enmity amongst the tribes, whose
thirst for revenge is almost insatiable.

We had an opportunity of witnessing the tragical
issue of one of these holyday excursions of the neo-
phytes of the mission of Sàn José. The launeh-was

armed as usual, and placed, under the superintendance
of an alcalde of the mission., Who, it appears from oneA

stqtement (for there are several), converted the party
of pleasure either in'to one of attack for the purpose

q of procuring proselytes, or of revenge upon a partieu-
lei lar tribe for some aggression in which, they were con-

cerned. Thèy proceeded up the Rio Sàn Joachin until
they came to the territory of a particular tribe named

Cosemenes, when they disembarked with the gun,
and encaiàped for the night near the village of LosM
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n t'les, intending. to make an attack upon them, crup.
e next mornïnom; but before they were prepared,

*e Gentiles who had been apprised of their intention. Nov., - 4-kd had collected a large body of friends, became the
A»sailants, and pressed so hard upon the party that,

i..gotwithstaiiding they dealt death in every direction
Ïfith their cannon and rausketry, and were inspired

'ýI!FIth confidence by the contempt in which they held.
îhe valour and t-acti*cs of their unconverted country-
'*ien, they were overpowered by numbers, and oblig-ed

seek their safety in fiight, and to leave the gun in

_ee woods. Some regained the launeh and were saved,
-*d others found their way overland to the mission
-'but thirty-four of the party never returned to tell their
-, 6 le.

There were oilher accounts of this unfortunate affair,
,ýê'he of which accused the padre of authorising the

,eack; and another stated that it was made-in self-
ýWence; but that which 1 have.given appeared, to be

4,ffie most probable. That the reverend father should
,Kave sanctioned such a proceeding is a supposition so
I'tally at variance with his charecter, that it will not

btain credit; and the other was in all probability the
port of the alcalde to excuse his own conduct. They
1 a reed, however, in the fatal- termination of theie9
cursion, and the neophytes became so enraged at
e news of the slaughter of their companions, that it

as almost impo, sible to prevent them from, proceed-
forthwith to revenge theïrdeaths. The Padre was

so greatly displeased at the result of the excursion
the loss of so many Indians to the mission was of

e greatest consequence, and the confidence with
ich the victory would, inspire the Indians was

ually alarming. He, therefore, joined with the
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CHAP. converted Indians in, a determination to chasf ise and Ir
strike terror into the victorious tribe aiid in concert

Nov. with the governor planned an expedition against thein. s'-
The mission furnished money, arms, Indians, and

horses., and the presidio provided iroops, headed by
the alférez, Sanchez, a veteran who had been fre-. Ir

quently engaged with the Indians, and was acquainted W,
with every part of the country. The troops carried h
with thern their armour and shields as a defence

against the arrows of the Indians - the arinour con- nit) ;c
sisted of a helmet and jerkin made of stout skins, n
quite inipeifetrable to an arrow, and the shield might ta
almost vie with that of Ajax in the number of its p

folds.
The expedition set out on the 19th of November,

and we heard nothing of it until the 27th ; but two 4* -, 'Ir
days after the troops had taken the field, some im- -ci
mense columns of smoke rising above the mountains
in the direction of the Cosemenes bespoke the con- f n
flagration -of the village of the persecuted Gentiles. Z à, é
And on the day above-mentioned, the veteran San- t-
chez made a triumphant entry into the mission of
San José, eséorting forty miserable women and child- s

ren the gun that had been -taken in the. first battle
and other trophîes of the field. This victory, so glo- C

rious, according to, the ideas of the conqueror, was gi-
ý-achieved with the -loss of only one man' on the part of W ew
the Christians, who was mortally wounded by the d:

bursting of his own gun but on the part of the ail
enemy it was considerable, as Sanchez the morninc t

after the., battle counted forty-one men, women. and de
children, dead. It is remarkable that none of the r'.

prisoners were wounded, and it is greatly to be feared TI.
that the Christians wbo could scarcely be prevented can
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m. revenging the death of their relations upon those cHAP.
o. were brought to the mission, glutted their brutal

-ï*-,'sion on all the wounded who fell into their hands. Nov.

despatch which the alférez wrote to bis com. 1826-

.ý,xàènding officer on the occasion of this successful ter-
jMation of bis expedition, will convey the best idea

.,,:what was executed, and their manner of conducting
h an assault.

ranslation Journal kept by citizen -José Anto-
nic Sanchez., ensign of cavalry of the presidio, of Sa'n
-M g--M c i D sco, during the enterprise against the Gen-

,tRtýýs, called Cosemenes, for having put to, death the
phytes of the mission of Sàn José.'7--Written with

0 :_e È_1 powder on the field of battle!
On the morning of the 20th the troop commenced

L: march, and, after stopping to dine at Las Positas,
ý"ched the river Sa'n Joachin at eleven o7clock at

nmilt3 when it halted.' This day's march was per-
fS-m e d without any accident, except that neighbour

Ancha was nearly losing bis saddle. The next
the alférez determined to, send forward the c auxi-

y to construct balsas* for >the troop to,
s a river that was in advance of them. The troop

owed, and al] crossed in safety ; but among the
of the horses that forded the river was one be.

ging to soldier Leandro Flores, who lost bis bridle,
ew bis rider, and kicked him in the face and fore.
d; ând as poor Flores could not swim, he was in
air way of losing bis life before he came within
t of the field of battle: assistance was speedily

dered, and he was saved. As Sanchez wished to
rise the enemy, he encamped until dusk, to, avoid
These are rafts made of rushes, and ýare the Indian substitute

canoes.
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CHAP. being, seen by the wild Indians, who were travelE1119
the country; several of wham were met and taken tl

Nov. prisoners. At five they resumed their march; but il.
neighbour Gexbano Ch-boya beincr ta-en ill, with ti
a pain in his stomach, there was a temporary halt of a
the armv: it however soon set forward again, and ar. a.
rived at the river of Yachicùmé at eleven at night,

with only one accident, b the. horse Of aiy
neighbour Leandro Flotes again throwing up his W

heels, and giving him. a formidable fall.
The troop lay in ambush until five oclock the tI

next evening, and then set out but here they were ......

distressed by two horses running away they *were
however both taken after a short march,, which -î4 e

brought them. to the river San Francisco, near the SI
rancheria of their enemy the Coseinenes, and where T'
the alférez commanded his troops to, prepare fbr C
battle by putting on theïr cuéros, or armour. The W
23d the troop divided, and one division was sent at
round to intercept the Cosemenes, who bad discovered "A
the Christians., and were retreating; some of whom si
they made prisoners, and immediately the firing be- ar

gan. It had lasted about an hour, when the musket id
of soldier José Maria Garnez burst W.

and inflicted
,rnortal wound in his forehead ; but this misfortune did C
not hinder the other soldiers from, firing. The Gen- a

tiles also, opened their fire of arrows, and the skirmish
ing became general. Towards noon a shout was er
heard in the north quarter, and twenty Gentiles were b(

seen skirmishing with three Christians., two on foot
and on-e on horseback, and presently another shout W
was heard, and the Christians were seen flying, and se

the Gentiles in pursuit of them who had already cap- W
tured the horse. re

fa

0
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It was now four o'clock, and the alférez, seeing CHAP.

the Gentiles, Who were in ambush received little
-,-in -y, disposed every thing for the retreat of the Nav.

and having burnt the rancheria, and seen some
.-,-ýîdead bodies,, he retreated three quarters of a league,

_-ý.Ï-and encainped for the night. On the 24th the troops
-ýýdivided into two parties, one charged with booty

and prisoners amounting to forty-four souls, mostly
le wonien.

"ý-C, The other party went with the veteran Sanchez toAi
the rancheria, to reconnoitre the dead bodies of which
he counted forty-one men, women., and children. They
inet with an old woman there, the only one that was

left alive, Who was in so miserable a state ttat thev
showed their compassion b taking no account of here

'The alférez then set out in search of the cannon that
had been abandoned by the first expedition. The
whole of the troop afterwards retreated, and arrived

at the mission of San José on the night of the 27th.""
This truly ludicrous account of an expedition of

such trifling importance might appear to require an
apolozve for its insertion, but it conveys so good an
id a of the opposition -t-o be expected by any power

which mioht think proper to land upon the coast of
California, that its omission might fairly be considered
a neglect.

The prisoners they bad captured were immediately
enrolled in the list of the mission, except a nice little
boy, whose mother was shot while running away with
him in her arms, and he was sent to the presidio, and,

was, I heard, given to the alférez as a reward for bis
services. The poor little orphan bad received a slight
wound in his forebead; he wept bitterly at first, and
refused to eat but in time became reconciled to bis

fate.

ýA 0
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CHAPO Those Who were taken to the mission were imnie- C
diately converted, and were daily taught by the neo.

Nov. phytés to repeat the Lord's prayer and certain hymus
1826. in the Span;-sh languaoe. I happened to visit the mis.

sion about this time and saw these unfortunate beings
under tuition they were clothed in blankets and A 1

arranged in a row before a blind Indian., Who under- ý>s
stood their dialect, and was assisted by an alcalde to a
keep order. Their tutor began by desiring them. to E
kneel, informing them. that he was. going to teach C

them the names of the persons composing the Tri-ý-
nity, and that they were to repeat in Spanish what he
dictated. E

The neophytes being thus arranged, the speaker be-
g4n, "'I Santissima Trinidada, Dios, Jesu Cristo, Esp'- r

ritu Santo" pausing between each name, to listen if
the simple Indians., Who had, never spoken a Spanish
word before, pronounced it correctly, or any thing near
the mark. After they had repeated these names satis-
factorily, their blind tutor, after a pause added, 'l' San-
tos"-and recapitulated the nam'es of a great manysaints rwhich finished the mornin 's tuition. I did

ilot attend the next schooling to hear what was the
ensuing task, but saw them. arranged on their knees
repeating Spanish words as before. ' à h

They did not appear to, me to pay much attention
to what was going forward, and I observed to the

padre that I thought their teachers had an arduous
etask; but he said. they had never found any difficulty;

that the Indians were accustomed to change their
own gods, and that their conver-ssion was in a me-asure -h

habitual to them. I could not help, smiling at this 0
nreason of the padre, but have no doubt it was very

true; and that the party I saw would féel as little x
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CHAP.-I,,compunetion at apostatizing acrain., WhIenever they
-Jhould bave an opportunity of returning to their own

Nov.

The expenses of the late expedition fell heavy upon
-,,ý-ý'he mission and I was gr-lad to, find that the padre

it was paying very dear for so, few converts,
",,-es in all probability it will lessen his desire to under

ake another expedition ; and the poor Indian s will
J e spared the horrors of being butchered by their own

ountrymen, or dragged from their -homes into, perpe-
Ual captivity. He was also much concerned to, think

he Cosemenes had stood their ground so, firmly, and
e was under some little apprebension of an attack
on the mission. Impressed with this idea, and in

rder to, defend himself the more effectually, hýe begged
e to furnish him with a few fireworks, which he

hought would strike terror into his enemies in case of
ecessitv.

Morning and evening inass are daily performed in
he missions., and high mass as it is appointed by the

omish Church at which all the converted Indians
re obliged to attend. The commemoration of the
nniversary of the patroness saint took place during
y visa at Sa'n José and high mass was celebrated in

he church., Be
ZC /fore the prayers began, there was a
rocession of the young female Indians, with which I
as highly pleased. They were neatly dressed in

carlet petticoats, and white bodices and walked in a
ery orderly manner to the church, where they had

laces assigned to them apart from the males. After
he bell bad done tolling, several alguazils went round
0 the huts., to see if all the Indians were at church,
nd if they found any loitering within them., they

4ý xercised with tolerable freedom a long lash with a
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CIJAP. broad thong at the end of it; a discipline which ap-
peared the more tyrannical, as the church was not

Nov. sufficiently capacious for all the attendants, and seve
ral sat upon the steps without; but the Indian women

who had been captured in the affair with tbe Cose-
menes were placed in a situation where they could see

the costly images, and vessels of burning incense, and
every thing that was going forward.,

The congregation was arranged on both sides of
the building, separated by a wide aisle passing alon9
the centre, in which were stationed several alguazils

with whips, canes, and goads, to preserve silence and t
maintain order, and, what seemed more difficult than

either, to keep the congregation in their kneeling C
posture. The goads were better adapted to this pur-
pose than the whips, as they would reach a long way,
and inflict a sharp puncture without making any
noise. The end of the church was occupied by a
guard of soldiers under arms, with fixed bayonets; a W
precaution which I suppose experience bad taught w

the necessity of observing. Above them there was a tl
choir consisting of several Indian musicians, who bu

performed very well indeed on various instruments, oc
and sang the Te Deum in a very passable manner.
The congregation was very attentive, but the gratifi- ticÎ'
cation they appeared to derive -from the music fur t ri
nished another proof of the strong hold this portion wl
of the ceremonies of the Romish church tàkes upon far
ulainformed minds. wi-

The worth and benevolent priests of the mission wi,
devote almost the whole of theïr time to the duties of M
the establishment, and bave a fatherly regard for those ter

placed under them. who are obedient and diligent; Wh
and too much praise cannot be bestowed upon them, pai
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considering that they bave relinquislied many of the CffAP.ý
enjoyments of life, and have embraced a voluntary

exile in a distant and barbarous country. The only N.v.
1826.arnusement which my hospitable host of the mission

of San José indulged in, during my visit to t1hat place,
-"-eal 

times, when he amused 
himself

was diiriuçîpl y
throwing "pancakes to the muchachos, a namber of
little Indiaù domestics, who stood &aping round the
table. For this purpose, he had every day two piles
of Pancakes made of Indian corn; and as soon as the

his eyes upon one of
'Ila was removed, he would,
the boys, who iinmediately opened his mouth, and the
padre, rolling up a cake, would say someth*ng ludi.

Crousin allusion to the boy's appetite., or to the size
of bis mouth, and pitch the cake at him, which the
imp would catch between his teeth, and devour with
ineredible rapidity, in order that he migbt be ready
the sooner for another, as well as to please the padre,
whose amusement consisted in a great measure in
witnessing the sudden disappearance of the cake. In
this manner the piles of cakes were gradually distri.

bated among the .boys, amidst much laughter, and
occasional squabbling.

Nothing could'exceed the kindness and considera.
tion of these excellent men to their guests and to,
travellers, and they were seldom mre pleased than
when any one paid their mission a visit: we always
fared well there, and even on fast days were provided

with fish dressed in various ways, and preserves made
with the fruit of the country. We bad, however,

occasionally some difficulty in maintaining our good
temper, in consequence of the' unpleasant remarks

which the difference of our religion brought from the
padres, who were very bigoted nien, andî I)Iyr

VOL. II. %
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CHAP. introduced this subject. At other times they- w'ere
very conversible, and some of them were ingenious

Nov. and clever men; but they had been so long excluded-
1826. from the civilized world, that their ideas and their

politics, like the maps pinned against the walls, bore
date of 1772, as near as I could read it for fly spotsqe
Their géographical knowledge was equally backward,
as my host at San José had never heard of the dis-
coveries of Captain Cook; and because Otaheite was
not placed upon his chart, he would scarcely credit its JL
existence.

The Indians after their conversion are quiet and
tractable-, but extremely indolent, and given to intoxi- t
cation and other vices. Gambling in particular they
indulge in to an unlimited extent: they pledge the
very clothes on their backs, and not unfrequently f

have been known to play for each other's wives.
They have several games of their own, besides some a

a
with, cards, which have been taught them, by the

Spaniards. Those which are most commân and are a,
derived from the wild Indians -are toussé called by tl

the Spaniards pares y nones, odd or even; escondido, tl
or hunt the slipper; and takersia.,

The first, though sometimes played as in England, as,
generally consists in concealing a piece of wood 'in

nE
oÈe..,Ihand, and holding out. both for the -guessin 'y
party to declare in which it is contained. The intense fo.
interest that is created by its performance bas been SL

amusingly described by Perouse. The second, escon*- wi
di do, needs no description; Îhe last, takersia., requires
some skill to play well,- and co-sists in rolling a cir- th(-
cular piece of wood with a hole in its centre aloncr thc

the ground, and throwing a spear thro*ugh it as it VIS'
r-011s. If the spear pierces the hole, it cotints ten deî
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towards the game; and if it arrests the wood in such CHAP.

a manner that it falls upon 4the spear, two is reckoned.
It is a sporf well calculated to im' prove the art of Nov.

throwing the- spear: but the game requires more 182 6.

practice to play it well than the Indians usually
bestow upon it.

At some of the missioûs they pursue a custom said
to be of great antiquity among the aborigines, and
which appears to, afford them much enjoyment. A
mud bouse., or rather a large oven, called temeschàI

by the Spaniards,'is built in a circular form, with a
small entrance, and an aperture iù the top for the smoke

to escape through. Several persons enter this place
quite nalçed and make a fire near the door, which
they continue to feed with wood as long as they can
bear the heat. In a short time they are thrown into
a most profuse perspiration, they wring their hair,
and scrape tbeir skin with a sharp piece of wood or
an iron hoop, in the same manner as coâch horses
are sometimes treated when thev come in heated; and
then plunge into a river or p'O-nâ of cold waterj which
they always take care shall be near the temeschal.

A similar practice to this is mentioned by Shelekoff
as being in use among the Kon ' aghi, a tribe of Indians
near Cooles River, who have a method of heating the
oven with hot stones, by which thev avoid the disconi-
fort occasioned by -the wood smoke; and, instead of
scraping their skin with irôn or bone, rub themselves

with-grâss and twigs.
Formerly the missions had small villages attached to

them, in whieh the Indians lived in a very filthy state;
these have almost all disappeared since Van-ouver"s

visit, and the converts are disposed of in huts as before
described; and it is only when sickness prevails to a

D 2
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cHAP. great extent that it is necessary to, erect these habita-
bons in order to, separate the sick from those who are

Nov. in health. Sickness in general prevails to an incredi-
ble extent in all the missions, and on comparing the
census of the years 1786 and 1813, the proportion of

deaths appears to, be increasing. At the former period
there had been only 7,701 Indians baptized, out of

which 2,388 had died ; but in 1813 there had been 31
37,437 deaths to only 57,328 baptisms.

The establishments. are badly supplied with medi. t
cines, and the reverend fathers, their only médical ad-

visers, are inconceivably ignorant of the use of them.
In one mission there was a seaman who pretended to

some skill in pharmacy, but he knew little or nothing
of it, and perhaps often did more harm than good,
The Indians are also extremely careless and obstinate, C
and prefer their own simples to any other remedies, t
which is not unfrequentlv the occasion of their dis- U
ease having a fatal termination. C

The Indians in general submit quietly to the disci- 0
pline of the missions, yet insurrections have occasion- ti
ally broken out, particularly in the early stage of the
seulement when father Tamoral and other priests
suffered martyrdom.* In 1823, also, a priest was mur-
dered in a general insurrection in the vicinity of Sén
Luis Rey; and in 1827, the soldiers of the garrison tl

were summoned to quell another riot in the same
quarter. ai

The situations of the missions, particularly that of ai
Sa'n José., are in general advantageously chosen. Each P
establishment has fifteen square miles of grotind, of
which part is cultivated., and the rest appropriated to

Noticias de California, by Miguel Venegas.
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a and rearing of cattle ; for 'the grazing in portiOning CHAP.

out the ground3 care has been taken to avoid that
which is b arren. The most productive farms are held Nw,

by the missions of Sa'n José, Santa Clara, Sa'n Juan,
and Sànta Cruz. That of San Francisco appears to,
be badly situatedc 'in consequence of the cold fogs from
the sea> which approach the mission through several
deep. valleys, and turn all the vegetation brown that îs
exposed to t'hem., as is the case in Shetland with the
tops of every tree that rises above the walls. .Sti]13

with care, more might be grown in this mission thau
it is at present made to prôduce. Santa Cruz is rich

in supplies, probably on account of the greater demand
y , whalersnierchant vessels in particular, who not

unfrequently touch there the last thing on leaving the
coast, and take on board what vegetables they require;

the quantity of which, is so considerable, that it not
unfrequently happens thât the missions are for a time
completely drained. On this account it is advisable,
on arriving at any of the ports, to take an early oppor.
tunity of ordering every thing that may be required.

A quantity of grain, such as wheat and Indian corn,
is annually raised in all -the missions, except San

Franciseo, wbich, -notwithstanding it has a farm at
Burri Barri, îs sometimes obliged to bave recourse to,
the other establishments. Barley and oats are said to
be scarcely worth the cultivation, but beans, pease,
and other leguminous vegetables are 'in abundance,
and fruit is plentiful. The land requires no manure at

present, and yields on an average twenty for one. Sàn
José reaps about 3,000 fanegas * of wheat annually.

Hides and tallow constitute the principal riches of tte

A fànega.is one hundred pounds weighté
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CHAP. missions and the staple commodity of the commerce1
of the country : a- profitable revenue might also be de.

Nov. rived from. grai'n were thé demand for it on the coast
1826. such as to, encouïrage them. to cultivate a larger quantity

than is required by.the Indians attached to the missions.
Sàn José,, which possesses 15,000 head of cattle, cures ý'A
about 2,000 bides annually, and as many b'tas of tal-

low, which are either disposed of by contract to, -a
:mercantile establishment at Monterey, or to vessels in
the harbour. The pr* of these hides may be t.

judged by-their finding c7ready market on the Lima
coast Though there are a great many sheep in the

country, as may be seen by the mission, Sa'n José2-il s14-
alone possessing 3,000, yet there is no export of SE

wool in consequence of the consumption of that arti-
cle in the manufacture of cloth for the missions. SI

Husbandry is still in a very backward state,, and it b7Î
is fortunate that the soil is so fertile, and that there

are abundance of labourers to perform. the work, or 1 -%.,7t t 1
verily believe the people would be contented to live 0'

upon acorns. Their ploug1s appear to have descen*de-d-
tî, from. the patriarchal ages, and it is only a pity that a CE,

little of the skill and industry the-à employed upon
them. should not have devolved upon the- present ge.
neration. It will scarcely be credited by agricul- M
turists in other countries, that there were seventy bE

Ploughs and t* 0 bundred axen at work upon a piece -C
of light ground of ten acres; nor did the overseers E

appear to consider that number unnecessary, as the 9"
padre called our attention to this extraordinary ad- All it
vancement of the Indians in civilization, and pointed ac

out tbe môât able workmen a*s the ploughs passed us aL
in succession. The mater part of these ploughs fol. So
lowed in the' same farrow without niaking niuch im- th
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-pression., until they approached the padre, when the CBAP-

z' ploughman gave the necessary inclination of the band, 1._ý
and-the share got hold of the ground. It would have 'Nov

1826.

_ýé_- been good policy for the padre to have moved gradur
,î -ally along the field, by whieh he would have bad it

properly ploughed; but he seemed to be quite satisfied
with the performance. Several of the missions, but
articularly that of Sànta Barbara make a wine re-

seiiabling clàret, tbough not near, so palatable, and
they also distil an ardent spirit resembling arrack.

In this part of California, besides the missions,
-there are several pueblos, or villages, oc pied by
Spaniards and their families, who have avaied them-
selves of the privileges granted by the old govern

nic«nt, and have relinquished the sword for the plough.
share. There are also a few settlers who are farmers,

but, with these exceIDtions., the country is almost un.
-inhabited. Perhaps I cannot convey a better idea of

Ai the deserted staie of the country, or af the capability
-4 of its.soil, than by inserting a short-narrative which I
, M -have'compiled from the journals of three of my offi-
'A cers who travelled over land from Sàn Francisco to

""the famous port of Monterey,I have already stated tbat it was found expedient to
make this journey to learn whether any supplies could

be procured for the ship and in consequence Mr.
-Collie the surgeon, Mr. Marsh, the Purser, and Mr.
'Evans., Who was weH acquainted with the Spanish lan.
Quage, were requested to proceed on this service. As
it was of importance that no time should be lost in
acquiring this information, they had very little time
allowed them to prepare for so long, and, to seamen,

so unusual a journey; but as the mode of travelling in
that rude country admitted but few incumbrances, the
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-CHAP. OMISSIOn of theâe preparations was of less èonse-
quence.,

Nov. In order to reach a tolerable halting place for the
night, the first day"s journey was necessa4y long, and Pl
consequently by daylight on the 9th November the
three officers were on their road to the mission; haY-'-
ino, found horses and an escort prepared in- pursuance
of previous arrangements. art

Setting of at a round trot, they made the best of he
tÈeir way over three or four miles of ground so over- orý

grown with dwarf oaks and other trees, that they were ut
every moment in danger of being thrown, from their 'rit.
horses, or having their eyes torn out by the branches ei
as they passed. In half an hour, however., they 0
reacbed the mission of Sa'n Francisco, and soon for- al-
got the little annoyances they had hitherto met with s
in the hospitable welcome of the good priest, who re- n t

galed them with excellent pears and new milk. Nor us
was bis conversation less palatable than his cheer; for, al.
notwithstanding the introduction of half a dozen un-

necessary si senors in each sentence, he contrived'to oc.
amuse the vacant time with a flow of most genuine nd
humour, for which Tomaso was alwavs prepared, till he
the rattling accoutrements of a Cal'fornian dragoon it.
announced the arrival of the passpoi't from the go- la,,

vernor. Intrusting their baggage to the care of two olc
vaquéros (Indian cattle drivers) who were to accom.9 hu

pany them, and receiving each a blessing froni the in
padre, they set off with their escort about ten o'clock esr
in the forenoon. The cavalcade consisted of three ee.

officers of the Blossom: the two vaqueros, and their y
champion the dragoon, preceded by 'nine or ten loose 01
horses, driven on before as a relay, to be used when he

tbose they mounted should become fatigued, These lac
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,%tozinantes are not much inclined to deviate from the CHAP.

-ý*ad, but if any thing should inspire them with a
,ppirit of straying, the unerring lasso, the never-failing

1116-pp daue to a Californian saddlebow, soon embracesZn
ýjý>heir neck or their feet, and brings theua back again3-M the right way.

must not, bowever, permit the party to proceed
arther withont introducing to the notice of the reader
he costume and equipment of this dragoon of Cali-
ornia. As for his person, I do not find it described
ut his dress consisted of a round blue cloth jae.et

-ith red cuffs and collar; blue velvet breeches, which.
eing unbuttoned at the knees, gave greater display
o a pair of white cotton. stockings, ccsed more than.
alf way in a pair of deer-skin. boots. Ablack bat,
s broad in the brim as it was disproportionably low
n the crown, kept in order, by its own weight, a pro-

sio of dark hair, which, met behind, and dangled
alf way down the back in the form of a thick queue,
long musket, with a fox skin bound 'round the

0ck, was balanced upon the'pummel. of the saddle
nd our hero was further provided for defence against

he Indians with a bull's bide shield, on which, not-
ithstanding the revolution of the colony, were em.
lazoned ýthe royal arms of Spain, and by a double-
old deer skin cuirass as a covering for his body.
bus accoutred he bestrode a saddle which'retained
im in his seat by a bigh pummel in ftont and a cor.

esponding rise behind. His feet were armed at the
eels with a tremendous pair of iron spurs, secured
y a metal chain; and were thrust through an enor-
ous pair of wooden box-shaped stirrups., Such was-

he person into whose cbarge our shi*prnates were
laced by the governor, with. a passport which com-
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CHAP. manded him not to permit any person to interfère
I. h the party either in its advance or on its returnwit 3

Nov. and that it was to be escorted from place to place by
1826. a soldier.

Leaving the mission of San Francisco, the party t
eceded frum the only part of the country that is

4ooded for'any considerable -distance., and ascended a a
chalin of hills about a thousand feet in beight, where 0
they liad an extensive view, coniprehending the sea, b
the Farallones rocks, and the distant PuÛta de los SS
Reyes, a headland so named by the expedition under 'in
Sebastian Viscaino in 1602. The ridge which aforded so
this wide prospect was called Sierra de San Bruno, IlE

and for the most part was covered with a burût-up t
grass, but such places as were bare--pres-ented to the F

ýeye of the geologist rocks,11of sandstone conglomerate, nintersected by a few veins ofjaspar. 'Win(lino- throu
LM% gh rr.

the Sierre de San Bruno, they crossed a,,_river of that SE
name, and opened ont the broad arm of the sea which

leads from the port to Sài'ta Clara and is confined 0:
01

,between- the chain they were traversing and the Sierr'a e
de los Bolbones, distinguishable at a distance by a Ils

peaked mountain 3,783 feet high by trigonometrical tc
measurement. Upon the sù-Inmit of that part of the W

sierra bordering the arm of sea called Estrecho de Sa'n e î
José, a thick wood, named Palos Colorados from, its e
consisting prilicipally of red cedar pine, stands con. t
spicuous on the ridge. I mention this particularly,
and wish to call attention to the circumstàiace, as ry
the straggling trees at the south extreme of the wood
are used as landmarks for avoidino- a dangerous rock ar
which we discovered in the harbour, and named after WC
the Blossom. nt

-About noon they reached a small cottage named S
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rri Barri, about twelve miles from- Sàn Franc"SCO CHAP.

being unused to travelEing, especially upon Cali-

'nian saddles, which are by no means constructed Nov.
r coinfort, they determined to rest, until the baggage, 18269>

Fat had been left in the rear should overtake them
he house in which they lodged was a small. mi.

rable mud cottage full'of holes, which, howéver,
Piorded them some repose and some new milk. Its in-

Lbitants had been engaged in tanning, in which pro-
ss the'y used a liquid extracted from oak bark, con.

ined in a hide suspended by the corners'. They had
so collected in great quantities a very useful root
Iled in that country amoles, which seeins to answer
the purposes of soap.
From Barri Burri, a continuation of the Sierra de

n Bruno passes along the centre of the peninsula
rmed by the sea and the Estrecho de Sa'n José, and

separated from this arm of the harbourby a plain,
ýon which the travellers now descended from thé

ountains, and joarnied at a more easy and agreeable
e than they had done on the rugged paths a"mong the
Rs. This plain near the sea is marshy, and having

tained the name of Las Salinas is probably -over-'
ýwed occasionally by the sea. The nuinber of wild
,ese which frequent it is quite extraordinary, and

eed would hardly be credited by any one who had
t seen them covering whole acres 'of ground, or
ing in myriads with a clang that may be beard at'a
ry considerable distance. They are sâid to arrive
California in November, and to re'Inain, there until

arch. Their flesh in general is hard and fishy, but
was reported by padre Luis Gil, of the mission of
Knta Crux, that those which bave yellow feet are

[ceptions to this, and are excellent eating. The
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CHAR blackbirds are almost equally numerous and in their dE
distant flight resemble clouds. Amon the marshes P(

Nov. there were also a great many storks and cranes, 01
1826. which in Sàn Francisco have the reputation of aford-

ing a most delicious repast. hi
Travelling onward, the Mils on theïr rïght., lknown fa,

in that part as the Sierra del Sur, began to approach à
the road, which passing over a small eminence, opened th
out upon a wide country of meadow-land, with clusters bu
of fine oak free from underwoôd. It strongly re" th

sembled a nobleman's park herds of cattle and as
lhorses were grazing upon the rich pasture, and nume- cc
rous fallow-deer, startled at the approach of stràngers sh
boanded off to seek protection among the hills. The nc
resemblance, however, could be traced no further, to
lustead of a noble mansion in character with so £ne a wl
country, the, party arrived at a miserable mud dwel. WC
ling, before the door of which a number of half-naked liv
Indians were basking in the sun. Several dead geese,
deprived of their entrails, were fixed upon pegs around E-4ý t
a large pole, for the purpose of decoying the living game WC
into snares, which- were placed for them, in favourable
situations. Heaps of bones also of vatious animais

-7 , C i,were lying about the place, and sadly disgraced the
park-like scenery around. This spot is named Sàn an

Matheo, and belongs to the mission of Sa'n Francisco. we
thE................. . Quitting this spot, they arrived at a farm-house buabout half way between Sa'n Francisco and Sànta

Clara, called Las Pulgas (fleas); a namewhich af. in
forded much mirth to our travellers, in which, they pa.
were heartily joined by the inmates of the dwelling, jac

who were very weH aware that the name had not been M CI
bestowed without cause. It was a miserable habita. mc

tion, with scarcely any furniture, surrounded by un,
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decaying hides and bones. Still, fatigue renders re. CHAP.ZD 
I.pose sweet upon w1hatsoever it can be indulged, and 11-ý

our party were glad enough to stretch themselves rï.,.
awhile upon a creaking couch, the only one in the 1-s26.

hut, notwithstanding that the owner had a num erous
family. Here, had there been accommodation, and had

the place not acquired the reputation its name conveys,
they would willingly have ended their dais journey;
but the idea of las pulgas, sufficiently numerous in all
the houses of California, determined theni to proceed
as soon as they conveniently could. The plain still
continued animated with herds of cattle, horses, and
sheep grazino-; but the noble clusters of oak were
now varied with shrubberies, which afforded a retreat
to numerous covevs of Californian partridges, of

whîch handsome species of game the first specimen
was brought to England by the Blossom, and is now
living in the gardens of the Zoological Society.
They are excellent food; and the birds, in the conn.

try now under description, are so tame that they
would often not start from a stone directed with
Indian skilL

The sun went down before they reached Santa
Clara, which was to terminate that day's journey,
and being unaccustorned to ride, the whole party
were thoroughly fatigued. Indeed, so wearying was
the journey even to the aninials that- bore them., that
but for the relays of horses, which were now brought
in with a lasso, they might have been compelled to
pass the night upon the plain among the geese, the.
jackals, and the bear*s, which in the vicinity of Sènta

i Clara are by no means scarce. The pleasure of re-
moving from a jaded horse to one that is fresh.is not
unknown probably to my readers, and our party rode



CHAP. in comparative comfort the remainder of the journey, pe
and reached the mission of Santa Clara at eight pr

Nov. o clock,
18916. A int

Sa'nta Clara, distant by the road about forty miles
from. Sa'n Francisco is situated in the extensive plain let
before described we

which here, however, becomes more
marshy than that part of the ground over which they

had just travelled. It nevertheless continues to be drc
occupied by herds of cattle, horses, sheep, and'flocks to
of geese. Here, also, troops of jackals prowl about W_
in the most daring nianner, making the plain rèsound

thiwith their inelancholy howlings; and indeed both 9
wild and domesticated aniinals seem to lose their fear siv
and become familiar with their tvrant man. The w C_
buildings of the establishment, wlifch was founded in
176S,, consists of a church, the dwelling-house of the pa

priests, and five rows of buildings for the accommoda- esc

tion of 1,400 Indians, who since Vancouver's visit, have , à we

been thus provided with comparatively comfoitable a
dodwellings, instead of occupying straw hutg, which
thEwere always wet and miserable. Attached to, these

are some excellent orchards, producing an abundance ME

of apples and pears. Olives and grapes are also, plen. ob,,%_ ý '1ý li thctiful, and the padres are enabled to make from. the
latter about twenty barrels of wine annually. They
besides grow a great quantity of wheat, beans, peas, ler

JO%.and other vegetables. On the whole this is one of
c CEthe best 'regulated and most cleanly missions in the

country. Its herds of cattle amount to 10,000 in Pr(
inInumber, and of horses there are about 300.
un)Vhen our travellers visited the mission it was

governed by padres José and Machin, two priests of of

the niendicant order of Sa'n Francisco, to which class -quir

belong all the priests in Upper CafiÉornia. They ap.
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peared to lead a comfortable life, though not over well CHAP.
provided with its luxuries.

We will not, however, pry too narrowly into the Nov.
internal arrangements of the good fathers' dwelling; 1826.

let it suffice, that they gave our travellers a cordial
welcome., and entertained them. at their board in aa a ainost hospitable manner. After joining them. in a
drarn of aquadente: they allowed theiýýests to retire
to their sleeping apartment, where, stretched upon
couches of bull-hide cas tough and impenetrable as the
cuirass of their friend the dragoon (wbo left them. at
this place), they soon fell asleep-thanks to exces-
sive weariness-7and slept as soundly as las pulgas

would let them.
1 Having breakfasted the, following mornïng wïth the,
Tadres, and being provided with fresh horses, a new

ýescort and vaqueros, the party was about to start, but
Ivere delayed by the punishment of an Indian who

,Ihad stolen a blanket, for which. he received two
do'en lashes with a leathern thong upon that part of

,the human frame., which, we learn from Hudibras is the
most susceptible of insult. Some other Indians were

observed to be heavily shackled.,ý but the causes -of
,their punishment were not stated.

beautiful avenue of trees, nearl three miles in
Iength, leads from, thé mission to the Pueblo of Sàn

ýjoSé, the largest seulement of the kind in Upper
California. It conaists of mud houses miserably
,provided in every respect, >and contains about 500

inhabitants-retired. so-Idiers and their families.-who
under the old governwent were allowed the privilege
ýof formï-ng settlements of this nature, and had a'ý

quantit -y--of ground allotted to them 'for the use of
ca-ttle,, They style themselves Génte de Razôn,

dd
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CHAP. to distinguish them, from, the Indians, whose intel.
lectùal qualities are frequent subjects of --cinimadversion

NOV. ainongst these enlightened communities. They are
governed by an alcalde, and have a chapel of their

own., at which one of the priests of the mission- oc.
casionally officiatesO

About eighteen miles from. Santa Clara, the party f
alighted upon the banks of a limpid stream, the first

they had seen in their ride. It was too favourable a r
spot to be passed, and placing some milk and pears

which had been furnished by the hospitable priests at
the mission, under the cool sh'ade of an aliso-tree, they

regaled themselves for a few minates, and then re. d
sumed their journey. At the distance of eight s

lea-gues from Santa Clara, they passed some remar
able hills near the coast nained El 6jo del c6che; t
and a few miles further on, they descended into the
plain of Las Llciga.s, so called from a battle which
took place between the first 'settlers and the Indians,
in which many of the former výèrîê__-wounded. Stop.

ping towards the extre-ity of this fertile plain at
la,som.e cottages, named Ranchas de las an'imas, -the

only habitations they had seen since the morning, À
they dined upon some jerk beef, which, according to Pr

h Id-c-ûât6m in this an
_d othêî Spanish -colonies,

0was served in silver disheW. Silver caps and spoons
were al-so placed before our travellers, offering a singu-
lar incongruity with the humble wooden benches, that

Ewere substituted for chairs, and with the whole ar-
rangement of the room, which, besides the board of
smoking jerk beef, contained beds for the family, and

fa horse harnessed to a flour mill.
Leaving Llàno de las Lla'gas, they ascended a low

range of hills, and arrived at a river appropriately
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named ]Rio de los Paxaros ftorn the number of wild
dachis which, occasionally resort thither. The banks

of this river are thickly lined with wood, and being
very steep in many places. the party wound, with

some difficulty, round the trunks of the trees and over
the inequalities of the ground ; but their Californian
steeds, untrammelled with shoes, and accustomed to,
all kinds of ground, never once stumbled. They
rode for some time along the banks of this river,
whicli, though so, rauch broken, were very agreeable,
and crossincy the stream, a few miles lower down, they
léft it to inake its way towards the sea in a south-west
direction., and themselves entered upon the Llano de
San Juan, an extensive plain surrounded by mountains.
It should bave, been told, before the party reacbed
thus far, that as they were riding peaceably over the
Ua'no, de las Animas, the clanking of their guide"s
linge broadsword, which had been substituted for the
long inusket of the soldier from. the presidio, drew the
attention of the party to bis pursuit of a wild moun-

ain-cat, which, he endeavoured to ensnare with his
lasso for the sake of its skin3 which is saîd to be
yaluable. Two of these cats, which in species ap.
proach the ocelot, were shot by our sportsmen atqàn

rancisco. Their skins were preserved to, be brought
0 this country, but on opening the collection they

ere not found, and we have, reason to suspect that
man who assisted the naturalist disposed of these, as
ell as many other specimens, to his own advantage.

Twilight approached as the party drew near to the
ission of Sa'n Juan, where they alighted, after a ride

f fifty-four miles, just as the bell tolled for vespers
ndi stiff and tired, gladly availed themselves of the

ccommodation afforded by padre Arroyo, who in
VOL. Il. E



CHAP. hos itality and good humour endeavoured to exceed
ev-en the I good father of Santa Clara. Tbis worthy

Nov. man was a native of Old Castile, and had resided in
1826. California since 1804, dividing his time between the

daties of his holy avocation and- various Ïngenlous
inventions. Supper was served in very acceptable c-

time to the fatigued visiters, and the good-natured. Ir

padre used every persuasion to induce them. to do tl

justice to his fare; treating them. to several appro- tl

priate proverbs, such as cl Un dia alégre vale clien ânos 0

de pesad'mbre.," (one day of mirth is worth a hundred w

years- of grief,) and many more to the same purpose. w:

Though so many summers hâd passed over his head gE

in exile,, his cheerfulness seemed in no way diminished, fe

and be entertained his guests with a variety of anec- cc

dotes of the Indians and of their encounters with the to

bears too long to be repeated here. Nor was his or

patriotism more diminished than his cheerfulness, and wr

on learning tbat one of the party had been at the
siege of Cadiz, his enthusiasm. broke forth in the au

celebrated Spanish patriotic: song of 'l'Espa^nla de la rO,

guérra, &c." Having served thein with what he pre

termed the >iatico,, coniisting of a plentiful supply wr

of cold fricole beans., bread., and eggs, he led the party sta

to their sleeping apartment amidst promises of horses du

for the morrow, and patriotic songs of his country nic

adaýted to the well-known, air of Malbrook. Inter_ an,

rupting the good man's enthusiasm, they endeavoured wa,,
livito per'uade the priest to allow them. to proceed early thi,

in the 'n-iorning, before the commencement of mass; bethis, however, was impossible, and he shut them into
their apartment, repeating the proverb, cc Oir misa y the

dar cebàda no impede jornàda," (to hear mass and col
tha

bestow alms will not. retard your journey). to t
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When the morning came, it was a holiday, and the CHAP.

vaquéros, not at all disposed to lose their recreation.,
had decamped with the saddles, and the- Party were NOV.

obliged to Pass, the day at Sàn Juan. Affer
cup of chocolate, and a strip of drý bread, the only

meal ever served in the missions until t*welve o'clock,
the party strolled over the grounds, and visited about
thirty huts belonging to some newly converted Indians
of the tribe of Tooleerayos (bulrushes). Their tents
were about thirty-five feet in circurnference.1 constructed
with Pliable Poles fixed in the ground and drawn to-
gether at the top., to, the height of twelve or fifteen
feet. They are then interwoven with small twigs and

covered with bulrushes, having an aperture at the side
to admit the inhabitants., and another at the top to let
ont the smoke. The exterior appearance of these
wretched wigwams greatly resembles a bee-hive. In

each dwelling were nine or ten Indians of both sexes,
and of all ages, nearly in a state of nudity, huddled
round a fire kindled in the centre of the apartment, a

prey to vermin, and presenting a picture of misery and
wretchedness seldom beheld in even the most savage

state of society. They seemed to bave lost all the
dignity of their nature; even the black-birds (oriolus

niger) had ceased to -regard them. as human beings,
and were feeding in flocks among the wigwams. This

was said to, be the state in which. the Indians naturally
live, and the reader will not be surprised to, hear that

this party bad voluntarily come from the mountains to
be converted., and to join their civilized- brethren at

the mission. Happy would it be for these savages
could they be once taught to make a proper use of

that freedom which ought- to follow their conversion
to the pure religion of Christ, even under the restrained

E2
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cHAP. form of Catholicism, tbat their minds might become
1.by this means suffi cien tly J m proved to allow of their

Nov. settling in independent Christian communities; but,
judging from their present mental capacity, it must be

long before so great and desirable a change can be
efecteýL The experime-nt of liberating the Indians
bas been tried and bas failed; and appearances cer- s
tainly justify the assertion that the Indian is happier

under control than while induluing bis free soul in the r
wilds of bis native country.

might seem a remarkable example of this was
met with on turning from the dwelling of wretched-
ness just described to a scene of the greatest mirth
and happiness amongst some converted Indians who

were passing their holiday in amusement. Some were
playing at takersia, a game which as already de-

scribed., consists in trundling a hoop, or rather a piece
of wolod with a hole in it, and in endeavouring to pierce
it with a short lance as it rolls. Another party were el
playing at a game resembling hockey, and in varilous
parts of the plain adjoining the mission many others U
were engaged in pleasant recreations, passing their day rE
in exercise., content., and enjoyment. L

In the neighbouring meadows there were several tl
large herds of cattle; and the geese settled there in
flocks, as at the mission of Santa Clara. The rocks
where they protruded, were ascertained by Mr. Collie
to be sandstone con omerate with a calcareous basisQ

The welcome peul of the mission bell assembled the w«
party at dinner; but the padre, who for some time
before had been earnestly engaged in endeavourin le

se,
The effect of emancipation on the Indians is spoken of more T

at large in an after part of this work.
cc
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convert one of Iis heretie guests, was unwilling to CHAP.
quit thé train of theological. disquisitio --Which in his

own opinion he had almost brought to, successfuI N )V.
issue,, unti*1 reminded by his other visitors, who had

not been accustomed to go so long- without their
breakfast, that they required something more sub-
stantial.

I will not attempt to stimùlate the appetite of My
reader by enumerating the various exquisite dishes

which successively smoked. on the board of the ge-
nerous priest, suffice it that there were many good

ones, as the padres in California are careful to, bave
their table well supplied at all times of the year, and
bave an indulgence ftom, the pope to eat meat even
during the greater part of Lent, in consequence of the
difficulty of procuringfish.

Having performed the honours of the table, padre
Arroyo retired to, indulge his usual siesta: this, howm

ever, caused but a brief suspension to the efforts he
Most industriously continued to, make for the purpose
of converting his heretical opponent to the true faith,

reading him innumerable lectures in refutation. of the
Lutheran and Calvinistic doctrines, and in favour of
the pope Is supremacy, infallibility, and power of re.
Mitting offences.
It more than once occurred to, the Party-and I be.

lieve, not without ood foundation for their opinion«ý
that it was the hope of success in this con-version

which ocicasioned all the little manSuvring to delay
them, that I have before described. But having at

leingth given his pupil over as irrevocably lost, he con-
sented to their departure on the following morning.
The padre appeared to, be of an active mind, and had
constructed a water clock wbich èommunicated with a
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CHAP. bell by his bedside, and which by being arranged at
night could be made- to give an alarm at any stated

Nov. hour.
1826.

It was here that our travellers were surprised at the t
intçIligence of the north-west passage having been

effected by a Spaniard, and were not a little amused t
at the idea of having stumbled lapon the lon(y sought
north-west passage in an obscure mission of California"The padre, however, was quite in earnest, and pro.
duced a work published b the Duke of Alinodob4r, A
Director of the Royal Academy in Spain, in which was
transcribed at full lenarlth the fictitious voyage of

Maldonado. It was in vain they endeavoured to
persuade the padre that this voyage was not real, see..
ing tbat it bore even in its detail all the marks of

tiuth, and that it emanated from such high. authority,
His credulity in tbis instance affords a curious proof a

of the very secluded manner in which these holy men
pass their time., for it may be remembered, that it was

in the very ports of California that both Vancouver a.
and Quadra anchored, after having satisfactorily proved 0
the voyage in question to have been a fabrication.

A still greater instance of the simplicity of the priest &
is related at bis expense by persons in the mission. A 'In

youthful Indian couple who had conceived an affection fr
for each other eloped one day, that they might enjo d.y

each other's society without reserve in the wild and I
romantic scenery of the forests. Soldiers were immem hl

diately sent in pursuit, wïIen, after a weeles search., the tl
fugitives were brought back; upon which padre Ar- SE
royo, to punish their misbehaviour., incarcerated them al

together, and kept them thus confined until he thought
they had expiated their crime. C

lu addifioe to bis other manifold accompIishwents,
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'j adre Arroyo was a grammarian, and said that he had CHAP.

written a vocabulary and grammar of the Indian lan-
guages.., but he could not be prevailed upon to shoW Nov.

1826.
them: such works., were they in existence, would, I

believe,, be the only ones of the kind; and it is a pity
that they should not be given to, the world as a matter

î of curios*ty though I cannot think they would be of
much use to, a traveller, as the languaLpes of the tribes

diffier so materially, and in such short spaces, that in
one mission there were eleven totally different dialects.
I cannot omit to mention padre Arroyo's disquisition
on theý etymology of the name of the Peninsula of
California. I shall observe first, that it was never

known why Cortes gave to the bay* which, he first
discovered; a name which appears to be composed of
the Latin words calida and fornax, signifying heat
and furnace, and which, was afterwards transferred to
the peninsula. Miguel Venegas supposed it arose

from some Indian words which Cortes misunderstood.,
and Burney, in his history of voyages in the Pacifilc,t
observes, that som e have conj ectured the name to- have
been given on account of the heat of the weather.,
and says, it has 1 been remarked that it was the only

ýname given by Çortes which was immediately derived
from. the Latin la-nguage. Without e'ntering into a
discussion of the subj ect, whiéh is not of an y« moment.,
I shall observe, that it was thought in Monterey to
have arisen in consequence of a custom, which prevails
throughout California, of the Indians shutting them.
selves in ovens until they perspire profusely, as I have
already described in speaking of the Temeschal. It is

* Bernal Diaz de Castillo, in bis Conquest of iM-e4ico," calis
California a bay

t Vol. I. p. 178, 4to.
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CHAP. not improbable that the practice appeared so singular
to Cortes that be applied the name of California to the a,

Nov. country, as being one in which hot ovens were used
1826. W.for such singular purposes. Padre Arroyo, ho

ever, maintained that it was a corruption of colofon3
which, in the Spanish language, signifies resin, in con.
sequence of the pine trees which yield that material

being so numerous. The first settlers he said, at the e
sight of these trees would natuïally exclaim, Colo-
fon," which, by its similarity to Californo, (in the Ca-

talonian dialect, hot oven,) a more familiar expression
would sooia become changed. 0

Our travellers, after taking leave of the hospitable 0
and amusing priest the precedin evening, with the nji, 9
intention of proceeding early in the, morning, experi.

enced much delay in consequence of the refusal of the
guard to, start without hearing mass and receiving the
ýbenediction of the priest; but at length they quitted V
the plain of Sa'n Juan, and ascended with difficulty n.

some, steep hills commanding a view of the spacious t
bay ôf Montere Then windinom amon valleys, one

of whièh was well wooded and watered, they entered
an extensive plain called Llano del Rey,", E

until their arrival was in the quiet. possession of nu-
inerous herds of deer and jackals. This tract of land
is bounded on the north east, and south-east, by h

which extend with a semicîrcular swe
mountains ep

N from the sea at Santa Cruz, and unite with the coast o
line again at Point Pinos. It îs covered with a rank a.

gTass., and has very few sbrubs. In traversing this f
plain, before they could arrive at some ranchos, named c
Las Salinas, where they proposed to dine, tbe party

liad to wade through several deep ditches and the
Rio del Rey, both of which were covered with wild
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ucks. The cottages called Las Salinas are on the CHAk

arin of an old Scotchman, to whom. the land was
ranted in consequence of some services which he
endered to the missions. They rested here, and to,
e provision they had brought with them. very gladly
dded sonie pumpkins, procured from. the Indians.
ere, also, they were surprised with the novel occur-

ence of having water brought to them, in basketsý
bieh the Indians weave so close, that when wet tbey
ecome excellent substitutes for bowls.
The remainder of the plain over which, they pas'ed

oward Monterey was sandy, and covered with fragrant
outhernwood> broken -here and there by dwarf oaks,

nd shrubs of the syngenesious class of plants. As
bey approached the town, pasture lands, covered with'
erds of cattle succeeded this wild scenery: and riding
wnward, trees of lukuriant growth, houses scattered
ver the plain, the fort, and the shipping -in the bay,
ýn ed the speedy termination of their journey.
t five o'clock in the evening they alighted in the

quare at Monterey, and met a kind reception ftom
r. Hartuell, a merchant belonging to the firm of
egg and Co. in Lima, who was residing there, aiid
ho pressed them to accept the use of his housè-ý
bile they remained in the town-an offer of which

bey thankfully availed themselves.
Gonzales, the governor to, whom. the party went

o pay their respects, was an officer who had been
aised by his own merit from, the ranks to be captain

f artillery and governor of Monterey: his family
ere residing wïth him, and having been educated in

complained bitterly of their banishment to
is outlandish part of the world, where the popula.

ion, the ladies in particular, were extremely ignorant,1
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cimp. and wretched companions for the Mexicanus instrui% int
1. 1 ýdas. Besides, there were no balls or bull-fi ophts iu

Nov. Monterey; and for all the news they heard of their ie-
1826. own country, they might as well have been at Karfl- or

schatka. To compensate for these dreadful privations or
the ladies generally amused themselves in the evening ol
by smoking and playing cards, and relating the -perils er
they encountered in the land journey ftom Mexico to oc
the shores of the Pacifie. Politeness and attention,

however, were the characteristics of these good people, e
who offered our Party every assistance in their pomrer

during their stay at Monterey. hE
Upon inquiry after the stores and medicines the '112 X

ship stood in need of, the result was hi hly unfavour. hc
able; as there were no medicines to be had, and sqnie
stores which were essentiàl.to the ship, could nowhere e£,,

be procured. The exchanue on bills was favourable, tr,A
but there was no specie: Mr. Marsh therefore pur. at

chased what stores he could froin the inhabitants and eE
from the shipping in the roads, and arranged with a

person who had come out from Ireland for the pur-'
pose of salting meat for the Lima market, to cure a
quantity for the use of the sbip, and to have it ready
on her arrival at Monterey. They then hastened theïr c
departure, but the same difficulty arose about horses 0
as before, and they were much inconvenienced in con. C'

sequence, being obliged to alter a plan they had cou-
templated of retur n- ing by a different route,, This., very eE

0unexpectedly to padre Arroyo, brought them again jý
under his roof. The padre eîther did not like this U.
second tax on his hospitality, or was put out of tem-
per by the increase of a complaint to which he was
subject, as he zave them a less cordial reception, and

appeared very little disposed to conversation. It'was M Cr
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irnagined, however, that he still entertained lhopes of cimp.

ýhe conversion of one of the party, and that with this
ýiew he again occasioned a delay in furnishing horses -Nov-

tor the next day's journey; offering as -excuses, that 1826.

kome of the horses of the mission wére engaged by
oldiers in pursuit of a Mexican exile, who had de.

ýerted ; that others had been taken by the vaquéros to,
lIook after a male and female Indian, who bad likewise,

î
kbsconded., and that the rest were gone to, join the ex.

ýbEdition against Los Gentiles, the Cosemenes. Vexedt this delay, the party endeavoured to hire horses at
heir own expense, but the price demanded was 80
xorbitant that they determined to wait the return of

hose that were said to be absent.
It is more than probabl that some one of my

readers ma'y have been in the same predicament-in'a
ýtrange town, in a strange country, with a bea-str

fatigued to death, and an urgent necessity for pro.
çeeding; he will then easily remember the amiable

ànd benevolent alacrity -with which 'the inhabitants
,ndeavoured to lighten his load of evety stray crown

ihey could obtain from, him, on every pretence that
ingenious cupidity can invent. So at least did the

good people at Sa'n Juan:, when padre Arroyo would
mo longer assist our poor companions. Private horses

,eould be had, là was true, but the terms were either
ýîhirteen shillings sterling for the journey, or seven-

ýteen- shillings sterling for the p4rchase of the horse,
ýwhich in California is considered so exorbitant that

ur shipmates did not think proper to, sufer the im.

ýPosition, and awaited the borses belonging to, the
ânission,

After a days delay, during which they again heard
ÏMaUY invectives against the new government of
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CHAP. Mexico, which had deprived the priesthood of their Sc
salaries., and obliged the missions to pay a tithe toý A

Nov. the state, they resumed 'heir journey, and arrived at
1826. Sàn Francisco on the 17th of November..

In this route it will be -een that with the excep. si
tion of the missions and pueblos, the country is ai
almost 'ninhabited; yet thé productive nature of the e«v

soil., when it has been turned up by the missions, and- al:
the immense plains of meadow land over whizh our a r-
travellers passed,' show with how little trouble it th
might be brought into high cultivation by any farmers hi
who could be induced to, settle there,

The unwelcome intelligen-ce brought by this party Pl
of the nature of the supplies to be.obtained at Mon- qi
terey, obliged me tà relinquish the plan I had con- er
templated of completing the survey of that part of th

the coast of California which had been left unfinished Vý
by Vancouver; and rendered it necessary that I should W

proceed direct either to Canton or to Lima, as the of
most likely places for us to meet with the medicin* es

and- stores of which we were in such imminent need. th
The western route of these two a orded the best ar
opportunity 'of promoting the objects of the expedi-

tion by bringing us into the vicinity of several
groupes of islands of doubtful existence, at which, in be
the event of their being found, our time might beuse- re
fully employed until it should be necessary to proceed qi:
to Beeringes Strait. An additional reason for this cc
-decision was, a request which I had made to the ta ..

consul of the Sandwich Islands, if possible, to pur- W(
chase provision for the ship at that Place. I there- ar
fore determined, after taking on board the few stores bc

that were purchased at Monterey, to proceed to the TI
Sandwich Islands, seaiâibg in our way thither for bi
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some islands said to have been discovered by an CHAP.

American vessel, and from. thence to prosecute the
-voyage to Canton. Nov.

While wé remaîned in Sàn Francisco refitting the 18,26.

ship, the boats were constantly employed sounding
and surveying the harbour, in which duty we received
e-very assistance, from, Martinez, the governor, who
ailowed us to enter the forts, and to take what angles
and measures we pleased, requiring only in return for
this indtilgence a copy of the plan, when finished, for

his own government: his proposàI seemed so fair tbat
I immediately acceded to it, and, on my return to the
place the following year, fully complied with his re-

quest. It is impossible to pass unnoticed the differ-
ence hetween this liberal conduct of Martinez and

that of the former Spanish authorities, who watched all
Vancouver's actions with the greate-st suspicion, and

whose jealousy has been the subject of animadversion
of almost every voyager who has touched at this port.

On the 12th of December a salute was fired from
the battery; high mass was said in all the missions,
and a grand entertainment to which all the officers
were invittd., was given at the presidio, in honour of
Santa Seiiora Guadaloupe. There was al-so to have
been a fight between a bear and a bull, but for some

reason not known to us-probably the trouble it re,
quired to bring the ani-al so far, as the bears do not

come within many miles of the presidi'ci-it did not
-take Place; and we were all greatly disappointed, as

we had offered to reward the soldiers for their trouble.,
and had he4td so much of these exhibitions from every
body, that p, ur curiosity had been h*ghly excited.
This is a favourite am'usement with the Californians,
but it is of rare occurrence,- as there is much trouble



CHAP. in getting, a bear alive to the scené of combat, and1. IL%_M_ý there is also some risk and expense attending * We
Dec. were informed that when a fight is determined upori
1826. three or four horsemen are dispatched with lassos to

the woods where the bears resort, and that when they
come to an'advantageous spot they kill a horse or a

bullock as a bait, and hide themselves in the wood.
Sometimes they have to wait a whole day or more

before any of these animals appear, but when 'they
come to partake of the food, the men seize a favour-

able opportunîty, and rush upon them. at different
points with their lassos,'and entangle one of them
until he is thrown upon the ground, when they manage'
to suspend bim between the horsemen, while a third
person dismounts and ties his feet tôgether; he is
then extended upon a hide and dragged home; during

which time it is necessary, they say, to keep him con-
stantly wet to allay his thirst and rage, which amounts
almost to madness-and woe to him who should be
near if he were to break away from, his fastenings,
The entangling of the animal in the first instance ap-
peurs to be by no means devoýd -of risk, as in case of
the failare of a lasso it is only by speed that a rider
can save himself and bis horise. The bear being

caught., two or three men -are dispatched for a wild
bull, which they lasso in an equally dexterous man-
ner, catching him either.by the horns or by whichso.

ever leg they please, in order to trip him, up and
retain him. between tbem.

It- is nécessary to begin the fight as soon as the
animals are brought in, as the bear cannot be tempted

to eat, and is continually exhausting himself in strug.
gling for bis liberty,, The two animals are then tied
together by a long rope, and the battle begins, some-

1 
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m Umes to th.e disadvantage of the bear, who is half déad CHAI.

with exhaustion, but in the end almost always provesM Dec.-m fatal to the bull. It is remarkable that all the bears 1826.
endeavour to seize the bull by the tongue, for which
purpose they spring upon his head or neck and first
grapple with his nose, until the pain compels the bull
to roarý when his affirersary instantly seizes his tongue,
pierces it with his sharp talons, and is sure of victory,
Thes-e battles were the everlastinà topic of conversa.
tion with the Californians., who indeed have very little
else to talk about " and they all agreed as to the man-
nex of the fatal termination of the spectacle,

Subjoined is a spirited sketch of a Californian las.
soing a bull, taken from, life by Mr. Smyth, in which
the method, as well as the costume of the natives is

-admirably delineatede, The lasso, though now almost
entirely confined to Spanish America, is of very great
antiquity, and originally came from, the-ýeast. It was
used by a pastoral people who were of Persian descent,
and of whom 8,000 accompanied the army of Xerxes.*

' By Christmas-day we had all*mained sufficiently
long in the harbour to contemplate our departure'
without regret: the eye had becomi e familiar to the
picturesque scenery of the bay, the pleasure of the
chase had lost its fascination, and the roads to the

missiojn and. presidio were grown tedious and insipid.
There-was no society to enliven the bours, no incidents
to vary one day from. the other, and to use the ex-
pression of ' Donna Gonzales, Çalifornia appeared to be
as much, out ofthe world as Kamschatka.

On the 26th being ready for sea, I was obliged to
relinquish the survey of this magnificent port, which

Rennell on the 20 Satrapies of Darius Hystaspes, p. 287.
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CHAP. possesses almost all the requisites for a great naval tli
1

establishment, and is so advantageous1y situated with MOI

regard to North America and China,, and the Pacifie a

in genera1, that it will, no doubt, at some future time, de.

be of great importance. We completed the examina,- SU
tion of those. parts of the harbour which výere likely CO'

to be frequented by vessels for some years to come, in -de-

which it is proper to. mention, in order to give as fo
much publicity to the circumstance as possible., that H.

we discovered a rock between Alcatrasses and Yerba pr

Buena Islands, dangerous to both shippincr and boats, by
in consequence of its rising suddenly from, about seven th

fathoms, so ne'ar to the surface as to occasion strong tw

overfalls with the tides. A shoal was aiso found to tif

the eastward of the landing-place off the presidio, prc

which ought: to be avoided by -boats sailing alon(7 ceci

shore. In my nautical remarks, I have given di- car
rectïons for avoiding both these dangers, which are an.
the only hidden ones in that ' of the harbour, no
which is at present frequented.

On the 28th we took leave of our hospitable and

affable friends, Martînez and Padre Tomaso, full of
gratitude for theïr kindness and attention to our
wants; weighed anchor, and bade adieu to the Port of

San Francisco, in which we hàd all received material
benefit from the salubrity of its climate, the refresh*ng
product of its soil, and the bealthy exercise we had

enjoyed there. In the ship% company, in particular,

there was the most apparent amendment; some of

them, from. being so emaciatetl on their arrival -that
the surgeon could scarcely recognize them, were- now

restored to, their former healthy appearance, ànd we
had the satisfaction of sailing without a single case of

sickness on board, We had to regret durïng our stay
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tlie loss of one of our best men, Joseph Bowers, a cEiAp.
marine. He had accompanied one of the officers on
a shooting excursion, and was led by bis naturally ar- Dec.
dent and bold disposition to plunge into a lake after 1826.

some wild fowl that had been shot, forgetting that he
could not swim. His eage-rness led him. beyond his

,depth, and in bis attempt to, regain bis footing, he un
fortunately perished before any aid could be brought.
His body was interred at the burial ground near the

presidio landing place, and was followed to the grave
by all the officers. As the coffin was lowering into

the ground, the good understanding that existed be-
tween the ship's company and the inhabitants was tes-

tified in the most gratifying manner, by the latter ap-
proaching and performing the last office for the de-
ceased, by dropping the earth in upon his coffin. I
cannot recollect'ever hàving met with such conduct in
any other foreign port, and the. act, most certainly, did

not lessen our regard for the inhabitants.

VOL. Il.
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CHAP. TjjE more we became acquainted with the beautiffil sia
country around Sàn Francisco, the more we were con- sel

Dec. rvinced that it possessed every requisite to, render it a Bc
18260

valuable appendage to Mexico; and it was impossible
to resist joining in- the remark of 'ýancouver, _" Why bo
such an extent of territory should have been subju
gated, and, after all. the expense and labour bestowe for
upon its colonization, turned to no account whatever, exgl

is a mystery in the science of state policy not easily a

explainidl," Situated in the northern hemisphere, be-
tween the parallels of 221, and 39". no fault can be eaç

found with its climate; its soil in general is'fertile, là 1 n Zc.
possesses forests of oak and pine convenient for build- ser
ing and contribtiting to the necessities of vessels, qU

plains overrun with cattle, excellent ports, and naviý thE

gable rivers to, facilitate inland communication. Pos- lat

sessing all these advantages, an industrious population sh(

alone seems requisiteto withdraw it from the obscir frc

rity in wbich it has -s-o long slept under the indolence eaç

of the people and the jealous policy of the Spanish rie

VOYAGE TO THE66
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government. Indeed it struck us as 1-amèntable tô see CHAP.
b il.
such an extent *of habitable country lying almost de-

solate and useless to mankind, whilst other nations are Dec.
a 1826.

groanitig under the burthen of théir' population.
It is evident, from-the natural coýùrse of events, and

froni the rapidity with which, observation has recently

been extended to the hitherto most obscure parts of

tbe globe., that this indiference cannot continue; for

either it must disappe-ar under the present authorities,

or the country will fall into other hands, as from its

situation with regard to other powers lipon the ne-

continent., and to the conimerce of the Pacifie, it is of
too much i ffiportance to be permitted to remain long

in its present neglected state. Alre ' ady have the Rus-

sians encroached upon the territory by possessing them-

selves of the Farallones, and some islands off San-aa

Barbara; and their new séttlement -at Rossi, à fe '

miles ' to the northwa'd of Bodega, is so near upon the

boundary as to be the cause of much j ealous feelin cy ; I

-not without reason it would appear, as I am in-

formed it is well fortified., and presents to California an

example of what may be effected upon her sbores in

a short time by industry,
The tract situated between California and the

eastern side of the continent of North Am-er*ca, hav-

ino- been only partially explored, has hitherto pre-b 
thatsented a formidable barrier to encroachment fiom

quarter; but settlements are already advancing far into

the heart of the country, and parties of hunters have

lately traversed the interior, and even penetrated to the

shores of the Pacifie;.not without the loss of lives

from the attacks of the Indians, it is true., bùt with

ease., compared with the labour -and difficulty expe-

rienced by Lewis and Clarke, *ho bad not the lienefit

F2
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CHAP. which. more mêlent travellers have derived from the
t.ý establishment of inland depôts by the American fur -wr
Dec. companies. One of these depôts, we were informexl ap
1826. by a oýentleman belonuincr to the establishment, whom

we inet at Monterey in 1827, is situated on the Ri
western side of the rocky mountains on a fork of the
Columbia called Lewis River, nea.r the source of a WE

stream supposed--to be the Colorado. WC
The trade of Upper California at present consists in

the exportation of bides, tallow, manteca, horses to ov
the Sandwich Islands, grain for, the Russian establish-

Ments at Sitka and Kodiak, and in the disposal of
provisions to whale-ships and other vessels which tic
touch upon the coast,-perhaps a few furs and dollars
are sent tu China. The importations are dry gooù, hi
furniture, wearing-apparel, agricultural implements, 7ý1 Ve1ýý11 0.
deal-boards, and salt; and silks and fireworks frofil th
China for the decoration of the churches and celebra- 'A th
tion of the saints' days. In 1827 almost all îhese th.

articles bore high prices: the former in consequence i s n,
of the increased demand for them; and the latter, Co
partly from. the necessity of meeting the expenses of, Pe.
the purchase of a return cargo, and partly on account of
of the navigation act. ch

The missions and the inhabitants in general com as
plained loudly of these prices, not considering that in,

the fault was in a great measure their own, and that in
they were purchasing some -articles which had been êï ra,

brought several thousand miles., when they might have fo.
procured them in their own country with moderate to

labour only. For example, they we.re actually living be
upon the sea-coast and amongst férests of pine, and ca

yet were sufféring themselves to, buy salt and deal w
boards at exorbitant prices.



With a siémilar disregard for their interests, they CHAP.
IL

tete purchasing sea-otter skins at twenty dollars %,ý
ming aboutUn- Dec.apiece3 whilst the animals were, swim * 1826.

Molested in their own harbours; and this from the
RussianS3 who.are, intruders upon their coast, and are

depriving tbem of a lucrative trade: and aoýain they,
were paying two bundred dollars for carts of inferior

-workmanship, which, with the exception of the wheels,
niiiaht bave been equally well manufactured in their

own country.
With this want of commercial enterprise, they are

-not much entitled to commiseration. With more jus-
tice might they have complained of the navigation

law's, wliicb, though no doubt beneficial to the inha-
h -itànts on -tbe eastern coast of Mexico, where there are
Vëssels belongiiig to the state in readiness to, conduct
the coastin trade, are extremely disadvantaceous to
the Californians, who having no yessels to employ in
this service are often obliged to, pay the duty on goods
introduced in foreiorn bottoms, This duty for the en-
couragement of the coasting trade was made seventeen
per cent. higher than that on cargoes brought in vessels
of the state. Thus not only must the inhabitants pur-
chase their goods on very disadvantacreous terms.5 but,
as a foreign vessel canne break stowage without land
irig the whole of her cargo, they must in addition
incur tbe expenses attending that, which will in gene-
ral fall-upon a few goods only, as the towns in Cali.

forpia are not sufficiently populous, any one of them,
to consume a whole cargo; and it is to be remem

bered, that no foreign vessel, after breaking stowageý,
can proceed to another port in the same dominion

without being liable to, seizure by the customs.
The imprudent nature of these laws, as regards Ca
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CHAP. lifornia, appears to bave been considered by the autho- an

rities in that country, as they overlook the introduc- as.r
Dec. tion of goods into the towns by indirect channels, ex-

18126. col

cept in cases of a gross and palpable nature. In this

manner several American vessels have çontrived. to ,a; Vil.
dispose of their cargoes, and the inb;4bitants have thf-
been supplied with uoods of which. they were much in sid
need ; but had the navigation laws been strictly at- do

tended to, the vessels rniLst have returned unsuccessful, thE
and the inhabitants, have continued in want. thf--

Far more liberal bas been the hand of nature to this shc
11nuch neglected country, in bestowinc- upon -it a Cli-

ýiA paý
mate remarkable for its salubrity. The Spanis'h set- thc
flers in California enjoy an almost uninterrupted state of
of gpood health. Many attain the age of eighty and

ninety, and some have exceeded a hundred years fOQ
There have been ppriods, however, when the siliau S C 0 CI,

pox and measles have affected the population, and par- col
ticularly the Indians in the missions, who, unlike- the lat.
Spaniards, appear t' suffer severely from diseases of all

ý' ý2_ per
kinds. The small pox many years ago prevailed to an - 66,

alarming extent, and carried of several thousand In-

dians ; but since the introduction of cattle into the', foi.
country, and w*th them the cow pox,, it bas not reap- the

peared. Vaccination was practised in California as ma
early as 1806, and the virus from Europe bas been wa,
recently introduced through. the Russian establish-

wh
ment at Roilsi. The measles have also at times

seriously affeéted the Indians, and in 1806 proved ab
fatal to thousands while it is remarkable that noue of per
the Spaniards a"ffected with the -disease diede Dysen- COC#'-
tery, the mostýý 'prevalent c'mplaint amongst the con- fev

verted Indians' no doubt arises in a great measure ha-
from the coldnèss and dainpness of their habitations, anc
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and becomes fatal through the want of pro*per medical CHAP.

assistance. They are happily free from the, hooping
cough. Dec.

This state of ill health does not extend to the unci-
vilized Indians ; and, notw- ithstanding the mortality in
the missions, the climate of California must be con-
sidered salubrious. Perouse, Vancouver, and Langs-
dorff were of the same opinion; and to judge of it by
the general health -of the Spanish residents, and by
the benefit that our seamen derived. ftom it during their
short stay, it would certàinly âppear not to be sur-
passed. The summer and early part of the autumn are
the least healthy parts of the year, in consequence
of continued fogs, which occùr at these periods.

It is, in all probability, in consequence of these
fogs during the warmest part of the year that the
coast of California has the reputation of being much
colder than that of Chili in corresppnding parallels of
latitude. In the month of December the mean tem.-
perature of Sa'n Francisco was 531, 2'. the maximum
66o, and the minimum 460. We nevertheless saw
hoar frost upon the grass in the mornings, and in the

following year observed - snow lie several hours apon
the ground. As the minimum of temperature was SO

many degrees above the freezing point, the fôrmer
was in all probability occasioned by the radiation,

which is very great in that country.
The -winter of 1826 was said ' to be a very favour-

able season; We could not judge ftom our own ex-
perience, therefore, of what weather wà usaal on the
coast at that period of the year. But there were very

few days during- our visit in which a vessel might not
have approached the coast with safety. The stronges t
and most prevalent winds were from the north-we.st
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CHAP. but tbese winds, though they blew diréctly upon theý Io-
coast, were generallv attended by clear weather which Sc

Dec. would have enabled a vessel to find a port, had it beeii
18'2 6.

necessarv. They were strongest about the full and su
change of the -niooli. th

From the prevalence of the- westerly swell off the e r-
harbour, and from the wind moderating ilis we ap- y

proached the coast in both years, I am inclined to C.,

think that these winds do not usually blow home hC
upon the shore. ec

There was a curious, anomaly observed in the or
irnovements of the barometer and sytupeisometer o4-

during our stay at Sa'n Francisco: the former rose
with -the winds which brought bad weather, and fell C
with those which restored serenity to the sky. The 0

maximum beight was 30-46, the minimum 29-98, and tr
the mean 30-209. P

The hygrometer on the whole indicated a dry 0
atmosphere, and ranged from 0' to 20, of dryness-on

the thermometrie scale the mean degree of dryness V«
being 6), 6 The particalars of tbese observations-are
inserted in tables in the Appendii to the 4to edition. R

tThe cléar weather occasioned by the north-wes
wind -was- favourable for astronomical observations; V' 0

but many were lost in consequence of a haze over SI
hanuing the land at-night, and from the incovenience d'
arising from a heavy deposition, which, besides occa- g«

sionino, much mirage, fell so proftisely upon the t

glasses of the instruments that they were obliged to L
be repeatedly wiped, and sometimes at the most in- tl

Convenient moments.* Our observations, however, S"
were verv satisfactory, and are important, as the

à;
1 fotind this in a grec decyrec obviated by fixing a long pape,

trtube to the field end of the telescope.
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lonuitudes of the places between Nootka Sound and CHAP.

San Diego are dependent upon the situation of San
Francisco and Monterey; Vancouver having, in his Dec.

survey of the Coast, rated his chronometers between 1826-

the meridians of these places. My observatory was
erected upon a small eininence near the anchorage at

Yerba-Buena, from, whence the observations were
carefully reduced to the fort at the entrance of the

harbour. The results bave been published in the 4to
edition, where will also be found some observations

0 n the dip and variation of the needle, the tides and
cher subjects.

I shall conclude this imperfect sketch of Upper
California-with a short description of the Indian mode

of livina and of the natural productions of the coun
trv, derived principally from the information of the

Priests, and froni the journals of the officers who went
overland to Monterey. The Indians who enter the

missions with which we became acquainted are di.
vided in their wild state into distinct tribes, and are
governed by a chief whose office is hereditary, but
only in the male line, The widows and daughters,

ýOV Ver, thon h not allowed to partake of this pri
vilecpe, are exempted from, labour, and are more re.
spected-than other women. Each tribe has a different
dialect; -and though their districts are small the lan-

(),ua(res are sometimes so different that the neigh-
bouring tribes cannot understand each other. I bave
before observed, that in the mission of Sa'n Carlos
there are eleven différent dialects. Their villagescon-

sist of wigwams made with poles covered with bu1-ý
rushes and are generally placed in an open plain to,
avoid surprise. Like the Arabs and other wandering

tribes., these people niove about the country, and pitch
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CHAP, their tents whereever they find a convenient- lace wl
il. p

keeping, however, within their own district. ov
Dec. They cultivate no land, and subsîst entirely by the fa*

chase, and upon the spontaneous produce of the earth, al
of which there is a great abundance in the

Acorns to
-J.country, constitate their principal vegetable food. In in,.

the proper season they procure a supply of these, or
bake them., and then bruise them between two stones in

into a paste, which, will keep until 'the following sea-
son. The paste before it is dried is subjected to wï
several washings in a sieve, wÈich they say deprives it nu
of the bitter taste common to the acorn. We cannot th
but remark the great resemblance this custom bears U

to, the method adopted by the Soùth-sea Islanders to ta
keep their bread fruit nor ought we to fail'to notice th

the manner in which Providence, points out to differ. ar
ent tribes the saine wise ineans of preserving their as

food, and providing against a season of scarcity. te:
The country inhabited by the Indians abounds' in

game, and the rivets in fish ; and those tribes which
inhabit the sea-coast niake use of muscles and othex th

shell fish- of whieb the haliotis gigantea is the most ac
abundant. In the chase they are -very expert, and ce«

avail themselves of a variety ofdevices to ensnare and a
to decoy their game. ihe àrtifice of deceiving the

deer by . placing a head of the animal upon their th
shoulders is very successfully practised by them. To Ù.
do this they fit the.head and horns of a deer upon the

head of a huntsman, the rest of bis body bein pr9
painted to resemble the colour of a deer. ' Thus dis- nE

guised, the Indian sallies forth, equipped with his bow d%-
and arrows, approaches the pasture of the deer, whose ce
actions and voice he then ' endeavours to imitate., tak- p
ing care to cenceal his body as much as possible, for ai
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which purpose he generally selects places which are, CHAP.

overgrown with long grass. This stratagem. seldom
fails to entice several of the herd within reach of hiS Dec.

arrows, which are frequently sent w, ith unerring aim. 1826.

to the heart of the animal, and he falls without ajarm.

ing the herd ; but if the aini should. fail, or the arrow
only wound its intended victim., the whole herd. is im-

inediately put to fliglit.
Their method of taking ducks and geese and other

wildfowl is equally ingenious. They construct large
nets with bulrushes, and repair to, such rivers as are
the resort of their game, where they fiii a long pole
Upright on each bank, with one end of the net at-
tached to the pole on the opposite side of the river to

themselves. Several artificial ducks made of rushes
are then set afloat upon the wa'ter between the-poles
as a decoy ; and the Indians, wh'o have a line fas.
tened to one end of the net, and passed through a
bole in the upper end of the pole that is near them,
wait the arrival of their garne in concealinent. When

the birds, approach, they suddenly extend. the net
,across the river by pullina- upon' the line, and inter-
cept thein in their flight, when they fall stunned into
a larae purse in the net and are captured. They also-
spread nets across their rivers in the evening, in order
that the birds may become entangled in them as
they fly.

The occupation of the men consists principally in
providing for their support, and in constructing the
necessary implements for the chase and for their own
defence. The women attend to their domestic con--

cerns, and work a variety of hukets and ornamental
parts of their dress, some of which are very ingenious,
and all extreinely laborious. Their closely wove
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CHAP. baskets are not only capable of containing water, but Il e îIL
are used for cooking their meals. A number of smaU sae.

Dec.
1826. scarlet feathers of the oriolus phceniceus are wove in -A,

with the wood, and completely screen it from. view OU anc
the outside and to the rim are affixed small black ho
crests of the Californian partridges, of which birds a abc
hundred brace are required to, decorate one basket:-. arr
they are otherwise ornamented with beads, and pieces prc

M of mother-of-pearl. They also enibroider bey-s very orr
beautiftilly with feathers of different colours, and they pe

work with remarkable neatness, making use of the CY-
young quills7of the porcupine, in a similar manner to pu.

the Canadian Indians ; but here tbey manufacture a
fine cloth for the ground, whereas the Canadians have bo
only the bark of the birch-tree. They also manu- cl c-
facture caps and dresses for their chiefs, which are

extremely beautiftil and, they have - a oreat many qu
other feather ornaments wbich it would be stepping
bevond the limits of my work to describe. of

The stat of the Indians which. we saw in the an
missions waýs by no means diminutive. The Alchoncs an

Ai are of good/ height, and the Tuluraios were thought to th
be, generà1ly, above the standard of Englishmeii. of

nie
Z Their com'plexion is much dàrker tha-rithat of the

South-sea Islanders, an'd their, fýatùres far inferior in EÇ
t'Ille beautv. In their persons they are extremely dirty, ar.,

particularly their heads,' hi.ch are so thatched with
wiry black hair that it is only by separating the locks in

wïth the hand that it iýah ý"be got at for the purposes ar

of -cleanfiness. Maiày are seen -performing such acts th

of kindness up-on theïr intimate friends and, as the at
,ean s of disposing of what they find, -con

readiest m of

suming,4t, in the manner practised by the Tartars,
whgl,,,ý"accorditig to Hztkluyt-Ilcleanse one anothers'

î4
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Ileades, and ever as thei tah-e an animal do eate ber., CHAP.

saeing, thus wille I doe to our eneiniesl.""*
Their bodies are in general -very scantily clothed, Dec.

and ïn summer many cro entirely naked. The women 1826.

ýhowever3 wear a deer skin or soine other covering
ýabout their loins: but shin dresses are not common

amon any of the tribes concernino, whom we could
procure any information. The women are fond- of
ornaments and suspend beads and buttons about their

persons, while to their ears they attâch. long wooden
cylinders, variously carved, which serve the double

purpose of ear-rinus and needle-cases.
Tattooing is practised in these tribes by both sexes,

both to ornarnent the person, and to distinguish one
clan from the other. It is remarkable that the women
mark- their cbins precisely in the same way as the Es-
quimaux.

The tribes are frequently at war vith each other,
Often in consequence of trespasses upon their territory
and property; and weak tribes are sometimes wholly
annihilated or obliaed to associate themselves with3 b -'those of their conquerors ; but such is their warmth
of passlion and desire of revenge that very little bu-
niggitv'is in general, shown to those who fall into their
_ppwer. Their weapgns consist only of 'bows --ând
arrows nelther the tomahawk nor the spear is ever

seên. in their hands. Their bows are elegantly and
ingenionsly constructed, and if kept dry wi*ll discharge
an arrow to a considerable distance. They resemble
those of the Esquimaux, beinà, stren -rthened by sinews,b 9
at the back of the bow, but here one sinew, the size
of the wood, occupies the whole exte-nt of the back,

Hakluyt's Selection of eurious and rare Voyages, Supplemient.
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CHAP. and embraces the ends, where they are turned back to wh(
receive the string; the sinew is fixed to the bow reu.

Dec. while wet and as it becomes dry draws là back the, r
1826.

reverse way to Sat in which it is intended to be used.
The Indian manner of stringi'no- these bows is pre. reff
cisély similar to that practised by the lovers, of archery the
in England ; but it requires greater skill and strength, was
in consequence of the increased curvature of the bowý strc
and âe resistancé'of the sinew. the

Thé, religion of all the tribes is idolatrous. The
Olchone, who inhabit the seacoast between S an Fran- ean

cisco and M'onterey, worship the sun, and believe ïii wol
the existence of a beneficent and-an evil spirit, whom the
they occasionally attempt to propitiate. Their ideas sca,
of a future state are very confined: when a person dies the
they adorn the corpse with feathers, flowers., and beads, the,
and place with it a bow and arrows they then extend WhI

it u on a pilIe of wood, and burn it amidst the shouts
of the spectators, who wish the soul a pleasant journey tig
to its new abode, which they suppose to'be a country we
in the direction of the settinu sun. Like most cher Sm

poq.nations, these people have a tradition of the deluge;
they, believe also thàt their tribes originally éame MOI

from, the nortb. is f
The India- s in their wild state are said to be more anc

healthy than those which have entered the missions. nig
They havesimple rernedies, derived from certain nie- fall

dicînal herbs, with the property of which they have the
previously made, themselves acquainted. Some of ar

thesè mots aré useful. as emeties and are administered
in cases of sickness of the stomach: they also apply &C
cataplasms to diseased parts of the body, and practise up

phlebotomy very generally, using the right -arm, for th%_
this purpose when the body is- affected, and the. left î Mc
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where the limbs. But the temiscal is-the grand CETAP.

remedy for most of their diseases,
The very great care taken of all wha are a-ffected Dec.

with an disease ought not to be allowed to escape a
remark. When any of their relations are indisposed3

the greatest attention is paid to their wants, and it
was remarked by Padre Arroyo thatfflial affection is
stronger in th-ese tribes fhan in any civilized 'nation on
the grlobe with which he was aQquainted.

Our knowledge of the naiural history of this coüntÈy
leannot be expected to, be very extensive. In the

Woods not immediately bordering upon the missions,
the black bear has his habitation,, and when food is
scarce it is dangerous to pass through them* alone in
the dusk of the evening but *hen the aco-rns aboi-md

there is nothing to apprehend. It is said' that the
white býéar also visits this district occasionally, from,
the northwa*rd. The lio-n (felis concolor P) and the
tiger (felis onca P) are,, natives of these woods, but
we - never saw them the inhabitants say they are

sujall and that the lion is less than the tiger, but more
Powerful. A lar e species of mountain cat (gato del
monte) is common: a pole cat (viverraputorius) also

is found in the woods: wolves and foxes are numerous,
and the cuiotas, or jackalls, range about th.e plains at

night, and prove very destructive to the sheep. The
fallow-deer brow-ses on the pasture land not only in
the interior, but also upon some of the i slands and

ar nd the shorçs of the harbour : it is soug4t after
its skin, of whieh the Spaniards make boots, shoesý

&ce , The rein-deer also is found inland, particularly
upon a large plain named Tuluràyos, on account of
the number of bulrushes growing there. In the
months -of May and June theSpaniards resort to this



CHAP. plain with théir lassos, and take as many of thesé aiii- lic

I*-ý mals as they can ensnare, for the sake of their fat, of of
Dec. which they will sométimes procure between four and tu

1826.
five arobas from one animal. of

The fields are burrowed by a small rat resemblinc cc
the mus arvalis, by a mountain rat of the cricetus SF

species, and also, by the ardillo, a species of sciurussi
rather a pretty little animal, _said to be oood to, eat: th
another of this species was seen among the branches bc
of the tre-es. A sm ' all variety of lepus cunieulus is th

very common in lee sand-bills near the presidio; irr
hares aré less common, and indeed it is doubtful in

whether any wére seen by us. -Raccoonsý are found in to
the rnountains at a distance from. the coast. The sea

otter (înustela lutris) is not an unfrequent visiter in is
the harbour of Sa'n Francisco., but very few of them fre

are taken, notwithstanding their fur is valuable. Judo,>- be
ing from the accounts that have been published, these Er

animals are becoming less numérous upon the coast: sp -C
in 1786 it was stated that 50,000 of thern might bc Sor
collected annually, whereas at present thé number is Sm

reduced to about 2,000. Porpoises and whales .are q ui
numerous outside the harbour, and the common seal im-

niay occasionally be seen basking on the rocks 'of Yer- (ci
babuena, and other places. sar

The féathered tribe in Sa'n Francisco are very nu. (ar
inerous, and have as yet been so little molested that an(
there must be a rich har'vest in S'fore for thefirst na- spc

turalist who shall turn his attention to this place. We gec
succeeded in killing a great many birds of differ'ent lak
species, several of which were found to, be quite new, \the

and wilr be described in the natural history,4Vhich will haî
shortly appear as a supplement to this voyage: but reir.
tbere are not many which delight, either by the bril- of -

V
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liancy or beauty of their plum'age, or by thé Melod CHAP.y IL
of their note. The birds of prey are the black vul-
ture'(vultus aura), sometimes large ; several specieS Dec.

18269of falco, one of which attacks the geese, and is in
conséquence called mato gansas, also, a kite, and a

sparrow hawk. The horned owl (a variety-pf the strix
virgîniana P) flies about after dark to the-, terror of
the superstitious Indians, wlio imagine its screech for-
bodes evil. Several species of oriolus are met with in
the plains, and one, the oriolus phSniceus, is - seen in
immense flocks. The natives say that this bird, which
in its first year îs of a greyish black colour, changes
to deep black in the second, and ultimately becomes
black with red sboulders; but Mr. Collie tbinks there
is some error in this. There is another oriolus which
frequents moist and rushy places; crows in great num-

bers, some which are whité, and smaller than those of
England; and several species of finches, biintings, and

sparrows, prove very destructive to the. grain wheu
sown. The magpie is also, an.inhabitant here, and a
small blue jay fréquents the w6ods,. The Californiauai pigeon(tetrao virginianus), wood- * s with bronzed
imbricated feathers on thé back-'igf the neck,'plovers

(charadrius hiaticula P), snipes several species of'
sanderlings (tringa), razorbills (hematopus), herons
(ardea), curlew (scolopax finosa aud recurvîrosta),
and two species of rallus, afforded amusement to our

-sportsmen, as did also some of thé man'y species of
geese, ducks, widgeon, and teali which fréquent the
lakes and plains. The two latter species and one of

\the anas (emcthr-opus P) were similar to those whieh
had been seen in Kotzebue Sound; -and the natives
remark that they arrive from the north in the month

of September, and départ again in May.,,,,The grey
VOL. IL 1 G
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CHAP. -geese are said to be, good to eat, but we found themIL
%ýý all. fishy ; not so the ducks, the greater part of whieh

Dec. are- very palatable: these birds,_ of which we procured
1826. about twenty species, and the mallard, are so common

tbat several were frequently kiUed at one shot. ' It was
observed that some kinds of ducks always preferred
salt water to the lakes, particularly a species with a

dark-coloured body and a white head, which we did not
obtain. Among those which frequent the fresh water

there were generally an abundance of water-hens. Pe-
licans (pelicanus onocratulus may be seen morning
and evening winging their long line of flight across
the harbour, and settlincr upon the little island of AL

catrasses, whicli they -have completely covered with
their exuviS, and rendered extremely offensive to per-
sons passincr near the place. Shags (pelicanus gracu-
lus) also abound in the harbour. I oucrht to have
noticed in its proper place the humming bird,* which,
notwithstandina- the hicrh latitude of the country, is

an inhabitant of the woods., and if we may rely upon
Padre Tomaso, may be seen there all the year round.

We noticed several of them fluttering about some
gooseberry bushes near our anchorage, and sbot one
in full flesh: as this was in the middle of winter,,- the
information of the pa&re was probably correct.

To this Est of birds several were added the succeed-
ing year at Mounterey, which, being found so near
the place we are describing, may justly be classed with

them: these consisted of the golden-winged wood-
peckerj- a goat-sûcker, several- species of small birds
unknown to us and a olden-crested wren. At this

13 place there were also several species of picus. t
I shall pass rapidly over the reptiles, which are not 1

numerous at Sàn Francisco, and nône were procured

82 VOYAGE TO THE
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during our stay. The Spani'ards assert that there is CHAP.

an adder in the wood which'is venomous, and that
there are rattlesnàkes upon the island of Molate in Dec.

the harbour; but we saw neither the one or the other, 1826.

notwithstanding Mr. Elson and a boat's crew landed
upon Molate, which is very small indeed.

Fisli are not much sought affer in California, in
consequence of the productions of the land being so

very abundant; several sorts, however, are brought
to the tables of the missions. In the Bay of Monte-
rey we noticed the scomber colias, and an ' other kind
of inackere4 the torpedo and another species of raia,
achimara3 and swarms of small fish resembling the
sardinia. Muscles are found in considerable quantities

upon the shores, and form a large portion of the food
of the Indians bordering upon the coasts and rivers.
At Monterey two species of haliotisof large si*ze are
also extremely abundant, and equally sought after by
the Indians. They are found on the granite rocks
forniing the south-east part of the bay, which appears
to bc theïr northern limit. The natives make use of
these shells for ornaments, and decorate their baskets''

with pieces of them. Besides these sbell-fish, thérë
were noticed a few patella, limpet, turbo, cardium,

and mya shells, and among other lepas, a rare species
of 1. anotifera and a chiton (tunicatus 9)

The forests of this part of California fùrnish prin-
cipally large trees of the pinus genus, of which thé p.
rigida and, the red cedar are ' niost abundant, and are
of sufficient growth for the masts of vessels. Two
kinds of oak arrive at large growth, but near the coast
they do not appear to le very numerous.- There is
here a low tree with a srnooth reddish-brown bark

bearing red berries, which from the hardness of its
G 2
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cl'AP. wood, would serve the purpose of lignum vitS: there
IL a.

are also, some birch and plane trees ; but there are Ir
Dec. very few trees bearing fruit which are indigenous;

1826. the cherry tree and gooseberry bush, however, appear C
to be so. P

The shrubs covering the sand hills and moors are a,
principally syngenesious, or of the order rhamnas, i-

while those which prefer the more fertile and humid tl
soils are a gaudy-flowered currant bush, and a species n
of honeysuckle; but the most remarhable shrub in this
country is the yedra, a poisonous plant affecting oniy-
particular constitutions of the buman -bpdy, by pro-

ducing tumours and violent inflamM'atio'n ûpon any
part with which it comes in contact; and indeed even
the exhalation from it borne upon the wind, is said to
have an 'effect upon some people. It is a , slender S
sbrub, preferrinEr cool and shady places to others, andb a.
bears a trefoil crenated leaf. Amon0% other useful
roots in-this country there are two which are'used by
the natives for soap, amole. andjantate..' s

Froin Sa'n Francisco we proceeded to Monterey to
take in the stores that had been purchased. at that t

place, and to proctire sonie spars which grow more î
conveiiiently for embarkation there than at Sa'n Fran-
cisco. Though the distance between these two places
is very littlè more than a handred miles, our passageb a

was prolonged to two days by ligbt winds. On the f
last day of the year we passed'Punto afio nuevo, which r

with Punto Pinos forms the bay of Monterey. This s
is a spacious sandy bay about twenty miles across and

according to Perouse with anchorage near the shore
in almost every part; but it is not advisable to enter 1
it in any other place than that which is frequented as C!
an anchorage, in consequence of a heavy swell whicli
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alrnost always rolls into it frm the westward. The CHAP.
IL

mission of Santa Cruz is sîtuated at the north extre. %..ý
niity of the bay near Panto afio nuevo, and vessels Jan.

occasionally anchor off there for fresh water and supý 1827.

plies of vegetables, neither of whïch are to be had in
any quantity at Monterey. Care should be taken in
landing at Santa Cruz, as the surf, îs very heavy, and
the river of St. Lorenzo bas a bar of it'ý which à is
necessary to pass. Il

We dropped our anchor in Monterey Bay on the
first of January, and with the permission of the go.
vernor D. Mio-uel ýGonzales immediately commenced
eutting the spars we requîred; for each of which we.
paid a small sum. Through the assistance. of* Mr.

Hartnell., we procured several things from -the inis-
sions which we should otherwise have sailed without,
and our thanks are fürther due to him for his kind«.
ness and attention durino, our stay.

The anchorage of Monterey is about two miles
south-east of point Piùos, in the south angle of the

oreat bav just described. It is necessar-y to lie close to
the shore, both on account of the deptli of water, and
in order to receive the protection of point Pinos,

without which ships could not remain in the bay. It
presents to the eye a very exposed anchorage, but no
accidents have ever occurred to any vessel properl'y
found in cables and, anchors ; in which respect it very

much resembles the bay of Valp;ýraiso, nearly in the
sanie parallel in the sonthern hemisphere.

The village and presidio of Monterey are situated
upon a plain between the auchorage and a range of
bills cov-ered with woods of pine and oak. The pre.
sidio is in better condition thau that at Sa'n Fran.

PACIFIC AND BEERING'S STRAIT.
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CHAP. cisco ; still as a place of defence it is quite useless. 0.
IL The fort is not much better and its strenorth niay be

Jan. judged of from its having been taken by a sinall party
1827. of seamen who landed -froiD a Buenos Ayrean pirate h

in 1819, destroyed the greater part of the guns, and
pillaged and burut the town. ri

At the distance of a league to the southward of 9
the presidio lies the mission of Sa'n Carlos, a small w
establishment containing 260 Indians. It is situated aE
in a valley near the river St. Carmelo_;_a small strearn L

emptying itself into a deep rocky bay. The shores of .4À
this bay, and indeed of 'the whole of the coast near VE
Point Pinos, is armed with rocks of granite upon. S«
which the sea. breaks furiously; and ' as there is no ir.

anchoragê near them on account of the great depth SE
of water, it is dangerous to approach the coast in light b.
or variable winds. Fortunately soine immense beds X
of sea weed (fucus pyriformis) lie off the coast, and VE
are so impenetrable that they are said to bave saved F

several vessels whicli were driven into them, by the al
swell during calm and foggy weather. The ride from tI
the presidio to Sa'n Carlos on a fine day is niost agree-
able. The scenery is just sufficiently picturesque to

interest while tbe bills are not so abrupt as to incon-
venience a bold rider. The road leads principally

through fine pasture lands, occasionally wooded with
tall "ýe, oak, and birch trees; but without any
underwood to give it a wildness, or to rob it of its
park-like aspect. Before the'valley of Sa'n Carmelo

opensýout, the traveller is apprized of bis approach to
the mission by tbree large crosses erected upon Mount
Calvary - and further on by smaller ones placed at the

side of the road, to each of which some history is
aitached. In the church is a drawing of the reception
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of La Perouse at the mission, executed on board the CHAP.

Astrolabe, by one of the officers of bis squadron.ý' I
niuch wished to possess this valuable relic., with, which jan.

1827.
however the padre was unwilling to part.

We found Iying in the port of Monterey an Ame-
rican brig endeavouring to dispose -of a cargo of dry

goods, and to procure hides and tallow in return ; and
we opportunely recéived from. her a supply of spirits,

as the last cask was abroach. On the 4th a Russian
brig, named the Baikal, belonging to the Russian
American Fur Company, anchored in the bay. This

vessel was employed upon the coast, trading between
Sitka, Bodegà, and several ports in California, either
in carrying or arranging the supplies for the Russiau
settlements to the northward. She was commanded
by an officer in the Russîan navy, and had on board
Mr. Klebnekoff, the agent. There are several of îhese
vessels upon the coast carrying guns, and wearing
pendants. On the 5th we took leave of our hospit-
able acquaintances., and put to sea on our passage to
the, Sandwich Islands.
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apr
CHAP. U.PoN leaving Monterey we steered to the south. aniM. 

- ct-,ward with a fair wind, which carried us into the trades,- a ý
Jan. and attended us the whole, way to the Sandwich pre
1827.

Islands. In our course we searched unsuccessfully fesç
for all the islands that were mar-ed near our route,

rounding to every ni-ght when near the position of any apr
one, that it might not - be passed unobserved, and mak- ant
ing sail on a paralle]. of latitude during the day. In to

this manner we searched for Hendersons and Cooper's fluc
Islands, besides several others said to lie near them, isla
and also for a group, in the latitude of 160 N. and to .

1 rv
longitude between 1300 and 133,D W.; but we saw nis
nothing of them, nor had we any of the usual indicà-- of t
tïons of the vicinity of land; so that if any of -these-

islands exist, they must be in some other parallel than by
rthat assigned to them in the Anier-ican Geographical Of

»ITable, published in 182a. deF

I have been recently informed that an island of moderate 150
lieight has been seen by the Sultan American Whaler in latitude ther
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On the 25th, after a pleasant passage of twenty days, CHAP.

we saw the Island of Owyhee; and the following day
ainchored in the harbour of Honoruru, the capital of Jan.

-the Sandwich Islands. We had the satisfaction to 1827.

meet aU our former acquaintances well, and to re-
ceive their congratulations on our return ; we had
aiso the pleasure to find Mr. Lay the naturalist ready
to, resume his occupations. During our absence, he

bad unfortunately' been prevented pursuing his re-
searches among the i'iands by ;i severe illness.

After the usual etiquette of salutes, I visited the
kina, and Kahumana, who appeared very glad of ourL_

arrival; and being infornied that the ship was to re-
mai , n a few weeks in the harbour, they very kindly

appropriated ihree houses to the use. of the officers
aiid niyself, and seemed, determined to show by other

,icts of attention that the regard they had always ex-
pressed for our nation was.not merely an empty pro-
fession.

In rny first visit to this place, I gave a sketch of the
appearance of the town of Woahoo and of the inhabit-

ants,, with the advances which, the country appeared
to be inaking in civilization. It may not be super.
fluous here to insert a very concise account of the

islands during the last few years, to enable my readers
to judge more correctly of their progress, and to fur.

nish information to such as may not have the history
of theni ftesh in tileir memories.

At the time the Sandwich Islands"--were discovered
by Captain Cook, Owyhee was under' the sovereignty
of Terreeoboo, or Teriopu, who died shortly after the
departure of the discovery ships. Tamehameha, who
15o SO' N., longitude between 1300 and 134o W. And that ano-
ther was landed upon in latitude 18o,22N., longitude 114o W.



CHAP. afterwards became so celebrated was the nephew of
Terreeoboo. He is not mentioned in the official ac- isli

Jan. count of Cook7s voyage, but in a narrative of the facts int
1827.

relating to the death of the great navigator, published sei-
by Mr. SamweU, the surgeon of the Discovery, Meah veç

Meah, as he is called by that gentleman, is represented ap
to have slept on board that ship, and to have had with k- n
lim a magnificent féather cloak, with which he would Pu
not part, except for iron daggers, six of which he wa
procured, and retur'ned to the shore well e ith Ott

f s W
No doubt his intention as to wrest

his bargain. 
t t wa

vell 

e 
wit'sovereignty from. the hands of the su Cessor of T r- tin

W st
reeoboo, an enterprize which he per armed s hh ttly thc
afterwards by assemblincr his forces and Ïeffeati him, str'0 av e. sin a pitched battle, in w 1 is t ave slain A
him with his own hands. AA fftt ee rr tt hh i ss v ii c orv. no 01

is c ory, no other for

chief possessing sufficient power to oppose Tameba- set

meha, we find that on the arrival of Vancouver in tio

in 1792 he had acquired supreme authority both in stv

Owyhee and Mowee. He soon afferwards attacked Cir.

and conquered Woahoo, and, assisted by his valiant ili

protegé Krymakoo, in 1817, became sovereign of all soc

the Sandwich group. lat

Vancouver was very instrumental- in establishing Eu

the power of this chief on a firm, basis, by noticing r

Tamehameha in a manner which could not escape the op,

observation of the other chiefs, and by building him a&

a decked vessel., which gave him a decided superiority to

of force, andenabled, hini to keep them in subjection. ma

In - return féi these important benefits, the grateful we

chief, in presence of Vancouver and the Eries of the thr

group, niade a formal cession of the isiands to the cor

kin à g of Great Britain, and the natives have ever since ves

considered themselves under the inimediate protection thi.

of this country.
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In the early stage of Our intercourse with these CHAP.

islands, several acts., such as the death of Cook5 the M.
1_ýmurder of Li e ' utenant Hercperst, and the treacherous jan.

seiztire of an American vesseli rendered merchant 1827,

vessels cautious of conimunicaing with savages of
apparently so ferocious a charac er; but when it was
k-nown that the perpetrators of these murders were

punisbed by Tamehameha, and when bis real character
was made public by the vovages of Vancouver and

other^navigators.ý every vessel employed in the Pacific
was desirous of visiting bis dominions. In course of

tinie'a regular market was established for the sale of
the, productions of >he islands ; the natives were in-

structed to accept Spanish dollars and European
clothing in exchange for their goods; -and several
foreigners, by the king's persuasion, were induced to,

settle upon the islands. The native chiefs, in imita.
tion of their sovereign, becan to dress in the European
sffle. A fort was built for the prot"on of the prin-
cipal town, and a number of the natiýýè-"vere instructed
in the use of fire-arms. The barbour of Honoruru

soon became crowded with ships of all nations, and
latterly -the place hâs assumed the appearance of an
European colony.'-.

The discovery of sandal wood in the mountains
opened a profitable channel- of commerce; and several

adventurers, chiefly from. the Un'ited States remained
to collect it from. the natives. They found a ready

market for it in China; the goodsý of that country
were bréu-ght in return to, the Sandwich islands, and

thus was laid the foundation -of à trade. which still
continues. Tàmehameha having purchased several
vessels with this precious wood, attempted to, conduct
this trade with bis own resources, and sent a schooner
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CHAP. bearing bis flag to Canton ; but, owing to, the forms tors
M.

and impositions practised in China, and other circtim- fath1
J an - stances which be could not control, the speculation
1827. 

jectý

failed, and this advantageous trade bas since been car- occ

ried on by the Americans. fice

In all these plans for the benefit of bis country, for acc(

the introduction of civilization amoughis subjects, and wer

for the establishment of bis assumed authority, Tame- ord(

hameha was greatly indebted to the advice and assist- arer

ance of two respectable English seamen, Young and otht

Davis, whom, he,, persuaded to remain in the islands. 1

Their services were not unrequited by the great chief, Rio.-

whose generous disposition and intimate knowledge rha.

of human nature induced him, to best-ow upon them helc

both rank and fortune, by raisin-g them. to the statiori sanc

of chiefs and givincr them. estates. They in turu ordE

proved grateful to their benefactor, and conducted re1iý

themselves-so properly that every visitor to th.e islan s he Ir
9

bas spoken of them in the highest terms. Davis died reliî

in 1108, and wasburied, at Woahoo, where the place the

of bis interment is marked by a humble tombstone: dest

Young still survives, at the advanced age of eighty. crue

two. Beside' th ese advisers, Tamehameha had a faith- inte.

ful and wise counsellor in Krymakoo, afterwards bet- espe

ter known by the appellation of Billy Pitt. mitt

Tameharneha having seen his country emerge from T

barbarisin under bis -"Well-directed efforts and havinop this

conferred, upon it other important benefits, died in Muc

May 1819, at the age of sixty-three. His biographer atry

will do him injustice if he does not rank him, how.- The

ever limited bis sphere, and limited bis means, amonz dep.

those grec men who, like our Alfred,'and Peter the ove,-

Great of Russia, have resc'ed their countries from ror

barbarism; and who are justly esteeined the be.efac- coir
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tors of mankind. His loss -as a governor, and as a CHAP.

father to, bis people, was universally felt by bis sub-

jects. It is painful to relate that, thou,gý s death Jan.

occurred so recently, several human victirns were sacri- 1827.

ficed to his manes by the priests in the moraïs ; and>
according to the custom, of the islands, some who

were warmly attached to, him committed suicide, in
order to accoinpany his corpse to the grave ; while

ereat nurribers knocked ont their front teeth, and
otherwise mutilated and disfigured theniselves.

Tamehameha was no sooner dead -than his sün Rio.
Rio, ývho succeeded him, effected the most 'important
chan(re the country had yet experienced. Havin
held conférences with the chiefs, and obtained the
sanction of Keopuolani, a powerful female of rank, he

ordered all the. morais to, be destroyed, and declared the
religion of the foreigners,-of the principles of which
he was then verv ignorant, should henceforth be the

,religion of the state. The burning of the idols and
the abolition of the taboo immediately succeeded this
destruction of the morais., and put an end to many
cruel and degradinop customs, both injurious to the
interests of the country and oppressive to the people,
especially to *the females, who were thenceforth ad-
mitted to an equality with the men.

The prejudices of Tamehameha had always opposed
this change in the religion of bis subjects, not so

MUC113 1 am informed, from bis being bigoted to idol-
atry as from. its being better adapted to bis politics.
The maxims of our religïon- he thought would tend to,

deprive him, of that dèspotie power which. he exercised
over the lives and fortunes of bis subjects. The ter-

ror inspired by human' sacrifices, and the absolute
command which the superstitions of bis idolatrous
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CHAP. subjects gave him, suited the plan of bis government a p
Ille better than any other-religion, and he, consequently, of
Jan. opposed every attempt to propagate the gospel among Put
1827. bis people. 1 ine,

Up to this period no missionaries had reached the Th
Sandwich Islands3 and for nearly a year there might be chi
said to bc no religion in the country; but at the expi- the
ration- of that period (in 1820), several missionary cla
gentlemen arrived from the United States, and imme.

diately entered upon their vocations. Keopuolani be- int
came the first actual convert tô the Christian religion, rie
though in 1819 both Boki and Krymhakoo were bap- fo

tized by fliè, clergyman of Captain Freycinet's ship. thý
Keopuolani ýeing a chief of powerful influence, ber eh

example was followed by a great many persons, and gc
the misSionari s have since added daily to the num. 0-
ber of their co verts, and have been protected by the hiF

government, rticularly by Kahumana and Kapeo. eh»
lani, two femal chie& next in rank to Keopuolani: and Di If"

probably first in er in the islands. ha-,

Keopuolani died in 1823, after ha-ving received the stï

sacrament. She was a grandchild of Terreeoboo, and soc
a daughter of Kevalao, who was slain at Mowee. At by
the tiine of this victory, which added Mowee to the ba,

Aominion of Tainehameha, Keopuolani was onl thir- a ry duteen -years of age. She happened to be on the field at
ehe inoment of the defeat of ber party, and became the wa

prisoner of the conqueror, who, in order to secure bis ch!

conquest by right as well as by victory, united ber to of

himself in marriage. *She had, however, afferwards, he

agreeably to the cust-am of the country, several bus- of

bands, of whieh one was Krymakoo, who also feR into erE

the bands of the king at Mowee*, and whose life was
generously spared; and another, Hoapiri, who, though 10-



a plebeian, was adinitted to the honour of being 'one CHAP.

of the favolirites of the queen. This person is the re- M.
1_ý

puted father of Kiukiulî the present king,- while Ta- j..
inehameha is said to have been the father of Rio-Rio. 18-27.

The queen, however, declared both her sons to be
children of the illustrious chief, and they succeeded. ' to,
the throne accordingly, in cases of this nature the-de-
claration of the mother being beld sufficient.

Rio-Rio is represented to have been far inférior in
intellect to his predecessor, and his youth and inexpe-
rience encouraged the superior chiefs to, plan means
for recoveriua- their independence. At the moment
the order was given for the destruction of the idols, a

chief named Kekoakalane treacherously seized the war
god, and joined by a party of rebels fled with it to

Owyhee, where he hoped to excite the inhabitants in
his favour, and to establish himself as an independent

chief ; but he was closely pursued by the gallant Kry.
iiiak-oo, and slain at Lakelakee., and hence that place

has become celebrated, as the spot on which the last
struggle for idolatry occurred. Another insurrection
soon afterwards occurred at Atooi, which was quieted
by the courage and promptitude of Rio-Rio, who em.
bar-ed with a few fitithful followers in a canot, and in

a personal conference brought the rebels bac- to their
dutv. Atooi was the last of the Sandwich Islands that
was redaced to subjection by Tamehameha, and îts

chiefs were constantly on the watch for opportunities
of recoverincr their independence. Russia, or at least
ber subjects, taking advantage of the disaffected state
of Atooi, landed some guns upon that island, and
erected a fort, which. was taken possession of by the
natives. Krymakoo, however, -w*th a body of fol-

lowers from Woahoo, overthrew the rebels,,. The

k
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CHAP. chief being perrnitted to choose the manner of his death, c(

desired that he might be carried to sea, and be drown- W
Jan. ed by having a weight fastened round his neck. In
1827. addition fo this attempt of the Russians to separate st

Atooi from. the kingdoin, it was suppose4,, that Anie. rit,

rica was also desirous of forming a seulement upon

one of the islands. Rio-Rio foreseeing that occa. VI

sional rebellions might arise in his dominions, through a(

the interference of foreio>n powers, determined on a

voyage to England to have a personal interview with rSc

the king, under whose protection the islands had been vi

placed by Tarnehameha, and also, perhaps, from. a desire ri

to see the country which furnished articles so supe- tl

rior to the manufactures of his own dominions. di
The death of Rio-Rio and his queen, it is, well ar,

known, occurred in this visit to England. Theïr bo- W

dies were conveyed to the Sandwich Islands by Lord CI

Byron, in H. M. Ship Blonde, and lodged in a bouse PE

built for the purpose, where they still remain.* Lord re,

Byron having given the chiefs, in Boki's words, Il good ni.

âdVice, " and baving placed the crown upon the head Kg

Of ICUkiuli> the brother of Rio-Rio, and seen the zo- N

verninent confided to Krymakoo as regent, quitted the so

islands about ten months before our first arrival. ga

Previous to the death of Tamehameha, several sil,

European houses appeared in Woahoo. Vessels and do.

warlike stores had been purchased with sandal wood. th

The n gation of the Pacific becarne more general in th,
PC

In 1827, some of the-chiefs bad been persuaded tliat it was frc

improper to keep the bodies above ground, and these beautiful

coffins covered with crimson velvet and silver were about to be

lowered into the earth, as a commendable mortification of pride, rer

when they were prevented by the timely arrival of a gentleman, ME

from whom this account was derived.



consequence of the return of peace, and the islands CHAP.

were more frequently visited. The abolition of the
taboo bad already produced an entire change in the Jan.

state of society, and frequent interviews with fo- 1827.

reigners created amongst the inhabitants a desire for
ress and for luxuries, which'was increased. by the

visit of the chiefs to England. Thus improvement
advanced, as might have been expected under such

advantageous circumstances as those in which the
Sandwich Islands were placed. At the period of our
visit there were in Woahoo several respettable Ame.

rican merchants, in whose stores were to be found all
the necessary articles of American manufaew-re, the pro-
ductions of the China markét,, wines, and almost every
article of sea store. There were also two hotels, at
wbich a person might board respectably for a dollar a
day ; two billiard rooms, one of whieh wa-s the pro.
perty of Boki ; and ten or a dozen public houses for
retailing spirits. The houses of the chiefs were fur.
nished with tables and chairs, and those belonging to,

Kahumana with silk and velvet sofas and cushions.
Not contented with the comforts of -life, they làtterly-

songht its -luxuries, and even- indulged in its extrava..
gances. Kahumana filled chests wi-h the most costly

silks of China, and actually expended four thousand
dollars upon the cargo of one vessel. - Boki paid thr
thousand dollars for a service of plate as a present fo
the king, notwithstanding he had other services in his
possession; one of which was of expensively eut glass

ftom Pellet and Green in London.
This pý,ogress of luxury was attended by an equally

remarkablé change in the civil and political arrange.
ments of the country. At the period of our visit the

king was always attended by a guard under fSmp. a
VOL. H.
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-CHAP. sentinel, presented his musket when an officer entered
M. the threshold of the royal abode'; soldiers paraded the

Jan. ramparts of a fort mounting forty guns; and-'alrs well"
1827. was repeated throughout the town during the night.

The harbour in the spring and autumn, was crowded with

foreign vessels, as many even as fifty baving been seen

there at one time ; five thousand stand of arms were
said to be distributed over the island; three hundred
irnen were embodied and dressed in reainient,-,ds ; and

the Sandwich Island flag was daïly diýp1ayed byfive

brigs and e.ight schooners. The islands had already

received consuls from Great Britain and the United

States; had concluded treaties of alliance with them;

and we have just heard that their spirit of enterprise
has induced them. to fit out, and despatch an-expedi-

tion to take possession of some of the islands of the

New Hebrides.
This state of advancément.> considering the remote.

ness of the situation of these isiands, and the little
intercourse they have hitherto held with the civilized
world, could hardly have been anticipated; and we

hope it may not prove too rapid to be advantag-eous
to the country, which bas now several expensive es-

tablishments to maintain, and extravagant ideas to
satisfy, with means evidently diminishing, if not

nearly exhausted. The treasures accumulated by. le
Tamehameha, and the supply of that preclous wood

which has been so instrumental in bringing the islands
into notice, have been drained to meet the expenses
of ruinous purchases which have materially contri-
buted to the apparent show of grandeur and prospe-LON
rity above mentioned. The sandal wood, it is known,

requires many years to arrive at a fit state for the
market, and its cultivation not having been attended
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to, the wood is now becomincr scarce, while the debt CETAP.

of the nation has considerably increased. During our
Visit ion order to avoid the expense attending the col-- Jan.

lection of this wood, it became necessary to levy a tax
upon the people of a pecul, or 1331b. each, which they
were, required to, bring from the mountains, under a
penalty of four dolLars, and to deposit with the autho-
rities at Honorarti for the purpose of liquidating the
debt of the nation. The greater part of the wood
broucrht in was sniall. and crooked,'and only fit for the
use of the Jos houses in China, where it is burned as
incense, but the consumption of it there is diminish-
ing in consequence of an order for its disuse in those
places of worship. The odour of the sandal wood of
the Sandwich Islands is very inferior to, that of Mala-
bar., Ceylon, and other parts of India. With the ex-
ception of the profits arising from the sale of sandal
wood3 of salt, and from the port dues, and from the

ýadvantage derived ftom merchant vessels visitÎng the
islands for refreshinents, there is no revenue of con-
sequence; certainly none that is at all adequate to,
meet the expenses of the nation.

The chiefs, foreseeino- the approaching crisis, are
anxious to avail themselves of any prospect of an in-

crease of revenue. Thus attempts have been made to,
man ufacture * sugar from the canes which grow very
abundantly and in great luxuriance in the islands ;
and I sincerely hope that Mr. Marini, whô hashitherto,

been of the greatest benefit to the government of
Woaboo, may succeed in the mill which he was con--structing for this parpose during our visit. But nia-

chines of this nature have already cost a very large
sum, and have not hitherto succeeded, partly, perbaps,
in consequence of the want of proper materials. A

me



CHAP. cargo, of this sugar it was hoped would be ready for
exportation in 1827, whieh was then to be carried to

Jan. the Californian market, wherel, as it bas already been
1827. said sucbar attains a bigh price. But the Sandwich

Islands, until much more advanced in the science of
cultivation, will always have to compete with Manilla
in the sale of this material. Tobacco, coffee, and
spices have been introduced into the islands, and it is

to be hoped they will succeed under the fostering
band of the indefatigable individual before mentioned.
An attempt was ' made to encourage the planting of

cotton, which was tolerably successful the first year,
but for some reasons, which, were ascribed to* the
rigid observance of the church daties, the labourers
were prevented from gatfiering the crop, and it rotted

in the epod. It is particularly unfortunate that the
attempt to cultivate this plant, whieh would le of

great advantage to the islands, should have failed both
in the Society and Sandwich groups, as it will. pro-

bably discourage the inhabitants from any further en-
deavour to produce it. Salt bas been collected from

some lakes near the town, and for some time past bas
produced a small revenue. Hereafter it is likely to
be in greater request, for the purpose of curing meat
for sea store, or for exportation to Kamschatka; where
it is in great demand. Flax of a good quality grows

upon Owyhee, and rope -for the vessels of the country
is niade from a species of urtica P As yet, however,
the sandal wood is the only material. that bas produced cany revenue of consequence. tSoon after the Christian religion bad been intro.
duced into the Sandwich Islands, several of the chiefs
were taught to read and write, and were so delighted
at the idea of being able to communicate their
thoughts to friends at a distance, without the liecessity

100 VOYAGE TO THE
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of disclosing themand ftee froin the risk of misinter- cH".
pretation, that some of the scholars laboured at their

task as if the prosperity of the islands depended UpOn Jan.

penmanship alone. Education in other respects has 11127,,

niade much slower progress than every well-wisher of
the country could desire. A few individuals who
have had the advantage. of continued instruction have
acquired a Emited knowledge of the scriptures, but

many remaïn ïgnorant even of the nature of the
prayers they repeat; and in other subjects are entirely
uninstructed.

The missionaries appear to be very anxious to dif-
fuse a due knowledge 4 the tenets of the gospel
among all the inhabitants, and have laboured much to
accomplish their praiseworthy purpose: but the resi-
dents in Honoruru well know what little effect their
exertions have produced, probably onaccoant of the
tutors having mistaken the means of diffusÏng educa-
tion. In the Sandwich Islands, as in all other places,

there is a mania for every thing new, and, with due
reverence to the subject, thïs was very much the case
with religion in Honoruru, where almost every person
might be seen hastening to the school with a slate in

his hand, in the hope of being able soon to transcribe
some part of the pala pala (the scriptures). This

feeling under judicious management might have pro.
duced the- greatest blessings Woahoo, could have en.
joyed; and the gentlemen of the mission might have
congratulated themselves on havino- bestowed upon
the inbabitants very important benefitg. But they
were misled by the eagemess of their hopes, and their

zeal carried them beyond the limits calcul-ate*d to prove
beneficial to the temporal interests of a people, still

in the earliest stage of civilization. The apparent
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0
CHAP. thirst after scriptural knowledcre 'in Honoruru created

\-Iý a belief among the inissionaries that this feeling was
Jan. become general, and auxili;iry schools were established

in different parts of the island, at which we were in-
formed every adult was required to attend several

times a day.
While this demand upon their time was confined
within reasonable limits, the chiefs, generally, were

glad to find their subjects listen to instruction ; but
wben men were obliged to quit their work, and to

repair to the nearest auxiliary school so frequently
durinom the day, so inuch mischief w'as p-roduced by
loss of labour, and such ruinous consequences tb-reat-
ened the country, that many of the chiefs became de-
sirous of checking it. Kahumana and her party,

however, persisted in considering- it desirable, and in
supporting the mis§ionarics; while a powerffil Party,
at the bead of which were the king and the regent,
ex rted themselves to, counteract their endeavours.

Thus issensions arose very prejudicial both to the
cause f religion and to the interests of the country.
irhe c iefs lost their influen'ce., the subjects neglected
their woýk,.ý"/hypocrisy on the one side, and intem-
perance on the, other, became the prevailing errors of
the time ; the latter indulged in probably to a greater

extent, with the view of bringing ridicule on the
opposite party ; a scheme in which it is said that
Boki himself condescended to join.

At length the regent and other chiefs determined to
break tbrough this rigid discipline. The ten com-

mandments had beàUn recommended as the sole law of
the land: this pr* sition was obstinately opposed; a
meeting was called by the missionaries to justify their
conduct, at which they lost ground by a proposal that
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the younger part of the community -only should be CHAP.

obliged to attend the schools, and that the men should
be permitted to continue at their daily labour. The
kinzwhose riding, bathing, and other exercises had

been restricted, now threw off all restraint, and ap-
peared in publie wearing the sword and feather be-
longing to the uniform presented to him. from. this
wuntry by Lord Byron, which bis preceptor had for-

bid him. to, use, under the impression that it might
excite bis vanity. The boys, following the example
of tbeir youthfül sovereign, resumed 0 r games,
which had been suppressed; and amourther acts

which, though a Il trifling, discovered to thea a
côminon people =of opposition, and an ear-

I'Nestness on the part of the chiefs to, overthrow the
system that had been brought into operatidn, Koa'noa,

who had long been enamoured of a feniale chief,
Kenow, whom. Kahumana intended for the king (al-

though she was old enoucrh to be his mother), bein 'N
i refused the marrïage ceremony by the mission, carried

off the ob ect of bis desire, and took her to, bis home.j
This was the state in which we found Woahoo, and

from it the ibissionaries might extract a useful lesson
while imparting religious instruction to, mankind, of

the iiecessity of combining their temporal interest.9
with those which relate to their prospects of futurity.
It was supposed, from. the manner in which Kahu-

mana persevered in her support of the m*ssionari*es**
that she was actuated by a deeper pâlicy tban ap-

peared. Her jealotisy at the investment, of the sove-
reign power in the king and Boki was well known;
and it was surmised that she entertainedhopes of
creating a party which, in the event of the death of
Pitt, then daily expected, would forward her ambitious
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CHAP. views. Whether this surmise was just I do not pre.
M. tend to say ; but she certainly did not succeed, that
Jan. event having passed off during our stay without any
1827. movement in her favour.

Amidst this conflicting interest of 'Parties, we were
gratified to observe the greatest cordiality between the
chiefs and the English and Ainerican residents,
neither of whom took part in these state quarrels,
To strengthen this feeling, a public dinner was'g*,Ven',

by the officers of the Blossom and m'yself to the'king
and zdI the royal family, the consuls, the chiefs, and the
principal merchants resident in the place. On this
occasion, the king was received with-the honours due

to his rank. He was dressed in full un- iform, and
altogether made a very elegant appearance. His be-
haviour at table was marked with the greatest pro-

priety, and though he seemed fully aware of the supe-
riority of Europeans, he appeared at the same time

conscious that the attentions he received were no
more than a just tribute to his rank. Boki, the re-
gent, Koanoa, the cblonel of the troops, and Manuia,
the captain of the port, were dressed in the Windsor

uniform; and Kahumana, and the two female -chiefs
next in rank, were arrayed in silk dresses, and had

expended a profusion of lavender water upon their
cambric handkerchiefs. Many loyal and patriotic

toasts succeeded the dinner, some of which were p ro -
posed by Boki, in compliment té the -king of England

and the president of the United States, between both
of whom and his royal protégé he expressed ' a hope.
that the warmest ftiendsbip would always subsist.
The chiefs drank to the health of several persons who

had shown them attention in London, and in com.
pliment to the ladies of England proposed as -a toast,
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cc The Pretty girls 'of the Adelphi." Throughout the CHAP.

day the islanders acquitted themselves very creditably,
and their conduct showed a close observance of Eu- F.b.

ropean manners. 18'27.

A few days afterwards the king gavé, an entertain-
inent, at which, bis guests were seated at à long table

the European style, and
spread ý4@ urnished with
sope very good winéé;. Among other good things we,

ýýh'ad Leubow, a dish of such delicious quality that
excursions are occasionally made to the plantations
for the pleasure of dining upon it; andfrom, this cir-

cumstance, a pie-nie and a Leubow pa#y 'have become
nearly synonymons. The ingredients of the dish are

cenerally the tops of the taro plant and mullet whieh
have, been fattened in ponds ; these are wrapped in

large leaves and baked in tjie ground, tho* ugh sème-
tiines fowls and pork are used. In order to amuse us,

the king bad also assembled several dancers and the'
best bards in the island ; and we had the pleasure of
witnessing some native performances, which were the
inore interesting, as these entertain*ments will shortly

lose all their originality by the introduction of foreign
customs. On the. present occasion, indeed'> it was

difficult to procure performers of any celebrity, and
both bards and dancers were sent for from a consider-
able distance; and even then only two of the latter
were considered worth our notice. The performance
opened with a song in honour of Tamehameha, to
which succeeded an account of the visit of Rio Rio
and bis queen to England; their motives for under-
taking the voyage. were explained; their parting with
their ftiends at Woahoo; their sea-sickness; their
landing in England; the kinis attempts to, speak

English; the beautiful women of tbis country; and
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CHAP. the sickness and death of the youthful royal pair, V
M.

were described with much humour, good-nature, and ti
Jan. feeling. CI

1827. The natives were delighted with this performance, 9'
especially with that part which exhibited the sea-sick- 'A

ness, and the efforts of the king to speak English; SI
but our slight acquaintance with the language did not Ic
enable -us fully to, appreciate the allusions. In the L

next performance, however, this defect was less felt. f(
The song was executed by three celebrated bards, L.

whose gray beards hung down upon their breasts: a',
they were clothed in their rude native costume, and

each had the under part of his right arm, tattooed in r
straight lines from the wrist to the armpit. They 1_

accompanied themselves upon drums made of two Ln
mourds neatly joined together, and ornamented with S
black devices. Each bard had one of these instru-
ments attacbed to his left wrist by a cord;-the instr-u-
ment was placed upon a cushion, and the performer
throughout measured time by beating with his right
band upon the aperture of the gourd. The subject
related to the illustrious Tamehameha, whose warlike
exploits are the constant theme of these people. Oc.
casionally the bards seemed to be inspired; they struck
their left breasts violently with the palms of their
bands, and performed a number of evolutions with
theïr drums, all of which were executed simulta-

neously, and with ease, decision, and grace. On the
whole it was an exhibition -yery creditable to, . the

talents of the performers. To this succeeded several
dances: the first, performed by a native of Atooi, was
recommended princ*pally by a display of muscuLîir
energy ; the next was executed by a man who was

esteemed the most accomplished actor of his time in
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Woahoo, and the son of the most celebrated dancer CHAP.

the islands ever bad. He worè an abundance of native
cloth, variously stained, wrapped about his waist, and Jan.

grass ornarnents fixed upon his legs abové the aricles. 1827.

A garland of green leaves passed over bis iright
shoulder and under ' bis left arm, and a wreath of vel-

low blossoms, very commonly worn in the Sandwich
Islands, was wound twice round bis head. Unlike the,
former dance, the merit of this consisted in an exhi-
bition of gracefiil action, and a repetition of elegant
and unconstrained movements.

The dance of the females was spoiled by a mistaken
refinement, which prevented their appearin(r, as for-

< 
L"

merly, with no other dress tban a covering to the hips,
aud a simple garland of flowers upon the head; in-
stead of this tbey wc,ýre provided with frilled chemises,

which so far from tcaking away the appearance of in-
decency, produced an opposite effect, and at once gave
the performance a stamp of indelicacy. In this dance,
which by the way is the only one the females of theÎ&

islands hýive, they ranged themselves in a line, and
began swînging the arms carelessly, but not un'grace-'

fully, from side to side; they then proceeded to, the
more active part of the dance, the principal art of
whicli consisted in twisting the loins without moving
the feet or the bust. After fatiguing themselves in

accomplishing this to, the satisfaction of the spectators,
they jumped sidewise, still twistincr their bodies, and

accompanying their actions with a chorus, the words of
which we supposed bore some allusion to the perforuà-

afterwards a sham-:fight with shortance, We had
spears wherein very little skill was exhibited, and.

compared wiýh the dexterity of the warlike Tameha-
meha5 who is,,-said by Vancouver to bave successfully



CHAP. evaded six spears thrown at him. at the same instant, eý

the present representation was quite contemptible. fî

Feb. These exercises are now seldom. practised, and in a ti

1827. short time, no doubt, both they and the dances will rE
a

cease to, be exhibited. 
C'

On the 12th of February, we received the melan- tE

choly intelligence of the death of Krymakoo, who C

had long suffèred under a dropsical complaint, for which t

he had undergone frequent operations. Only four days s

previously he went to, bathe in the sea at Kairua, in

Owyhee, and on coming out of the water he was f

taken ill, and died very soon afterwards. He was at 1

an advanced age, and had been presen't at the death of C

our immortal countryman in Karakakoa Bay, and t

perfectly repollected that fatal transaction. Krymakoo,
s he was more generally called, Pitt, from tbe

or,, a. ï

circu'stance of bis' being a contemporary prime mi-

nister with our grec statesman, became a protégé ot

Taméhameha shortly after the departure of Cook's

ships. He is first introduced to, our notice by Van-

couver, who particularly remarks bis superior manners

and conduct. His life was devoted to the advantage

of bis country, and to the support of bis illustrious

patron, in whose, service he distinguished himself alike
a 

r
as a warrior and a counsellor. Intelligent, faithfül, and

brave, he was coinfided in and beloved by bis king and

bis countrymen, and he was a chief in whom the «

foreign residents placed implicit reliance. His ardent

spirit and anxiety for the welfare of bis country led

Taniehameha on one or two occasions of insurrection

to suspect bis fidelity, and in order to put it to, the

test he is said to bave deprived him for the time of bis

estates ; an act of in ustice, calculated rather to in-

crease than to alla-y any dissatisfaction that might have
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existed in bis minde Pitt, nevertheless, remained CHAP.
III.

faithfül, and fought by thle side of bis patron. After
the death of Tamehameha, he enjoyed almost sove- Feil.

reign power, which he employed. to the benefit and
civilization of bis countrymen. His command of

temper was not less praiseworthy than bis other virtues-.
On the occasion of some misu ' nderstanding between
the missionaries and the seamen of an American ves-
sel, the crew went on shore with the view of bu-rnîng
Mr. Bingham's bouse, but mistaking the place, they set

fire to ffle belonging to Pitt. The natives imme-
diately flew to protect the property of their favourite
chief, and a serious quarrel was about to take place, to

the disadvantage of the Americans, when Pittý who
had escaped the flames, harangued the mob with the
greatest composure, induced them to desist from acts
of violence, and persuaded the crew, who by this time
had discovered their mistake, to return to their vessel.
It bas been asserted of Pitt that he was extremely
ambitious; but bis ambition seems to have had no
cher object than the welfare of bis country -. had he
aspired to the crown, there were many favourable iop-
portunities of which, he might have availed himself
without much risk of failure, of which the death of

Tamehameha, the revolt of Kekoakalane, the insur-
rection of Atooi and others are sufficient instances.
He left one son, whom, he was very anxious to have
educated in England, and pressed bis request so ear-
nestly that I had consented to take him. on board the
Blossom, but the vessel whieh was sent to bring him

from Owybee returned hastily with the news of the
death of the ebief, which, frustrated the plan. Imme-
diately this event was known the flags of the forts and
the shipping were lowered lialf-mast, and the shores of
the bay resounded with the wailings of the inhabitants,



CHAP. M. It bad been supposed that the ambition and jealousy P.
1-ýý of Kahumana and the conflicting interests of the b

Feb.
1827. chiefs would bave displayed themselves in insurrection 0

on this occasion., and that the disaffected chiefs would r
have availed themselves of this moment to remove the Ï1

supreme p9wer from the bands of the young king;
but whatever results this melancholy event migbt have

produced had it occurred at an earlier date, nothing
was now attempted. Boki, however, thought it pru- a

dent to assemble the troops in the fort, and the Blos- t
som was put in readiness to preserve order, if ne- f,

cessary, and to receive the foreign residents, should
their safety require it. Anxious to witness thë-* effect t
of this occurrence upon the court, I immediately
paid a visit of condolence to Kahumanla, who was C

seated amidst a inotley assemblage of attendants,
looking very sorrowful. It appeared, however, from S
the following incident, that the sincerity of her grief r

was questionable. Happening to ' cast ber eye upon a t
Bramah inkstand whieh I was conveying to the observa«

tory, she seized it with both bands, and declared, ber
countenance brightening into a smile, how mucli she t
should like to have it. As it was the only one I
possessed, I did not intend at first to gratify ber ma-

jesty's wisbes, but she fairly tore it from me : so that,
making a virtue of necessity, I presented it to ber.

After bestowing some praise upon the invention, she
passed it to Karui, a female chief next in rank toiý>f-
self, and then dismissing ber pleasant looks, she re-

sumed ber sorrow, and convinced every person pre-
sent that she was quite an adept in this barbarous
custoin of ber country. là

Many of the court seemed to consider this moment
one of apprebension, and eve person who ap-
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proached the queen's abode was at first supposed, to CHAP. III.

be the bearer of the news of some insurrection or
Feb.

other convulsion of the state. As hie entered the 1827.

roomi thereforel there was a dead silence; but when
it-was found that these visits were made merely to,
inquire after the bealth of the queen, the wailing, as
if it had suffered by the disappointment, burst forth
with redoubled ènergy. Kahumana herself evidèntly

anticipated some disturbance, for she whispered to, me
to be- upon my guard, as there was a probability that
the people would be mischievous. Nothing, however,
occurred to disturb the tranquillity of the town but
the wailing around the royal abode.

It is unnecessary here to describe many instances
of the extent to which- this hypocritical affectation of
grief was carried; suffice it to, say, that several per-
sons., as if determined to perpetuate the barbarous
practice, of self-mutilation, knocked out their front
teeth with hammers.

Fhe queen almost immediately after the death of
her brother embarked for Owyhee in a native schooner,-'

to the great satisfaction of the chiefs and the Euro-
pean reside n-ts in Woà-hoo. As it was probably the

last tirae she would see us, she was complimented
with a royal salute on leaving the harbour,
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CHAPTER IV.

Further Remarks on the Inhabitants-Treaty of Alliance-CE.
mate-Medicinal Properties of the Ava-Supplies-Departure

-Passage to China-Ladrone and Bashee Islands.-Arrival at r
Macao-Transactions there Departure-Botel Tobago Xima t
-Arrival at the Great Loo Choo.

CHAP. ON the return of the ship to the Sandwich Islands
IV. the chiefs were very anxious to learn where she had

Feb. been, and to be informed whether in sonae of the
1827. countries she had visited, the produce of their domi.

nions might not find a favourable market. Kahu-

mana, in particular, was so much interested in these
inquiries that she condescended to direct her atten-

tion to them, and laid aside a missionary book -with

which she had been instructing her mind while the

back part of her body was undergoing the soothing

operation ofebeing pinched by one of her female

attendants. The ' conversation happening to turn upoil.

Bird Island, Boki, on hearîng it was so near to the

Sandwich group, meditated its addition to the domi-

nions of the king, no doubt under the impression of

its being similar to one of the Sandwich Islands, and

was greatly disappointed when informed that the

island was not worth bis possession. The accoant of

the high price of sugar in California quite put him in

'Sood humour with bis sugar-mills, which for some
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thne past had been a subject of annoyance to him, in
consequence of the expense incurred by their con.

tinually breaking. All parties were evidentl ' y desirous
to extend their commerce., and a spirit of enterprise

appeared to have diffused itself amongst them, which,
it is to be hoped may continue.

During our absence two important political events
liad occurred-the negociation of a tréaty of alliance

between Captain Jones, of the United States' sloop
Peacock3 on the part of Ameri*ca, and Boki, the,
regent, on the part of the Sandwich Islands; by which
the reception of the American vessels in the Sandwich
Islands, on the footing of the most favoured nation,

was cruaranteed to America in the event of that nation
being involved in hostilities with any other power.
Vie other was the resignation of Pitt, who, being
aware of bis approaching dissolution, retired to Owy.

hee, and left bis brother Boki to act as regent. Boki,
ho. it may be remeinbered, accompanied the late

king Rio-Rio to En land, appears to have derived
inuch beuefit from that visit, aDd on his return to the
Sandwich Islands to have become very desirous of
improving the condition of his countrymen. He was,
liowever, a less -tiv.e governor than Pitt, and less
capable of effec eino, those changes which experience

had nevertheless co'vinced him, were necessary for
their advancement.

The town of Honoruru had now a more cleanly and
lively appearance than on our former visit, and the
streets, occupied by happy little children who had

resumed their games, wore a more cheerful aspect.
There was an improvement also in the society of the
place, arising apparently from. the arrival of some
Europeans, particularly of the consurs familv, which

VOL. II.

CHAR,
IV.

Feb.
1827.



CHAP. was of very great advantage to the fernales of Woahoo,
IV. who seeined anxious to imitate their manners, and

1--v----,
Feb. were so desirous of becoining acquainted with the t

1827. method of arranging their different articles of dress,
that it required an unusual share of gced nature to t

avoid takino, offence at the rude rnanner"4-n- which they
gratified their curiosity. The, females of Woahoo are t

shrewd observers of tbese matters., and on great occa. c
sions endeavour to imitate foreigners as nearly as tbey t
can ; but the powerful influence of fashion bas not 1
been yet able entirely to get the better of that other t

powerful principle, early habit, and the women of the
Sand*ich Islands in retirement still adhere to their

old customs, affording as curious an instance as was
ever beheld of barbarism walking band in band with
civilization. f

The lower class of the inhabitants of Woahoo have r
varied their dress very little from its original style;

though in Honoruru some females may be seen clothed
in the cotton of Europe, and even in the silks of t
China with green and red shoes and sometimes with te
parasols. Thev obtain these articles as presents from
the crews of such ships as touch at the port. In V
every uncivilized country which bas as much foréign e
intercourse as Woahoo, incongruities must be of fre-
quent occurrence ; thus we were daily in the habit of
seeing'ladies disencumber themselves of their silks,
slippers, and parasols, and swim off in- fine style to
different vessels, carrving their bundles on their beads, S
and resuming their finery when they got on board. 0-
Nor was it less amusing to observe tbem jump over- rE

boarq soon after daylight, and continue sporting and
swimming about the vessels in the harbour like so

many nereids ; practices to which they adhere with as
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rauch fondness as ever. Many, however, now think CHAP.

it necessary to put on a bathing gown when they 'v-
take this recreation. Feb.

The men make very tolerable seamen, and are par. 1827.

ticularly useful in boats. Accustomed from their
infancy tO the water., thev are as much at home in
that element as on land and bavinc, frequently en-
countered gales of wind at sea in their open canoes,
they bave no apprehension of them. on board a strongly
built ship. They are active and honest, and many of
them are taken on board merchant ships visiting the

islands, as part of their crews.
In the course of time it is, to be hoped that they

will become sufliciently enlightened to navigate their
own vessels, as they at present depend upon foreigners
for the performance of that service. Their vessels are
now generally chartered to Americans, who bear a
certain proportion of the expenses of the voyage, and
have carte blanche to proceed where they please, and
to collect, selt and purchase cargoes at"their discre.t and as it may seem most advantageous for then-i-t1Oný
selves and the owners., who divide the profits of the
venture at the -end of the voyage. Their occupation
consists principally in trading with California and the
islands of the Pacifie, or in making sealing voyages ;
in which case the skins they obtain are carried to
some foreign market, and the, proceeds applied to the

purchase of a new cargo adapted to the wants of the
Sandwich Islanders; such as horses, or furniture: and

other household materials. Upori the whole, these
returns are said to ýe by no means equal to the
risk and expenses of the voyage and the ships,
being built of slight materials, require constant repair,,

1 eXi
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CHÀP. and soon wear ont: so that theïr navy,, at present, is
iv. of no great advantage to the state.
Feb. No duties have as yet been imposed on any goods,

1827. either. imported or ex orted, and the only charges
made by the government are the port dues, which are

very prudently liahter on vessels touching at the
islands for refreshments only, than upon those which

bring cargoes of merchandize; the charge in the
former case is six., and in the latterfifty, cents per ton
for the outer anchorage, and ten and sixty cents per
ton respectÏvely for the inner anchorage.

The Sandwich Islanders will apparently make as
orood soldiers as they do sailors, and are so proud of
the honour of being embodied in the corps of the

JU state, that they cannot suffer a greater disgrace than
to have the regimentals taken from them and to be
turned out of the ranks. The»y were repeatedly drilled

by our serjeant of marines, and though under the
disadvantage of not understanding the language in

le which the word of command was given, they im'
proved quite as much as men in general would have

done whAad been in the habit of seeing the exer.
cise performed. The inhabitants appear disposed to

learn any thing that does not require labour, and
soldiering soon became so completely a mania, that

the king had the choice of his subjects; and little
boys were seen in all parts of the tow-n tossing up a

ýzjA suaar cane with a Il shoulder ump 1 "' and some of theLIN
troop, even after being dîsmissed, would rehearse the

lesson of the day by themselves. The islanders have
a good idea of acting in concert, derived from. their
early çxercise of the palalu, so interestingjy describedlit

by Vancouver, in which they were acéustomed to
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forni solid squares ; and when engaged, presented a CHAP.
IV.

formidable phalanx, which it was not easy to force.
Amon other services which. we performed for the F,,cb.

1827.
king was an inspection of his cannon in the forts,
soine of which were so corroded, that in all proba-

bility their discharge would have been productive of
serious accidents to some of bis subïects. We also,

furnisbed him with twenty tons of stones, which we
had taken in at Chamisso Island as ballast, to be used
in rebuilding the wall of his mud fort.

It is unnecessary to describe further the inhabitants
of a country which bas already been the subject of

several volumes. Enoucrh bas been said to show

that the people are fast imbibing foreign customs,
and daily improving both in their manners and

dress. &

The harbour of Honoruru is the general rendezvous
of ail the whale ships employed in the North Pacifie

Ocean - e the sprino, time these vessels assemble

liere to the number of forty or fifty sail at a time, and

a e on board large supplies of vegetables and 'k ruit,

as sea stock, to enable them to, rernain, upon their

fis'-incr -rround until the auturnn, when many of themS S n which tÊeyreturn to the port. The fresh prolvisio
Il

procure at these islands is of the greatest advantaa-e to

the crews of tbe whalers., Who would otherwise bc af-

flicted with scurvy ; and the goods which thev give in

exchanue arc very acceptable to the inhabitants. A
b discontented

number of idle dissolute seameù however,

with their ships, gener'ally reinain behind, and live in

the public bouses until their nioney and clothes are

expended, or attach themselves to females, and in

either way become dependent upon the inhabitants

for food. These characters do infinite mischief to tlie

117
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Fi,,ýp. lower order of the natives, by encouraging them in
IV. intemperance, debauchery. idleness, and all kind of

Feh. vice; nearly suffic"ent of themselves to counteract all
1827. the labours of the missionaries in the diffusion of nioM

rality and religion.
The harbour is formed by a coral reef, which ex..

tends along the coast from the Pearl River to Wytiete
Bay, but connected with the shore at intervals, so as
to impede the passacre of vessels. The entrance is

very narrow and intricate, and vessels are generally
towed in early in the morning, before the breeze

freshens. There is a rock nearly in mid-channel upon
which the sea generally breaks. Sometimes indeed
it breaks quite across the entrance, and renders it ne-

cessary at that time, in particular, to employ a pilot.
The depth in the c bannel at high water is about
eighteen feet ; but as I did not make a plan of this
port, in consequence of Lie>u.ýtenant Malden of the
Blonde having so recently executed all. that was ne-
cessary in that respect, 1 cannot 'speak positively. lu

-sailing along the reefs in boats it is n'ecessary to keep
at a considerable distance on account of the sudden
rise of the sea, which is very apt to fill or upset

them when it breaks; and boats- sho-uld not at any
time pull for the entrance until they have gained a

proper station off it. I refer to the directions in my
nautièal remarks for finding this station, and also for

further information regarding this port.
The clïmate of the Sandwich Islands is more re-

freshing than that of Otaheite, although the groUD iS
scarcely farther from the equator. I am not aware

that any register has been lçept * for a whole year at
Otabeite; but at Woaboo this has been done by the

gentlemen attached to the missions, from which - it ap-

ci

_? Iù
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peurs tbat the, mean temperature for 1821 was 75(). CHAP.

the maximum 880, and the minimum 591D, and that 'V'
the daily range on an average was about 130. In the F,,-ýi,.

last fortuight of May 182 , 6, we found the maximum
83". and minimum 740; and in the last fortnight of

Febrilary 1827, maximum 800, and minimum 5810.
The N. E' , Èrade wind, in general, blows strong to

the windward of the Sandwich I-lands, though for
many miles to leeward of them frequent calms and

light baffling winds prevail, and impede the navigation
betwÉen, the islands. About the period of the rainv

season these winds are interrupted by gales from,
north-west to south-west, but when they cease the
trad*eresumes its usual course. The duration of this

season at Woahoo is from February to May. In 1826
it was over on the 19th of May; and in 1827, it begau

on the 17th of February. At this period the rains are
occasionally very heavy; in 1826 and 1830, 1 have

been informed they were particularly soi> at other
times, however, the reverse takes place, and from Au- t
gust 1821, to the same month of the followin year,

it appears by the register of the missionaries that there
were but forty days on which rain fell.

The windward sides of the islands are said to be
much colder, and to be subject to more rain than those

to leeward. They are also liable to fogs in the
spring of the year, while those which are opposite are

enjoying sunshine. The mountains, from their height,
act apon the atmosphere as powerful condensers, and
in particular times of the yeiir are scarcely ever free

from mists; these are occasionally detached by gusts
of wind and carried over the leeward parts of the
island, and it is not unusual in Honoruru to expe.



CHAP. rience a pretty sharp sprinkling of rain without per. filIV. a * ceiving any cloud from whence it proceeds. Cr,
11%-ý L

Feb. Water-spouts not unfrequently visit these islands,
1897. one of wbich I was told burst over the harbour S.

of Honoruru., dischargipg such a quantity of water
that the sea rose three feet. 1 have repeatedly sr

seen this phenomenon on a sinall scale carrying a c9"
column of dust alono, the plains near Honoruru, andt% as

whirling bats into the air; and- I once saw a native d.
boy greatly puzzled to escape from. its influence. à

1 shall conclude these remarks with sorne observa- at
tions on the use and effects of the ava, a root which was la

formerly in much.use in the Pacifie, taken from the
.Journal of the surgeon--of the Blossom. The intoxi. C.
catintr property of the ava root, the cutaneous eruptiGn
which succeeds its use, and the renovating efect it bas
upon the constitution, have been noticed ever since
the discovery of the Society Islands. Mr. Collie oh-
serves,, tbat-" a course of it is most beneficial in

renovating constitutions which have been worn ont c
by hard living, long residence in warin climates, with-

out, however, affections of the liver, and by protracted
chronic diseases ; more especially if the disorder be S'

such. as by the humoral pathologies would be attri- e
'buted to an attenuated or acrid state of the blood." t
He bad an opportanity of seeing "' la gentleman, a r
foreigner, who bad undergone a course of it to reinove sý
a cutaneous affection said to bave been sirnilar to St. S

Anthony's fire. It had affected at different times al- 1.
most every part of the body, going froin one place to S'

another, but had been particularly obstinate in one
leg. He took two doses a day of half a pïnt each, one,

before breakfast and one befère dinner, by. which his
appeti.te was sharpened and by the tinie. bc had
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finished bis meal a most pleasing state of half intoxi- CHAP.

cation had come on, so that he was 'ust able to go to
bis couch, where he enjoyed a sound and refreshing Feb.

sleep -
ic About the second or -third week, the eyes became

suffilsed with blood, and the cuticle around them be.
gan to scale, when the whole surface of the body

assumed the appearance above described. The first
dose is continued for a week or so, according to the

disease, and then gradually left off. The skin clears
at the same time, and the whole system is highly be-
nefited.

recommended the ava, and had an opportunity
of seeing the first effects uponau-tan affected with
chronie superficial, ulceration, affecting the greater
part of the toes, and the anterior part of the soles of
the feet. The legs and feet were Sdernatous and
swelled; the pain was very distressing, preventing any
sound repose, and not perinitting him'even to lie down
or bring them up, sol as to be near a line horizontal
with the body. The illeers were covered with a tough,
viscid, dark-coloured discbarge that adhered to the

surface, and entirely concealed it. His frame was
emaciated, pulse quick and irritable, appetite gone,

tongue dry and reddish; he bad taken mercurial pre-
parutions at two previous periods,,ý as he said, with con.
siderable benefit; but for want of the medicines it was

stopped, when' the sores were nearly healed. He had
been, and I believe still was, addicted to, drinking

spirituous liquors. The ava was given three times a
day with the same immediate effectà as before-men.
tioned, and at the end of ten days the ulcers were
clean and healinge. From the commencement of the
course he bad been able to lie down, allowing his feet



CHAP. to hang over the bed-side: he had slept soundly, and ir
IV. bis appetite was good. Could he have procured and 'W

Feb. applied a suitable dressing for the ulcers, with appro- C(
1827. . ID 

0 0

priate support to the Sdematous extremities., I haý7e s(
no hesitation in saying that the plan would have suc- 0

ceeded. Even with all these disadvantages, I am in.

clined to believe tbat a cure will be effected if he ah- ti

stains from liquor.",) t(

In this account of the Sandwich Islands, I have fi
avoided touching upon subjects connected with the b

mytbology, traditions, and early inanners and customs V

of the islanders, from a conviction that I could give r

but an imperfect sketch of them, and from a hope a

that they will hereafter be laid before the publie by a

the author of Polynesian Researches, who from his f

intimate knowledge of the language, bis long re.si-

dence in the Pacific, and from. the nature of bis oceti-

pations, lias greater opportunities of becoming ac-

quainted with them than any other foreigner. My î

endeavour bas been to give -as faithful an account as N

1 could of the government, and of the state of so. F

ciety in the islands at the time of our visit, and of the s

resources and commerce of the countrv. Had my

occupations been less numerous, I might have done

more justice to these subjects ; but the determination

of the position of the place, and attention to other

observations, occupied my time so èonipletely, that I

bad very little leisure for other pursuits.
The results of the observations that were made there

will be. given in the Appendix; and the natural, bis.

tory will form part of two volumes which will shortly

appear before the publie.
During the absence of the ship from the Sandwich

Islands, Captain Charlton, the consul, had -succeeded
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ain procuring a supply of salt provision for her. This CHAP.

,was the more opportune, as the nieat which had been IV.

corned in California was found on examination to be March,
so bad that it was necessary to throw the whole of it 11127.

overboard. We at first imagined that this failure pro-
ceeded frorn our ignorance of the method of curing
the nieat, but that whieh bad been prepared at Mon-
terey, by a person brought up to the business, was

-foiind to be equally bad; and the failure, in all proba.
bility, arose from. the heated and feverish state in
which the animals were slanghtered. We frequently

remonstrated with the governor of Sa'n Francisco
aomainst being obliged to kill the animals in this state,

and begged he would have them, penned up until the
following day, as they were quite wild, had been

harassed with lassos' and dragged many miles by tame
bullocks. We did not however succeed and if the

aniinals were not slaughtered as they were delivered
into our charge, they either made their escape, or, as
was the case with -several, broke their necks in their
struggles for freedom. The present supply of provi.
sion was consequently of the greatest importance. In
addition to this we procured a few other stores, but not

sufficient for our purpose, and there were no medi-
cines to be had, so, that it was still necessary to pro-
ceed to China.,

As soon as the ship was ready for sea, therefore,
we endeavoured to, sail, but the wind about this time

blew from. the south-west, and kept us imprisoned
a fortniglit; the harbour of Honoruru being so diffi-
cult of egress, that, unless the wind be fair, or there
be a perfect calm, a vessel cannot proceed to sea. On
the 4th of March; however, we took our leave of the
atithorities aûd residents of the place, from both of
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CHAR whom we had received the greatest attention,, and put
IV. to sea on our way to Macao. d

Maréh, Upon leaving the Sandwich Islands I directed flie, Ir
1827. course to the southward ; and next day, having gained,

the latitude of 180 32' N.3 I stoodto the westward, with
0 tr

the intention of pursuing the" above-mentioned pa-

rallel as far as the Ladrone Islands. I did this with a

view of keeping fairly within the limit of the trade, a.
wind, which, at the season of the year in which this

passage was made, is frequently variable in a higher
0 9 h

latitude, and even subject to interruptions from strong r
north-westerly winds. I was also desirous of ascer- 0
taining the position of an island bearing the name of

Wake's Island, upon Arrowsmith7s, chart, situated

directly in the route between the Sandwich Islands and Y

China. 
a

A fresh trade-wind attended us until the fifth day

after our departure, when it was interrupted by a t
breeze from the southward. The serenity of the sky

whi-h accompainied the trade, now became obscureà

by heavy thunder clouds, which gathered around us c
until the night of the 6th, when they completely

blackened the s-y. We had lightning frequently

during the day, which increased so much towards

night, that from eight o'clock to, daylight the follow-

ing morninoý the sky presented an uninterrupted b1aze..ý

of light. It was unusually near; the for-ed lightiiinb t
passed between the masts several times, and the zenith

occasionally presented a fiery mass of short curved lines,

which sbot off in different directions like as inany ar.

rows; while the heàvy peals of thunder -which generally

accompany these storins were subdued by crackling dis.

charges not unlike the report of musketry froin a

long fine of infantry. About the commencement of
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t.his storm the temperature fell four degrees, but gra- CIJAP.
a IV.

dually rose again to its former height. The sympeiso-

ineter was not sensibly afected. March,

On the following day fine weather was restored, the 11127,,

trade took its proper direction ; and the sea, which had

been much aomitated the changeable winds, abated,

and we pursued a s*tdy course. About four days

afterwards a brilliant meteor was discharged from. the

7enith towards the north-west in the direction of some

heavy clouds (nimbi), which were. pouring down tor.

rents of rain. It presented a lonc, bright liquid. flame

of a bluish cast, and was followed by a train of sparks,

nntil it had reached within 150 of the horizon, when

it exploded, and three distinct fragtnents, having the

appearance of being red hot, were discharged. They

crradually lost their brilliancy as they fell, and were

quite extinguishéd before they came in contact with

the water. With the exception of the nimbi in thé

north-west, the sky was perfectly clear, particularly at

the zenith, whence the meteor appeared first to be dis-

charued. After these meteorological disturbances we

had fine weather almost all the remainder of the,

passacre.
At two o'clock on the 15th we were within a fewl.--

leacues of the situation of Wakes Island and the ship

was brought to until daylight; but seeing no land at

that time we bore -away aomain., and at noon were ex-

actly on the spot where the island is placed in Arrow-

srnith's chart. A few tern and a gannet were seen about

eicrht o'clock in the 'orning, but we had no other indi.

cations of land: still in the expectation of falling in with

it, we continued the course due west, and ran through-

out the night, which was clear and fine, but wïthout

beina- more successful. I afterwards learned that thet15

it 
1 _r-



CHAP. master of an American trader landed upon a coral island, uc
iv. nearly in the same loncritude, in the latitude 190 18' bc.

May-eh, N. whieh is about twenty-three miles to the north- VI E
1897. ward of the island in Arrowsmith"s chart, and in all la

- probability is the same place. iS'ý
With fine weather and a fair wind we pursued our Of

cûiirse without experiencing any inconvenience except
- -- > pg

that occasioned by a loncr swell from the northward, af
%V]Î»ich made the ship roll heavily almost all the pas. ti.
sage. On the 25th we sawthe island of Assump- eV
tion -ýand the next day passed close to, it, in order to

determïne its position. The island is about a league fc
in circumference, and rises from the sea in the perfect ci
form of a cone to the height of 2,026 feet. Time D(

must ha%7e made an agreeable alteration in the appear- ti

ance of this island since it was visited by La Perouse. nc

Instead of a cone covered with lava and volcanic glass, ta

and presenting the forbidding aspect he describes, we tý

traced vegetation nearly to the summit, and observed W'

woods of palm-trees skirting its base; particularly in bE

the south-west side. NVe were more fortunate than tu

La Perouse in obtaining a view of the crater formed at cc

the apex of the cone ; it appeared to be very small It

and yerfect, and to emit no smoke. La Perouse, in sail- bc

ingio leeward of this island. experienced a strong je,

sulphurous odour. There was none, howeverwhen 0

we visited the spot; but à is very probable that the sr.

may have b 4 een in action when he passed, si

which might also account for the desolation of wbich tl

he speaks. Sc

There appeared, to be no danger near this island, 0 là

but, on the contrary, judging from the deep blute Sc

colour of the sea, there was deep water close to the

base of the islanà. The south-west side is-the least of
abrupt, btit even in that direction La Perouse inforins h-
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us ships are obliged to, comevery close to the shore' CHAP.

before they can find anchorage, and then only with a IV.

verv long scope of cable. This bank is formed of
lava and scoriS, and, being on the leeward side of the 1127-

island, bas probablv been raised by frequent eruptions -
,of the volcano. ibere were no projections in any
Part of the island, that we could perceive, sufficient to,

afford protection to a boat attempting to land, and
the sea in consequence broke heavily against it in
every direction.

The, day being clear, we looked to the southward
for the *sland of Agrigan, wbich on Arrowsmith's

chart is placed within twelve miles of the Mangs, but
no land could be discerned in tbat direction, and from.
the state of the weather,, I should think there could
not have been any within at least twelve leagues dis-
tance of us. This would make the channel be-

tweeii Assumption and Agrigan about forty miles
wide: the jeesuiets -extend it to sixty ; but this cannot

be the case, as it would place Agrigan near the lati-
tude of 180 45' N. in which parallel Ybargotti'a.,, ac.

cording to Espinosa, bas placed the island -of Pagon.
It seems necessary, therefore to contract the channel

between Assumption and Agrigau as marked in the

jesuits' plan, and to, reduce the size of Agrigan in
order to reconcile the position of the islands. Arrow.
smith bas incorrectly placed the Mangs on the south

side of Assumption ; by our astronomical bearings
tbey are situated N. 270 7" 30"' W. (true) from the,

south-east end of that island, and are in latitude IYO 57
02" N. They consist of three high rocks, lying in a
south-easterly direction.*

* It is somewhat remarkable that in passing to the southward
of the island of Asstimption, at the distance of four miles and a
half, we did not discover the rocks Nvhich Captain Freycinet has

PACIFIC AND BEERINGS STRAIT.
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CHAP. Froni what I saw of the island of Assumption it
IV. appears to be, a very proper headland for ships comiiig

APTi1.ýe froin the eastward and bound to Canton to steer for. It
1827. is high, and niay be safély approached in the night if the

weather is clear; and there is a wide channel to the
southward of * it. It is far preférable to adopt this

chainnel than to pass to the northward of the Mariana
group, which is sometimes done; as I am credibly in-

formed that there is niuch broken ground in that
direction. NVe have as yet no good chart of this
group of islands. The geographical position of As-

sumption and of the Mangs will be found in the table
at the end of this work.

1 . great
Under the lee of the island we observed a

niany bir'ds, principally, of the pelican tribe, of which
there was a species supposed by otir naturalists to be

new. It is'deseribed as being smaller than the frigate-
bird, and of a dark brown colour, with the exception
of the belly and breast, whieh were white, and the bill,

which was either white or of a light lead colour.
From the Ladrones, 1 directed the course for the

Bashee Islands, and on the 7th of April, after expe-
riencing light and variable winds, got sight of the

two northern islands of that group. The lono,
northerly swell, which bad attended us almost all the

way from the Sandwich Islands, ceased immediately
we were to the westward of the Ladrones ; and indeed

supposed to be the Mangs, situated in latitude 19'D 32'N. Our
latitude when -in the meridian of Assumption was 190 36'. N. by
which. it is evident that we must have passed within four miles of
these rocks, provided both latitudes be correct. H4d I known of
their existence at the time, 1 should certainly have stood to the

southward, in order to connect them by triangulation with the
Assumptiowand the Mangs; but Captain Freycinets discoveries

were not then published.
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the sea between'them and the Bashee Islands was so CHAP.

smooth that its heave was scarcely perceptible. We IV.

found by our observations tbat the magnetic meridian Apil,
intersects the channel, between these two groups of 1117.

is1ands,ýn the meridian of 2260 48' W. in the latitude
of 20o 12' N.

The, Basbee Islands, so called by the Buccaneers, in
consequence of a drink of that narne, which was ex-

tracted by the natives from the sugar-cane., form a
fong group very similar to the Ladrones, and extend
in the sanie direction nearly fro'm north ýto south.
Until these islands were surveyed by Captain Hors.

krgh their positions were as incorrectly determined
as tbose of the Ladrones are at present. A contrary
wind, which rendered it necessary to beat through the

cbannel between them and Botel Tobago Xima,
afforded an opportunity of connecting these islands
trigonometrically, and of obtaining transit bearings
when in interniediate stations between thein. The

longitude also was afferwards measured backwards
aud forwards between them and Macao., and we thus

had an opportunity of examining the chart of Captain
Horsburgh, which, appeared to be constructed with
grec truth and with his usual accuracy.

I regret not having seen the Cumbrian reef we
stood purposely towards it until sun-set, and were
within six miles of its situation when we were obliged

to go about by the approach of night.
The next dav we stood toward the island of For.

mosa and tacýed within four miles of the Vele rete
rocks, the largest of which bas the appearance of a

vessel under sail. The lie oF the south end of they
.'island of Formosa and are surrounded by breakers,

Tlie large rock bears S. 29o 09' 15" E. froin the west end of
Limay Island.

VOL. H. K
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1

CHAP. which in thi A weat ' her could not be approached with
IV. safet We observed stron(r ripples in -tiffie waterT-Y

near them., but the wind did, not permit us to, enter t(1827. any for the purpose of soundinz; late in the evening, whowever, when we were several leagues from them,
the weatber beincr nearly calm, we were drawn into
one of these ripples and continued in it several hours,

during which time we tried for soundings with a hun-
dred fathoms of line without success. Upon trial a

current was found to set S. E. seven farloe-gs Per
hour ; this exper'ment, however, was made from the

ship bv moorin, ly incorrect,
buoy, and was probab

as th e water waW much aoïtated; and hact a ves.,sel
seen ît or even-1ýeard it in the niçrht-time (for it made n

a considerable noise), she would 'have tahien it for
breakers and put about. A peculiar smell was de-

tected in the atmosphere while we re ' mained un- ti
manaoeable in this local disEurbance of thé water which

some ascribed to sea-weed., and others to âead fisb, a,
but it was never ascertained whence it arose. Some si
seamen have an idea,1 though it is not very general,

that this peculiar odour precedes a chana-e of weather,b tl
and sonietimes a storm, particularly in the M - editerra- L

nean. On the présent occasion nothing of the hind 9occurred immediately, though about twenty-six hours
afterwards, when crossinoý the channel between For-

mosa and the mainland, the temperature fell sixteen ar
degrees from the average height of the preceding da,& fc

and the wind blew strong froni -the northward. oe
Before davlight on the 1 Oth, while -we were crossinom 0 JE

the channel to the westward of Formosa, going at the Cr
rate of ten- miles an hour, we found ourselves sur- Ur

rounded by Chinese fishing boats, and narrowly es-
caped runuing over several of them, as it- was very la
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dark, and they were so thick that in trying to escape CII&P.
ive

one we endancrered another and were obliged to lie
to until dayliglit. These boats are large vessels, and April,

would endanger a small merchant ship were she to 11127«

run foul of any of them. We were informed that

they were upon tbeir usual fishing ground, and vessels
therefore in approaching tbe spot should be cautious

how they proceed, as these boats carry only a large
paper lanthern., which, cannot be seen far off, and I
believe they only show this when they perceive a

stranue vessel. They were fishing in pairs, one vessel
being attached by cables to each end of an enormous
net which kept them both broadside to the sea; thev

were constantly covered with the spray, and being
licpht were washed about in so violent a manner that

it scarcely appeared possible for people to stand upon
their decks. Still the crews of several which we

passed consisted principally of females, who did not
appear to be in the least inconvenienced by tbeir

situation.
In the forenoon we passed Piedra Branca, and in

the evening entered the chann-el between the Great
Lem 'ma and Potoy. As no pilot offered, I stood on,

guided by the chart of Lieutetiant Ross, which was
extremely accurate., and at ten at night brought up in
the Lantao passage, and at nine o'clock next mornîng
anchored in theTypa. In entering this harbour we
found less depth of water than is marked in the plan
of Captain King; and by the II survey which we sub-
sequently made, à appeared that at low water a ship
cannot depend upon a greater depth than two fathoms,
until after she passes the rocky head on ber right.

Ii-nmediatel ' y after we were anchored, I visited the
late Sir William Fraser, wlio was then chief officer of

K 2,
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CHAP. the coinpany"s factory at Canton, and we both waitedIV.
upon the Portuguese governor. He gave us a very th

'April, ungracious reception, for which we could account in ot
no other way than by supposing he felt annoyed at w
our uncereinonious entry of the Typa, without either ar
pilot or permission; for the Portuguese at Macao3 ou
-understand, claim the Typa as their own, under the fo

eniperor s original grant of Macao to them. for their
services to China. Some Portuguese officers who
came on board during my absence intimated that the ba,

ship would not be allowed to remain in the harbour.
We heard n-thing more of the matter, however, for hi

several days, when a mandarin waited upon Sir Wil-
liam Fraser to inquire into the business of the man of in

war anchored in the Typa. About the same time Ch
several, war junks, two of which had mandarin's flags, en
came down the river, beating their 'gongs, and an- an

chored not far from us. be
The mandarin received a satisfactory answer from 0-1-

Sir William Fraser, but some days after, the Hoppo th
finding the ship did not go away, addressed the fol. wî

lowing letter to the Hong merchants 0-M-MMU
Wan, liy imperial appointinent, commissioner i rr

fýr foreign duties of the port of Canton, an officer Po
of the imperial house ' hold, cavalry officer, &c. &c. &c.

raised three steps, and recorded seventeen times,
H-ereby issues an order to the Hong merchants.
The Macao Wenguin bave reported, that on the

isth àf the 13th, mon, the ýilot Chinnang-Kwang let.
announced that on the 17th an English cruiser, Peit- fo-
che,* arrived, and anchored at Tausae. In.

frc
T-The Chinese call their vessels by the names of the persons J

who cominand them.
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On the pilots in'qui'ri*ng, the said captain afli r-med CHAP.

that he came from his own country to cruise about
other parts, but gales ý of wind forced him. in here, Aprili,

where he would anchor awhile till. the windý was fairi 1827.

and then he would take bis departure. I could only in
obedience ascertain these circumstances and also the
following particulars:

There are in the ship 120 seamen, 26 guns, 60
niuskets 60 swords, 700 catties of powder, and 700
balls.

This information is hereby communicated to
higher authority,

Coming before me, the Hoppo, I have inquired
into the case, and since t'ae said vessel is not a mer.
chant ship nor convoy to merchantmen, it is inexpedi.
ent to allow pretexts to be made for ber anchoring,
and creating a disturbance. I, therefore, order ber to
be drivèn out of the port, and on the receipt of this
order, let the merchants, in obedience thereto, enjoin
the said nations, foreigners, to force ber away. They
will not be allowed to make glossing pretexts for ber
lingering about, and creating a disturbance which will

implicate them in crime. Let the day of ber de.
parture be reported. Haste! Haste 1 a special order.,

Taou Kwang,
7th. year, 3d montb,, 24th day."

The Hong Meréhants transmitted this bombastic
letter of the Hoppo to the British factory with the

following lettter: but I must observe that the pilot was
incorrect in saying tbat be derived his information
from m e, or that such a pr-etext for putting into the
Typa wu made,

"We respectfully inform you that on the 2.3d inst.



1

CHAP. we received an edict from the Hoppo concerning Peit- E
IV. ches cruiser anchoring at Tausae, and ordering her t

awa We send a Copy of th
April, y. e documént for your r

1826. perusal, and becr your benevolent brethren of the coin-
mittee to enforce tbe order 6-n the said Peitche"s E

cruiser to go away and return home. She is not al-
lowed to linger about.

We further beg you to'inform us of her departure,
that we may with evidence before us rtport the same S

to government.
We write on purpose about this matter- alone., and

send our compjiments, wishing you well in everv
respect.

cc To the chiefs We the merchants
Mr. Fraser, Woosbowchang, (Howquals son),
Mr. Toowe, and otliers,."
Mr. Plowden."»

The officers of the factory were aware of the ground
upon which the Chinese founded their appeal, it being

understood, I believe, that a vessel of war is not to C
enter the Chinese territory except for the purpose of S
Protêcting their own tradirio, ships. At the sameL_ r

time they were sufficiently acquainted with the Chi- v
nese style of writing to, know that this was only a a

common renionstrance, bowever strong the language d
used mioht appear, and thev amicably arranged the

business until near the time of our departure, wh5» S
another letter arrived, to which they were able to, ee

a satisfactory answer by our inoving out of the Typa. v
As our object was to, procure the stores we required, a,

and to proceed to sea as quick-ly as possible, our move-
ments were not in any wa' influenced by'this order &
of the Hoppo and had it not been necessary to pro- à*
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ceed to Canton to ascertain what was in the market CHAP.

there, we sbould have sailed beforé this dispatch IV&
reached its destination. It appeared that we had arrived April,

at an unfortunate period, as there were very few naval 1827.

stores in the place, 'ýand the Chinese were either so
dilatorv, or so indifferent about dcliverincr some thaf

bad been bargained for in Canton, that we were
oblioped to sail without thein. We however, procured

sufficient supplies to enable us ta prosecute the voyage,
and on the 30th of April took our departure.

During our stay at Macao we reccived the greatest
attention from the officers of the Coinpanyls, esta-
blishment, who politelv gave us apartinents in their
bouses, and in every way forwarded our wishes; and
I am happy to join in the thanks expressed in my

officers, journals for the hospitality we all experienced.
Soon after our arrival in the. Typa, a febrile ten-

dency was experienced throughout the ship, and before
we sailed almost every officer and seaman on board

was, affected with a cold and cougb, which in some
cases threatened aneurnonia ; but the officers who re -
sided in the town were free from complaint until they
returned to, the ship. The probable causes of this
were the humid state of the air, the cold heavy dews

at night, and the oppressively bot weather'during the
day, added to the currents of air which made their way
between the islands into the Typa, where the atmo-
sphere, penned in on all siýtes by hills, was otherwise
excessively close. On this account I think the Typa

very objectionable,, and should recommend the anchor-
age off Cabreta Point in prefèrence.

By a plan of the Typa, which, we contrived to inake
during our visit, it appears that the depth of water is

diminishing in the harbour, and that in some parts of
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CHAP. the channel there is not more than ten feet and a half CIIV. -at low water spring tides; the rise of the tide, at this T
May, tirne being seven feet one inch. The channel bas b.;
1827. shifted since the surveys of Captains King and Hey. rr

wood, and new land-marks for entering, which I bave PE
given in my Nautical Remarksý are become necessary. W

On leaving Macao we-boped that the S. W. mon- W
soon would set in, and carry us expeditiously to the CI

northward; instead of this, however, we were driven ti
down upon the island of Leuconia in the parallel of of

170 16' N. where we Perceived the coast at a great g(
distance. Here it fell calm, and the weather, which dE
had been increasing in temperature since our departure dc

from Macao, became oppressively hot, the thermo-
meter sometimes standing at 890 in the shade, and the at

mean height for the day being 850,7 of Fahrenheit. W
About this tinae we saw several splendid meteors, £

which left trains of sparks as they descended On the al
6th a parhelion was visible at 210 50' on the south
side of the sun, when about 2,1 of altitude, and as we C
passed Orange Island we felt a sudden shock, accom. à
panied by a momentary gust of wind which threatened tu
the masts: the sky at tbis time was quite clear and of
cloudless. gr

On the 7th we saw the south Bashee Islands, cele- sa
brated as one of the resorts of the Buccaneers, and la.-

the day following made the Island of Botel Tobago rc
Xima. While off -the Bashee Islands we noticed agreat ripplin in the Bali

ingtang Channel, and dur'ng si(
the-night we experienced so strong a current to, the tr

noTth "West that instead of passing the Cambrian Reef 7
ten' miles to the eastward, as we expected, on the fol- da

lowing morning we found, greatly to our surprise, that in
we bad been set on the opposite side of là, and much bc
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closer tban was consistent with securityin a dark night. CHAP.

V.These currents render precaution very necessary; that
by whieh we were affected ran N. 560 W. twenty-six

miles during the ilight, or about two miles and a half 18270

Per hour. We continued to feel this effect until we
were a full day"s sail from Botel Tobago Xima, and we

were obliged in consequence to beat through the
channel between that island and Formosa. In doing
this we had an opportunity of examining the shores
of Botel Tobago Xima, and of constructing a tolerably
good plan of its northern and western sides, besides
determining its position more accurately than had been

done when we passed it on the former occasion.
The aspect of this part of the island is both agree-

able and picturesque. The ' mountains are covered with
wood and verdure to their summit, and are broken by
valleys which open out upon plains sloping rather
abruptly from the bases of the hills to the sea coast.

Almost every part of this plain is cultivated in the
Chinese inanner, being walled up in steep places, like

the sides of Dane's Island in the Tigris. Groves and
tufts of palm. trees break the stifliiess whichthis mode

of cultivation would otherwise wear, and by their
graceful foliage greatly improve its appearance. In a
sandy bay on the north side of the island there is a
large village consisting of low houses with pointed
roofs.

There are several rocky points on the north-west
side, and some detached rocks lie off the northern ex.

tremity, which are remarkable for their spire-like form.
The coast is rocky in almost every part, and probably
dangerous to land upon, as these needle rocks are seen0
in inany parts of the island. With the exception,
however, of those off the north extreme, thev are
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CHAp. attachedto the island by verv low land, but the shore
IV. e

1--V---ý under water often assumes the character of that which
May, is above., in which case a vioïlant. look out for rocks

would here be necessary in rowi*ng along the coast. 1
At three miles distance from the land we had no bot- t
tain with 120 fathoms of line. t

After beating two days off Tobago Xima without c
being able to make much progress against the cur- f

rent, which on the average ran a mile and a quarter
per hour, on the 10th a change of wind enabled us ta
steer our course. We took our departure, from Sam- S
sanna, an island to, the northward of Tobago Xima, V
situated, by ' our observations, nearly in latitude 22o D
42' N., and exactly 8' west of the eastern extreme of
the Little Tobago Xi-na.

I intended., on leaving Macao, to, explore the sea to ii
the eastward of Loo Choo, particularly that part of it a,
where the Yslas Arzobispo, the Malabrigos, and the S

Bonin Islands, are laid down in various charts. It q,
was,, however, no easy matter to reach thus far-, and 0

what with light, variable winds, and contrary currents, P:
our prouress, was extremely slow, so that on the 15th, cg

we found ourselves not far from the Great Loo Clioo
with a contrary wind. T

About this time it was discovered that the water we CI
had taken on board at Macao was extré mely bad, ir.

owiiig to the neo,-Iect of the comprador in filling the tl
casks, and as I had noe object in reaching Kamschatka b(

for nearly two months, I determined upon proceeding tl
to, Napakiang in Loo Choo. I was furtber induced to
do this, on accouint of the longitude of the places we

might meet between it and Petropaulski. We there- b-('
fore bore away to the westward, and in the evening t (
saw the island bearing W. by N. ten leagues- distant. ti
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The followina, morning we were close to the reefs CHAP.

by which the Island of Loo Choo is nearly surround-
1__ýcd, and steered alono, them to the southward remark- IA 1 a y,

inz as we passed the excellent harbours which, appear 1827.

to be formed within tbem ; and planning a chart of
theni as correctly as our distance from the shore, and
other circunistances., would permit. The sea rolled
furiously over the reefs, which. presented a mast,--for-

nifflable barrier to encounter in a dark night, but we
were glad to find that this danger was lessened by
soundings being found outside them, in a depth of

water which would enable a vessel to anchor in case of
necessity. This depth gradually increased to seventy-

-five fathoms, at four miles distance from, the reefs.
Daylight had scarcely dawned the following morn-

ino, before several fishermen paddled towards the ship,b
and fastened their canoes alongside. They had taken

several dolphins, which they exchanged for a very smali
quantity of tobacco, tying the fish to a rope, and with-0 0out the least mistrust contentedly waiting until the
price of it was handed to them. Their canoes were
capable of holding five or six persons each, but there
were seldoni more than two or three in any of them.

They were bollowed out of -large trees, and rather
clumsily made; but it was evident, from the neat manner
in which the inside was fitted with bambo gratings,
that the constructors of them were capable of much

better wôrkqýw hip, They had no outriggers, and
their sail was made of grass.

After remaining alongside some time they ventured
upon deck, and saluted us in the Japanese manner, by

b-'-wing their heads very low, and clasping their hands
to their breasts. They appeared to be a very diminu-

tive ràce, and were -nearlv all bow-leg rom the



CHAP. habitual confinement of their canoes. Many of theni
IV. were naked, with the exception of a maro ; but those

May, who were clothed. wore coarse cotton gowns witli large
1827. sleeves ; and almost every person bad a pipe, tobacco.

pouch, and match fastened to his girdle. As the
Loo-Chooans are, reputed to bê descended from the

Japanýsc, we naturally sought in the coantenances of
these ýeople féatures characteristic of that nation, but

found that they bore a much nearer resemblance to
those of the Malay tribe. Their manners, however,
were very different from those of the Malays ; and they

were marked w*th a degree of courtesy and good
breeding, which we certainly should not have expected

to find in persons of their humble occupation, and
inferior condition in life.

Havincr obtained permissic!n to look over the ship,
they examined attentively those things which inter-

ested theniand when their curjosity was satisfied they
made a low bow, and returned to, their canoes, leaving
us well pleased with their manners. About this time
several dolphins swam. round the ship, and the fisher-
men threw over their lines, and met with tolerable suc.
cess. Our Unes had for some time been towing

erb jeces ofdl ov oard with various devices of flying-fish, p
.î

cloth &c. attached to them, and sprinýing from the
water with the rise of the ship, in imitation of the

action of the flvincy-fish but without any success, and t

we were happy to take a lesson from our new ac»
quaintances. Their lines were similar to ours, bùt

their snSuds were made of wire, and their books,
when probably baited, were quite concealed in the t

body of a flying-fish which had one side of the flesh f

cut away. Several Unes thus prepared were allowed

VOYAGE TO THE140
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to run out to the length of about ten fathoms, and cHAp.
when the dolphins were near, speed was given to the IV.

1--v--Imlj
canoe3 that the bait might have the appearance of a m.y,

fish endeavouring to escape pursuit. In this manner
several were taken at no great distance from us. If

the, fish happened to be large, the line was carefullvW
drawn in;ý and they were harpooned with an i;nstru-

inent which every canoe carried for the purpose.
We stood towards Loo Choo, accompanied by seve-

ral of these, canoes, until within a few miles of the land,
when féaring to be seen from the shore, they quitted

us, first making signs for us to go round to the other
side of the island.

About sunset the wind left us close off the south
extremity of the Great Loo Choo; and all the next day
it was so light that the boats were obliged to tow the
ship toward the harbour. This slow progress would have
been far less tedious had we been able to see distinctly
the country we were passing, and the villages situated
in the bays at the back of the reefs; but this prospect

was unfortunately destroyed by a dense haze which
rendered every distant object indistinctý and tantalized
our expectations by the variety of fallacious appear-

ances it created. Our course, üntil four o'clock in
the afternoon, was along the western side of Loo
Clioo, between it and a reëf lying about midway be-
tween this western shore and the Kirrama islands.
About that time we arrived off Abbey Point, and
were entering the harbour of Napakiang, guided by
our charts., when we were obliged to drop the anchor
to avoid striking upon a coral bank, with only seven
feet water on its shallowesi part. Upon examination
we found that this bank, which bad bitherto escaped
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'Ace-observation, bad a deep cbannel on both sides of it;
we therefore weiabed and steered tbrough the south-

ern passage. It afterwards became necessary to beat
wp to the anchorage, ïn doing which we discovered

another rock, and 'had a still narrower escape*. We
reached our destination a little before sunset, and flien

came to an anchor off the town of Napa.

The position of these rocks are given in the plan of Napa.
kianc, which we constructed during our stay bere.C

CHAP.
IV.

May,
1827.
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CHAPTER V.

Appearance of'Loo Choo-Visits of the Natives-Deputation
Permission given to land-Excursions into the Country-Disco-
ver Niloney in Circulation-.Nlandarin visits the Ship-Depar-
ture of a Junlt% with Tribute-Visit of the Mandarin returned-

Further Intercourse-Transactions of the Ship-Departure
Observations upon the Religion, Manners, and Cubtoms of the
People; upon their Laws, NIoncy, Weapons, and Punishments;
tiieir NLIantifactures and Trade-Remarks upon the Country, Its
Productions and Climate-Directions for entering the Port-
Historical Sketch of the Kingdorn of Loo Choo.

Loo Choo from the anchorage presents a very agree. CHAP.
V.able landscape to the admirers of quiet scenery. The

land rises with a gradual ascent from the sea-coast to May,

something more than. fi ve hundred feet in height, and in 119-7

almost everv part exbibits a delightful picture of indus-
try. The appearance of forniality is just removed by a
due proportion of bill and valley, and the monotonous
aspect -of continued cultivation is broken by rugo-ed
ground, neatly executed cemeteries, or by knots of tre-es
wliieh mingle the foliage of the terriperate zone wit-h
tlie more gracefal vea-etation of the tropies. The most
remarkable feature is a hill named Sumar'. the summit
of which commands a coup-d'Sil of all the Country
round it, ineluding the shores of both sides of the

island. Upon thîs bill there is a tôwn apparently of
greater importance than Napa, called Shui or Shoodi,

PACIFTC AND BEERING-S STRAIT.
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CHAP. supposed both by Captain Hall and ourselves to be
V. the capital of Loo Choo. With our telescopes it ap-

1_ý
May., peared to be surrounded by a wall, and it had several
1827. flags (hattas) flying upon tall staïs. The bouses were

nurrierous, but the view was so obstructed by masses
of foliage whieh grew about these delightful resi-
dences that we could forni no estimate of their num-
bers. Upon a rise, a little above the site of the
other bouses of the town, there was a large building
balf obscured by evergreen trees, which some of us

imagined might be the residence of the king, who bad
chosen so elevated a situation, in order to enjoy the

luxury of breathinja high current of air in a country
occasionally exposeh to excessive heât. A rich carpet
of verdure sloping to the westward connects this part
of the landscape -with the bustling town of Napa, or
Napa-eliing,* of which we could see little more than a
number of red roofs turned up at the corners in Chi-

nese style, or at most only a few feet down the-, chu-
nammed walls which support them, in consequence of

a high wall surrounding the town. To the right of
the town a long stone causeway stretches out into the
sea, with arches to, allow the water a free access to

the harbour at the back of it, and terminates in a
large square buildiDg with loop-holes. To this cause-

way sixteen junks of the largest class were secured:
some bad prows formed in imitation of animals, and

* Napa is decidedly the naîne of the village, and the words
ching and keang, which are occasionally subjoined, in all prqbabi-
lity are intended to specify whether it is the town, or the river
near it, that is inteiided; ching being in chinese language a tOWD,
and keang a river : and though these substantives are differently
expressed in Loo Choo, yet when thus combined, the Chinese ex-
pression may probably be used.
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gorgeously coloured ; others presented their- sides and CIJAP.V.
sterns highly painted and gilt; while, from. among their

clumsy cordage aloft, and from a number of staiffs May,

placed erect along the stern, were suspended variously
shaped flags, some indicating,-by their colour, or the
armorial bearing upon them, the mandarin captain of
the junk; some the tributary flag of the celestial
empire, and others the ensign of Japan. Many of
these were curiously arranged and stamped in gilt

characters on silken grounds. -
Tû,the left of Napa is the public cemetery, where the

borse-shoe sepulchres, rise in galleries, and on a sunny
day dazzle the eye with the brightness of their chu.

nammed surfaces, and beyond them again, to, the
northward, is the humble village of Potsoong, with its

jos-house and bridcre.
The bay in every part is circumscribed by -a broad

coral ledge, which. to, seaward is generally occupied by
fisbermen raising and depressing nets extended upon
long bamboô poles, similar to those of the Chinese.
Beyond these reefs are the coral islands of Tzee, the
more distant islands of Kirrama, and far, in a Èorthern
direction, the cone of Ee-goo-sacoo, said, to be coveried

with houses rising in a spiral direction up its sides.
The whole when, viewed on a fine day, and when the

barbour is enlivened by boats passing to, and fro, with
well-dressed people chanting their harmonious boat.
soug, has a pleasing effect which. it is difficult to de-
scribe.

Before our sails were furled the ship was surrounded
by boats of various descriptions, and the 'tops of the
bouses on shore, the walls, and the forts at the en-
trance of the harbour, were crowded with spectators
watching our operations, Several persons came on

V 0 L 1 IYI L
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CHAP.- -boàr-d-,---àn-d- with a respectfiil salutation beop ed permis-
V. ng

sion to be alloçýed to look over the ship ; but thèy were
Nfay, interrupted- by the approach of a boat with an officer,
t8t7. apparently of rank, whoin theyendeavoured, to avoid.

0
His person underwent a severe scrutiny through our
telescopes long before, he came on board, and we could

distinctly see, that he had- nôt the hatchee-matéhee, or
fow cylindrical cap worn by persons of rank in Loo
Choo, in the same, manner as the cap and buttons are
by the mandarins of China, yet he was evidently a

man of consequence, froin the-respect p'aïd, him by the
natives in making room. for bis approach. Wheu he
came along side he was i*nv*t*e(l upon deck, but for

some time he stood minutely examining the outside,
of the ship, counting- the number of port-holes, and
apparently forniing an estitnate of ber length and
height. A. t last he ascended the side and made a low

salutation on the quarter deck, bow*.ncý his head in a
respectful manner, and clasping his bands to his breast,

as before described. Finding we could not under-
stand bis language lie waved. his hand. to seaward, in
intimatidn that we should not be allowed to remain in
the port. He then looked down upon the gun deck,
and pursued examination of the inside of the shil)
with the same rigou that he had bestowed upon the

exterior, making notes of what he saw. Wheu he
was satisfied, be expressed his thanks for our civilit.v

and returned to the shore.
Soon after bis departuÈe, several well-dressed per-

sone'ý with boys holding' parasols over them, were ob-
served coming of to us: they were seated in Chinese

style upon mats spread in ýthe bottom, of theboat, over
neat ratan platforms, and were propelled by several

persons working at &large oar as a scull, keeping time
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to a song, of which the chorus was ya fia mashawdy, cHAP-,
V.

or words very similar.
They were elegantly dressed in gowns made of girass Mayt

1827.
eloth, of whîch the texture was fine and open, and be-
ing a little stiff, formed. a most acrreeable attire in a

country wbich was naturally warm". T reve this
robe being incominodious while walk* g, it was bound
at the waist with a girdle, linen or eilk, according to
the rank of the wearer. They hÎd sandals made of
straw, and one of theni, whose naie was An-yab, had

linen stockings. None of them b 1 any covering to
the bead, but wore their hair turný,d back from. all
parts, and secured in a knot upon the crown, with two
silver pins, kamesashe and oomesashe, the former of
which bad an ornamental head resernbling a flower
witb six petals; the other was verv similar to a small

marrow-spoon. Each person bad a square silken to.
bacco-pouch einbroidered with gold and silver, and a
short pipe of which the bowl and mouth-piece were
also silver, and one who was secretaryto An-yah car-
ried a massy silver case of writing materials.

They saluted us very respectfully, first in the inan-
ner of their own country and then of ours, and An-
yah, by means of a vocabulary which he brought in

his pocket, made several inquiries, wbich. occasioned
the following dialogue. Il What for come Doo

Choo*?" To get some water, refit the ship, and
recover the sick." How many inans ?" "A bun-
dred." Plenty mans 1 you got hundred ten vaans F

No, a h'ndred."' Plénty guns ?" Yes." cc How
mauv Twenty-six." Plenty M'ans, plenty guns 1

This word is pronounced Doo-Choo by the Natives, but as it
is known in En(yland as Loo Choo, I shall preserve that ortho-
giraphy.

L
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C11AP. Mat tbings ship got ? Nothi in cr-chuen*."V. No got nothing?"' "I No, nothing." Plenty mans,1
May'i plenty guns, no got nothin, !" and turning to bis se-

1827. cretary he entered into a conversation with him, in
which it appeared almost evident that he did not
wholly credit our statement. It was, however, taken

down in writing by the secretary,
In order more fully to explain myself I showed them

some sentences written in Chinese, which informed
them that the ship was an English man-of-war; that

the king of Eno-land was a friend of the emperor of
China; and that ships of our nationhad frequent in-
tercourse with the town of Canton. The secretary,

who read these sentences aloud, immediately wrote in
elegant Chinese cbaracterst "" What is your reason
for coming to this place ? How many men are there
on board vour ship and was both sorry and surprised
to find 1 could, not understand what he had written.
Indeed he appeared to doubt my sincerity, particularly
after I had shown him. the next sentence., which, hap-
pened to be. an answer to bis question, but which, na.
turally followed the first, stating that we were in want
of water and fresh provisions, and that the sick re-
quired to be landed to recover their healtb,, and con.
cluding by specifying our desire to be allowed to pay
for every thing that was supplied to us. An-yah re-
ceived this information with satisfaction, and replied,

I speakee mandarin ; Doo Chooman no want pay.W

These sentences were kindly furnislied me by- Dr.

* A man-of-war in China is called ping-chuen or soldier-ship.
t This, as well as several other papers written by the Loo

Chooans, was afterwards interpreted by Mr. Hultmaun of the
Asiatie Society, to, whom, and also to Sir William Ousely, I beg

permission to be allowed to express my thanks.
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0
Morrison, at my own request, in case circumstances RAP.

should render it necessary to put înto Loo Choo, and V.

they were written in Chinese characters, whieh Dr. mq,
Morrison was well aware would be quite intelligible to

the literati of Loo Choo, who express themselves in
the same character as the Chinese, though their lan.

guage -is totally different. They contained many in.
teresting inquiries, and afforded the meahs of asking

questions without the chance of misinterpretation.
To several of them the negative or effirmative was all
that was required, and these are expressions under.

stood by most people. It happêned, however, that
An-yah had learned enough of tIre English language
to say something more than these monos"yllables; so
that what with his proficiency, and the belp of these
sentences, besides a dictionary, vocabulary , and dia.
logues in both languages, which Dr. Morrison bad
also very generously given me, we had the means of
gaining a good deal of information ; more, probably,
than we could have done through an indifferent inter.
preter. As, however, opinions vary concerning the

written ebaracter of China being in general use in
Loo Choo, I shall hereafter offer some observations
on the subject.

After our visiters had satisfied their curio * sity con.
cerning our object in putting into Loo Choo, they sat
down to dinner, which, was ready, and with much ad.
dress and good-humour showed us they bad learned
to chin-chin, or drink ' healths in the English manner.

I was very anxions to find out wbo, my guest with
the vocabulary was, as it at first occurred to me that
it, might be Màdera, of who. Captain Hall so -fre.
quently speaks in bis , delightful publication on Loo
Choo ; but then he did not seem to be so, weU ac-M
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CHAP. quainted with the English language as Màdêra ap-
V.

pears to have been, and, besides, he must have been
May, much youincer. His objection to answering -our in-

0 a Zn

quiries on this head, and disclaiming all knowledge
of any vessel baving ever been at Loo Choo before,
put it out of my power at first to inform myself on
the point, and had not his own curiosity, over'ome his
prudence, it would perhaps have long remained a
secret.

The manner in which the discovery was made is
curious: after the sackee* had gone round a few times,

Ap-yah inquired if 111 ship got womans lb" and being
answered in the negative, he replied, soinewhat sur-

prised, "ç other ships got womans, bandsome womans 1"
alluding to Mrs. Loy, with whom the Loo Chooans

were so much captivated that, it is thought, she had
an ofer from a person of high authority in the island.
1 thenl- taxed him with baving a knowledge of other
ships, ý'--and when he found he bad betrayed himself,

he laughed heartily, and acknowledged -that he recol-
lected the visit of the Alceste and Lyra, which he cor-
rectly said was 144 inoons ago, and that he was1tâc

linguist An-yah whom Captain Hall calls An-yah
Toonshoonfa, but he disclaitued all right to, this ap-

pendage to his fiame. Having got thus far, I inquired
after almost all the characters which so much inter-

ested me in reading the. publication alluded 'to, above;
but they either prevaricated, or disclaimed all recol.
lection of the persons alluded to, and I found it ex-
tremely difficult to, get a word in answer.

At:- last one of » them, said Ookoma was at the other
end of the island, and another hnmediately added that

* The Loo Choo name for wine or spiritg. -
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he had gone to Pekin. A third stated that Ma'dera CHAP.
V.

was very ill at the capital, while it was asserted by
others tWal -he was dead, or that he was banished to Mays,

Pàtanjàn*,, They all maintain ' ed they bad never any 11127»

knowledo-e of such persons as Shangfwee, and Shang-
Pungfwee, the Dames given to the king and prince of
Loo Choo in Captain Hall's publication. From this
conversation it was very evident that they.knew per-

fectly well who Ookoma and Ma'dera were, but d'id
Dot intend to give us. any correct information about
them'.-

I -was a little vexed to find that neither An-yah nor
Isaacha-Sandoo, who wàs also of our party, and is

inentioned by Captain Hall, made the slightest inquiry
after any of the officers of -the Alceste or. Lyra, by

whom they had been treated in the müst frièndly
manner, and for whom it might bave been inferred,

froin, the tears that were shed by the Loo Chooans
on the departure of those ships, that the greatest re-
g , ard had been entertained. The only time they al-
Iluded to, them was when Mrs. Loy recurred to, their
'imagination.

When they bad drank enough sackee they rose to
take their leave, and, emptying the contents of the
fra-it -dishes into their pockets, retired in great good
humour; but An-yab, not quite satisfied about the

number of men on board the ship, probably imagining,
from, the number he saw aloft, that there were mauv
more, again a-sked the question, "- how many mans ?"
and on being answered as before, replied "' Dot got

hundred-one?" which he wrote down a second time;

An island situated near Ty-ping-cban, upon which Captain
Broughton was wrecked.
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CHAP.
V.

May,
1827.

and baving satisfied himself on this knotty point shook
us by the hand and said, "I well, I speakee mandarin,
to-morrow come water-; Doo Chooman no want pay
fife day you go away. " Il That,"' -1 returned, 'l will
depend upon the health of the sick, «who must be al-
lowed to land and walk about." I then desired him
to tell the mandarin, that to-morrow I should go on
shore -and wait on hini in his own bouse. An-yah,

alarmed lest the threat miuht be carried into execu.
tion, bastily exclaimed, " No,9 no, I speakee mandarin,
inans go shore, walk about, no go bous e-no go

bouse." Thus by threateaing to do more than was
intended, we obtained a tacit consent to that which we

wanted without much chance of giving offence. Un.
willing to give him. any further uneasiness, I permitted

ý1him. to go,- requesting he would deliver to the manda-
rin an invitation to visit the ship, which he promised
to do; and seating himself and his companions on the
mat in the boat, he sculled on shore to the musical
chorus of l"I ya-ha-me-shawdy."

Our decks were by this time crowded with spectators,
who had been coming off in boat loads. The place did

not appear to afford inany of these conveyances, and
they had to, go backwards and forwards between the
ship and the shore a great many times, always sÏnging
their boat songs as they sctàled themselves along.
Our visiters bad paid us the compliment of putting
on their best attire, all of which was made of the grass-
cloth in the manner before described the colours

were various, but mostly blue,
The utmost good breeding was manifested by every

one of them, n« only in scrupulously making their
,bow when-they entered and quitted the ship, but in

not allowing their curiosity to carry them beyond
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what they thought perfectly correct. They all seemed cHAP.
determined to be pleased, and were apparently quite V.

Iýý
happy in being permitted to indulge their curiosity, Mayt

which was very great, and bespoke them. a people ex.
treniely desitous of informatïon. It was amusing to
observe which. objects attracted the particular attention
of each individual, which we thought always accorded
with the trade or profession of.,tbe party; for, as we
bail at different times- all the Population of Napa on
board the ship, we niust have liàd persons of all occu.

ations. We observed. two of these people, after
having gratified their curiosity about the deck, seat
theniselves in their canoes, and commence drawing a
picture of the ship- one selected a broadside view,
and the other a quarter, each setting at defiance- all

rules jof perspective. The artist on the quarter had of
course the most difficult task, and drew the stern as a
continuation of the broadside, by which it appeared
like an enormous quarter gaHery to the ship. That
they micrht make an exact representation, they took
tbeir station at the distance of twenty feet from the
side of the ship, and commenced their drawing upon
a roll of paper about six feet in length, upon which
they pourtrayed not only the outline of tbe ship, but
the heads of all the bolts, the but ends of the planks,
and before it was fini.3bed, no doubt, iùtended to trace
even the grain of the wood. -Whatever inerit might
have been attached- to the drawi*ng, the artists were en.
titled to commendation for their perseverance, which

overcame every difficulty ; and they had some few to
contend with. A little before sunset they rolled tip
their paper and paddled on shore.

We were scarcely up the following morning before
our cars were assailed by the choruses of the boatmen



1

CHAP. .-bringing of new visiters to the ship, who continued rV.ý,.ý,.to pass between ber and the shore the whole of the,
9 a

May, day, mrrying a fresh set at every trip, so that the har
1827. bour, if possible, presented a more lively scene than it a

did ýthe day before: on shore the walls and housetops 0
ýwere occupied by groups who sat for hours looking S'

towards the anchorage. Our visiters as before were, C
well dressed and well bred people, and extremely S-

apprehensive of giving offence 'or even of incom- te
-nioding us. ff

The mandarin, however, fearful we might experi- P
ence some annoyance from baving so many people on

board without any person to control them, sent off a' a,
trusty little raan with a disproportioinably long bam-
boo cane to keep order, and who was in consequence

namèd Master at- Arms by the seaineu. This little v
man took- care that the importance of bis office should ir
not escape notice, and occasionally- exercised bis baton rr
of authority, in a manner which seemed to me much w
too severe for the occasion; and sometimes even drew P'

forth, severe though ineffectual animadversions from al
bis peaceable countrymen : but as I thought it better b
that he should manage matters in bis own way, I did

notallow him to be interfered with. Cd,
-4 ong the earliest or our visiters were An-yab, of

Shtafacoo, and Shayoon; three intelligent, good-na- re
tured persons, who, 1 have no doubt, were deputed to cc

watch our movements. They were the bearers of -a at
present of a pig and some vegetables. As An-yah at

bad promised, several boats commenced supplying the A«
ship with water, bringing it off in large tubs.* In nc

This water Proved to be bad, for though it had no very un-

pleasant taste, it was found, upon being analysed, to contain in Sta

solution a large proportion of magnosia and somesa1t; a circum- SU'

154 VOYAGE TO THE
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reply tO my reque-t that the officers and invalids CHAP.

inight be allowed to, walk about on shore, An-yah V.

said hé bad spoken to the mandarin, who had sent off May,

a Loo Choo physician to administer to, the health of 1127-

our invalids, and in fact who would see whether our
statenient concerning them. was correct or not. A

consequential ' little man, with a huge pair of Chinese
spectacles, being introduced as the Esculapius in ques-
tion, begged, to be perniitted to visit the sick and to,
feel their pulse. The surgeon says-I'l hé gravely
placed bis finger upon the radial artery first of one

wrist and then of the other, and returned to, the first
a.uain, makiig considerable pressure for upwards of a
minute upon each. To one patient affected with a
chronic liver complaint, and in whom the pulsations are
very différent in the two arms, in conséquence of an
irregular distribution of the arteries, hé recommended
medicine: of anothèr person affected with dyspepsia
whose pulse was natural, hé said nothe*g'--,*' no other
part of the animal economy attracted hl notice. He

appeared to, be acquainted with quicksilver and moxa,
but not with the odour of cinnamon."

After this careful examination hé returned to the
cabin and wrote in clumsv Chinese characters that one
of the patients bad an affection of the stomach. and
required medicine; and inquired of another if hé were
costive. This report, which we did not understand

at the time, was satisfactory to, An-yah, who immedi-
ately gave us permission to land at Potsoong and
Abbey Point, but with an understanding that we were

not to go into the town. He then produced a list of

stance which should be borne in mind by vessels obtaining -a
supply at this place.
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CHAP. inquiries, whieh he had been ordered to make, such or
V. jnîas the dimensions of the ship, the time we had been

May, from. England, Canton, &c., and lastly, what weather we or
1827. had experienced, as he said Loo Choo bad been visited

by a violent tyfoong in April, which unroofed the se'.
houses and did much other mischief. pu

The permission to land was imniediately taken ad- th
vantage of by several of the officers, who went to ac
Potsoong, and were received in a very polite nianiner W-

by a great concourse of spectators, who, conducted gr
them to the bouse in which Sir Murray Maxwell aind or

his officers had been entertained; and regaled them it
with (tsha) tea, and (amasa) sweet cakes. Some of h(

the party, instead of entering the bouse, strolled iný re
land to botanize, and to look at the country ; but ul

they had not proceeded far before two or three per- it
sons ran towards them, and intimated that their com- it

pany was expected at the bouse where the other offi- Ir
cers were assembled drinkino, tea and were waiting -W

for them. This was the Loo Choo polite manner of ai
preventing their proceeding inland, or of -making -et(

thernselves acquainted with the country; and thus, k
whenever any parties landed afterwards, they were ic
sbown to this bouse, where there was always tea si

ready prepared, and kept boiling in a kettle, inclosed
in a neatly japanned wooden case; there were also U
trays of charcoal for licphting pipes, and a box to b

receive the ashes when they were done wi'th: the
natives endeav-oured., by every possible meaiàs, to V
,engage their attention at this place, by puttinçr a S'
thousand inquiries, offering pipes, and pressing them t'

to smoke, and to drink tsha, which was always poured t.
-out în sniall, cups, and drank without milk or sugar, r_

whicb, as it was quite new, and not of the- best kind, a

i ma, 6 VOYAGE TO THE
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or much improved by being kept boiling, liad a very CHAP.
V.insipid taste; it, however, served to, quenchthe thirst

on a--hot day. blays ý
1827.On no account would.,these people receive any pré- -

sent, nor would they sell any of their property in «
ptiblie - but if they tbought wèe desired to, possess any

thing they could spare, they would offer it for our
acceptance. I one day made a-present.to a person
Who had been very civil'in shoving me over bis
grounds, which lie at first refused, and when I insisted
on bis takinom it, and placed it in bis pocket, lie gave

it me back again ; but finding I would not receîve it,
be threw it after me ; and it was not until after I had
rettirned it in the sanie manner, that lie was prevailed
upon to accept it. Upon doincr this,-he first exhibited

it to the crowd around him, and then tbanked me for
it. On anotber occasion one of the officers offered a
man, named Komee, two Spanish dollars for his pouch,
wbicb lie declined, and could not be prevailed upon to
accept; but with perfect good bretding he presented

--- to him, the object he desired, and insisted upon bis
keeping it. In private, however they had less ob.
jection to présents, and even asked for several things
small bargains were also effected.,D

Froin this time we visited the shore daily, and made
many excursions into the country, confinin our ram.9 *Il

bles within reasonable limits, to avoid giving uneasi.
ness to Our guides, who were very muc.h distres'sed

whenever we strayed beyond what they considered
strictly within the limits prescribed by their instruc-

tions. We met many peasants and other persons in
these excursions,, all of whom seemed eager to-show
us attention, and withýwhom there was «Iess réserve,
and less disïnclination to, our proceeding inland, - than

lit 1,
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RAP was manifested by our guides from. Napa, Who were
V.

%,ýý evidently acting under much constraint.
May, Lieutenant "\Vainwright, who, since leaving Sàn ar
1827. Francisco, had been an invalid, having suffered severcly pr

froin a disease of the heart, was provided with a horse I -
by the natives, and permitted to ride every day for his tr'
he-ltli. He wà attended by a guide, and -received Po

much kindness and attention from. the humane Loo C 1
Chooans, who, though they often gave us inany rea- th

sous to suspect the puritv of their intentions, were, ar
by their acts, certainly entitled to our gratitude.

On the 19th we received a bullock weighing 100lbs.,
five pigs, a bag of sweet potatoes., soine firewood, and fa

some m.-ore water. Several of the officers landed and W
walked into the cquntry, attended by the natives, who la

endeavoured by evéry species of cunuing, and even bv% w
falsehood, to prevehttheir going near the. villages, or of

penetratilg far inland. We had again a ship full of
visiters, and the two artists were employed the greater ri
part of the day in completing their drawing, which L

they refused to part with. After the strangers were bc
gone on shore, a therinometer that was kept upoii jal

deck for the purpose of registerino- the temperature
was niissed, and the natural conclusion' was, that it sr

had attracted the attention of some of our visiters, W,
who, it must be remembered, were of all-classes. - & 'q w

It was a curious coincidence, but I believe perfectly tf
accidental, that the day after the instrument was w
missed not a single person came off to the ship, except a
those employed in bringing wafér: when An-yar came hc

on boaid the next morning I made our loss known sq
to him ; he was muýèh distressed at hezaring of it, and ai

said he would make every finquiry about it on shore, nu
and added-" plenty Doo- Choo nian teef-plenty ar
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wans teef," h e* also advised us at the same ti -me to look CHAP.

well after our watches haùdkerchiefe, and- particularly V.

any of the instruments that were taken on shore. These may
precautions I am almost certain were unnecessary, and 1827,,

I am inclined to believe that An-yah painted his coun-
trymen in such odious colours to make us take properop
prerautions. Though the Loo Chooans are extremely

,carious, and bighly prize such, an instrument-, yet the
theft is not in character with the rest of their conduct.,

and however appearances may condemn themý 1 am-
indined to believe them guiltléss of taking the ther-
mometer, which, probably, was left in the tub used-

for drawing up sea-water to try its temperattire, and
was accidentally thrown overboard. And yet in so

laro,>e a body of people there must naturally be some
who are bad ; however, we never beard any thing more
of the thermometer.

A little before noon I landed to, observe the me-
ridional altitude, and met Shtafacoo, and several other
Loo Choo gentlemen, who were attended hy littIe
boys holding parasols over them, and carrying smzd,
japanned cases containing smoked and dried meats,

small cups of preserves, and boiled rice, sackee, a
spirit resembling the samchew of China, and fresh
water. They-ordered mats to be spread for usj'and

we made a good luncheon of the many nice things in
their boxes. We afterwards crossed over to, Potsoong,
where we e were met by an elderly gentleman, who made
a very low obeisance, and pressed as to eûme into the
house in which the officers of Sir Murray Maxwell's,

.sqw-idron- and of'the Blossom. had been entertained,
and which appeared to, be set apart entirely for our
use. 'If was situated in a square area laid out in lawn
and flower beds, and enclosed by a high wal-1 the

PACIFIC AND BEERING-S STRAIT.



CHAP house was built of wood, and roofed with tîles in the fl
V. Chinese style; the floor was raised about two -,feet P(

1__ý
May from, the ground, and the rooms, though small, were
1"7. capable of being thrown into one by means of shifting C

panels. To the right of the house there was a large fi-

brass bell., which was struck with a wooden club, and tf

had a very melodious tone; at the fàrther end of the of

garden was a jos -house, a place of worship, which.ý as si

it has been described by Captain Hall, I shall notice.
only by the mention of a screen that was let down
before the three -small images on the inside. It was th

made of canvas stretched upon a frame forming two M

panels in each of which was a figure; one represent- Pr

ing a mandarin with a yellow robe and batchee. Pr

matchee seated upon a bow and quiver of arrows, and fe«

a broad sword; the other, a conimoner of Loo Choo. he

dressed in blue, and likewise seated upon a bow and pa

arrows. The weapons immediately attracted,ýmy at- pr

tention, and I inquired of my attendant what they WE

were, for the purpose of learning whether he was ac-_-ý WE

4 be
quainted with the use of tbem, and found that he was

by putting 'his arms in the position of drawing the ga

bow, and by pointing to the sword and striking his br

arm, forward; but he implied that tbat weapon, be. 9
longed to the mandarins only. A great many pieces in

of paper were suspended on each side of the picture, Iyi

some of them marked with Chinese characters, and a i
0 th£-

were, no doubt' invocations to the deities for soine
temporary benefits, as à1l the sects are- in the habit of ea

to
writing inscriptions of this kind, and depositing them fo C

in the jos houses, or placing them upon stones, of thi
which. there are several- in Loo Choo under the name an
of Karoo. Under a veranda which surrounded the
temple there were several wooden forma stréwed with Co

VOYAGE TO THE1160
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flowers CHAP.

and upon the middle one a drum was- sus- V.
pended by thongs in a handsome japaÜned stand.

A building in front of this jos bouse, mentioned by
Captain Hall, bas been rebuilt, but was not quite 1'3 i7

finished at the time of *our visit : though so near to
the temple the panels were scrawled, over with groups
of figures, some of which were very inappropriate to

such a situation,
After we had partaken of tea in the dwelling-bouse,

we determined upon a walk in the interior, much to
the discomfiture of the old gentleman, who used every
means be could think of to induce us to desist., and

produced pipes, sweet cakes, tcha, and 'asa chorassa,
preserves with which they tempted us wbenever they
feared our walk would be directed inland. Finding

he could not detain us, he determined to be our com.-
panion, and endeavoured to confine us to the beach by
praising the freshness of the breeze, saying how bot

we should. find it inland and what bad paths there
were in that direction, every word of whieh proved to

be false, as we found the roads very good, and by
ag - ining elevated situations we enjoyed more of the
breeze,

We passed some tombs excavated in the cliffs, and
in one that was broken down we discovered a corpse
lying upon its back, half decayed afid covered over with
a mat; a jar of tea and some cups were placedý%-by là,
that the spirit might drink; but there was nothing to
cat and our gui&è informed us that it was customary
to Place tea only by the side of the bodies, and that
food was never left there. He turn ed us away from
this shocking spectacle as mu.h. disgusted as ourselves,

and seerned sorry that we bad bit upon ît. This dis-
covery seems to strengthen some information which

VOL. Il. Ni ýe
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CHAP- I afterwards received concerning the maDner in whichV.
%-ý the dead were disposed of, namely, that the flesh is

May, allowed èto decay before the bones are placed in jars
1827.

in the cemetery,
From this place we ascended a hill covered with

tombs, which were excavated in the rock in a manner
very similar to those near Canton; they had almost all
of them niches3 wherein bowls of tea., lamps, and cups
were placed, and appeared to be kept in good order, as

they had a cleanly and decent appearance. We wan-
dered among these some time, without findino- an
open, but at last we came to, one of an inferior kind,
in which. the door was loosely placed before the en-
trance; it consisted of a large slab of red pottery,
pierced with a number of holes about an inch in dia-

meter. Raving removed this, we saw about twenty

jars of £ne ' red pottery covered with lids shaped like
mandarins' caps; the size of the jars was about
twenty inches deep by eight in the broadest part, which
was one-third of the way from the mouth-ý they were

also perforated in several plaées with holes an inch in
diameter. We did not remove any of the lids, as it

seemed to give offence, but were told that the jars
contained the bones 'of the dead after the flesh had

been stripped off or had decayed. On putting the
question whether they burned the bones or the flesh
off them, it was answered by surprise, and an inquiry

whether we did so in England ? Therefore, unless the',
custom has altered, the account of Supoa Quang, a

learned Chinese, who visited Loo Choo in 1719, is
incorrect.

Aîter visiting the grave of one of the crew of the
Alceste who was buried in this island, we were satisfied
with this tour of the tombs, and turned of inland,
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very much to the Sscomfiture of our guide, and in
spite of a great many remonstrancès. He was a
silent companion until we came to a path that weùt

back to the beach, and there, pôlitely stepping fer-
ward, said it wa-s the one that would take us qWhere wè
wisbed to go, and, toucbing our elbow, he wôuld have

ttirned us into it had he not thought, it rude ; but we
pigsued. our original path, followed by a crowd of

persons, who seemed to enjoy the disciDmfiture of otir
c " ompanion, and laugh-ed beartily as we came to evéry

track that crossed ours., each of which our officiouà
and polite conductor would have persuadèd us tô také.,
as being far more agreeable than the other, and as
leading to our destination. The mâth of the crowd

pretty well satisfied us there was no grëàt danger in ad-
vancing, and we went on further than we Ébould other.

wise have done; but in a little time they began to di-p
off, and we were at last left alone with the guide, whci

really became alarmed - We bad reached the foot cif
the bill on whlich the capital is situated, and were
ascending to have a near view of the bouses, when he

threw himself on bis knees in evident alarm, bowed
his head to the dust, and embracing our knees im-
plored us to desist, assuring us that the mandarin
would take bis head off if we did not. Some of the

officers who went in -anoth-er direction werie told by
their guide that he would- get bambooed if they did

not turn b-ack., which Ï-SI more probable th-an that th-e
heavy penalty apprehended by our companion 9houl-d
be attached to so light a crime.

To quiet the irritation of the poor old man, who
trembled violently, we ascended a bill some distancé

t6 the leftý which com M'anded M' eictensýf,,v, é vïeW ôf
Ae conniry, and ftoùi whýëliêe *ë COUM -Sctrvëe the

M 2 -
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CHAP. capital with our telescopes. The country was highlv
V. cultivated, and the grounds- irrigated with Chinese in-

May, genuity and perseverance by small streams of water pass-0118276 ing through them, kee'ing such as wete planted withC p
rice thoroughly wet. We noticed in our walk sweet
potatoes,ý millet, wheat, Indian corn, potatoes, cabbages,

barley, sugar-cane, pease, tea shrubs, rice, taro, tobacco
capsicums., cucumbers, cocoa-nuts, carrots, lettuces,
onions, plantains, poinecrranates, and oranges but
amidst this display of agricultural industry there were
sevéral eminences topped with pine trees, on which the
band of the fariner inight have been advantacreously

employed, but which were allowed to lie waste, and
to be overrun with a rank grass. Such places, how-

ever, being usually the repositories of the dead, it may
have been thought indecorous by the considerate Loo
Chooans to disturb the ground near it with a hoe.

These eminences, like the basis of the island, being
formed of 'a very porous calca-reous rock, are peculiarly

adapted to the' excavation of tombs, and. the natives
-have taken advantage of them to dispose of their dead

in them. The accompanyingyiew- froin, Mr. Smyth's
sketch will convey the best idéa_.ofý-what they are like.

The-, capital, for such I am disposed to call the
--the den»al of several

town on the hill, notwithstanding 1
of the natives, was- surrounded by a white wall, within
which there were a great inany houses, and two strong

buildings like forts; witb,*as air'eady mentioned, seve-
ral small masts with gaffs, bearîno,ý flags of different
colours. This space was thickly interspersed with

trees, whence we conjectured the houses were fur-
nished with gardens. There seemed to be very few
people- moving about the island, even between the
upper and lowet towns., with which it would be sup-
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posed there must necessarily be much intercourse. CHAP.

V.We rested awhile où the eminence that afforded this t,ý
agreeable view of a country but verv little known, May,

and were joined by several persons ;hom fear or in- 1827a

dolence had prevented keeping pace with us. Our
guide now lighted his pipe and forgot his apprehension
in the, consoling fdines of tobacco, while some of the

party amused themselves with viewing the capital
tbrough a telescope, eaeh preventing the- other having

a quiet view by their anxiety to obtain a peep. Our
clothes in the meantime were undergoing an exami-
nation from the remainder of the party, who, after
looking closely into the texture of the material, ex-
claimed-choorassa, choorassa 1 (beautifui).

While we sat here a Japanese junk bore down from.
tbe northward, and according to the information of

those around us, which afterwards proved to, be cor-
rect, she came from an island called Ooshimar, to the
northward of Loo Choo, and was laden with rice,

hemp, and other articles. Her sails and rîgging re-
sembled the dra-ing of the Japanese junks in La
Perouse's voyage. Sbe passed close to the Blossom
at anchor, and from. the report of the officers her

crew had their heads shaved in the fashion of the
Japanese. Her arrival excited general interest, broucrht

all the inhabitants to the housetops, and a number of
canoes crowded round her before she reached the
inner harbour; where she was towed and secured

alongside several other junks bearing the same flag.
On our return we passed through a village consist-

ing of a number of square inclosures, of low stone
walls, separated by lanes planted on both sides, and,
so overgrown with bamboo and ratans that we could

neither see the houses nor the sky; several handsome
e

*Ut
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C1JA1ý- cree ers entwined thems

-elves round the stems of theseV.
canes, and a variety of flowers, s9me of vhich were

Mav, new to us exhaled a delicious fragrance fr.&m the
gardeus wlich bordered these delightful avenues. A

more comfortablle residence in a hot clin ' iate could not
well be imagined, but I am sorry to say that the

fascination was greatly lessened by the very filthy
state of the dwellings and of thfPeople'who occupied

them. In one of these huts there was a spinning-
wheel and a hand-loom., with some grass-eloth of the

country in a forward state of preparation for use.
Several little children acccýmpanied us through thesedeliolhtfully cool lianes

L"% , running before. us catching
butterflies..- or picking flowers, which they presented
with a-lôw--Chinese âalam, and then ran away laugh-aeing at th ' e ideà of our valuing such things. We

afterwàrds crossed two high' roads, on which there
é several honsés and jack-asses bearing panniers;

114eei we saw no, carriages, nor the marks, 'of any.wheels,
nor do I believe there are any in Loo Choo. The
horses., like, the natives., were very diminutive, and

sbowed very little blood. Several pèàsants,.both . male-
and, female; were worki-nýg 'in the plantation.3 as we
passed through them, neither of whom. endeavoured to
avoid us, and we bad au oppor-tuni'>t«' of beholdin
for the fir y 9ý

st tîme, several Loo Choo wom
were of 1 th e la bouring class, and of ' . en. They

niost attractive specimens- ' course not the
of theïr sex; but they w-ere

equally good-looking with the men, and. a fe
were pýetty, notw 1 i-týstandingý t w of them

-1 1 the asser '011. of, A»7ygII5
-- that " Loo Choo woqqans ugly womans 99Z. , Ilere, was

nothing remarkabl a o-u the]"- tIl" Ileed. particular
_çrýptio-n,;. th' e clothed much, in-the umie

mannçr as the men, an4-geneýal1y. inthe saïe.ý colours,;
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their hair, however, was differently dressed, being cHAp.

V.loosely fastened at the side of the head by a pin resem,ý 1--ý
bling a salt-spoct with a very long handle. Their feet my,
were of the natural size, and without shoes or sandals. 1826.

We noticed some who were tattooed on the back of
thehand, which we were told was done to distinguish

all those who were married; An-yah said the cuftôm,
prevailed equally in high life.

1 subjca'n a sketch of a male and female of Loo
Choo, drawn by Mr. Smyth, from which the reader
may form, a tolerably correct judgment of the general

appearance of these people, though Komee was by no
nieans the handsomest of his countryinen.

Upon the bigli road we met a man with a bundle of
firewood.,. on his way to town; and were much pleased

at the confirmation of a fact, which we had no doubt
existed thomyh the natives took every precaution to

conceal it. None of o ' ur visiters to the ship had as
y > t . shown us any money, and -An-yah, if I undérstood

him. correctly, said there was noné ïn Loo Choo; our
meeting with this peasant, however, disclosed the
truth., as he had a string of cash * (small Chines-e
money) suspended to his girdle, in the manner adopted
by the Chinese. I examined the string with much

interest, and offered to purchase it with Spanisb:'coin,
but my guide would not permit the woodma'n to part

with it, and tucking it into his belt that it might not be
--seen again, he said something to him. in an angty tone.,
and the poor fellow walked on with his lôad to the
town. 'We afterwards got some of this money, ýwhich

These coins being of small value, they are strung together in
hundreds, and have a knot at each end, so that it is not necessary
J#to count them.
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CHAP. was* exactly the same as that which is current at Can-
V. ton, and found that it was also in circulation in Loo

M ay, Choo. - Though they afterwards admitted this fact.,
1827. they denied having any silver or ggld coin in the

country.
Our subsequent excursions were-nearly a repetition

of what bas been described, and were inadenearly to
the same places, with the exception of two or three,
whieh 1 shà1l describe liereafter. In all these the same

artifice was practised to, induce us to. confine ourselves
to the beach, and particularly to prevent a near ap-

proach to the villages. Tobacco, tsha, and chorassa
masa were the crreat temptations held out to épus; but

neither the tea, nor the inasa, which, by the by, was
seldom produced, had sufficient charins to, dissuade

some of our young gentlemen from. gratifying their.
curiosity, though it was at the expense of the conve.

nienée of the natives, whose dresses were very ill
adapted to speed; and thus, by putrunning them, they
saw inany places which thev would not otherwise bave

been perinitted to enter, and got much nearer to the
town than I felt it wôuld be rioht for me to do in
consequence of my promise to, An-yah. shall., there-
fore, give such extracts from. their journals as are in-
teresting, but in a few pages in advance, that I may
not disturb the order of the nar'rative.

On the 21st., An-yah came off to say, that the man-
darin had accepted my invitation to, visit the ship, and
wGuld come on board that day: we consequently made
preparation to receive Min. As it appeared to, me
that Napa-keang posséssed no boat sufficiently good

for so, great an occasion, I offered to send one of ours
to the town for his accommodation., which, in addition
to obliging the mandarin, would afford an opportunity
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of seeing the place - but An-yah would not permit it., CHAP.

and fearful that we niight really pursue this piece of
politeness furtber, got out of the ship as fast as he M

1827.
could, saying the mandarin was at Potsoong, and not
in the town. About two oclock he pushed off from,
tbat place with his party in two cluinsy punts, sculled

by several men singing a chorus, which differed, both
in words and air, from that used by the boatmen in
ceneral. The mandarin-was seated in the largest of
theiýe boats, under a wide Chinese umbrella, with two
or three mandarins of inferior rank by him; the other
boat contained An-yah, Shtafacoo, Sandoo, and others,

with whom we were well acquainted, and who rowed
on before the mandarin.- and announced his approach
by presenting a crimson scroll of paper, exactly a yard
in leingth, on which* was elekantly written in Chinese
characters, 1' Ching-oong-choo, the magistrate of Napa,
in the Loo Choo country, bows his head to the groand,
and pays a visit." By this time the other boat with
the great man was aloncrside the ship, and four do-

mestics with scarlet hatchee-matchees ascended the
side, one, of them bearing a large square batchee-

matchee box, in which there was an old. comb.
They pulled up the side ropes, and carefully inspected
them, to see whether they were strong enough to hold
their master, and let them down again for the manda-
rin., who, very little accustomed to such feats, ascended
the side with difficulty.

He was received with a guard under arms, and a
mandarin's salute wgs fired as he put his foot uppn

the deck, with which he was much gra'tified, and he
shook every officer -by the band with unaffected plea-

sure. The yards had been manned as he was coming
of, and when the pipe was given for the seamen to

PACIFIC AND BEERINGPS STRAIT.
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IcHAP. come down, the evolution produced a little surprise,V.
and must have impresseil the Loo Chooans with the

May, decided advantage of our dress over theirs, where ac-
1827. 9 6 ý

'tivi y is required. Ojee, one of -the party, who also
styledhimself Jeema, and is mentioned by Captain
Hall, followed, and then the rest of the mandurins in
yellow hatchee-matchees-and oýowns.

To persons who, had visited a fine English frigate,
disciplined by one of the ablest officers in the British
Navy, the Blossom. could, have presented nothing

extraordinary ; and as the greater part of our visiters
were familiar with the Alceste, they weré very little

ipterested in what they saw; but Ch*ng-oong-choo
had not been long from Pekin, and never, probably,
having put his foot on the deck of a ship before, a
Chinese junk excepted, examined every thinc, very at-
tentively, and made many inquiries about the guns,
powder, and shot.

None of the natives offered to seat themselves in the
cabin in the presence of the mandarin until dinner
was brought in, but they then dispensed with forma-

litioes, and those who were familiar with European
customs chinchinned each other with wine, and re-
versed their glasses each time, to the great amuse-
ment of their superior. During dinner the fate of
Ma'dera was inquired into, but we got no satisfactory
answer, and a mysterf seemed to hang over bis fate,
which made us suspect he had in some way or other
been disgraced. Jeema took the opportunity of show

ing-he recollected h"s visits to the Alceste and Lyra
but he did not make any inquiry after his friends in

As. we had lately been- at Canton, we were provided
with,,man-, thijngs which were happily to the-taste of
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our guests, who would, otherwise have fared badly, as CHAP.

they did not appear to relish our joints of meat; noir V.

did some bottled porter accord better with their taste, my, Ik,
11127. 1î:ýfor after occasioning many wry faces, it was put aside'

as being bitier; a flavour which I have observed is
seldom relished for the fire time. Not so some

noyeau, which was well adapted to the sweet palate of
the Loo Chooans ; nor some effervescing draughts,

which. were quite new to them, and created couisider-
able surprise. They, however, seemed to enjoy tbem-
selves a great deal; were jovial --without- beiqg noi8y,
and w*th the exception of a disagreeable practice of
eructation, and even worse, they were polite people
though I cannot say I approved of their refinement,
upon-ý our pocket bandkerchief. An-yah often inti-
mated to me tbat he thought it was a dïsagreeable
practice to use -a handkerchief and carry it about aà
day, and thought it would be better for us tio adopt
their custom of having a number, of square pieces, of
paper in our pockets for this purpose, any one of
which, could be t1irown away when it had been used.
1 did not ait first think he was in earnest, and, wheu I
observ-ed my guests pocket these pieces of paper, I'
sent, for some. handkerchiefs but they declined- using
theti much better

saying paper was
While we wère- at dinner a large junk which we had

Cro the day befor ", was to
observed taking ïn a carg le. wed

out, of the harbour, by an immense number of boats, -P5
making the shores echo with ber-deep-toned gong. ['q

Shè grounded off the entranct of the harbour, but
wu soon get off, and., placedý outside, the reefs. A,

mom uuwiçldyý ar1ý searcely -evQr put- tio sea, and when
sbe r-.olled,,hvrimasta bent tc, th4t dogree that the people 1,1111 'C

on. hez .4ççk ffliue& to be ini iinminent danger oftheir
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cHAP. livès. She was decorated with -flags of all sorts and th
.V. 0

sizes: at the fore there was hoisted the white, fiag of TO(
IIay, the emperor; at the main, the Loo Choo colours, a ap,

triangular flag-, red and yellow, with a white ball in it, wa

denoting, I believe, a tributary stàte; there were be- UP
sides several others, ànd a great many mandarins' flags iný

upon stafFs -along the Btern. Ching-oong-choo said tht

she was the junk with tribute which was sent every dis

second year from Loo Choo to Fochien. Her cargo, sw
before it was stowed, was placed upon the wharf in ro(

square piles, with small flags upon sticks, stuck here ci
and there upen the bales of goods, which were appa- S eQ

rently done ap in straw matting; for it was only with sk
our telescopes tbat we were allowed to s'ee this. an

After dinner was over, the mandarin went'on. shore, ba.
and begged to have the pleasure of our company to on
dinner at Potsoong the next day; but the rest of the a

company obtained permission to stay and enjoy a liffle eh
more sackee, after which they pocketed the remains ro
of the dessert as usù al, and as a token of their friend. sk

ship, they * each threw down their pipe and-tobacco- we

pouch, and begged my acceptance of them; but as I sic

knew these articles were valuable in Loo Choo, and t&,

was conscious that with some of them. it was only a gi-,

matter of form, I declined accepting--them.. pa.

The'next day it rained beavil- but An-yah. came off-
to keep us to our engagement, saying the mandarin ve,

was at Potsoong in readiness to rece've -us; we ac- eu'
cordingly went, and were met at the landing-placè by ha:

Jeema and a great crowd of Loo Chooans, with um. ca

brellasC who accompanied us to the housewhere we were TI

received by the mandarin in a most Srdial. and friend- of
ly manner. For convenience both apartments were an

thrown into one, by the remoyal of shifting panels, and à
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the servants were regaled upon the floor in the inner cH.&P.

V.room., while we were seated at a table in the outer 4--VOMUJ
apartm, -ent: Our table, which had been made in Japan, may,

was nicel" lacquered, and had Chinese ebaracters gilt "270
lupon its edges and down the sides of the legs, record-
ing tbe date and place where it was made, as well as
the name of the workman, &c. It was covered with
disbes containing a variety of eatables, principally

sweetmeats, and two sorts of spirits, sackee and moo-
roofacoo. The former resembles the samscheu of
China, and the other is a dark coloured cordial pos-
sessin a bitter-sweet taste. We were seated- on one
side of the table', myself in an old-fashioned, chaii - r,

and the other officers upon canip-stools, with japanned
backs, and the host, Jeema, and the other mandarinis,
on the other side : and each person was provided with
a small enamelled cup, and a -saucer with a pair of
chopsticks laid across it; the crowd all the while sur-

rounding the house, and watching through its open
sides every motion we made. Pipes and mooroofaco-o
were first offered to us, and then eaeb dish in succes.
sion ; of whicli we-partook, according to our different

tastes3 without being aware of the Chinese custom. of-

giving the sweets first, and reserving the substantial-

part of the dinner for the last.
Among the dishes, besides some sweet cakes made

very light, were different kinds of pastry, one of a cir-

cular form, called hannaburee, another tied in a knot,

hard ' -and disagreeable, called matzakai., and a third

called- kooming, which enclosed some kind of fish.

There was also a mamalade, called tsheeptang., a dish

of hard boiled eggs without the shells, painted -red,

and a pickle which was used instead of salt, called

dzeeseekedakoonee; besides a small dish of sliced cold
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SA-P. liver, called Watshaingo, which În this ë-UrSe was the ai
V. tconly meat upon the table. We ate more plentiftilly of

May, these sweet things than we liked, in consequence of
1827. ignorance of what was to follow, and partly from tb'

our not being aware that thtir politeness prevented
them from sending away any dish as long as we could

be prevailed upon to partake ot it-a feeling which sa
induced them continually to press us to eat, and offer cc

us part of every dish on the end of their chopsticks. hE
The next course induced us to regret that we liad not ai
made the tasting more a matter of form, for it con-

sisted of. several good di shes, such ý as roast pork, W.
hashed fowls., and vermicelli pudding, &c.- After à

these were removed they brought basins of rice, but, se
seeing we would eat no more, they ordered the whole
to be taken away. fi

During the whole time we were closely plied with bi
sackee in smali opaque wine glasses, whicb held about ar
a thimblefull, and were compelled to füllow the ex. ir
ample of our host and turn our glasses down; but as
this spirit was of a very ardent nature, I begged to be 01

allowed to substitute "port and madeïra, which was Cr
readily granted, and we became more on a footing cc
with our hosts, who seemed to think that hospitality Sc
consisted in making every person take more than they ar
liked, and argued that as they had been întoxicated on h-
board., we ought to become so on shore.

After dinner was removed, Jeema favoured us Wîth t c
two songs, which were very passable, and much to the UE

taste of the Loo Chooans, who seemed to enjoy themi w
very much. Nothing could exceed the politeness and ew-

hospitality of the mandarin throughout, who begged CE
that dinner might be sent off to one of the eflicers, ai
whose health would net permit him to riak a wetting, 01
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and that all the boats' crews might be allowed to come cimp.
to the bouse and partake of the feast. Though there V.

was a little ceremony in receiving and seating us, yet May,
tbat almost immediately wore off, -and Clii"ng-oong. 1827.

choo to make every person. at bis ease took off his
batchee-matchee, and with the rest of the mandarins

sat without it. ]By t4is piece of politeness we dis-
covered that bis hair was secured. on the top of the
head by a gold hair pin, called kamesache, the first
and the only one we saw niade of that precious metal.

We afterwards took a short walk in the garden,,,
when I was surprised to find An-yah and Shtafacoo in
the dress and batchee-matchee of mandarins of tfie
second class - whether this was intended as a trick, or.,
followino, Madera's example, they preferred making
their first acquaintance in disopuise, is not very clear;
but as they both possessed a great deal of influence,
and were much respected by the lower orders of the
inhabitants, it was probably their proper dress,

As soon as Ching-oon'èhoo permitted us, we took
our leave, and were accompanied to, the boat by a great

crowd of persons, who opened a passage as we pro.
ceeded, and were offi'cious1y anxious to be useful in
some way or other; and we then parted with Jeema
and the rest amidst the greetings and salutations of
hundreds of voices.

On the 21st, one of the officers made au excursion
to the southward of Abbey Point, and was attended as
usual by a concourse of boys and young men, who
were extremely polite and respectfül. They wed
every artifice and persuasion to deter him. from pro-
ceeding, said. they were tired, tempted him with tsh%
and declared that they were hungry, but he ingeni.-

ously ailenced latter complaint by ofering- his.
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CHAP. gr Uide a piece of bread which be had in bis basket. It
was thankfully accepted, but w'ith a smile at the arti-

May, fice baving failed. At a villare câlIed Aseemee he
surprised two fýmales standing at a welf filling their

pitchers; they scrutinized him for some time, and
then ran -off to their homes.

The village contained about fifty bouses; and was
almost hid ftom view by a screen of trees among

which wère recognised the acacia, the porou of the
South Seas 'and the hibiscus rosa sinensis, but the
greater pýLrt of the others appeared to, be new; they

focirmed a lively green wood, and gave the village au
agreeable aspect. In one of the cottages a boy of
about six years of age was seated at a' in achine made
of bamboo resembling a small Scotch muckle wheel,

spinning some very fine cotton into *a small thr'ad.
Though so young, he appeared to be quite an adept
e his business, and was not the least embarrassed at
the approach of the str-mgers. A quantity of thread

ready spun lay in the bouse; there was a loom, close
by, and some newly m ânufactured cloth, which ap.
peared to have been recently dyed, was extended to
dry outside the bouse'. Near this cottage there were

broken parts of a mill, which indicatèd the use of
those machines, and circular mark's, on the eartb,
showing that tbis one had been worked by cattle.

About a mile and a half to the southward of Abbey
Point, near a stpép wooded eminence, which we
christened Wood Point'ý there was another village

named Oofoomee, through which- Mr. Collie passed,
preceded by bis guide, who warned the female -part

of the hibabitants of his approach in orde'r that they
Might get out of his way. ,His guide'was de1iýhted
vben hé directed bis steps toward the -ship, as le, was
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0 CHAP.very tired, and -even bad a horse brought to hi m., be-ý- V.

fore he got to the beach. 'Ébis animal 8 elevéh
hands,-and a half in height, and would lydly-have May,

1827.
kept a moderately tall person's feet off the ground;
but bis guide, though there Was not much necegsity
for bracing bis feet up very h'gh, obviated the possi-
bility of this inconvenience by riding with bis knees
up to bis breast. The stirrups were massy, and made
of iron curiously inlai*d with brass,' and shaped some..
thing like a clumsy Chinese shoe. At Abbey Point
he visited some 3>sepulebres bewn out of the rock or
formed "of natural caverfis ; one of these happened to

be partly open, and he discovered four large red earthen
ars, one -of which was fortunately broken, and exhi-

bited its contents, consisting of bones of the human
skelet'on.

In another excursion .made by this gentleman to the
north-east of Potsoong, he visited a teinple of Budh,
situated in a romantic copse of tr'ees. The approach
toit was along'a path paved witb coral slabs, partly over-
grown with grass, and under*dn archway in the forma-
tion of which art bad rnateriàlly- assisted the hand of
nature. After resting a sbort time in this romantic
situation be descended the paved -way, passed some
tall trees, among which was a. spec D es of erethrina of
large growth, and arrived at the house of a priest, who
invited ' him to smoke and partake of tea and rice,
Three young boys were in the bouse, wbo, as well as
the -priest, had their heads shaved according to the
custom of the priesthood in China.

By the 25th May, we bad completed the survey of
the pgrt,--replenished our water, received a little fresh
stock and obtained some interesting astronomical and

mag1heti:cal--:ý- observations ; the day of departure was
VOL. II.
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CHAP. consequently near at hand. This event, after which
ve a

%,ýý many anxious inquiries were made by the naiýyes,
May, was., I believe, generally contemplated with pleasure
18270

on both sides ; not that we felt careless about parting
with our friends, but we could not enjoy their sociéty

-without so many restrictions, and we were daily ex.
posed to the temptation of a beautiful country without
the liberty of exploring it, tbat our situation very soon

becamè extremely irksome. The dwy of our de-
parture, therefore, was hailed-with. pleasure, not only
by ourselves but by those to whom the troublesome
and fatiguing duty had been assigned of attènding

upon our motions : and they'must moreover have
looked with suspicion on the operations of the survey

that were daily going forward, even bad they not sus-
pected our motives for putting into their port.

I was very anxious before this day arrived to pos-
sess a set -of the pins that are worn by the natives in
their hair. From their, conduct it appeared that these

ornaments had some othér value attached to them.
than that of their intrinsie worth. or there woulde not have been so miich difficulty in procuring them.

Seeing they set 'so much value upon them tbat
« none of the natives could be induced to part with
them, I begged 4n-,yah would acquaint the mandarin

with my desïre- and if possible, that he would
procure me a set. An-yah replied he would cer-
tainly deliver my message to'the mandarin, and the

next morning brought a set of the most inferior kind,
made of brass. As the mandarin had received some
liberal presents from me, I observed to, An-yah that
this conduct was un enerous., and that I expected a
set made of silver ; bis opinion he said very much coin.
cided with mine, and added ibat he would endeavour to
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have them changed, but the following m'orning he ÈHAP.

V.met me on shore and said-"" mandarin very bad man,
no give you silver kamesache:" but An-yah, detèr- MaY3

7.mined that niy request should be complied with, bad
by some means sacceeded in procuring a set for

me., which he presented in bis own name. I rewarded
bis generous bebaviour by making biin a present of

some cut glassdecanters and wine glasses, which are
more esteemed in Loo Choo even than a telescope.

On tbýe 27th we made preparations for weighing by
hoisting., our sails, and An-yah, Shtafacoo, ,-,and

Shayoon, who had been our constant attendants came
off to take leave. These good people had been put

to much trouble and anxiety on our account, and
had so ingratiated themselves with us. that as the mo-
ment approached I really . believe the desire for our

departure was proportionably lessened; and when the,
day arrived they testified their regret in a warm bitt

manly manner, shook us heartily by the hand, and
each gave some little token of re ard which they9

begged us to keep in remembrance of them. As we
moved from the anchorage, the inbabitants assembled

on the house-tops, as before, upon the"tombs in the
forts, and upon evéry place tbat would afford them a
view, of -our operations, sonie waving umbrellas and
chers fans.

Having brought to a conclusion the sketch of our
visit to Loo Choo, I intend in the few pacres that fol-

low to embody what other information -was collected
from time to time, and toi.-offer a few remarks on the
state of the country as we found it, as compared with

that which bu been given by Captain HaU and the late
Mr. M40eod, surgeon of the Alceste. In À-he fore-

goin-g -ifurrative I have avoided entering minûtêly into
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CHAP. a description of the manners and persons of the inha-'V.
bitants; and I have omitted several incidents and

May, anecdotes of the people, as being similar to those-
1827. which. have already been given in the delightful

publications above mentioned&
Loo Choo has always been said to be very popu-.

lous, particularly the southern districts, and we saw
nothing in that- part of the island which could induce
us to doubt the assertion. On the contrary, the

numbep of villages scattered over the country, and the
crowds of persons whom we met whenever we lànded,

amply testified the justness of the observation. We
were, certainly, in the vicinity of the capital, and at

the principal seaport town of the island; but in
forming our estimate of the population, it must be

borne in mind that we were very likely to und4rate
its amount, in consequence of the g-reater number of
persons who crowd into Chinese towns than reside in
villages of the same size in countries from which we
have taken our standard.

The people are of very diminutive stature, and ac-
cording to our estimation their average height does

not exceed five-,,feet five inches. As might be 'ex-
pected, from the"Loo Chooans being -descendants of

-the Japanese,,ýafid numerous families from China hav-
ing settled in the island, there is a union of the d*SPO-
sition and of the manners, as well as of the féatures
of b6th countries. The better classes seemed by their
features to be allied to the Chinese, and the lower
orders to the Japanese; but, in each, the manners of
both counéries may be traced. Their mode of saluta,.
tion, their custom of putting to, their foreheads any
thing that is given to them, their paper pocket hand-
kerchiefs, and some parts of theîr dress, are peculiarly



* See Langsdorffs Travels, vol. ii,
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Japanese. Ià other respects they resemble the Chi. CHAP.

nese. The batebee-matchee and the hair-pins are. V..

I believe., confined to their own country, though smaller Mayy
metal hair-pins are worn by the ladies of Japan*. On
the whole they appear to be a more amiable people
than either the Chinese or Japanese, though they are
not without the vices ýiatural to mankind, nor free from-
tbose which characterise the inhabitants of the above

mentioned countries. They have all the politeness,
affability, and ceremony of the Chinese, with more

bonesty and i«ngenuousness than is generally possessed
by those people; and they are less warlike, cruel, and
obsequious than the Japanese, and perba'ps less sus-
picious of foreigners than those people appear to be.
In their intercourse. with foreigners their conduct ap-
pears to be governed by the same artful policy as that
of both China and Japan, and we found they would
likewise sometimes condescend to, assert an untruth
to serve their purpose; and so, apparent was this
deceitfulness, that some among us were led to impute

their extreme civility, and their generosity to strangers,
to impure motives. They are exceedingly timorous and
effeminate, so, much so that I eau fancy they would be
induced to, grant almost any thing they posssess ratber
than go to war; and, as one of my officers justly

observes in his journal, had a Party insisted upon en-
tering the town, they would probably have submitted
in silence, treated them with the greatest politeness,
and by some plausible pretext have got rid of them as
soon as they could.

They appear to, be peaceable and hýppy, and the
lower orders to be as free from distress as those of any
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CHAP. country that we Içnow of; though we met several men
V.

working in the fields who were in rags, and nearly
May, naked. The most striking peculiarity of the people
1827. is the excessive politeness of even the lowest classes

of inhabitants: on no account would they willingly do

any thing disagreeable to a stranger, and when com-
pelled, by higher authorities than tbemselves, to pur-

sue a certain lin'e of conduct, they d'd it in the man-
ner that was the least likely to, give offence; and it
was quite laughable to notice the fertility of their in-

ventioir' in order to obtain this end, which, was seldom
gained without a sad sacrifice of integrity. Their ré-

luctance to receive remuneration for their trouble, or

for the provisions wbieh they supply to féreigners, is

equally remarkable. Captain Broughton and Captain

Hall have noticed their conduct in this respect.' In the

case of a whale ship which put into Napa-keang in
18261, and received nearly two dozen bullocks and
other supplies, the ouly remuneration tbey would re-
ceive was a map o? the world. And in our own
instance (though we managed by making presents to
the mandarins and to the people to, prevent their being
losers by their generosity), An-yah's reply to my
question, whether we should pay for the supplies we
received in money or goods ? was, "I Mandarin give

you plenty, no want pay."" But with all this politeness,
as is the case with the Chinese, they canne be said to
be a polished people.

Our means of judging of their education were very
limited : a few only of the lower orders could read the

Chinese characters., and still fewer were acquainted
with the Chinese pronunciation ; even among -the

better classes there were some who were ignorant of
both. Schools appear to have been established- in
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Loo Choo as far back as the reign of Chun-tien, about cimp.
V.the year 1817, when cbaracters were in'troduced into

the country, and the inhabitants began to read and may,
write. These characters were said to, be the same as 1827*

those of the Japanese alphabet yroja*. In the year
1372 other schools were established and the Chinese
character was substituted for that of the Japanese;
and about the middle of the seventeenth century, when
the Mantchur dynasty became fixed upon the throne
of China, the Emperor Kang-hi built a collège ïn
Loo Choo for the instruction of youtb, and for making

them familiar with the Chinese character. An-yah
intimated* that schoô1masters had recently been sent

there from China; and one day while I was making
some observations, several boys who ýwere noticed
amon the crowd with books and who seemed proud

of being able to read the Chinese characters, were
pointed out by An-yah as being the scholars of those
people.

I an- of opinion that the inhabitants of Loo Choo
have no written character in use which cau properly
be called their own, but that they express themselves
in that which is strictly Chinese. We certainly
never saw anv except that of China during our resi-

dence in the country. The manuscripts which I
brought away with me were all of the same character

precisely, and some were written by persons who did-
not know that I was more familiar with lhe Chinese
character than wit-h anv other.

It is very probable that the Japanese character was Mur-
in use formerly; but it îs now so'-1 long since schools
have been establisbed in Loo Choo for teaching the

* Recueil de Père Gaubil.
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CIRAP. Chinese character, viz. since 1372, and the Chinese,
V. whose written character is easier to learn tban the

May, other, have always been the favourite nation of the
1827. -,Loo Choo people, that it is very probable the Japa-

nese character may now be obsolete. An-yah would
give us no information on this subject, nor would he

bring us any of the books which were in use in Loo
Choo. One which I saw in the hands of a- boy at

Abbey Point appeared to be written in Chinésè cha.
racters, which are so different from, those of the
Japanese that they may be readily detected.

M. Grosier on this s-abject, quoting the Chinese
authors, says that letters, accounts, and the king"S pro-

clamations are wrïtten in Japanese characters and
books on morality, history, medicine, astronomy, &c.
in tbose of China. One of the authors whom he
quotes adds, that the priests throughôut the kingdom
have schools for teaching the yoÜth to read according
to the precepts of the Japanese alphabet Y-ro-fa. As
we may presume they teach morality in these schools,
it would follow, as books on those subjects are all
written in Chinese characters, that the boys must be

taught both languages ; but had this been the case, I
think we should have seen the Japanese character

written by some of them. It is to be observed, that
the invocations in the temples and on the kao-roo
stoues are all in the cbaracter of China.

While upon this subject, I must observe, that the
idea of Mons. P. S. Du Ponceau,* Ilthat the meaning
of the Chinese characters cannot be understood alike
in the -different languages in which they are used,"
is not strictly correct, as we found many Loo Choo

* See a letter from this gentleman to Captain Basil Hall, R N.,
published in the Annals of Philosophy fur January, 1829.
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people who understood the meaning of the character, CHAP.
V.which was the same with them as with the Chinese,

but who could not give us the Chinese pronunciation may,
of the word. And this is an answer to another obser. 18117,,

vation wbich, precedes that above ' mentioned. viz. that
Ccas' the Chinese characters are in direct connexion

with th ' e Chinese spoken words, they can only be read
and understood by those who are familiar with the

spoken language." The Loo Choo words for the
same things are very différent from those of the

Chinese, the one being often a monosyllable, and the
other a polysyllable ; as in the instance of charcoal,
the Chinese -word for it being tan, and the Loo
Chooan cha'-ehee-jing, and yet the people use pre.

cisely the. same character as the Chinese to express
this word; and so far from îts being nécessary to be.
familiai with the language to understand the charac-
ters., many did not know the Chinese words for them.

Their language throughout is very different from that
of the Chinese, and much more nearly allied to the

Japanese. The observation of M. Klaproth, in Archiv
fur Asiatische Litteratur, p. 152, that the Loo Choo
language is a dialect of the Japanese with a good deal
of Chinese introduced into it, appears to be perfectly
correct from the information of some gentlemen who
have compared the two, and are, familiar with both
languages. The vocabulary of Lieutenant Clifford

which we found very correct, will at any time afford
the means of making this comparison. 6

The inhabitant' of Loo Choo are very eurious on
almost aR subjects, and seem very desirous of informa-

tion; but we were wholly unable to judge of their
proficiency in any subject, in consequence of the great

disadvantages undér which we visited theïr country.-.

185
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CHAP. Likè 1 the Ja anese, they have always shovm a deter-
V. 0 0 lb p a

mination to, resist the attempts of Europeans to trade
May, with them, partly, no doubt, in consequence of orders 1
1827. to that effect from China,, and partly from their own

timidity; and whenever a foreign vessel arrives it is
their policy to keep her in ignorance of their weak.

ness, by confining the crew to their vessel, or, if they
canne do that., within a limited walk of the beach.,
and through suchf places only as will not enlighten
them on this point; and also to supply her with what

she requires, in order that she may bave no pretext
for remaining.

Mr. Collie in his journal bas given a phrenological t
description of the beads of several Loo Chooans whieh

he examined and measured, in which proportions he
thinks the lovers of that science will find much that

is in accordanee with the character of the people. ir

The article, J am sorry to, say, is too long for insertion
here, and I only mention the circumstance that the j
information may not be lost. t

We bad but few opportunities of seeing any of the c
females of this country, and those only of the working

class. An-yah said thev were ugly, and told us we t
might judge of what tÈey were like from the lower t

orders which we saw. They dressed their bair in the
same 4 manner as those people, aed were free from, the
Chinese custom. of modelling their-feet.

The Loo Choo people dress extremely neat, and
always appear cleanly in their persons; they observe
the Chinese custom, of going bareheaded, and when
the sun strikes hot upon their skulls, they avert its
rays with their fans, which may be considered part of

the dress of a Loo Chooan. In wet weather they r
wear.cloaks and broad bats similar fo, those of -the S
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Japanese, and exchange their straw sandals for wooden CHAP.

clogs. They have besides umbrellas to protect them, V.,

from the rain. Gf their occupations we could not may,
jud&e ; it was evident that there were a great many 1827.

agriculturists among them, and many artisans, as they
have "" various manufactures, of which I shall speak
hereafter.

They appear to be very temperate in their meals,
and indulge only in tea., sweatmeats., and tobacco, of
which they-smoke a great quantity; it is, bowever, of
a very mild quality and pleasant flavour. Their pipes
are very short, and scarcely hold àalf a thi -bleful ;
this is done that they may be the *ener replenished,
in order to enjoy the flavour of fresh tobacco, which is
considerêd a luxury.

For further information on the manners, the dress,
and minor points of interest belonZing to these people,
I must refer to the publications of Captain Hall ý-and
Mý. Macleod, who have so interestingly described all
the little traits of character of the simple Loo Chooans,
and who have pourtrayed their conduct with so much
spirit, good feeling, and M'inuteness. These descrip-
tions, though they have been a little overdrawn from
the impulse of grateful recollections, ftom, the igno-
rance in which the authors were kept by the cautious
inhabitants, and from their desire to avoid giving

offence, by pushing their inquirie,4 as far as was neces-
sary to enable them to form, a correct judgment- upon

many things, are, upon the whole, very complete re.
presentations of the people.

The supposition that the inhabitants of Loo Choo
possessed no weapons, offensive or otherwise, natu-
rally excited surprise in England, and the circum.

stance became one of our chief objects of inquiry. I
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CHAP. canne say the result of the investigation was as satis.
V. factory as I could have wi -hed, as we never saw any

1-«ý smayq weapon whatever in use', or otherwise, in the island;
1827. and the supposition of their existence rests entirely t

upon the authority of the natives, and upon circuni- dr
stantial evidence. The :mandarin Ching-oong-choo,

and several other persons, declared there were both
cannon and muskets in the island; and An-yah dis-

tinctly stated there were twenty-six of the formeer dis.

tributed among their junks.* We were disposed to

believe this statement, from seeing the fishermen, and

all classes at Napa, so familiar with the use and ex-

ercise of our cannon, and particularly so from their

appreciating the improvement of the flint-lock upon

that of the match-lock, which I understood from the

natives to be in use in Loo Choo*; and unless they
possessed these locks it is difficult to imagine from
whence they could have derived their knowledge.

The figures drawn upon the panels of the josho-use,
seated upon broadswords and bows and arrows, may

be adduced as further evidence of their possessing

weapons ; and this is materially strengthened by the

fact of their harbour being defended by three square

stone forts, one on each side of the entrance, and the

other upon a small island, so situated within the bar.

bour, that it would present a raking fire to a vessel

entering the port; and these forts having a number

of loop-holes in them, and a platform and parapet

formed above with stoue steps leading up to it in

several places. This platform would not have been

wide enough for our cannon,, it is true; but unless

it were built for the reception of those weapous, tbere

There were none on board the juak which safled for China,
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is apparently no other use for which it could have CHAP.
V.been designed. I presented the mandarin with a pair

of pistols, whi-ch he thankfully accepâed, and they were may,
11127*taken -charge of by bis domestics without exciting

any unusual degree of curiosity. Upon questioning
An-yah where bis government procured its powder, he

immediately replied from Fochien.
It is further extremely improbable that these people

should have no weapons, considering the expeditions
which have been successively fitted out by both China
and Japan against Loo Choo. and the civil wars which
unfortunately prevailed in the island, more or, less,
during the greater part of the time that the nation

was n*ded into three kingdoms.* Besides, the
haughty tone of the king to the commander of an ex-

pedition which was sent, in A. D. 605, to demand sub-
mission to. his master the Emperor of China, viz.

That he would acknowledge no master," is not the
language of a people destitute of weapons. Loo Choo
bas been subdued by almost every expedition against

it, yet it is not likely the country could have made
even a show of resistance against the invaders had the
inhabitants been unarmed; they nevertheless resisted
the famous Tay-Cosama, and though conquered, threw
off the yoke of Japan soon afterwards, and returned
under the dominion of China. It was afterwards re-

ktaken by Kingtchang with 3,000 Japanese, who im-
prisoned the king, and killed Tching-hoey, bis father,

because he refused to acknowledge the sovereignty of
Japan.t They are, besides, said to have aent swords

From its division under Yut-ching in 1300, until it was
united under Chang-pat-chi, about a century afterwards,

Report of Supao-Koang, a learned Chinese physician, sent
by the Emperor of China to Loo Choo in 171'9, to report upon
the country.-Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses, vol. xxviii.
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CHAp. as tribute to Japan. In 1454 the king Chang-tai.
V. keiou bad to sustain a civil war against lais brother,

w.ho was at first successfiil, and beat' Cliang-tai-keioü'
1827. in a bàttle, in which he fought at the head of his h-oops.1

It i&s-.. not probable that all this warfare and -bloodshed
shoüld have transpired without the Loo Chooans being
possessed of arms ; besides, it is expressly stated by

Supao-Koang, that arms were manu ctured in the
island. I am, therefore, disposed to b'elieve that the

Loo Chooans have weapons, and that they'are similar
to those in use 'in China. And with regard to the ob.
jection which. none of them having ever beeh seen in
Loo Choo would offer, I can only say, that while I Vrà
in China, with the exception of the cannon in the
forts, I did not see a weapon of any k'nd, though that
people is weH known to possess them.
It was -also thought that the Loo Choo people were

ignorant of the use of money. * But this pointe bas now
been satisfa'torily determined by our having seen'it in
circulation in the island, and having some of it in our
own possession. The coin was similar to the cash of

China. An-yah declared that there were no gold or
silver coins in* the- cou-ntryý not evèn ingots, which are
in use in China; but tbis will hereafter, perhapsprove
to be untrue, as he even denied the tise of the cash

until it was found in circulation. There is very little
doubt that money bas been long known to, if not in

use among, the Loo Chooans. About the year A. D.
14545 in the reign of Chang-tai-keiou, * we are told that
so large a quantity of silver and brass coin was taken
from China to, Uo Choo, that the provinces of Tche-
Kiang and of Fochien complained to the emperor of
the scarcity it had occasioned in those places; and

Recueil de Illère Gaubil.
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Père Gaubil, quoting Supao-Koang,* after enumerat- CHAP.

ing several articles of trade, says &' tout éela se vende V.

et s'achète, ou par échange ou en deniers de cuivres de may,
la Chine." 1827.

Our countrymen were furth-er led to beli'éve, from
what they saw of ý'ft«»èiýd and gentle conduct of the
su or SI -Loo -Choo to -ards their inferiors

werior order 'in
that the beavies-r-p enalty attached to 'the commission
of a crime was a gentle tap of a fan. Our friend- with
bis bamboo can' who was put on boanf to preserve
order among eis countrymen, afforded the first and
most satisfactory evidence we could have had of this

being an error, and bad we possessed no otber means
of information3 bis conduct would have favoured the
presumptioncf more severe chastisement being occa-
sionally inflicted. It happened-, however, fortunately,
that I had purchased in China a book of the punish-
ments of that country, in which the refined cruelty of

the Chinese is .exhibited in a variety of wtays. By
showing these to the Loo Choo people, and inquiring

if the same were practised in their country, we found
that & many of their -punishments weré very similar,

Those which they acknowledged were death by stran-
gulation upon a cross, and sometimes under the most
cruel torture; and m inor punishments, such as * loading
the body with iro à chains ; or locking- the neck into a

'heàvy wooden frame ; enclosing a person in a case,
with only bis bead out, shaved, and exposed to a scorch-

ing sun; and binding the hands and feet, and throw.
ingquicklime into the eyes. I was further assured

that confession was sometimes extorted by the un.
heard-of cruelty of dividing the joints of the fingers?z

* Ibid, p. 402, Lettres, Edifiantes,
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cimp. alternately, and clipping the muscles of the legs and
V. arms with scissars. Isaacha Sando took pains to ex..

May, plain the manne in which this cruelty was performed,
1827. putting his fingers to the muscles in imitation of a pair

of sheers., so that I could not be mistaken: besides,
other persons at Potsoong told me in answer to my
inquiry, for I was rather sceptical myself, that it was
quite true, and that they had seen a person expire
under this species of torture. However, lest it should

be thought I may have erred in attaching such cruelties
to a people apparently so mild and humane, I shall in-
sert some questions that were put to the Loo Chooans
out of Dr. Morris* ons Dictionary, and their ansNrers to
them respectively.

l'I' Do the Loo Choo people torture and interrogate
with the lash ? " ee Yes." 'le Do they examine by tor-ý-
tufe ? " , 'Il Yés.,99-cc Do they give false evidence through

fear of torture? le Yes." Are great officers of 'the
third degree of rank and upwards, who are degraded
and sei zed to be tried subj eicted to torture? No."

Is torture inflicted in an illegal and extrem e degree ?
Not illegal.""-,,,, Do you torture to death the real

offender? " Il Yes, sometimes."-""What punishment
do you inflict for murder ? Kill, by hanging or

-itrangulation."*-e" For robbery 1 The same."
"'For adùltery Dé " 'Il Ban ï9h to Patanj an" (probably
Pat- chong-chan, an island to the south-west of Typing.
San.)-le For seduction ? " 4" The same."' Minor of-
fences weý-were told'were punished with a bambooing
or a flagellation with a rod. Crimes are said to' be
few in number, and speaking generally tbere appears

to be very little vice in the people,--, -- 1 -1 ----

* The words in italies were implied by signse
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I was assured by An-yah that marriages in Loo Choo CHAP.

were contracted as they are in China, by the parents or V.

by a friend of îhe parties, without the principals see- ri.y,
ingýeach cher. Only one wife, I believe, is allowed 1827.

in Loo Choo, though to the question, whether a plu-
rality of wives was permitted? both An-yah and Shta.

facoo, said that thé' mandarin bad five, and that the
king had several.* They, however, afterwards declared
that in their country it was customary to, have only
one wife. Perhaps it is the same in Loo Cboo as in
China, where a man may have only one lawful wife;
but with her permission he inay marry as many more
as he can provide for. These wives are as much re. aux
spected as the first wife, but they do not inherit their
basbands' property.

In Loo Choo., as in China, there is no religion of the
state, and every man isallowed freely to enjoy his own

opinîon, thbugh here, also, a distinction is made be-
tween the sects: one being considered superior to the
other. The sects in Loo Choo are Joo Taou
Foo, or Budh; but the disciples of the latter consist
almost entirely of persons of'the lowest order, and An.
yah appeared to think very lightly of its votaries, say-

ing they were Il no good." It is upon record that it is
1011 years since this sect passed from, China to Loo
Choo-. For several centuries its doctrines àppear to IMM.qwhave been -advocated by the court as well as by the

common peop,ýe: but with the latter classes they have
since been supplanted by those of Confucius. We are
told that in the year 1372 several families from. Fochien
settled near Napa-k. iang, and introduced cérémonies in

eai ,philosopher, whose me.
honour of the gr"'- -Chinese

Supao-Koangiays a plurality of wives is permitted.
VOL. H. 0
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CHAP. mory was further honoured by a temple being erected
V. ýè.

to, him in Loo Choo, in 1663, by the Manshur Tartar,
May, Emperor Kang-hi. Confucius is now honoured and
1827. revered, by all classes in Loo Choo. The sect Taou,

which is equally corrupt with that of Foo, has but few
advocates among the better classes of society.
Like the Chinese, the Loo Chooans are extremely

siiperstitious, and invoke their deities upon every oc-
casion, sometimes praying to the good spirit, and at
others to the evil. Near the beach to the northward
of Potsoong, upon the shore which faces the coast of
China., there were several square stones with pieces of

paper attacbed to, them. The natives gave us to un-
derstand they were the pravers of individuals ; but we

could not exactly understand the nature of them. A
label sirnilarly. placed to, those-upon the beach was car-

ried away by Captain Hall, and found to contain a
prayer for the safe voyacre of a friend who had gone

from Loo Choo to, -China; it is very probable, there-
forel that those which we saw were for similar pur-

poses. At the Jos House at Potsooing I have men-
tioned pieces of paper being suspended beWeen the
panels, and have also, suggested the probability of their
being supplications of a similar nature. Indeed one
of these also, was taken to Macao by Lieutenant Clif-

ford,, and found to, be an invocation of the devil.*
In a natural cave near Abbey Point, I found a

rudely carved image, about three feet in height, of
the goddess Kwan-yin (pronounced Kwan-yong by

%the Loo Chooans). In front of the deity there vere
several square stone vessels for offerincrs, and upon
one of them some short pieces of polished wood were

* Hall"s Loo Choo, 4to. p. QW06.
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placed, which I conjectured to be for the purpose of

deciding questions, in the manner practised by the
Foo sect in China, by being tossed in the air, or rat-

tled in a bamboo case until one falls to the ground
with its mark uppermost; when it is referred to a

number in the book of the priest, and an answer is
given accordingly. , The natives were very unwilling

to allow me to approach this figure, and pulled me
back when I stepped into a small, stone area in front

of it, for the purpose of examining these pieces of
wood. In China there are fasts in honour of'ý-tlùs

goddess, and no doubt there are the same in-z--Loo
Choo.

The following answers to several questions which I
put to the natives of Loo Choo will fully explain the
religion of the people.

Il How many religions are there in Loo Choo?"'
Three." What are these religions 'è""' Joo, Shib,

Taou. Shih is the same as Foo."-"' Are there many
persons of the religion of Joo F' Il Plenty.7-" Foo F'
No good."-"' Taou ?" cc Few-"«ýcG Does the sect Joo
worship images?" cl Sometimes kneel down to hea-

ven, sometimes pray in beart, sonietimes go priest
house (temple)!"-"Do they go to the temple of

Kwan -vin?" Yes."-l' Do they go to the temple of
Pih-chang F' Sometimes.7 Il Do- they go to the

temple of Cbing-hwang ."* No."' "Do Joo, Shih,
and Taou believe that heaven will reward the good

aud punish the bad ?" "" Yes * "
To the sentence, At heart the doctrine of the

three religions is the same ; ý and it is firmly believed
that heaven will do justice by rewarding the good and

punishing the bad," An-yah did not assent. To the
Ching-hwancy is the goddess of Canton,

CHAF
V.

May,
1827
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CHAP. following sentence, Il Both in this life and in the life
V. e
1-«ý to come there are rewards and punishments; but

May, there is regard to the offences of men, whether
1827. heinous or not: speedy punishments are in thisqife;

those that are more remote in the world to come,"'
An-yah replied, Il Priest say so."

Il God created and constantly governs all things
Englishman's God, yes." 'Il When God created the

great progenitor of all m, en, he was perfectly holy and
perfectly happy No*" The first ancestor of the

human race sinned again-st God and all bis descend-
ants are naturally depraved, inclined to, evil,' and averse
from good." "' Good."-" If men's hearts be not re-

newed, and their sins atoned for, they must after
death suffer everlasting misery in hell." "' Priest say

so :ý An-yah not think so." Il Do the three sects be-
lieve in m-etempsychosis è" This was not understood.

l" Do theýy believe that all things are appointed by
heaven?" Il Yes."ýl'1 Are there any atheists in Loo

Choo ?"" Il Many."
In Loo- Ch o-o the priesthood are as much n eglected

and despised as in China, notwithstanding their beino,
consulted as oracles by all classes. Several of them

visîted me in the garden at Potsoong,'and remaîned
while I made my magnetical observations. As these

occupied a long time, I had an opportunity _of parti-
cularly remarking these,---Unfortunate beings, and cer-

tainly I never saw a more unintellectual and care-
worn class of men. Many persons crowded round the

spot to observe what was going forward, and the poor
priests w-ere obliged to, crive way to every new comer,

notwithstanding they were in their - own gardien.
Their heads were shaved, similar to, those of the

Bodzes in China. Lam not aware in what this prac-
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tice originated, -but- as an observer I could not help CHAP.
noticing that the same operation is performed on the V.

beads of criminals, or of persoins who are disgraced in
China; and from, l'Abbe Grosier it appears to -be con-
sidered a sîmilar disgrace in Loo Cboo.*

1 endeavoured to distribute amongst the inhabitants
some religious books which Dr. Morrison had given

ine in Chiiia, but there was a very great repugnance
aniong the better part of the cominunity to suffer

them even to be looked into, much less to being car-
ried away ; and several that were secretly taken on

shore by the lower orders were brouub,,gback the next
day. However, 1 succeeded in disposing of a few
copies, and Mr. Lay, I am glad to find, was equally

fortunate with some which he also obtained from. the
sanie gentleman.

It has been shown, in the course of the narrative,
that the present manner of disposing of the dead

differs from, that described by Père Gaubil, who says
they burn the flesh of the deceased, and preserve the
bones. It is not improbable that the custom may
bave changed, and that there is no mistake in the

stateinent,, as there is no reason to doubt the veracity
of the Chinese author whoni.-be quotes.

They pay every possible, _âttention and respect to
their departed friends by attending strictly to theit
inourning, frequently visiting the tombs, and, for a cer-
tain time after the bodies are interred, in supplyincý the
cups and other vessels placed there with tea, and the

lamps with oil, and also by keeping the tombs ex-
ceedingly neat and clean. We have frequently seen

-persons attending these la'mps, and Lieutenant Wain-
wright noticed an old man strewing flowers and shells

Description de la Chine, vol. II, p. 143.
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CHAP. upon a newly made grave, which he said contained hisV.
son and watching several sticks of incense as they

May, burned slowly down ta the earth in wbich thev wereX 827.
fixed,

The trade of this island is almost'entirely confined
ta Japain, China, and Formosa; Manilla is known as-a-,
commercial country, and it is recorded that a vessel
has made the voyage ta Malacca. In China their
vessels go ta Fochien, which they call Wheit-yen,
and sometimes to, Pekin. Commerce between Japan
and Loo Chao is conducted entirely in Japanesc- ves.
sels, which bring hemp, iron, copper, pewter, cotton.,

culinary utensils lacquered furniture, excellent hones,
and occasionally rice ; thongb this article when wanted
is generally supplied from an island ta the northward

belonginc, ta Loo Choo, called Ooshima; but tbis is:D it
only required in dry semons. The exports of Loo
Chao are salt, grain, tobacco, samshew spirit, rice,
when sufficiently plentiful, grass hemp, of which their
clothes are made, hemp, and cotton. In return for
these they bring from China différent kinds of porce-

lain, glass, fàrniture, medicines, silver, iron, silks,
nails tiles, tools, and tea, as that grown upon Loo
Chao is of an inferior quality. Several other articles
of both export and import are ilientioned by Supao-

Noang, such as gold and silver from. Formosa., and
iron from China; among the formeer, mother of pearl,

tortoise shell, bezoar stone and excellent hones. The
last-mentioned articles, however, if found in Loo Choo,

are certainly not very plentiful, as they are carried
thither from Japan ; and An-yah denied there being
any mother of pearl there. This trade is conducted

in two junks belonging ta Loo Choo, which go an-
nually to, China: and they have besides these their
tribute vessel,
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The trade with Japan appears formerly to have been CHAP.
V. 1ýt

limited at 125 thails (tael of Canton), beyond which
inothing was allowed to be sold. The goods carried May,

18279
to that country consisted of silks and other stuffs,

with Chinese commodities, and the produce of their
own country, such. as corn., rice, pulse, fruits, spirits,

mother of pearl, cowries, and -larg'è flat shells., which
are so transparent that they are used in Japan for win-
dows instead of glass.*

Their manufactures do not appear to be nuine..
rous, and are probably only such as are necessary for

their own convenience. I have spoken of the rude
hand-looms inuse, the sp-*nning-wheel, and the mills
worked by cattle these were the only machines

we saw, though it rnay be inferred they have others.
A short distance to the southward of Napa-kianc-
I was told there was a paper manufactory, and had
a quantity of paper given me said to have been
rnade there. It closely resembled tbat of China, but

appeared to be more woolly. Grass-cloth, of a coarse
texture, and coarse cottons are also wove upon the
island but I believe all. the finer ones come from Zý7

China, as well as the broad cloth of which their cloaks
are made. Red pottery moderately good, a bad porce.
lain and tiles are among their manufactures, and also,
paper fans, of which the skeleton is bambooi; pipes,
hair pins, andwicker baskets, and two sorts of spirits

distilled from grain ; moroofocoo already described
and another called sackee, resembling the samshew of
China; salt, froni the natural deposition of the sea, is
collected in pans.

Supao-Koang mentions, among the manufactures of
this country, silk, arms, brass instruments, gold and

KSmpfer"s History of Japan, p. 381.
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CHAP. Silver ornaments, a paper even tbicker than that of Co-
V.

rea, made of les cocons, and another made of bamboo,
May, besides that manufactured from, the bark of the paper
1827. tree. He states they bave woods fit for dyes, and part*cu_

larly esteem one 'made from a tree, the leaves of whieh
resemble those of the citron tree; and mentions brass,

pewter, saddles, bridles, and sheaths as being manufac-
tured with considerable taste and neatuess upon the
island and as forming pàrt of the tribute to China

from which it mi lit be inferred that they were better
executed than those in Pekin.

Previous to our departure 1 offered An-yah a patent
corn-mill and a winnowing machine, and showed him

the use of them. He was extremelv thankful for
them at first, but after a little consideration lie declined

the present, without assigning any reason. He pro-
bably iinao>ined the introduction of foreign machinery
inight be disapproved by his superiors.

It bas been observed that drums and tambourines
were the only musical instruments aniong these people;
we saw a flute, and were told that the inhabitants pos-

sessed violins and other stringed instruments ; yet they
do not appear to be -a musical nation.

Among our numerous inquiries there was not one
to which we got such contradictory answers as that
concerning the residence, of the king of Loo Choo. t
It was evident that there was a person of very hia-h

authority upon the islafid, whom. they styled wang, t
whicli in Dr. Morrison's Dictionary is translated king, t

and that his résidence was not far from Napa-kiang; t
but An-yali provoked me much by always evading this
question. Sometimes he sàid it was four day.9 to the
north-east, at otbers that it was only one,'and at last t
that it was at a plac Sheuicýa or Shoodi. Sonie
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of the natives whom I interro ated on this subject de- CHAP-
V.

clared it was at Ee-goo-see-coo, about nine leagùes to
the northward; others however, told me the name of May,

1827.his residence was Shoodi, or Sheui as before. Mr.
Collie was also informed it was at Shoodi ; therefère,
Sheui, or Shoodi, is in all probability the correct name
of the place. As the natives pointed out 'to me the

town upon the hill at the back of Napa-kiang as
Shoodi, and as another party named it to Mr. Collie

Shumi we may presume that this town îs the capital
of Loo Choo; and this is the conclusion as already

remarked that Captain Hall came to, after many in-
quiries on the same .subject. Indeed I should think

there could not be much doubt about it as it answers
very well both in naine and position to the capital de-

scribed by Supao-Koang, who remarks that the king
holds his court in the south-west part of the island.
The ground it stands upon is called Cheuli,* and that
near this place the palace of the king is situated upon
a bill. In another part he says that the space betweén
Napa-kiancr and the palace is almost one continued

town.t Mr. Klaproth, however, has published ex-
tracts from. some Chinese documents, which place the
capital twenty lis (ten miles ?) east of Napa-kiang.

In the journals of my officers, I find that some of
them were informed by the inhabitants that tribute

was sent to China only once in seven years-,- and others,
that it was paid every year. Kaýmpfér also says that
tribute is sent every year to the Tartariain monarch, in
token of submission. By the Chinese accounts it is
demanded every second year, as I have already stated.,

Cheuli by the Loo Chooans would be pronounced Cheudi, in
die same,%Yay as they call Loo-Choo Doo-Choo

t Lettres Edifiantes, p. 340.
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CHAP. M. J. Klaproth, quoting one of these autbors, says,*
V. Ili

1654 Loo Choo sent Chang-Chy, the king's son., with
May, an ambassador to Pekin, when it was arranged that
1827o,

every second year an ambassador should be sent to
tbat court with tribute, which should consist of

3,000 Ibs. of copper, 12,600 Ibs. of sulphur, and
3,000 Ibs. of a strong silk; and that the number of his
suite shoûld not exceed a hundred and fiftv-persons.

Lord Macartney, when on his embassy to the court
of China, met the mandarins from Loo ChooY Who
were going with tbis tribute to Pekin, and Who in.

formed him their chief sent delegates every two years
to offer tribute.* And when we were at Loo Choo,
both China--oong-choo and An-yah informed me to.LIN 

0the same efFect, viz. that it was sent every. second year.
We may therefore conclude, that this is the period
agreed upon between the two countries.
M. Klaproth, p. 164, informs us, that notwithstand.

ing tribute is paid to the court of China, Loo Choo is
also compelled to acknowledge the sovereignty of Ja-

pan, to send ambassadors there ftoni time to, time, and
toi pay tribute in swords, horses, a species of perfume,

ambergris, vases for perfumes, and a sort of stuff, a
texture manufacturèd from the bark of trees, lacquered

tiables inlaid with shells or mother of pearl, and mad-
der, &c. I shall merely observe upon this passage,

that some of the articles which are said to, be carried
as tribute to Japan are actually taken from. thence,
and from China tol.,Loo Choo, such as the vases and E

lacquered tables; and that mother of pearl is said by
the natives not to, be found, upon the shores of their
island. t

r
Euabassy to, China, by Sir George Staunton, vol. ii. p. 459.
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The highest point of Loo Choo whïch we saw was CHAP.

a hill situated at the back of Barrow's Bay, in about V.
1_ýthe latitude of 26" 27"' N., answering in position nearly iý_ay,

to a mountain which appears on the chart of Mý. Kla-
protb, under the nameof Onnodake. The height of

tbis motintain is 1089 fâet. The next highest point to
týis, which was visible from. the anchorage, was the
summit of the hill of Sumar, on which the capital is

built; the bighest point of this is 5401- feet, Ab-
bey Point is 98-1, and a bluff to the northward of Pot.
soon C" 99-1 feet. The Sugar-Loaf (Ee-goo-see-coo) was
too far distant for us to determine its beight ; but I
think Mr. Klaproth îs wrong in saying it may be seen
twenty-five sea leagues, as our distance from. it was
only ten leagues, and it was scarcely above the bori-
zon.* It is certainly not so bigh as Onnodake, which,
to a person at the surface of the sea, would be just vi-
sible at the distance of thirty-four miles. He is also
mistaken in supposing it the only peak on the island.

These heights appear to be gained by ascentç; of mo-
derate elevation only. In no part did we perceive any
hills so abrupt that they could not be turned. to ac-
count by the agriculturist. The centre of the island,
or perhaps a Une drawn a little to the westward of it,
is the most elevated part of the country. SÛR the
island is not divided by a ridge, but by a number of

roanded eminencès, for the most part of the same ele-
vation, with valleys between them. ; so that when view-
ed at a distance the island appears to have a very level
surface. In a Chinese plan of Loo Choo all these
eminences are occupied by palaces and by courts of

the king. The higher parts of the island are, in gene.-
ral, surmounted by _trees, generallv of the pinus mas.

Klaproth"s Mémo D res relatifs à l'Asie, tom. ii. p. 1171
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CHAP. soniana and the cycas ; though they are sometimes
bare or at most clothed with a diininutive and useless

May, vegetation. It not unfrequently happens that small
1827. precipices occur near the summits of the bills, and t

that large blockà of a coral-like substance are seen
lying as if they had been left there by the sea. This
substance, of which all the rocky parts of the island t

that we examined were composed, îs a cellular or gra- t
nular limestone bearing a great resemblance to coral,
for which it might easily be mistaken. It bas a very

rugged surface, not unlike silex maclière. Lieutenant t
Belcher found sandstone of a loose texture, enclosing

balls of blue marl, and in one instance interstratified S
with it in alternate seams with the coral formation.

This formation constitated part of a reef, dry at 10'w t
water. In the marl he foiind cylindrical and elongated r

cones, similar to the belemnite, of a light colour, and
occasionally crystallizations of calcareous spar.

The precipices inland, as well as those which form
cliffs upon the coast, are hollowed out beneatb, as if

they bad been subjected to the action of the waves.
Upon the seakoast this bas no doubt been the case, 9

and the Capstan Rock, spoken of before, presents a C-
curious instance of its effect ; but it is not quite so t
evident that the sea bas reached the cliffs near Abbey r
Point, as they are separated from. it by a plain covered p
with vegetation, and the violence of the waves is broken e

by reefs which lie far outside them.
The soil in the vicinity of Napa-kiang is generally p

arenaceous and marly, but to the south-east of Abbey fi
Point there is a stratum of clay, which, in consequence t
of its retaining moisture better than other parts of the
Soil is appropriated to the cultivation of rice. C

The greater part of the island is surrou-nded by -reefs Il
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of coral. These are -of _two sorts --one in which the CHAP.

haýv'e-ceased to ex V.
animals ist, and the other which is

still occupied by them. Both are darker-coloured May,
11127.

than the reefs in the, middle of the Pacifie, owing,
probably, to the various depositions which, the rains
bave washed from, the land. The shells found upon
thein are very much incrusted. About eight miles to

JVýýýc-4ý'1kthe northward of Napa-kiang there is a deep bay, the IP'
shores of which are very flat, and have been converted
into salt-pans by the natives. A river which appears
ta have its rise near the capital, after passina- at the
back of some hills, about five miles inland, -emMies it- UL
self into this bay. There is also another stream. at

Potsoong. The natives would not permit us to ascer-
tain how far inland the water flowed up the harbour;

nor would they inform us whether it was a division of
the island, as its appear'ance 1 0 nduced us to suppose.
In the Chinese plan already alluded to, the island is
divided by such a channel; but it is doubtful whether eu -F'
this division may not be intended for the channel
which separates Loo Choo from. the Madjico-sima
group, as the island to the southward has Ta-ping-
chan written upon it, and there is a small island close
to the eastward of it called Little Lew-Kew.* The
relative positions of these are correctly given in the
plan, but, if intended for those places, there is an
egregious violation of all distance and proportion. ýY

It has been already mentioned that the vegetable IlVire
productions of the torrid and temperate zones are here
found combined. The palmS, boerbaavia, scSvola,
tournefortia and other trees and sbrubs recall the

Formosa, notwithstanding its is considerably larger than Loo
CICoo, was called Little Lieou-Kiecu, from there being so, few in-
habitants upon it.-Recueil de P. Gaubil.
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CHAP. Coral -Islands of theýtropical regions to our view> whileV.
the rosaceS, onagrariae, etc. remind us of the tempe-

May, rate shores of our own continent. The remarkable
1827. genus of clerodendrum, is here peculiarly abundant. e

Among the trees and shrubs wbich adorn the heioýIhts,
the bamboo, hibiscus tiliaceus, thespesia popularia, hi-
biscus rosa sinensis, pandanus, piscidiuin, and several
other trees and shrubs, some of which were new to
us, were found unitin tbeir graceful foliacre; while in
the gardens we noticed plantain, banana, fig, and
orange trees, though the latter were apparently very tscarce. We were told' that they had pomegr'anates,
but tbat they had neither pine-apples, plums, nor 12-
chès, though they were perfectly acquainted with them rall. The lé-chè is a fruit which is said to bc peculiar fto China: indeed Père J. B. Duhalde, in his Descrip- ation de la Chine., vol. i. p. 104, says it grows only in
two provinces of that great empire, Quancr-tong, and
Fokien. Père Gaubil, however, affirms that it is at Loo

Choo, and that there are also there citrons, lemons, rai-
sins, plums, apples, and pears, none of which we saw.

We were informed that the tea plant was tolerably t

abundant, and that the mild and excellent tobacco fl
which was brought on board was the growth of the disland. Gaubil affirms they have ginger, and a wood

which thèv burn as incense, as well as camphorirees, wcedars, laurels., and pines. Among the vegetable pro- OM,
--- "-,Iductions the sweet potatoe appears to bc the most ZD,

plentiful; the climate'-seerned so favourable to its a"

krowth, that we observed the tops rising from a soil St

composed almost entirely of sand. Both the ioot and SE

the leaf are eaten by the natives. tr'
cThe soil appears to bc cultivated entirely with the Fr

hoe, and there are very few places on which this kind
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of labour has not been bestowed. Streains of water cHAP.
are not very abundant, and it is highly interesting to V.

notice the manner in which the inhabitants have turn- May,

ed those which they possess to the greatest advantage, 1827.

by conductina- them in troughs from place to place,
and at last allowincr theni to overflow flat places near
the beach, for the purpose of raisin-g rice and taro,
which require a soil constantly wet.

The principal animals which we saw at Loo Choo
were ballocks, horses, asses, goats, pias, and cats ; all

of very diminutive size: a bullock wbich was brought
to us weiomhed only 100 Ibs. without the offal, and the
horses were so low that a tall person had difficulty in
keeping his feet off the ground;ýyet: these animals
must be esteemed in Japan, as they are said to have
formed part of the tribute to that place. The poultry
are also small: we beard dogs, but never saw any.
Klàproth, p. 187, asserts there are bears, wolves, and

jackals. A venomous snake is also said'to exist in
the interior. But the only other animals we saw were

inice lizards and frocrs ; the latter soniewbat different
to those of our own country.

The insects are grasshoppers, dragon-flies, butter-
flies, honey-bees, wasps, moski'os of a large size, spi-

ders, and a mantis, probably peculiar to, the island.
There appeared. to be very few birds, and of these

we could procure no specimens, in consequence of the
creat objection on the part of the natives to our firing
at them, arising probably from their belief in transub.

stantiation. Those which we observed at a distance re.
sembled larks, martins, Wood-pigeons, beach-plovers,

tringas, herons- and tern. An-yah said there were no
partridges in the island.

Fish are more abtindant though not large, except-
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CHAP. ing sbarks and dolphins., which are taken * àt sea, and
V.

guard-fish, whieh are often seen in the harbour. Those
May, frequentina- the reefs belong principally to the genera
1827. :D

chaetodon and labrus. A chromis, a bcautiful. small
fi sh, was noticed in the waters which inundated the

rice fields.
Upon the reefs are. several asteriS. Tllese animals

are furnished with long spiny tentaculS, and are àn
the habit of concealing their bodies in the hollow parts
of the coral, and leaving their tentaculS to be washed
about and partake of the waving motion of the sea;
and to a person unacquainted with the zoophytes whi-ch
form the coral, they might be supposed to be the ani-

mals connected with its structure. Lieutenant Bel-
cher remarks of these reefs that a great change must
have taken place in them since they were visited by
the Alceste and Lyra, as he never observed any coral
reefs apparently so, destitute of animation as those
which surround Loo Choo. The sea anemone and
other zoophytes were very scarce.

We saw no shells of any value. A few cardium,
trochus, and strombus were brought me by An-yah,
and the haliotis was seen on the beach ; but the his-
tory of this islanà states that the mother of pearl,
large flat shells nearly transparent, and cowries, forined
part of the tribute to, Japau. An-yah, however, as.
sured me there were no pearl shells upon the coast. r

The Climate of Loo Choo must be very mild, froni
the nature of the dwelling-houses and the dress of the t
people ; the mean temperature of the air, for the fort-

night which we passed in the harbour, was 700. Un-
like the Typa, we here experienced no great transi-
tions, but an almost uniforin temperature, which dissi- 9

9
pated all the sickness the Typa had occasioned. - We V
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liad however. a good deal of rain in this time, which. cHAP.
was about thé change of the monsolon. B An-yah"s V.

y
account this island is occasionally visited by violent Mayy

1827.
t,-,i-foongs (miohty-wi.ds), which unroof the houses and

destroy the crops, and- do other damage. They had
experienced one, only thelbuth previous to our arri-
val, which we were told had destroyed a great deal of
rice and was the cause of so many Japanese vessels

being in the port. In 1708 it appears that one,
of these hurriéanes did incalculable mischief, and
occasioned much misery. The inhabitants seem. to
entertain a great dread of famine, and à is not impro.

bable that these ta-foongs may occasion the evil.
April, May, June, July, Aucrust, and September are

the months in which, these winds are liable to occur.
The harbour of Napa-kiang, thoucrh. open to winds

from the north by the west to south-west is very se-
cure, provided ships anchor in the Barnpool; a bay
formed by the coral, to the northward of the Capstan

Rock. In the outer anchorag "--at hi water there isgh
sometimes a considerable swell; and were it to blow

bard from the westward at the time of the spring tides I
bave no doubt it would be sensibly felt. The reefs

whîch afford protection to the harbour are scarcely
above the sea at low water neap tides, and some re.
main wholly covered. In général they are much bro.
'Len and have mauv knolls in their vicinity, which-

olught to inake sliips cautious how they stand towards
thein. There are two entrances to the outer harbour,

one from, the northward and the lother from the west.-
ward. oThe former is narrow, and has several dan«

gerous rocks in the channel, which, as they are not in
general visible, are very likely to prove injurious tolb

vessels; and as it can seldom, happen that there is a

1
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CHAP. necessity forentering the harbour in that direction, théV.
%,«ý passage ought to be avoided. The western entrance

May, is divided into two channels by a coral bank, with
1827.

only seven feet water upon it, whicb, as it was disco-
vered by the Blossom, I named after that ship. The
passage on eithcr-1-side this rock may be made use of
as convenient ; ýùf- that to the southward is preferable
with southerly winds and flood tides, and the other
with the reve'e. A small hillock to, the left of a

cluster of trees -on, the distant land., in the direction of
Mount 0nnodâkýè, open about 40 to the eastward of a

remarkable' ' headland to the northward of Potsoong,
will lead through the south channel; and the Capstan
Rock, with the highest part of the hill over Napa-
kiang-, which has the appearance of a small cluster of
treesl, will lead close over the north end of Blossom
Rock. This notice of the dangers of entering the bar-

bour will be sufficiènt in this place, and if vessels are
not provided with a chart, or require further direc-

tions, it will be prudent to, anchor a boat upon the
rock.

Though the inhabitants of Loo Choo show so much
anxiety for charts, they do not appear to have pro-

fited mach by those which have been given to thein,
nor by those publislied in China and Japan. Their
knowledge of geography is indeed extremely limited,
and, witb the exception of the islands and places with

which they trade, they may be said to be almost igno-
rant of the geography of every other part of the globe.
I did not omit to inquire about Ginsima, Kinsima,
and Boninsima, islands which were supposed to exist
at no great distance to the eastward of Loo Cboo. The

two first have never been seen since their discovery,
but the other group- has lono- been known to, Japanb
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and if we can credit the ebarts of the Japanese, it bas CHAP.

1)een inhabited some time, as several villages and teni- V.

ples are marked therein. The Loo Chooans, how- May,
ever, cotild give me no information of it, or of any 1827.

other islands lyino, to the eastward of their own, and
were quite surprised at hearing a Japanese vessel

had been cast away upon an island in that direction.
The groups of istands seen in the distance to the

westward of Loo Choo are called by the natives Kir-
rarna and Agoo-gnee. Kirrama consists of four
islands, Zammamee, Accar, Ghirooma, and Toocast-

chee, of which all but the last are very small. Agoo-
(rnee consists of two small islands Aghee and Homar.

Both groups are peopled froin and are subject to Loo
Choo. Kirrama bas four mandarins, one of the M ber

order, and three inferior ; and Agoo--gnee two of the
latter. The islands are very scantily peopled: -in

Toocastcbee, whicb is the largest, there are but -"five
hundred bouses. The sinall coral islands off Napa-

kiano, are ciilled Tzee.
To the northward of Loo Choo there are two

islaiids, from. whieh supplies are occasionally received ;
Ooshirnat of which I bave spoken before as being

subject to Loo Choo, and Yacoo-chima, a colony of
Japan. OosËima produces an abundance of rice, and

as in dry semons in Loo Choo this valuable grain son)e-
times fails, Yacoo-chima junks, which appear to be the
creat carriers to Loo Choo, go there and load. Ya-
coo-chima is said to be an island of great extent., but

the chart which An-yali drew to show its situation

* See KSmpfer"s History of Japan.
t Probably 0-foushima of Supao-Koanom, situated in latitude

30,o N.
p ÎW
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CHAP. wm too rude for me even to conjecture which of théV.
islands belonging to Japan it might be.

May, In my narrative of Loo Choo I have made allusion
1827. to the works of several-Chinese and Japanese authors,*

Who have written upon that island. As their ac.
counts generally wear the appearance of truth, and as
they are thë only records we have of the early history
of a country so, little visited by Europeans, I shali
give a sketch of them, that my reader may become
acquainted with what is known of the history of that
remote country, without having to search différent

books, only one oýý'f'which has as yet been published in
England.

The inhabitants of Loo Choo are extremely jealous
of their antiquity as a nation. ý They trace their de-
scent from a male -and a female., Who were named

Orno-mey-keiou, who had three sons and two daug-
ters. The eldest of these boys was named Tien-san
(or the grandson of heaven). He was afterwards the

first king of Loo Choo, and from the first vear of his
reign to, the first of that of Chun-tien, Who ascended

the throne A. D. 1187, they reckon a perièdof no
less than 17,802 years. The kings were supposed to

be descended from the eldest son, tlie nobility froin
the second,, and the commoners from the youngest.
The eldest danghter was named Kun-kun3 and had
the title of Spirit of Heaven ; the other, named Tcho-
tcho., was called the Spirit of the Ocean.

The works of these authors will be found in Lettres Edifiantes
et Curieuses, tom. xxiii. 1811; Grosier sur la Chine,, tom. iio;
M. J. Klaproth, Memoires sur la Chine; KSmpfer"s History of
Japan, vol. i.; P. J. B. Duhalde. For other information on Loo
Choo, the reader is referred to the Voyages of Benyowsky,
Broughton, and of H. M. ships Alceste and Lyra.
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We are told that five-and-twenty dynasties succes. CHAPO
V.sively occupied the throne of Loo Choo, from the

death of Tien-sun to the reign of Chun-tien but May,

nothing further was known of the history of the coun. 1112 7.

try antil the year A. D. 605, when the Emperor of
China, of the dynasty of 'l' Soui," being informed there

were some islands to the eastward of his dominions
nained Loo Choo, became desirous of reconnoitrinS
their situation, and of becoming acquainted with the
resources of the islands. He accordingly fitted out
an expedition, but it did not effect what the emperor

desired. It, however, brought back. a few natives
and an ambassador from Japan bappenincr to. be at the
court of China - at that time, informed the emperor
that these people belonged to Loo Choo,,-md described
theïr island as bring poor and miserable, and the in-
habitants as barbarians. Being informed. that in five
days a vessel could. go from. hi ' s domiDions to the re.
sidence of the king of thesè- islands., the emperor,
Yang-tee, sent some learned men with interpreters to
Loo Choo to, obtain information, and to signify to the

kino, that he must ac-nowledcre the sovereicrnty of the
Emperor of China, and do him homage. This em.

bassy succeeded in reaching its destination, but, as
inight have been expected from the rtiler of an inde-
pendent people, it was badly received, and was obliged
to return with the haughty answer to their sovereign,

that the prince of Loo Choo would acknowledge no
chief superior to himself. Indignant at being thus

treated by a people who had been described. as barba-
rians, he put ten thousand experienced troops on boaýid

his junks, and made a successful descent upon the
Great Loo Choo. The king, whô appears to have
been a man of great courage, placed himself at the
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CHAP. head of his troops, and disputed the ground with the
V. Chinese ; but unfortunately- he was killed ; his troops

1__ý
May, gave way ; and the victorious invaders, after pillàgincr
1827. 

&S-

and settin fire to the royal abode, and makincr five
thousand slaves, returned to China.
It is said that at this time the inhabitants of Loo

Choo had neither letters nor characters, and that all
classes of society, even the king himself, lived in the
inost simple inanner. It does not, however, appear
that the people were entitled to the appellation of bar-

bari'àn-s bichwas given to them. by the ambassador
of Japan in China, nor that thev merited the title of

pooï- devils, which the word lieukieu implies in Jar
panese ; as they had fi xed laws for marriages and in-

terments and paid crreat respect to their ancestors
and other departed friends ; and they had other well

reguilated institutions whicli fully, rclieved them. froni
the charue of barbarisni. Their comitrv was not so

poor nor so destitute of valtiable productions, or even
of manufactures, but that Chinese nierchants were
glad to open a trade with it, and to continue it through
five dynasties which successively ruled in China after
the conquest of Loo Choo, notwithstandincr the in-
difference of the eniperors who, during that period,

ceased to exact the tribute that had been inade to
their predecessors. It is not improbable, therefore,

that this stignia, which oucrht properIv to belono- to
Forinosa-which, though a much lar"er island, mi-as

then called Little Loo Choo-rnav have been attached
to, the island we visited from the similarity of names.

Chun-tien was said to be desceinded from. the kings
of Japan, but it is not known at what period his
family settled in Loo Choo. Beforc he came to the

throne, he wcas governor of the towri of Potien. - On

, Wif.O*
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his accession his title was disputed by a nobleman CHAP.

named Li-yong; but he being deféated and killed, V.

Chtin-tien was acknowledged King of Loo Choo by my,
the people. Having reigned fifty-one years, and be-

stowed many benefits upon bis sub ects, whose hap-
piness was his principal care, he died, at the age of
seventy-two. In this reign reading and writing are

said to have b-%-.ý.en -first introduced from Japan, the
character being that of Y-rofa.

Very little mention is made of the son and successor
of Chun-tien; but the reignof bis grandson Y-pen is
marked by the occurrence of a famine and a plague,
wbich nearly desolated the island; and by his abdica-

tion in favour of any person whom the people might
appoint to succeed bit-n. The choice fell upon Ynt-
SOU5 the crovernor of a sniall town ; but the king,*
desirous of ascertaininc whether he was a competent

person to succeed him, first made him. prime minister;
and being at length satisfied that the choice of the peo-
ple was judicious, he abdicated in his favour, reservirig
a very moderate provision for himself and family.
Ynt-sou ascended the throne A. D. 1260, -and reigned

forty years. He is said to have béen the first to levy

taxes, and to have introduced useful regulations for

the ciiltivation of the soil. In bis reign Ta-tao, Ki-

ki-ai, and other islands to the north-cast and north-

west came under the dominion of Loo Choo. This

reicrn was also marked by an attempt of the Emperor

of China to renew lis demand of tribute, which bad

not been made for' so many generations that the Loo

Chooans began to cousider theinselves absolved from

the obligation. The Emperor of China, however,

determining not to relinquish the advantages which had

been gained by bis predecessor Yang-ti, equipped a
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CHAP, fleet f6r the p'urpose ëf compelling payment; but
V. about this time China having suffered a serious defeat

May, from the Japanese, and from the kinomdoms of Tonquin
1827. and Cochin China, and lost 100,000 men in her expe.

ditions against those places, disaffection spread
throughout the troops, and the expedition returned

without eyèn having reaclied its destination.
Ynt-sou was succeeded by his son Ta-tchin,-who was

followed by his son Ynt-see. two prince's much es-
teemed for their wisdom and benevolence. Not so
Yut-chinu, a prince"of avaridous and voluptuous dis-

position, who ascended the throne of his father in
1314; during whose reign the state fell into consi-
derable disorder. The governor of lýeng-koaey-gin
revolted and declared himself King of Chanpe, the
northern province of the island. The governor of
Tali also revolted and became kina- of the southern

province Chan-nan, leaving Yut-ching to govern only
the centre of the island, which was -called Tchong-

chàn. Thus was this island., not sixty miles in lengtb,
divided into three independent kingdoms. The great-

est aniniosity prevailed between these three princi-
palities; and long and bloodywars ensued. About
sixty vears after the country bad been thus diyided,
Tsay-tou, a prince beloved by his people and esteemed

f*or bis valour, came to the throne of the middle pro-
vince. It was in -his reign that Hong-vou, the Empe.
ror of China, renewed overtures of protection and
the embassy whieh he sent to, the court of Tsay-tou
acquitted itself so creditably, that the offer was ac-

cepted. The kings of the other districts of Loo Choo
were no sooner apprised of the conduct of Tsay-tou,

than they also put themselves under the protection of
China; apd thus Loo Choo once more became- tri-
butarY to the Celestial Empire,,
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The Emperor Hong-vou was so, irinch pleased with CHAP.

V.'bis conduct of the kings of Loo Choo, that he sentt 1--ý
ýthem large presents of iron, porcelain, and other m.y
articles which he knew to bc scarce in their dominions;
and also, settled in the niiddle province thirty-six

families from Fochien, Who established 'hemselves at
a place called Kùmi, a little to the northward of Napa-
1,ian(,-. These people introduced intô Loo Choo the

Chinese written -character, and ceremonies in honour
of Confucius. On tlie other band., the kings of Loo
Choo sent several youths to Pekin, amona- whom. were,

the sons and brothers of Tsay-tou, Who were educated
and brougbt up at the expense of the einperor.

The best understanding now existed between the
L-incs of Loo Choo and the court of China; and while
the emperor was receiving anibassadors from Loo

Choo, that country had the satisfaction of seeing
several islands to & northward andsouthward of its

own position added to, its dominions. On the death
of Tsay-tou, which happened in 1396, bis son Au-nino-
was installed king by the emperor in the place of bis

father. He reigned ten years, a-nd was succeeded by
bis son Is-tchao. The reigns of these two princes

were not distina-uisbed by any remarkable events ; but
that of her successor, Chang-patché, will ever bc re.
nieinbered by the Loo Chooans from the advantageous
union of the free provinces, w"hich, for nearly a century
had been agitated by a contînued state of warfarè;
and from the estimation in which the king of the

island was held by Suent-song, then Emperor of China,
who made him large presentg of silver, and bestowed,

upon,,ýýhim the title of Chan,&, which bas ever since
been the patronymic of the royal family of Loo Choo.

The three following Ïeigus present no occurrences
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CHAP. worthy of notice. In 1454, 'the Chang-tai-kieou as-
V.

cended the throne amidst difficalties and disaffection.
May.% His arnbitious brother disputed the elevated rank he
1827. had obtained., and enlisted in bis cause so powefn a

body of the islanders, tbat the king was defeated, his
palace burned, and bis magazines reduced--to ashes.
In this state of affairs he solicited the protection of the

Emperor of China, who readily assisted him ; and not
only restored tranquillity to the island by bis interfer-
ence, but caused the king to be- remunerated for all
his losses.

The commerce of Loo Choo with China afterwards
daily increased; and under the reign of this prince so

great a trade was carried on between the two c-oun-
tries,, that the provinces of Tche-kiaincr and Fochien
were distressed by the quantity of silver and copper

coin that was carried away to Loo Choo. The people
even coniplained. to the Emperor of the scarcity, who
ordered that in future the trade betw een these two places

should be confined within certain limits.
After a short reign of seven years, Chancr-tai-kieou
was succeeded by bis son Chancr-te a prince wliose

name was rendered odious by the. acts of cruelty lie
cominitted- and who was so much detested, that after
bis death the people refused to acknowledcre as kinc
the person whom, he bad appointed to succeed biin;
and elected in his stead Chan-y-ven, a nobleman of the
island of Yo-pi-chan. Though the reign of this prince

is distinguished in history only by the regulation of
the number of persons who should accompany the

ambassadors -to Pekin ', yet he îs said to have been a
great prince. His son, Chang-tching, was aininor
at the death of bis father, and bis paternal. uncle
was chosen to, be his protector. In this rei crn Loo
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Choo became a comparatively great commercial na- CHAP.
tion. Many vessels were sent to Formosa, to the V.

coasts of Bungo, Fionýga, Satzuma, Corea, and other Auy,
places. Her vessels became the carriers of Japanese
produce to China, and vice versâ; and one of them.
even made the voya(-re to Malacca.

By this extensive trade, and by being the entrepôt
between the two empires of China and Japan, Loo
Choo increased in wealth and rose into notice ; espe-

cially as it was fotind convenient by both these two
cyreat nations to have a mediator on any differences
arising between them. The advantaome thus derived by
Loo Choo was particularly manifested on the occasion
of a remonstrance on the part of China against rob-
I)eries and piracies committed upon the shores of that
country b- a prodigious number of vessels manned by

resoltite and determined seamen, principally Japanese,
wlio landed upon all parts of the coast, and spread

consternation along the whole of the western-shore of
die Yellow Sea, even down to Canton. The Ernperor
of China on £bis occasion sent ambassadors to Loo

Choo; and a representation was made to the Court
of Japan of the numerous piracies committed in the
dominions of the Emperor of China by the subjects of
that country; and succeeded so far tÇat the sovereign
of Japan gave up to the King of Loo Choo a number
of vessels and slaves which bad been captured; but as
none of these marauding vessels had been -fitted out
by bis conimand, and as they were the property of in-
dividuals over whom he had no control, it was out of

bis power to put a stop to, the depredations. The Eni.
peror of China rewarded the King of Loo Choo for
this important service by sending him large presents
of silk, -ýor-celain, and 'ilver, and brass money; and
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CHAP. granted to bis subjects very great privileges in theirV.
t..ý commercial transactions with China.
May, The Japanese pirates, among which there were a

.1827i great many vessels manne-d by Chinese, continued
their depredations in spite of the efforts and remon.
strances of the Emperor of China; and latterly occa-

sioned such alarm, in that country, that the famous
Tay-Cosama, who was then',secular ruler of Japan,

determined to avail himself ot,ý,the panic, and preme-
ditated an attack upon the coastof that mighty em-
pire. It was necessary to the success of this bold
enterprise that the assault should be conducted with
the utmost secrecy; and Tay-Cosama, fearing tliat the
frequent interc6urse between China and Loo Choo,
which country could not reinain in ignorance of the

prepardtions, might be the means of divulging his in-
tentions to China., sent ambassadors to Chang-ning,
who was then King of Loo Choo, haughtily forbidding
biin to pay tribute to China, and desirincr hiin to ac-
knowledore no other sovereign than that of Japan. It

is said that he also sent similar notices to the, gover-
nor of the Philippines, to the King of Siam, and to the
Europeans in India.

Cbang-ning, bowever, was not easily intimidated,
and remained deaf to the inenaces of the Emperor of

Japan. He saw through the desiomns of Tay-Cosama;
and by means of a rich Cbinese merchant, who hap-
pened to be at Napa-kiang at that time, he apprised

Ouan-li, then Emperor of China, of bis designs.
Ouan-li e immediately increased bis army, fortified his

coasts, and made every preparation for a vigorous de.
fence against the invading army of Japan, whenever it

might arrive. He also apprised Corea of the danger
with whÏch that state was threatened; but the king,
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misled probably by the designing Emperor of Japan, CHAP.
V.

and imagining the immense preparations making by
that prince were intended'for the invasion of China, May,

neglected to strengthen his defences., and was at 1827.

length surprised by the Japanese, who invaded his
dominions.

Chang-ning, notwitlistanding the invasion with
which he was also threatened, continued his tribute to
China; and Ouan-li received bis ambassadors with
the çrreatest possible respect, and rewarded their sove-
reign for his fidelity. Some years after, in 1610, the
Japanese renewed their menaces against Chang-ning,
who, as on the former occasion, acquainted the Em-
peror of China with his situation, and implored as-
sistance; but China at that time was-'fully occupied

with her own troubles, and unable to render him any
service. In this state of things, a %nobleman of Loo

Choo, named King-tchang, taking advantage of the
situation of Chang-ning, revolted, and fetired to Sat.
zuma, where he fitted out an expedition consisting of
3000 Japanese, and took Chang-ning prisoner, killed
his father, Tching-hoey, because he would not ac-

knowledge his dependency to, Japan, pillaged the
royal palace, and carried away* the -king pr D soner to
Satzuma.

The condact of the King of Loo Choo throughout
all these disturbances is said to have been so magnani-

mous and spirited, that it even appeased King-tchang,
and prepossessed the Japanese so much in his favour,

that after two years'- captivity they restored him. to bis
throne with honour. He was scarcely reinstated,
when, always faithful to China, notwithstanding the

dauger he had escaped, and the helpless condition of
the emperor, he sent ambassadors to that country to
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declare bis subinission as heretofore; and to apprise
the emperor of an attack which. was intended to be
made on Formosa by the Japanese, who bad conceived
the project of reinstatincr themselves in that eountry,
and fortifying their settlements there.
Chancr-nino> left no son to succeed him.; and Chaing-
yong, a descendant of the brother of bis predecessor,

was installed by the Emperor of China in bis stead.
This prince, notwithstanding the unsettled state of

affairs, and the danger lie had to apprehend from Ja-
pan, paid the usual tribute to China, and introdu.ced
into bis country from. thence the manufacture of delft-
ware, and an inferior kind of porcelain.

About eighty years afterwards, A.D. 1643, the fa-
mous revolution occurred in China, which fixed the
Tartar dynasty on the throne of that. empire ; and

Chang-tché, who at that tim-e was King of Loo Choo,
sent ambassadors to pay homage to the new sovereign;
when King Chang-tché received a sign manual from
the Tartar inonarch, directin-g that Loo Choo should

not pay tribute oftener than once in two years, and
that the number of the embassy should not exceed a
hundred and fifty persons.

In 1663 the great Eniperor Kang-hi succeeded to
the throne of China,, and reccived the tributeof

Chang-tché on the occasion. This magnanimous
prince sent large presents of bis own to the King of
Loo Choo, in addition to some of an equally superb

quality which were intended for that country by his
father. His ambassadors passed over to Loo Choo,
and according to èustom confirmed the king in his
sovereignty, the ceremony on this occasion being dis-
tinguisbed by additional grandeur and solemnity.

Kang-hi, probably foreseeing the advantages-to be

CHAP.
V.

1--v---j
May,
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derived from an alliance with Loo Choo, which had CHAP.

so Ion--r contintied faithfuil to the empire ôf China,
turned his attention to the improvement of the coun- May,

try with great earnestness and perseverance. He built 111276

a palace there in honour of Confucius, and a college
for the instruction of youth in the use of the Chinese
character3 and established examinations for different

-ives of Loo Ch
branches of literature. Several nat 00

were sent to Pekin, and educated at the expense of

the emperor, amoncr whom was the king's son. The

tribute was better adapted to the means of the people;

and thosê articles only, which were either the produce

of the soil., or the manufactures of the country, were

in future to be sent to Pekin for this purpose. In

short Kang-hi lost no opportunity of gainincr the

friendship and esteem of his subjects. On the occa-

sion of great distress in Loo Choo, which occurred in

1708, when the palace of the king was burned, and

hurricanes did incalculable miïeief, and when the
people were dyino- daily with contacious diseases

Kancr-hi used every endeavour to mitigate their dis-
tress, and, by his humanity and generosity, secured to,

himself the lasting uratitude ofthe inhabitants of LooZD
Choo.

In 1719 lie sent Supao-koang, a learned physician,
to make himself acquainted with the nature and pro-

ductions of the island, and to inform himself of every
particular concerning the governinent and the people.
Since that period nothing is mentioned of Loo Choo
in Chinese historyj-- beyond the periodical payment of
the tribtite, and the arrival of ambassadors from that
country at the court of Pekin.

In 1771 the well-known Count Benyowsky touched
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at an island belonging to Loo Choo, named Usmay-Li-
gon, where he found that almost all the inhabitants bad
been converted to Christianity by a jesuit missionary,
If we can credit his statement, he was treated by the
-natives with the greatest hospitality and unrèserve.

Contrary to the custom. of the eastern Asiatk nations,
these people brought their dauo-hters to the count and
his associates, and pressed them to select wives from

among them. In short, the conduct of the inbabit-
ants is described as being so engaoïng, that some of
Benyowsky's crew determined to remain with them,
and were actually left behind when the count put to

sea. And the natives, on the other band, are asserted
to have been so attached to their visitors, that th-ey
made them promise to return and form. a settlement
among them, and signed a treaty of friendship with

the count. This veracious traveller found muskets.
with matchlocks in use with these people; and to -add

to their means of defence, on bis departure he pre-
sented thein with 80 muskets of his own., 600 swords,
and 600 pikes, besides 20 barrels of powder and 10
barrels of musket-balls.

Loo Choo in 1796 was visited by Captain Brough-
ton, and in 1803 by the ship Frederick of Calcutta,
which made an unsuccessful effort to dispose Q of her

cargo. The inbabitants on both these occasions were,
as usual, extremely civil and polite, but resisted every
attempt at openincr a commerce. The next mention
of this interesting island is in the well-known publi-
cations of Captain Basil Hall, and of Mr. Mý1Cleod,
the suýgçon of the Alceste.

,;',-ý,Thus Loo Choo, like almost every other nation,
lias been disturbed by civil wars, and the state lias

CHAP.
V.

May,
1827.
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been endangered, by foreign invasion: her towns have CHAP.
V.been plundered, her palaces consumed, and ber citi

zens carried into captivity. Situated between the eni- Njav,

p ires of China and Japan, she bas been mixed up with
their quarrels, and made subservient to the interests of

both ; at one time suffering all the miseries of inva-
d at, another acting as a rnediator. Allied by

sion, an A:
preference to China, and by fear and necessity, from
her proximity, to Japan, she is obliged, to avoid jea-

;ïïlousy., to pay tribute to both thou oh that to the latter
country is said to be furnished by the merchants wlio,
are most interested in the trade to that empire. Their

conduct to strangers who have touched, at their ports
has ever been uniformly polite and hospitable ; but they Jý,

would rather be exempt from such friendly visits
and though extremely desirous of obtaining Etiropean
manufactures, particularly cloth, hosiery, and cutlery,
they would oppose any open attempt to introduce
them. The niost likely means of establishing a coni.

inunication with theni would be through Chinese nier-
chants at Cantou., Who might be persuaded to send
goods there in their own names, and under the charge
of their own countrymen.

Mlale-ships have occasionally touched at Loo
Choo when distressed for provisions. It is satisfac-

tory to find that these interviews have been conducted
without giving offence to the natives., It is to be

boped that any vessel which may hereafter be under îÎi
the necessity of putting in there wiR preserve the same
conduct, and give the inhabitants no cause to regret
having extended their hospitality to, foreigners,

I have perhaps entered niore minutely upon several
questions connected with Loo Choo than may be conm

VOL. II. Q
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CHAR sidered necessary, after what bas already been given to
V. the publie; but it appeared desirable to remove doubts

May, apon several points of interest, which could not per-
1827. haps be efFectually accomplished without combining

my remarks with a short notice of the history of the
country.,
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CHAPTER VI.

Passaame from Loo Choo eastward-Arrive at Port Lloyd iii the
Ysias del Azobispo-Description of those Islands-Passage to,

Kamtchatka-Arrival, at Petropaulski-Notice of that Place
Departure-Pass Beerino,"s Strait-Enter Kotzebue Sound

Prosecute the Vo'vaze to the Northward-Stopped by the Ice
Return to the Southward-Discover Port Clareiice aud Grantley

Harbour-Description of these Harbours-Return to Kotzebue
Sound-Ship strikes upon a Shoal. (.FIAP.

ON-- the )âth o-r '.-\',ray we took- our dèparture from ýY,
Loo Choo, aiid steered to the castward in search of 1827.

soine islands which were doubtfully placed in the
charts. On the third day we arrived within a few
miles of the- situation of Amsterdani Island without
sceing any land, and passed it to, the northward, as near
as the wind would pcrmit. The weatber was veryun- june.
favourable for discovery, being thic- and rainy, or
misty, with very variable winds. On the 3d of june

we regretted exceedingly not having clear weather, as
the appearance of plover, sandlings, flocks of sbear.
waters, and several petrel and albatrosses, created a be-
lief tbat we were near some island.

Thrëe days afterwards we were upon the spot where
the Island of Disappointment is placed in the latest
charts. The weather was tolerably clear, but no land-

could be seen ; and as we were so near the situation of
a groiip of islan4s which, if in existence, would oc-

Q 12
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0
CHAP. cupy several days in examining, I did not wait to, search

VI. for Disappointment Island, which is said to be very
June, small; I have since been informed that this island,

1827. which in all probability is the same as the island of
Rosario, was seen by a whaler, Who, not being able
to find it a second time, bestowed upon it the name of
Invisible Island. It is said to lie ninety miles N.W.

from port Lloyd, a place which I shall'presently
notice.

The next evening we reached the situation-of the
Bonin Islands in Arrowsinith's chart, and the follow-

ing morning made sail as usual, without seeing any
land. We were almost on the point of declaring thein
invisible also, when., after having stood to the eastward
a few hours, we had the satisfaction to descry several

islands,, extending in a north and south direction as
far as the eye could discern. They all appeared to be

small, yet they were high and very remarkable; par-
ticularly one near the ceutre, which I named after
Captain Kater, V. P. R. S., &C.

As the islands to the southward appeared to be the
largest, I proposed to examine them first; and find-

ing they were fertile, and likely to aford good anchor-
age, Lieutenant Belcher was sent in shore with a boat
to search for a harbour. In the evening he returned
with a favourable report, and with a supply of four.

teen large green turtle.
We stood off and on for the night with very thick

weather; and at daylight, when by our reckoning- thé
ship- should have been seven miles from the land, we
unexpectedly saw the rocks beneath the fog, about a
Efth of a 'Mile distant, and bad but just room to, clear
them by going about. The depth of water at the time

was sixty fathoms-; so that had it been blowing strong
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and necessary to anchor, there would have been but CHAPr

an indifereùt -prospect of holding on any length of V'*1%_ý -time. The great depth of water, and the strong éur- Junei,

rejits which set between the islands iiiiist rnake the 1117,.

navigation near them hazardous during thicà weather.
On the evening preceding this unexpeéted eve-nt, we
found so strong a current setting to the south-west, to

windward that though the ship was lying to, it was
necessary frequently to bear away, to prevent beigg
drifted upon the land.

When the fog cleared away on the 9th, ,we dis-
covered a distant cluster of islands bearing S. 5o E.
true: I therefore deferred anchoring in the bay which

Lieutenant Beleber bad examined the precedinc» even.
ing., in the hope of being able to examine the newly

discovered islands; but finding both current and wind
against us, and that the ship could scarcely gain ground
9in that direction-as there was no time to be lost,
I returned to those first discovered. In -running alonçr.
shore we observed an opening, which, appearing to
afford better security thau the before-mentioned bay,

the master was sent to explore; and returned with the
welcome intellicrence of having found a secure bar.

bour, in which. the ship might remain with all winds,,.,

We were a little surprised, when he came back, to
findtwo sîrangers in the boat, for he had no idea that

these islands had been recently visited, much less that
there were * any residents upon them; and we con.

cluded that some unfortunate vessel had been cast
away upon the island. They proved to be part of the

crew of a whale-ship belonging to London, named the
William. This ship, which had once belohged to his

majesty"s service, bad been anchored in the harbour in
deep water, and in rather an exposed situation (theý

PACIFIC AND BEERING-S STRAIT.
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CHAP. port then not being well known, and had part of ber
VI. cargo upon deck, when a violent gust of wind from

\--V----i the land drove ber from. ber anchors, and she strack
Juze)

411F the entrance1826f, upon a rock in a small bay close to 5
where in a short time she went to pieces. A,11 the

crew escaped, and established themselves, on shore as
well as they could., and immediately coinnienced build-

ing a vessel from the wrec, of the ship, in which they
intended to, proceed to, Manilla; but before she was
completed, another whaler3 the Timor, arrived, and

carried them all way except our two visiters, who
remained behind at their own request. They had

been several months upon the island, durincr which
time they had not shaved or paid any attention to

their dress, and were very odd-looking beings. The
master, Thomas Younger, bad unfortunately been
killed by the fall of a tree fifteen days, previous to the

loss of the ship, and was buried in a sandy bay on the
eastern side of the harboiir.

N'Ve entered the port and came to an anchor in the up-
per part of it in eighteen fathoms, almost land-locked.
This barbôur is situated in the larcrest island of the

claster, and bas its entrance conspicaously marked by
a bold high promontory on the southerri side, and a

tall quoin, -shaped rock on the other. It is nearly sur-
rounded by hills, and the plan of it upon paper sug.
gests the idea of its being an extinguished crater.

Almost every valley bas a streain of water, and the
mountains are clothed with trees, among whieh the

areca oleracea and fan-palms are conspicuous. There
are several sandy bays, in wbich green turtle are

sometimes so, numerous that they quite bide the co-
lour of the shore. The sea vields an abundance of

fish ; the rocks and caverns are the resort of crayfish
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and other shellfish; and the shores are the refuge of CHAP.

snipes, plovers, and wild pigeons. At the upper part VI.

of the port there is a small basin, formed by coral June,

reefs, conveniently adapted for beavi*ng a sbip down 18'27.

and on the whole it is a most desirable plare of resort
for a whale-ship. By a board nailed against a tree,
it appeared that the port bad been enteredý in Septem-
ber, 1825, by an English ship named týe Supply,
which I believe to be the first authentica d visit
made to the place.

Taking possession of uninhabited isla'nds is now a
mere matter of form; still I could not a-ow so fair an

opportunity to, esc&pe, and declared them to be the
property of the British government by nailing a sbeet
of copper to, a tree, with the necessary particulars en-

graved upon it. As the harbour had no name, I
called it Port Lloyd, out of regard to thë late Bishop
of Oxford. The island in which -it is situated I

named after Sir Robert Peel, His Majesty's Secretary
of State for the Home Department.

As we rowed on shore towards the basin, which, in
consequence of tbere being ten fathoms water all over
itwas named Ten Fathom Hole,, we were surrounded
by sharks so daring and voracious that they bit at the
oars and the boafs rudder, and though wounded with
the boat-book returned several times to the attack.
At the upper end of Ten Fathom Hole there were a
great many green turtle ; and the boat's crew were

sent to turn some of,,'them for our sea-stock. The
sharks, to the number of forty at least, as soon as

they observed these animals in confusion, rushed in
amon st them, and, to, the great danger of our people,9
endeavoured to. seize them by the fins, several of

which we noticed to bave been bitten off. The -turtle
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CHAP. weicphed ftom three to four hundred-weight each, and
VI. , ;b
%-»ý were so inactive that, had there heen a sufficient num.

June, ber of men, the whole school might bave been turned.
1827. Wittrein and his companion, the men whoin we

found upon the island, were living on the south side
of the hàrbour, in a h.ouse built from. the plank of the
William, apon a substantial foundation of copper
bolts, procured from, the wreck of the ship by burn.
ing the timbers. They'had a number of fine fat hogs,
a well-stocked, pigeon-house, and several gardens, in
wbich there were growing puinpkins, water-melons,

potatoes, sweet potatoes, and fricoli beans; and they
had planted forty cocoa-nuts in other parts of the bay.

In such an establishment Wittrein found himself very
comfortable iiig a wife from the

, and contemplated gett*
Sandwich Islands ; but I am sorry to find that he soon
relinquished the idea, and that there is now no person
to take care of the garden, wbich by due management
might have become extremely useful to wliale ships,

the crews of which are often afflicted with scurvy by
their arrival at this part of thà voyage. The pigs,
I bave since leamed, have become wild and numerouse
and will in a short time destroy all the roots, if not
the cabbage-trees, which at the time of our visit were
in abundance, and, besides being a delicate vegetable,
were no doubt an excellent antiscorbutic.

We learned from Wittrein., Who bad resided eight
months upon the island, that in January of 1826 it

bad been visited bv a tremendous storm, and an earth-
quake which shook theý island so violently, and the

water at the sanie time rose so bigh, that he and bis
companion, thinking the island about to be swallowed
up by the sea, fled to the bills for safety. This gale,
which resembled the tvphoons in the China sea, began
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at north and went round the compass bv the west- CHAP.
ward blowing all the while with great violence and VI-

tearing up trees by the roots: it destroyed the June,

schooner which the crew of the William had began to 1117-

build, and washed the cargo of the ship, which since
her wreck had been floating about the bay, up into

the country. By the, appearance of some of the casks,
the water must bave risen twelve feet above the usual
level.*

We were informed that during winter there is much
bad weather froin the north and north-west; but as

suinmer approaches these winds abate, and are suc-
ceeded by others from the southward and south-east-

ward, which prevail throughout that)season, ' au d are
generally attended with fine weather, with the excep-
tion of foops, which are very prevalent. Shocks of
earthquakes are frequently felt during the winter ; and
Wittrein and his companion repeatedly observed

smoke issuing from the summits- of the hills on the
island to the northward. Peel island, in which we an-

chored, is entirely volcanic, and there is every appear-
ance of the others to the northward being of the same
formation. They -have deep water all round them ;
and ships must not allow their safety to depend upon
the lead, for although bottom may be gained at great

depths between some of the islands, yet that is not the
case in other directions.

We noticed basaltic columns in several parts of
Port Lloyd, and in one place Mr. Collie observed them
divided into short lengths as at the Giant's Causeway:
he also remarked at the head of the bay in the bed of
a small river, from which we filled our water-casks, a
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CHAP. a sort of tessellated pavement, composed of upright
angular columns, placed side by side, each about

June, au inch in diameter, and separated by horizontal
1827. :fissures. It was the lower part of the Gianf s Cause.

way in miniature. Many of the rocks consisted of
tufaceous basalt of a grayish or greenish hue, fre-
quently traversed by veins of petrosilex and con-

tained numerous nodules of chalcedony or of cornelian,
and plasma P The zeolites are not wanting ; and the
stilbite, in the lamellar foliated form, is abundant.
Olivine and hornblende are also common. The

drasses were often found containing a watery sub-
stance, which bad an astringent taste not unlike alum,
but I did not succeed in collecting any of it.

The coral animals have raised ledges and reefs of
coral round almost all the 1 d s and have filled up the,

y 
3

northern part of the hzour, with the exception of
Ten Fathom. Hole., wbich appears to be kept open by
streams of water running into it; for it was observed

here, that the only accessible part of the beach was at
the mouths of these streams.

I have before observed, that the bills about our an-
chorage were wooded from the waters edfre nearly to

their summit. There were found among these trees,
besides the cabbage and. fan-palms, the tamanu of
Otaheite, the pandanus odoratissimus, and a species of
purau ; also'some species of laurus, of urtica, the ter.

minalia, dodonaea viscosa, eleôcarpus serratis, &c. We
collected sorne of the wood for building boats, and
found ît answer very well for knees, timbers, &c.

We saw no wild animals of the mammalia class ex.
cept the vampire bat, which was very tame, Some mea-
sured three feet across the wings when fully extended,
and were eight or nine in length in the body.' We
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frequently saw them, flving; but they were more fond cHAP.
of climbing about the trees, and hanging by their hind

claw, which appears to be their natural position when J unes

feedino,- Some were observed with their young at 1827@

In 

Cý-

their breast, concealed by the wide membrane of their
winz. The tongue of this animal is unusually large,

and furnished with fleshy papillS on the upper sur.
face. Here we also found another species of vesper.
tilio.

Of birds we saw some handsome brown herons with
white crests ; plovers, rails, snipes, wood-pigeons, and
the common black crow; a small bird resembling a
canary, and a grossbeak. They were very taine, and
until alarmed at the noise of a gun su-ffered themselves
to be approached.

The sea abounded in fish, some of whîch were very
beautiful in colour. We noticed the green fish men-
tioned at Gambier Island, and a gold-coloured fish of
the same genus, botli extremely splendid in their ap.
pearance. A dentex resembling our carp, a small

rayfish, and some large eels, one of which weighed
twenty pounds, were caught in the fresh water. We
took forty-four turtles on board for sea stock, besides

consuming two a day while we remained in port,
weighing each about three bundred-weight.

The weather during our stay was fine, but oppres-
sively warm; and though we had no rain, the atmo-
sphere was generally saturated with moisture.' There
was a thick fog to, windward of the islands almost the
whole of the time ; but it dispersed on its passage
over the land, and the lee side was enerally clear.

While our operations at the port were in progress,
Lieutenant Belcher circumnavigated Peel's Island ïn
the cutter, and discovered a large bay at the south.
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CHAP. east angle of the island, which, afforded ivery secure
VI. anchorage from. all winds except the south-east; as

J une, thïs is the prevalent wind during the summer, it îs
1827. not advisable to anchor there in that season. I narned

it Fitton Bay, in compliment to, Dr. Fitton, late pre.
sident of the Geological Society. Mr. Elson also was
employed outside the harbour, and discovered some
sunken rocks to the southward of the entrance to the

port, on whîch account ships should not close the
]and in that direction, so as to sbut in two paps at the
north-east angle of Port Lloyd with the south bluff of
the harbour. With these objects open there is no
danger,

On the 15th of June, we put to sea from Port
Lloyd; and finding the wind still from. the southward,
and that we could -not reach the islands in that di-
rection without much loss of time, I bore awav to ascer-
tain the northern limit of the group. We ran along the
western shore, and at noon on the 16th observed the
meridian altitude off the northernmost islet. The

group consists of three clusters of islands lying nearly
N. by E., and extending from the lat. of 271144'35" N.
to 261, 30'-N. and beyond, but that was the utmost
limit of our view to the southward. The northern
eluster consists of small islands and pointed rocks, and
bas much broken ground about là, which. renders cau-
tion necessary in approaching it. I distinguisbed it
by the name. of Parry's Group, in compliment to the late
hydrograpbèr, under whose command 1 had the plea-
sure to serve on the northern expedition. The, middle
cluster consists of three islands, of which. Peel's Island,
four miles and a fifth in lengtb, is tbeA-arSest. This1rý_

group is nine miles and a quarterýjn length, and is
divided by two channels so narrow that they can -only1
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be seen when abrea&t of them. Neither of them are CHAP.

inavigable by shipping; the northern, on account of VI.
9 '1_ý

rocks which render ît impas able even by boats, and juri,,»,'u 
(j

i 
ý Whiche 1827.the other on account of rapid ides and eddies,

as there is no anchorinz zrou d, would most likely,
drift a ship upon the rocks. he northern island I

named Stapleton, and the centre Buckland, in com-
pliment to the Professor of Geology at Oxford. At
the south-west angle of Btickland Island there is a
sandy bay, in which ships will find* good anchorage;
but they must be careffil in bringing up to avoid being
carried out of soundings by the current, I named
it Walker's Bay, after Mr. Walker of the Hydro-
,craphical Oflice. The southern cluster is evidently

that in which a whale ship commanded by Mr. Coffin
anchored in 1823, who was the first to communicate

its position to, this country, and who bestowed his own
name upon the. port. As the cluster was, however,

left without any distino>uishing appellation, I nained it
after Francis Baily, Esq. late President of the Astro-

nomical Society.
These chisters of islarids côrrespond so well witb a

group nanied Yslas del Arzobi po î a work publisbed
inany years ago in Manilla,, entitled vigaýion Eype-
culativa y Pratica, that I have retaýi ed the name., in
addition to that of Bonin Islands - s it is extremely
dbuýtful, from the Japanese accounts of Bonin-siina,

wÈe4'ther there are not other islands in*the vicinity, to,
which the latter name is not more applicable. In

tbese accounts, published by M. Klaporth în bis Mé-
moire sur la Chine, and by M. Abel Remusat in the
Journal des Savans for September, 1817, it is said,
that the islands of Bonin-sima, or'Mou-nin-sima, con-
sist of eighty-nîne islands; of which two are large,
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CHAP. fou r are of a middlinu size, four sinall, and the re-
VI. b
%..ý maindèr of the group consists of rocks.- The two

i -ailele large islands are there said to be inhabited, and in the
1827. Japanese chart, publisbed in the Journal des Savans,

contain several villages and temples. They are stated
to be extremely fertile, to produce leguminous vecre-

tables and all kinds of a-rain, liesides a great abund-
ance of ' pasturage and sugar-cancs, and the plains to

afford. an agreeable retreat to man ; that there are
lofty' palm-trees, cocoa-nuts, and other fruits sandal

wood, camphor, Cind other precious trees.
Setting aside the geocrraphical inaccuracy of the

chart, which the Japanese might not know how to
avoid and the disaogreement of distances and propor-

tionsli their description is so very unlik-e any thing
that we found in these islands, that if the Japanese,

are at all to be credited they cannot be the sanie ; and
if they are not to be believed.ý it inav be doiibted
wliether Bonin-sima is not an ï/macrinary island.

The group which, we visited had neither villages,
temples, nor any remains whatever; and it was quite
evident that they had never been resided upon. There
were no cocoa-nut trees, no suuar-canes, no leçrti-
minous vegetables, nor any plains for the cultivCation
,of grain, the land being very steep in every part,
and overgrown with tall trees. z Neither in num-
ber, size, or' direction will the islands at all coincide;
and under such dissimilarities it may reasonably be

inquired whether it ïs possible for these places to be
the sanie. If we compare the nainber, size, and shape
of the, islands, or direction of the group, there is a yet t

wider diserepancy; ports are placed in the Japanese
map where none exist in these; rocks are rmarked to

the full number, which seem onlv to create usèless
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alarm to the navigator; and throughout there is a CHAP.

negleCt of the cardinal points. I have therefore., on VI.
1q_ýthis ground, presumed to doubt the propriety of the June,

name of Bonin-sinia being attached to, these islands. 1827.

Were the situation of Bonin-sima dependent solely
upon the account furnished by KSmpfer, it might

safely be identified with the group of Yslas del Arzo«
hispo; but the recent notice of that island by the
Japanese authors is so very explicit, that great doubt

upon -the subject is thereby created. KSmpfers ac-
count stands thus:-In 1675 a Japanese junk was
driven out of her course by strong winds, and wrecked
upon an island three bundred miles to the eastward
of Fatsissio. The island abounded in arrack-trees
(areca ?) and in enormous,- crabs (turtle è), which were
from four to six feet in length; and was named Bune-
.sima, in consequence of its being uninhabited. In
this staternent the distance, the areca-trees,.,, the turt1eý

and the island being unoccupied a(rree very well with
the description of the island 1 have given above; and

it is curious that WittreinC. whom we found upon the
island., declared he had seen the wreck of a vessel in

which the planks were put together in a manner
similar to that which was noticed by Lieutenant Wain-
wright in the junk at Loo Choo.

It is remarkable ' that this group should have es.
caped the observation of Gore, Peroùse, Krusenstern,
and several others, whose vessels passed to the north-
ward and southward of its position. In the journals

of the above-mentioned navigators we find that when in
the vicinity of these islands they were visited by land-
birds; but that they never saw ]and, the three small
islands of Los Volcanos excepted, which may be consi-
dered the last of the ýgroup. The consequence of its
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CHAP. having thus escaped notice was, that all the islands,
VI. except tfie three last-mentioned, were expunged froni

June, the charts ; and it was not until 18..?3 that they re-
1827. appeared on Arrowsmith's niap, on the authority of

M. Abel Remusat.
Near these islands we found stroncr currents, run-

ning principally to the northward; btit none of them
equalled in strength that whieh is said by the

Japanese to exist between Bonin-sima and Fat-
Sisio, which indeed, was so rapid that it obtain-ed tlie

name of Kourosi-oawa, or Current of the Black
Gulf;* nor did their directions accord., as the -ou.

rosi-gawa is said to set from east to west. At parti.
cular periods, perhaps, these currents niay be greater
tban we found thern,, and may also run to the west.
ward, but they are certainly not constant. To the

southward of Jesso, Captain Broughton experienced
a ýet in the opposite direction-that is, from west to

and so did Admiral Krusenstern. With us, as
has been mentioned before, the set was to the north.

ward.
June 16th. I liad spent as much time in low lati-

tudes, fixingthe positions of all these islands, as was cou-
sistent with my orders, and it became necessary to, niahze

the best of our way to the northward; which we did, in
the hope of being more successful in our search for the
the land expedition than we were the preceding year.
At first we stood well to the eastward, in order to get

neqly into the meridian of Petropaulski, tbat we might
not be inconvenienced by easterly winds, which appear
to be prevalent in these seas in the summer time ; and

Description d'un Grouppe d"Iles peu connu, par ivl. Re-
musat.
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having attained our object, directed the course for CHAP.

that port. VI.
Our passage between corresponding latitudes was June$

very siniflar to that of the preceding year. Between 1 "7*

the parallels of 300 and 350 we experienced ligbt and
-variable winds, and in 390 of latitude took a southerly

wind., which continued with us nearly all the way.
We entered the region of fo(y nearly in the saine lati-

tude as béfore., and did not lose it until the day before
we made the land, when, -as before, it was dispersed

bv strong winds off the coast. The currents were si-
milar to those of the preceding year; but when near

the Kurile Islands we were impeded by a strong
southerly current from the Sea of Okotsk. About

this time we noticed so material a change in the co-
lour of the sea that we were induced to try for sound-
incrs but withont gaining the bottom. Captain Clerke
off the sanie place observed a similar change, and also
tried for soundings without success. It iserobable
that the outset from the Sea of Okotsk,, the -shores
of whicli are flat and, muddy, may brincr down a
quantity of that substance, and occasion the alteration.

As we had very little to interest us in this pas-
sage, beyond that which always attends a material
change of climate," we watched »the birds whieh flew

around us, and found * that the tropic birds deserted
us in 350 N. The brown albatross and shearwaters

fell off in 400 N. In 410 we saw the wandering alba.
tross and black divers; some petrel in 451); puffins,

fulmar petrels, and gannets in 491)., and as we ap--
proached Kamschatka, lummes, dovekies, and small

tern. About the latitude of 421) we saw many whales,
but they did not accompany us far. We observed-

VOL. Il. R
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CHAP. driftwood occasionally, but it was not so plentiful as
VI. in the precedinz vear.

1b-ý e"" 'eJuly, On the 2d of July we made the snowy mountains
1827. of Kamsch,-citka., but did not reach the Bay of Awatska

before the evening of the next day, when, after expe-
riencing the difficulties which, almost always attend

the entry andegress of the port, we came to an Can-
chor off the town of Petropaulski nearly in the same
situation as befère.

We found lying in the inner harbour the Okotsk
Packet, a trig of 200 tons, commanded by a Russian

sub-lientenant, on the point of sailing with the mail
for St. Petersburcrh and availed ourselves of the fa.
vourable opportunity of transmitting despatches and

private letters by her. I received some official letters
which had been too late for the ship the precéding

year; but neither in them nor in the Petersburgh
', which finds its way occas*onally to Kam-

schatka, was there intelligence to influence our pro-
ceedings, and we consequently began to refit the. ship
for her northern cruiize. While this duty was in

progress, we were also employed bounding and sur-
veving the capacious bàv and the harbours of Tarein-
ski., Rakovva, and Petropaulski, the plans of those

Places which bad been constructed by Captain King
being by no means *complete.

Before the ship was at an anchor we received from
the governor, Captain Stanitski, a very acceptable
present of some new potatoes, fresh butter, curds, and

spring water-a mark of attention and politeness for
which we were very thankful. ' On landing 1 had the

pleasure to find all the colony in good bealth, but a
little chagrined to learn the ship was not one of the pe.
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riodical vessels from St. Petersburgh. As these vesseis CHAP.

bring out eve VI.ry kind of supply for the inhabitauts,
they are most anxiously looked for; and if they are july,

detained, they occasion great inconvenience. 1827.

We endeavoured to supply some of the deficiencies
of the place by presents of flour, rice,-, tea., and bottled
porter, and three large turtle, w- ith some water-melons.
Both the last-mentioned were great curiosities as they
had never been brought to the place before, or indeed

seen by any of the inhabitants., except those in the
government service. Miieh etir*osïty was conse-

quently excited when the turtle were landed; and
very few would at first believe such forbidding animals
were intended to be eaten. As no person knew how
to dress them., I sent my cook on shore, and they
were soon converted into an excellent soup, some of

which was sent round to each of the respectable inha.
bitants of the place; but, as may be irnacrined, after

baving brought the animals so far, we were mortified
at hearing several persons declare their'preference for >

their own dishes made of seals' flesh. These turtle
were the last of the supply we had taken on board at
Port Lloyd, three having died upon the passage, and
the ships company liaving continued to consume two
every day, which on an average was about five pounds
a man. This làsted for about three weeks, during

which time we saved half the ustial allowance of pro-
visions.

The season at Petropaulski was more backward
than the preceding year; and though, it was the be-

ginning of July, the &now lay deep upon some parts
of the shore, and the inhabitants were glad to keep
on their fur dresm.

The little town, which. -has been repeatedly de-
R 2
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CHAP. scribed since Kiný's visit, bas been removed froin the-
VI. 0

ý,«ý spit of land wbich forms the harbour, to a valley at
July, thé back of it, where there are several rows of sub-
1827. stantial log-houses, comfortably fitted up 4nside, and

warmed with large ovens in the centre, furnished with
pipes for the conveyance of hot air. Glass for win-

dows bas partly superseded the laminS of talc, before
used for that'p'urpose. Neat wooden bridges -have
been thrown over the ravines which intersect the town,

and a new church bas been built. A guard-house
and several field-pieces cornmand the landing; and a
little to the northward there are magazines for pow-
der and stores. Among other buildincrs in the town
there is a hospital and a school. The yourts and ba-
lagans of which Captain King speaks are now only
used as store-hotises for fish.

The greater part of the bouses are furnished with
gardens ; but beincr badly attended to, they produce

very little. That attached 4 to the government-bouse
was in better order, and was planted with pease, beans,

cabbages, lettuces, potatoes, radishes, cucumbers, and
a few currant-trees which were blighted; barley and
a- small quantity of wheat were also growing in its vi-

cinity. Some new bouses were erecting in the town
in expectation of the arrival of some exiles froni St.
Petersburgh, as it was understood that several per-
sons concerned in the conspiracy against the emperor
were to be banished to this place. The town, upon
the whole, was much neater than I expected to find
it; and I by no means agrée with Captain Cochrane,
that it is a contemptible place, and a picture of mi-
sery and wretchedness. Considering the number of
years it bas been colonized, and that it is part of the
Russian Empire, Wought certainly to have become of
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inuch more importance; but it does not differ so ma- CHAP.

VI.terially froni the accounts of it that have been pub-
lisbed as to create disappointment on visiting the juiy,

place, and it appeared to me that nothing is promised 111,179

in those accounts which 'the place itself does not
âfford.

It was with rnuch pleasure we noticed in the gover-
nor s garden the monument of our departed country-
man Captain Clerke, which for better preservation had

been removed from. its former position by the late go-
vernor. It was on one side of a broad gravel walk, at

the end of an avenue of trees. On the other side of
the walk., there was a monument to the inemory of
the celebrated Beering. The former, it may be recol-
lected. was erected by the officers of Captain Krusen-
stern's ship ; and the latter had been purposely sent
froin St. Petersburgh. This mark of respect from the
Russians toward our departed countryman calls forth

our warmest gratitude, and must strengthen the good
understanding which exists' and is daily increasing

between the officers of their service and our own.
The monument will ever be regarded as one of the

crreatest interest, as it marks the places of interment
of the companions of the celebrated Cook and Beer-
ing, and records the generosity of the much-lamented
Perouse, Who placed a copper plate over the grave of

our departed countryman Captain Clerke; and of the
celebrated Admiral Krusenstern Who erected the mo-
nument. and affixed a tablet upon it to the mçmory
-of the Abbé de la Croyère. Such eminent naines,

thus combined, create a regret that the materials on
which they are engraved are not as imperishable a'the

memory of the men themselves.
Since Admiral Krusenstern visited Kamschatka,
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CHAP. SeVe-ral alterations have been made, probably in con-
VI. sequence of the sugoýestions in bis publicat;.on. The
July, seat of government is now fixed at Petropaulski, the
1827. town is considerably impro-ed, and the inhabitants are
better supplied than formerly. Still mach remains to

be accomplisbed before Petropaulski can be of conse-
quence in any wav, except in affordincr an excellent

asylum for vessels. In this respect it is almost un-
equalled, being very secure, and admirably adapted to

the purpose of any vessel requiring repair ; but for
this she will -have to depend entirely upon her own

resources, as there is nothing to be had in the country
but fisb, wood, water, and fresh beef.

The population of the town at the beginning of the
winter of 1826 was not more than three hundred and

eighty-five persons, exclusive of the government esta-
blishment: the occupation of the people consists prin-
cipally in curina, fish and providing for a long win-
ter, during which, with the exception of those per-
sons wbo go into the interior for furs, there is very
litile to occupy the inhabitants.

There are no manufactures in the country, nor any
establishments which require notice. The inhabitants
have an idea that the climate is too cold te produce

crops of wheat and other grain, and rieglect almost
entirely the cultivation of the soil. The consequence
of this is, that they occasionally suffer very much from
seurvy, and are dependant ' upon tbe supplies which are
sent from. St. Petersburomh every second year for all
their farinaceous food and if these vessels are lost
the greatest distress ensues, 1 Many attempts have

been made to persuade them te attend to agriculture;
rewards have been offered by the goveranient for the

finest productions ; and seeds, àre distributed to -the
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people every spring. In the autumn there is a fair, CHAP.

at which those persons who have received seeds are VI.

required, to, attend, and to bring w*th them, specimens j,,iy,
of the fruit of their labour. The persons wbo are
inost deserving then receive rewards, and the day

finishes with a féast and a dance. In spite of these
encouracpements the gardens are very little attended
to. Hay, though it is got in at the proper season, is

in such - inadequate proportion to, the wants, of the
cattle, that were it not for wild garlic they would

famish before the spring vegetation commences. The
flavour that is communicated to the inilk and butter

by the use of this herbage, appears to, be so, fainiliar to,
the inhabitants that they find nothing unpleasant in
it ; but it is very much the reverse with strangers.
Every family has one or two cows, of which, grec
care is taken during the winter, and, strictly speakhia-
some of the 1ýnhabitants live under the same roof with
their animals, with no other partition than a screen of

single boards. There are very few oxen in the town,
and when required they are driven from Bolcheresk,
about ninety miles off, where pasturage is more

abundant. Beef is consequently a luxury seldom en.
joyed; and sheep and'goats cannot exist in the coun-

try, in' consequence of the savage nature of the dogs,
which are very large, and occasionally break away

'0 
qw

from their fastenings -. fisk therefore constitutes the
principal food of the inhabitants.

Necessarily frugal, and blessed with a saltibrious
climate, the residents in general enjoy good healtb,
and appear to lead a contented life. They are ex-
tremely fond of the amusement of dancing, and fre-
quently meet for this purpose. There are several mu.
sicians, and musical instruments are manufactured by:
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CHAP. an ingenious exile. As spirituous liquors of any kind
VI. a

in the country are scarce, these meetings are not at.
july, tended with any inebriety, and serve only to pass away

the dull hours of a long winteis evening. The only
refreshment we saw produced at them consisted of
whortle and cran-berries;, these were piled up in two

or three plates with a dessert-spoon to each, and passed
round the company, almost every body using the, same

spoon. Society îs necessarily very mixed, or there
could be none in so small a population, and when

strangers are not present it is not unusual to see
exiles at the governors parties.

In the winter sledging is a favourite occupation.
The dogs are here very large and swift, and are so

much esteemed that they are carried to Okotsk for
sale. For a description of this amusement, and other
recreations of the Kamschatdales, I must refer the
reader to Cook's Voyage, to Captain Cochrane's Pe-
destrian Journey, and to the entertaining Travels -of
Mr. Dobell, who quitted Kamschatka a short time be-
fore we arrived.

At present the only trade carried on at Petropaulski
is in furs which are exchancred for goods brought an-
nually from. Okotsk. Ever thino- is excessively dear,y tD

even the necessary article salt is in great demand,
and produces a very high price.
. The Bay of Awatska and the harbo'rs whieh open

into it leave nothing to be desired in the way of a port.,
Awatska has many square miles of grôund whicli inay

be appropriated to secure anchorage, and Tareinski is
the beau ideal of a harbour. Petropaulski, though

small., has a sufficient depth of water for a first-rate in
every part of it. The ground is good, and the sinooth-
ness of the water is never affected by any weather
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iipon the coast. As Amratska is nearly surrounded by CHAP.

high land, gusts of -wind are of frequent occurrence.,
particularly opposite Rakovya harbour: on this ac- juiy,

count it is advisable to moor or ride with a long scope 1827.

of cable. The entra ' nce to the port is narrow and
about four miles in length, and as the wind almost

always blows up or down the channel., ships frequently
have to beat in and out, and experience great difficulty
ain so doing, from, the confined space to which they
are limited3 and the eddy currents, wlich in the sprin -
time in particular must be carefully guarded against.
There are but two shoals in the harbour which it is

necessary to notice; one off Rakovya, upon which
there is a buoy and the other off the sicrnal station
on the west side of the entrance of Awatska. Bay.

Much bas been said of the neglected condition of
the settlement, and volumeg bave been written on the

crovernnient inhabitants, productions, and on the actual
and prospective state of the country;* still there have
been no exertions on the part of the government ma-

9 el
terially to improve or provide for either one or the

other. Its neglected state is probably of very little
consequence at present; but should the North Pacifie
ever be the scene of active naval operations, Petro-
paulski must doubtless become of immense import-
ance. At présent it may be said to be unfortified, but
a very few guns judiciously placed would effectually
protect the entrance.

On thé 18th of July, baving completed the survey
of the bay of Awatska and its harbours, we took our
leave of the hospitable inhabitants, and weighed an-
chor; but, as on the former occasion, we were obliged

Cook's Third Voyage, vol. iii.; Perouses Voyage; Krusen-0
stern"s Embassy to Japan Langsdorff lys Travels Cochranes

-W-%, ik Ils r" 1
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CHAP. to make several unsuccessfül attempts to, get out, and
VI. did not accomplish our object until the 20tb, when we

July, shapCd our course towards Chepoonski Noss. A long
1827. swell rolled in upon the shore as we crossed tbis spa-

cious bay, in the depth of which the port of Awatska
is situated, and convinced. us of the difficulty thàt
would be experienced in getting clear of the land with

a stronaý wind upon the coast and of the danger a ship
would incur were she, in addition to this, to be caught 1

in a fog, which would, prevent ber Ending the port. t
Our winds were light from seaward, and we made, slow
progress, striking soundings occasi*onally from, sixty to

seventy fatboins, until the followin morning: when
we took our departure from the Noss, and entered a

thick fog, which, enveloped us until we made Beering"s
Island on the 22d; when it cleared away for the mo- r
ment, and we distincruished Seal Rock. We had no r
observation at noon, but by comparing the reckoning C
with the observations of the precedincy and following r

days, it gave the position of the island the same as
before.

We quitted the island with the prospect of a- quick
passage to the Straits, and, attended by a thick fog,
advanced to the northward until the 26th, at whieh it

time contrary winds brouor-ht us in with the Asiatic
coast in the paralle], of 61'D 58' N. «,vVben we were

within a few leagues of the coast the fog cleared away,
as it generally does near the land, and discovered to ti
us a hilly country, and a coast apparently broken into e,
deep bays and inlets ; but as we did not approach very tl
elosely, these might have been only valleys. In this hl

paralle]. the nearest point of land bearing N. 74o W. it
true, thirtêèn miles, the depth of water was 26 fathoms; Si.

and it increased gradually as we receded from- the ai.
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coast. The bottom near the shore was a coarse gravel, CHAP.
VI.

.wbicb as that in the offing is rnud or sand, is a usefuj
distinctive féature. With a.northerly wind and a thick Aug.

fog we stood towards St. Lawrence Island, and on the
ist August were apprised of our approach to it, by
the soundings chanoring from mud, to, sand and several

-çisits froin the little crested auks which are peculiar
to this island. We made the land about the same

place we had done the preceding year, stood along it
to the, northward, and passed its N. W. extrerne., at
two miles and a half distance., in fifteen fathoms water,

over a bottom. of stones and shells, which soon changed
again to sand and mud. About midnight the tem-
perature of water fe.11 to, 310, and soon after that of the mai
air was reduced from 421) to 340. The wind shifted to
north-west and cleared away the fog. On the. after.
noon of the 2d we passed King's Isliand, and the wind
continuing to the northward, anêhored off Point Rod-
ney, for the purpose of hoisting out the barge. We
came to anchor in seven fathoins, threc miles from the
land, King's Island bearing N. 700 29" W. true, and
Sledge Island S. 650 E. true.

Point Rodney is low, and the water being shallow,
it is difficult to land. From the beach to, the foGt of
the mountains there is a plain about two miles wide,

covered with lichens and grass, upon which severa-1
herds of reindeer were feedin but the communica-
tion is in places interrupted- by narrow lakes, which
extend several miles along the coast. Upon the beach-
there was a greater abundance of driftwood than we
had noticed on any cher part of the coast ; sonie of

it was perforated by the terredo, and was covered with
small barnacles; but there were several trunks which

appeared to ha-ve been recently torn up by the roots.
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CHAP. Near the spot where we landed were several yourts, andVI. a number of posts driven into the ground, and in the
Auer. lake we found several artificial ducks, which bad been
1827» left as decoys: but we saw no natives. About two

miles from the coast the country becomes moun_
tainous, and far inland rises to peaked bills of great
height, covered With perennial " snow.

It was calm throughout the greater part of the day,
with very fine weather. The temperature, which in-

creased gradually as we left the snowy coast of Asia,
at noon reached to 550ý which was twenty-one degrees

higher than ý it bad been on the opposite shore ; and
the mean for the last twenty-four hours was seven de-

crees, hiuher than that of the preceding day. Part of
this difference was evidently owincr to the cessation

of the nortlierly wind and our proximity to the land;
but part must also have héen occasioned by one coast
being'naturally colder than the other.

During the tinie we were at anchor--there was a
regular ebb atid flow of the tide; and there appeared
by the shore to be about three or four feet rise of the
water. The flooêl came from the S.E. and ran witli
greater strength than the ebb, which sho'ed thei was
a current setting towards Beering's S'trait. Captain
Cook noticed the same circumstance off this Part ofT
the coast.

The equipment of our little tender wa' always -a'
subject of interest, and preparations-- for hoisting lier
out seemed to give the greatest pleasure to all on
board. She was again placed under the command of
Mr. Elson, Who received orders to examine the coast
narrowly between our station and Kotzebue Sound,
and to search for an opening to the eastward of Cape
Prince of Wales, of ewhich the' Esquimaux had ap-
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prised us the precéding year by their chart, upon the CHAP.

sand. Mr. Elson was likewise ordered to look into VI.
Schismareff Inlet and afterwards to ineet the ship at A.g.
Chamisso Island. This little excursion * as neaily being 1827.

frustrated by an accident. In hoisting out the boat the
bolt in ber keel gave way, in consequence of the cop-
per having corroded the iron of the clench; a circum-
stance which should be guarded against in coppered
boats. Fortunately she was not far off the deck, or
the accident might Ve been of a very ýerious nature,
as her weight was Much as our yards would bear
when shored up.

As soon as she was equipped, Mr. Elson proceeded
in shore ; and a breeze springing up shortly after-
mmrds, the ship weighed, and entered the channel be-

tween King's Island and the main. The depth of
water from the anchorage off Point Rodney deèr ' eased
oradually as she proceedéd, until nearly mid-channel
when the souridinge became very irregular ; the alter-

nate casts occasionally varying from nine to six
fathoms., and vice versa. As it ' was blowing fresh at
the tïme, the sudden change of soundings occasioned
overfalls ; and the channel having been very indiffe-

rently explored, it was unpleasant sailing. But
although I do not think there is any danger, it would

still be advisable in passing through the channel,
which is full of ridges, to, pay strict attention to, the

lead, particularly as when Captain Cook passed over
the same ground, there, was, according to bis chart 5nothing less than twelve fathoms. The wind increasing,'
and a thick fog approaching, the course was continued

with some anxiety ; but finding the same irregularity
in the soundings, I hauled out due west to the north-
ward of Kings Island, which speedily brought us inta

PACIFIC AND BEERING-*S.STRAIT.
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CHAP. twenty-eight fathonis, and showed tbat there was aVI. b
bank, tolerably steep at its edge, extending from

Aug. King's Island to, the main. We now resunied our
1827.

course for the strait ; but the foo,-being very thick we
had some difliculty in finding the passage, and -were
obliged to haul off twice befdre we succeeded in pass«.
ing it. In doing this we crossed a narrow channel,
with thirty,-seven fathoms water, whieh is deeper

soundings than bave been hitberto found within a
great many in.iles of the strait. As the depth on each
side of the channel is only twenty-four fathoins, it may
serve as a guide in future to vessels circumstanced as

we were at the inouth of the strait 'in a thick fobo-0
A little before noon we discerned the Fairway Rock,
and passed the straits in confidence before a fresh gale
of wind- wbich had just increased so *much as to, ren- t
der our situation very unpleasant.

0=ý +LLM niorning of the 5-th we passed Cape Espen-
bur an in the evenincr came to an anchor off Clia- t

misso Island, nearly in the saine situation we had t
occupied so loncr the preceding year. On revisiting
this island, curiosity and interest in the fate of our
countrymen, of whom we wer'e. in seareb., were our

predominant. feelings; and a boat was immediately
sent to, ascertain whether they bad been at the island.

'On her return we learned tbat, no new marks had
been discerned upon the rocks ; no staff' was erected,

as had been agreed upon in the event of their arrival
and the billet of wood containino, despatches was

lying unopened, upon th e- saine stone on which it had
been placed the preceding year; either of which facts t

was a conclusive answer to, our inquiry. t

By some chips of wood which had been recently i.

cut, it appeared that the Esquiniaux had noi long t
1



quitted the, island ; and on examining the grave of our CHAP.
unfo-rtunate shipmate we found it bad been disturbed VI.

by tbe natives, who, disappointed in their search, haci Au.m

again filled in th.e èarth. It would be unfair to ini- 1119-7.

pute to these people any malicious intentions from this
,circumstaDce3 as they inust have had every r.-ason tof

ýuppose, from their custom of concealing provisions
underground, and from having found a cask of our

flour buried the preceding year, that they would find a
sirnilar treasure, especially as they-do not inter their

dead. The cask of flour and the box of beads, which,
bad been déposited in the sand; had been unmolested;
but a copper coin which we nailed upon a post 04n the

summit of the island was taken away.
The swarms of mosquitos tbat infested the shore at

this time greatly lessened our desire to land. How.
ever, some of our spýortsmen traversed the island, and
succeeded in killing a white hare, weighi*ng nearly
twelve pounds, and a few ptarmigan; the hare was get.
ting its summer coat, and tbe youncr birds were strong
upon the wing.

For several days affer our arrival the weather was
very thick, with rain and squalls from the south-west,
which occasiffled some anxie-y for the barge; but on the
1 Ith she joined us, and I learned from Mr. Elson that
be had succeeded in finding the. inlet., and that as far
as he could judge, the weather being very foggy and
boisterous, ît was a spacious and excellent port. He
was visited by several of the natives while there, one

of whom drew him a chart', which corresponded with
that constructed upon. the Sand in Kotzebue Sound

the preceding yearé -1ý' On his pýitting to, sea from the
inlet, the weather continued very thick, so, much so
that he passed through Beering's Strait witbout seeijag
land; and was unable to explore Schisniareff Inlet.

PACIFIC AND BEERING'S STRAIT.
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CHAP. The discovery of a port so near to Beering5s, Strait,
VI. and one in which it was probable the sh*p mi*ght re-

Aug. main affer circumstances should oblige her to quit
Kotzebue Sound was of opreat importance and I
determined to take an early opportunity of exaniining
it should the situation of the ice to the northward

afford no prospect of our proceeding further than we
had do'ne the preceding year. In order that Captain
Franklin"s party rnight not be inconwnienced by such
an arrangement, the barge was fitted, and placed under
the command of Lieutenant Belcher., who was ordered

to proceed along the coast as in the preceding year,
and to use bis best endeavours to communicate with
the party under Captain Franklin's command, by
penetrating to the eastward as far as he could go with
safety to the boat ; but he was on no account to risk
beincr beset in the ice; and in the event of separation

from the ship, he was not to protract bis absence from
Kotzebue Sound beyond the Ist of September. He
was alsoto examine the shoals off Icy Cape and Cape

Krusenstern and t-o explore the bay to the northwar 1 2k
of Point Hope.

Having made -these arrangements,, we endeavoured
to put to sea., but calms and fogs detained us'at Cha-
misso until the 14th, and it was the 16th before we
reached the entrance of the sound. The barg*e, how-
ever, got out, and the 1weather afterwards being very
foggy, we, did not rejoin for some time. Beforé we.
left the island we were visited by several natives

whom we remembered to, have seen the preceding-
year. They brought some skins for sale, as usual, but-

did not find so, ready a market for them. as on the,
former occasion, in consequence of the greater part of
the furs which bad been purchased bï the seainen at
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that time,, having rotted and become offensive on their CHAP.

VI.
return to warm latituges. Our visiters were, as be- %,ý
fore, dirty, noisy, and impudent. One of them, find- Aug-

ing he was not permitted to carry off some deep-sea 1827.

et

leads that were Iying about, scraped off the opreasy
arnling and devotired it: another, after bargaining
some skins for the armourer's anvil, unconcernedly

seized it for the purpose of carrying it away; but,
mach to his surprise, and to the great diversion of the

sailors who bad played him'the trick, he found îts
weight - much- -too great for him, and after a good

laugh received back his goods. A third amused the
Young gentlemen very much by his humorous beha-
viour. He was à sbrewd, observing, merry fellow.
For some time he stood eying the officers walking the

deck, and at length appéared determined to turn them
into ridicule; seizing therefore a young midshipman
by the hand, he strutted with him up and down the
deck in a inost ludicrous mannér, to the- great enter-
tainment of all present. They quitted us late at night,
but renewed their visit at three in the morning, and
seemed surpriseà to find us washing the decks. They
probably -expected that we should be fast asleep, and

that they-would have an opportünity of appropriating
to themsélves some 'of the moveable articles upon

deck. There was otherwise no reason for returning
so soon î-, affd from what we afterwards saw of these

people, there ig bvery reason to believe that was their
real motive.

Off the entrance of Kotzebue Sound we were met
by a westerly wind, which prevented our making much

progress ; but on the 1 Sth the bréeze veered- to the
south-west-ward, with a thick fog, and as I had not
seen any thing of the barge, I steered to -the north-
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CHAP. ward to ascertain the position of the ice. At noonVI.
Cape- Thomson was seen N. 461, E. (true) tliree,

Aug. Magnes distant, but was immediately obscured again
1827. by 1 fog. At midnight the temperature of both air

and sea fell from 430 to 391). and rose again soon after-
wards to 440, occasioned probably by some patches of

ice ; but the weather was so thl»ck that we could see
only a very short distance around us. We, continued
to stand to, the north-west, with very thick and rainy
weather, until half past one o'clock in the afternoon,

when I hauled to the wind, in consequence of the
temperature of the water having cooled down to 35%

and the weather being still very thick. In half an
hour afterwards we heard the ice to leeward, and liad
but ïust room to get about to clear a sinall berg at its

edge. Our latitude at this time was 70<) Ol' N., and
longitude 168ý âQ' W., or about 160 milès to the west.
ward of Icy Cape. The soundings in the last twelve

hours had been very variable, increasing at one time
to thirty fathoms, then shoalin to, twenty-four, and

deepening again to thirty-two, fathoms, muddy bot.
tom; an hour after this we shoaled to, twenty-one
fatboms, stones, and at the edge of the ice to nineteen
fathoms, stones. The body of ice lying to the north-

ward prevented our pursuing this shallow water, to as-
certain whether it decreased so as to, become danger-
ous to navigation.

Shortly after we tacked, the wind fell very light, and
changed to west. We could hear the ice- plainly ; but

the fog was so thick that we could not see thîrty yards
distance; and as we appeared t -0 be in a bav, to avoid

being beset, we stood out by the way whià wf ' had
entered. At nine -o'clock the fog cleared of, and we
retarned- toward the ice. At midnight, being close. to
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its edge, we found it in a compact body, extending CHAP.

ftom. W. to N.E. and trending N. 680 E. true. As the
weather was unsettled, I stood off tintil four o'clock, Aug.

and then tacked, and at eight again saw the ice a few 1117,,

miles to the south-eastward of our position the day
before. We ran along its edge, and at noon observed
the latitude in 70, 06'. N.

Occasional thick weather and snow showers obliged,
us to keep at a greater distance from the pack, and we
lost sight of 1't for several hours ; but finding by the
increase of the temperature of the water tbat our

course led Us too much from. it, at nine o'clock I
steered N.N.E. true, and at midnight was again close

upon it. The ice was compact as before, except near
the edge, and extended from W.S.W. to N.N.E. mag,

,,trending N. 56' E. true. We now followed its course
closely to the eastward, and found it gradually turning
to the southward. At three o'clock the wind veered
to south-west: with snow-showers and thick weather;
and as this brought us upon a lee shore, L immediately
hauled off the ice, and carried a press of sail to endea-

vour to- ýweaîher Icy Cape. The edge of the packed
ice at ibis time was in latitude 700 47' N. trending
south-eastward, and gradually approaching the land

to. the eastward of Icy Cape. By the information of
Lieutenant Belcher, who was ' off the Cape at this
time, though not within sight of the ship,- it closed,

the land about twenty-seven miles ' east of Icy Cape.
The passage that was left between it and the beach was

etremely narrow ; and judging from the effect of the
westerly winds off Refuge Inlet the preceding year, it
must soon bave been élosed up, as those winds blew
with great strength about the time we hauled off.

From. this it appears that'the fine of packed ice, in
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VI. the meridian of Icy Cape., was twenty-four miles to the
southward of its position the preceding year, and that

Aug.
1827. it was on the whole much nearer the continent of

America. With the ice thus pressing upon the Ame-
rican coast and with the prevalence of westerl

5 y winds,
by which this season was distinguished, there would
bave been very little prospect of a vessel bent upon
effecting the passage succeeding even in reaching

Point Barrow.
The wind continuing to blow from the S.W., with

thick weather an - d showers of snow, we endea,ýoured
to get an ofling, and at ten o"clock tacked a mile of
the land near Icy Cape. In the afternoon we stood
again to the southward, and the next » day fetched into
the bay near Cape Beaufort, and at Digbt hove to off
Cape Lisburn with thick and cold weather. The next
morning, being ajoderate, afforded us the only oppor-

tunity we bad hitherto had of depositing some inform.
ation for Captain Franklin's party. The boat landed
near the Cape, and buried one boule for him and ano-
ther for Lieutenant Belcher, whom we bad not seen

since we parted at Chamisso Island. In the evening
we stretched toward Point Hope, for the purpose of

depositing a boule there also, as it was a, point which
could not escape Captain Franklin"s observation in his
route along shore; but the wind increasing from the

westward occasioned a ileavy surf upon the beach, and
obliged the ship to keep in the ofling.

Seeing that we could not remain sufficiently close iL
shore to be of use to our friends during the westerly
winds and thick weather I determined upon, the exa.
mination of the inlet discovered hy Mr. Elson to the

eastward of Cape Prince of Wales., and macle sail for
Kotzebue Sound, for the purpose of leaving there the
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necessary information for Captain Frank-lin and Lieûm CHAP.
VI.

tenant Belcher, in the event of either arriving during
our absence. Au&.

We passed Cape Kr-tisenstern about sunset on the l8î7.

25th ; and in running along shore after darlç our at.
tention was directed to a large fire, hindled as if for

the purpose of attracting our notice. As'this was the
signal agreed tipon between Captain Frank-lin and my-
self, and as we bad not before seen a fire in the night
on any part of the coast,, WC emmediately brouglit to,
and, to our great satisfaction at the moinient, observed
a boat pulling towards the s'hip. Our anxiety at her
approach may be ii-naoïned, wben we thought we could
discover with our telescopes, by the light of the au-

rora borefalis., that she was propelled hy oars instead of
hy paddles. But just, as our expectation was at the
bighest, we were accosted by the Esquimaux in their
usual manner, and all our hopes vanished. I fired a

gun, however, in case there might be any persons on
shore who could not come off to us ; but the signal

not being answered, we pursued our course for Cha-
misso. -,

For the first time since we entered Beering's Straît
the nigbt was clear, and the aurora borealis sweeping
across the heavens reminded us that it was exactly on

that night twelvemonth that we saw this beautiful
phenomenon for the first time in these seas. A shorr

time before it began, a brilliant meteor fell in the
western quarter. The aurora is at all times an object
of interest, and seldom appears without son-le displày
worthy of adi iration, thouçrh the expectation is seldom

completely gratified. The uncertainty of its move.
ments, and of -the moment when it may break out into,

spkndour, has, however, the effect of keeping the at--
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CHAP. tentio n continually on the alert; many of us in conse.VI. quence staid up to a late hour, but notbing was exhi-
Aug. bited on this occasion more than we had already
1 8<27. repeatedly witnessed.

We were more fortunate the following night, when
the aurora approached nearer the southern horizon
than it bad done on any former occasion that we had

observed in this part of the globe. It commenced
much in the usual manner, by forming' an arch froin

W. N.W. to E. N. E., and then soared rapidly to the
zenitb, where- the streams of lightrolled into each

other, and exhibited brilliant colours of purple, pink,
and green. It then became diffused over the sky ge-

nerally, leavijag about 8o of clear space between là and
the northern and southern horizons. Froni this tran-
quil state it again suddenlv potired out corruscatioiis
from. all parts, which shot up to the zenith, and formed
a splendid cone of rays, blending pink, purple, and
green colours in all their varieties. This sincralar and
beautiful exhibition lasted only a few minutes, when
the li-ght as before became diffused over the sky in a
bright haze.

We anebored at Chamisso on the 26th and, after
de ositing the necessary information on shore. weizhed
the next morning to proceed to examine the inlet.

We were scarcely a league from the land when our
attention was acrain arrested by a fire kindled upon the
Peuinsula, and eight or ten persons standing upon the
heights waving to the ship. The disappointment of
the preceding night ought certainly to have put us

upon our guard; ut the desire of meeting our coun-
trymen induced us to transform, every object capable

of misconstruction înto something favourable to our
wisbes, aM.our expectations on this occasion carried
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us so far thai some imagined they could perceive the
party to be dressed in European clothes. A boat was
imm ediately despatched to the shore; but, as the reader

has already begun to suspect, it was a party of Esqui.
maux, Who wished to dispose of some skins for
tobacco.

This disappointment lost us a favourable tide, and
we did. not clear the sound before the night of the

29th. A-fter passing Cape Espenbarg, a strong north-
west wind made it necessary to stand off shore, in doing
which the water shoaled früni tbirteen to nine fathoms

upon a bank lying off Schismareff Inlet, and aci-ain
deepened to thirteen : we then bore away for the strait,
and at eleven o'clock saw the Diomede Islands, thir-
teen -leagues distant; and about four o'clock roundëd
Cape Prince of Wales very close, in twen-ty-seven
fathoms water.

This celebrated promontory is the western termina-
tion of a peaked mountain, which, being connected with
the main by low ground, at a distance has the ap.
pearance of being isolated. The promontory is bold)
and remarkable by .-a nuniber of ragged points and
large fragments of rock lying upon the ridge whieh
connects the cape with the peak. About a mile to, the
northward of the cape, some low land begins to pro-

ject froni the foot of the mountain, taking first a
northerly and then a nôrth-easterl -y direction to Schis.

mareff Inlet. Off this point we afterwards found a
dancrerous slioal upon which, the sea broke heavily-

The natives have a village upon the low land near the
cape called Eidannoo, and another inland, named

King-a-ghe; and as ',they generally select the mouths
of rivers for their-residences, it is not improbable that
a stream may here empty itself into the sea, which,

ouï.

oi

CHAP.
VI.
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cHAP. meeting the current through the strait, may occasion
VI.

the shoal. About fourteen miles inland from Eidannoo,
Aug. there is a remarkable conical hill, often visible when

the mountain-tops are covered, whicb, being well fixed,
will be found useful at such times by ships passing
thratigh the strait. Twelve miles further inland, the
country becomes mountainous, and is remarkable for

its sharp ridges. Thé-altitude of one of the peaks,
which is nearly the highest on the range, is 2596 feet.

These mountains, being thickly covered with -snow,
gave the country ayery wintry aspect.

To the southward of gape Prince of Wales the coast
trends nearly di-te east., and assumes a totally différent
character to, that which leads to Schisinaref- Inlet,

being botinded by steep rocky clies, and broken by
deep valleys, while the other is low and swampy ground.
The river called by the natives Youp-nut must lie in
one of these valleys ; and in all probability it is in
that which opens out near a bold promontory, to which
I bave given the name of York, in -bonour of bis late
Royal Highness. On nearing that part 'of the -coast
we found the water more shallow than usual.

Having passed the night off -Cape York on the 31st,
ve steered to the eastward, -and shortly discovered a

low spit- of land projecting,'about ten miles &omý'the
coast, whi(.-,h here forms a right angle, and having a

channel. about two miles wide -between its extremity
and the northern shore. - We sailed through this
opening, and entered a spýacious harbour, capable of
holding a great many ships -of thé Une. We landed

first on the low spit at the entrance, and then stood
across, nine miles to the eastward, and came to an an-

chor oif a bold -cape, baving carried nothing less tban
five and a half, fathoms water the whole of the way.,
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The following morning, Sept. Ist, we sto'd. toward cjgAp.

an opening at the north-east angle of the harbour; but
finding the water get gradually shallow, came again sept.

to anchor. On examination with the boats, we found, 1117,.

as we expected, an inner harbour, ten miles in length
by two and a quarter in widtb, with -- dinost an uniform.
depth of two and a half and three fathoms water. The
channel. into it frdm'the outer harbour is extremely
narrow, the entrance being contracted by two sandy
spits; but the water is deep, and in one part there is

not less thau twelvé fathoms. At the upper end of the
%barbour a second strait, about three handred yards in

width, was formed between steep cliffs; but this chan-
nel was also contracted by sandy points. - The current
ran strong tbrough the channel, and brought down a
great body of water, nearly fresh (1.0096 sp. gr.). The

boats bad not time to pursue this strait; but in all
probability it communicates with a large inland lake,

as describe ' d by the natives in Kotzebue Sound. At
the entrance of the strait, called Toksbook by the na.
tives, there is an Esquimaux village, and upon the
northern and eastern shores of the harbour there are
two others: the population of the whole amounted to
abour four hundred persons. They closely resembled
the natives we bad seen before, ex-cept that they were

better provided with clothing, and their implements
were neater and more îngeni-mly made. Among their
p-eltry we noticedseveral gray fox and land-otter skins,
but they would not part with them for less than a

batchet apiece. In addition to the usual weapons of
bows and arrows, these people, had short iron spears

neatly inlaid with brass, upon all which implements,
they set grec value, and kept thèm -w--a--pp-ed in skinse

Among the inhabitants of the vilkge où ee 'northern
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cHAP. shore, named Choonowuck, there. were severâl girls
VI. with inassive iron brâ celets. One bad a curb chain

Sept. for a necklace, and another a bell suspended in front,

in the manner described the preceding year at Choris

Peninsula. s
There are very few natives in the outer harbour. On t

the northern side there is a village of yourts, to which

the inhabitants apparently resort only in the win- 1
ter. At the time of our visit it was in charge of au s
old man, his wife, and daughter, who received us f

civilly, and gave us somefish. The yourts were in a

very ruinous, condition: some were half filled with

water, and all were filthy. By several'articles and

cooking utensils left upon the shelves, and by some
sledges which were secreted in the bushes, the in. s

habitants evidently intended to return as soon as the t
frost should consolidate all. the stagnant water within
and about their dwellings. One of these yourts was
so capacious that it could only bave been'intended as C
an assembly or -banquetting room, and corresponded

with the description of similar rooms among the
eastern Esquimaux,, y

There was a burying-ground near the villacre in
which we noticed several' bodies wrapped in skins,

and deposited upon drift-wood, with frames of canoes,
and sIedges, &c. placed near them, as already described a
at the entrance of Hotham Inlet. The old nian

whom we found at tbis place gave the same -names to
the villages at the head of the inner harbo-air. and to Y
the points of land at its entrance, as we had received

from the natives of King-a-ghe whom---we met in
Kotzebue Sound.
. IL; daughter had the hammer of a musket sus- V
pm4ed about her neck, and held it so sacred that she

r
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would scarcely submit it to examination, and after. CHAP.

VI.wards carefully concealed it with ' in her dress. She t,ý
was apparently very modest and bashfül, and behaved sept.

with so much propriety that it was a pleasure to find 111127,,

such sentiments existing beneath so tincouth an ex-
terior.

Upon the low point at the entrance of the inner
barbour, called Nooke by the natives, there were

some Esquimaux fishermen, who reminded us of a
'former acquaintance at Chamisso Island, and saluted
us so warmly that we felt sorry their recollection had
not entirely failed them. They appeared to have
establisbed themselves upon the point for the purpose

of catching and drying fish; and from, the number of
salmon that were leaping in the channel, we should have
thought they would have been-more successful. They
bad, however, been fortunate in taking plenty of cod,
and some species of salmon trout they had, also
caught some berriungs.

We were also recognised by a party from the
southern shores of the harbour, who, the preceding
year, bad extended their fishing excursions from this

place to Kotzebue Sound. These were some of the
most cleanly and well-dressed people we had seen

any where on the coast. Their residence was at King-
a-gne-îit place which, judging from, the respectability
of its inhabitants, whom, we had seen elsewhere,
must be of importance among the Esquimaux estab-
lishments upon this coast.

These two ports, situated so near Beering% Strait,
may at some fiiture time be of great importance to

navigation, as they will be found particularly ugeful by
vessels which may not wiàh to, - pass the strait in bad

weather. To the outer harbour, which'for conve-
nience and security surpasses auy other near Beerines
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CHAP. Strait with whieh we are acquaintedj attached the nameVI.
of Port Clarpnee, in honour *of his ruost gracious Ma,

Sept. jesty, then Duke of Clarence. To the inuer, which is
1827. well adapted-to, the purposes of repair, and is sufficiently

deep to 'eceive a frig-ate. provided she lands her-gans,
which can be done conveniently upon the sandy point

at the en-trance, I gavé the name of Grantley Har-
bour, in compliment to, Lord Grantley. To the points
at the entrance of Port Clarence I attached the names
of Spencer and Jackson., in compliment to the Ho-
nourable Captain Robert Spencer aqd Ca*ptain Samuel
Jackson, C. B., two distinguisbed officers in the naval
service: to the latter of whom I am indebteà fôr my
earliest connexion with the voyages of Nerthèrn Dis.
covery.

The northern and eastern shores of Port Clarence
slope from the mountains to the sea, and are occasion-
ally terminated by elifs composed of fine and talcy

mica slate, intersected by veins of calcareous spar of a
pearly lustre, mixed with grey quartz. The soil is
covered with a thick coating of moss, among which
there is a very limited flora: the valleys and hollows
are filled with dwarf willow and birch. The country

is ýwatnpy and full of ruts; and vegetation on tbe
whole, even on the north side of the harbour, which
had a southern aspect, was more backward thau in
Kotzebue Sound; still we found here three species of
plants we had not seen before. Plants that were going
to 8eed when we left that island were here only just in
full flower, and bérn'es tbat were there over ripe were
here scarcely fit to be eaten. On the northern side
of Grantley HarbourMr. Collie found a bed of purple

primulas, anemones, and of dodecatheons, in full and
fresh blossom, amidst,-a covering of snow thut had
fallei the preceding nïght.
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The southern side of Port Clarence is a low diluvial, cHn.

formation> crvered with grass, and intersek 'by nar.
%-4vmmd

row channels and lakes ; it projects froeýù-- a range of spt.
clifs which appear to have been once upon the coast,
and sweeping round, terminates in a low sbingly point
(Point Spencer). In one place this point is so nar-
row and low, that in a beavy gale of wind, the sea
must almost inundate it ; to the northward, however,
it becomes wider and bigher, and, by the remains of
soine yourts upon it, bas at one time been the resi.

'dence of Esquimaux. Like the land juât described, it
is intersected with lakes, some of which rise and fall
with the tide, and is covered, thoughý scantily, with
a coarse grass, elymus, among which we found a
species of artemesia, probably new. Near Point Spen-
cer the beach bas been forced up by some extraordi-
nary pressure into ridges, of which the outer one, ten
or twelve feet above the sea, is the highest. Upon
and about these ridges there is a great qfianty of drift
timber, but more on the inner side of the point than
the outer. Some bas been deposited upon the point
before the ridges of sand were formed, and is now

inouldering away wîth the effect «_of time, wbile other
logs are leàs decaved, and that which is lodged on the
outer part is 1 in good preservation, and serves the
natives for bows and :fishiùg staves.

We saw several reindeer upon the hilly ground; in
the lakes, wild ducks: and- upon the low point of the
inner harbour, golden plover, and sanderlings, and a

gull very much resembling the larus sabini. 1
The survey of tbese capacious barbours occupied us

until the 5th, when we had éompleted nearlï all that
was necessary, and the weather set in with such seve-
rity that I was anxious to get back to Kotzebue
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CHAP. Sound. For the three preceding days the weather
'VI.

1%ý had been cold ' with heavy falls of snow ; and the sea.
Sept. men, tÈe boats crews in particular, sufered from their
1827. exposure to, it,_ and from the harassing duty whi*ch was

indispensable from the expeditious exectition of the
survey. On this day, the 5th, the therinometer stood

at 25-LI), and the lakes on shore were frozen.. We ac.
cordingly weighed, but not being able to get out, pass.

ed a sbarp frosty night in the entrance ; and next
morning, favoured with an easterly wind, weighed and

steered for the strait. As we receded from. Point
Spencer, the difficulty of distinguishing ît even at a
sbort distance accounted, for this excellent port having
been overlooked by Cook, who anchored within a very
few miles of its entrance,

As we neared Bee*ngýs Strait the wind increased,
and on rounding Cape Prince of Wales, obliged us to

reduce our sails to the close reef. On leaving the
port the windbad been from the eastward, but it

now drew to the northward, and compelled us to
carry sail, in order to weather the Diomede IslandsO

Whilst we'*Were thus pr'emed, John Dray, one of the
seamen, unfortunately fell overboard from the look-

out at the masthead, and sunk alonpide a boat which
was sent to bim., after having had bis a-ms round two t
of the oars. This was the only accident of the kind V
that had occurred since the sh p had been in commis-
sion., and it was particularly unfortunate tbat it shotild
bave fallen to the lot of so good a man as Dray. Pre.
vious to his entry in the ship he resided some time at
the Marquèsas Islands, and was scf well satisfied with
the bebaviour of the natives of tbat place that he pur-
posed living among3t thein ; but being on board a boatx--"/ U

beloneng to Baron WrangeFs ship, at a tîme -when i_.
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the islanders made a most unjustifiable attack upon CHAP.

ber, he was afraid to retum to the shore, and accom.
panied the Baron to, Petropaulski, where I received sept

bim and auother seaman., similarly circumstanced, into 1827.

the sb*p.
Toward- night the W'ind increased to a g-ale, and-split
à1most every-sail that was spread; the weather was

dark and thick, with heavy -falls of snow ; and suspect-
ing there might be a current setting through the strait,

we anxionsly -looked out for the Diomede Islands,
which were to leeward, and we were not a little sur.

prised to fiud, on the weather clearing up shortly after
daylight: the following morning, that there had been a

carrent r=nïng neauly against the wind, at the rate of
upwards of a mile im hôur, in a N. 410 W. direction,

From. the time we quitted Port Clarence the tem.
perature began to rise,- and this morning stood four

degrees above the freezing point. Change of locality
was the only apparent cause for thi- increase, and it *18

very probable that tbe"vi*c*nity'of the mountains to
Port Clarence is the cause of the temperature of that

Place being lower tkan it is at sea.
In the morning we saw a grèat many walrusses and

whales, and observed large flocks of ducks migrating
to the soutbward. The coast on both sides was.co.
vered with snow, and every thing looked wintry. The
wind about this time changed to N.W., and by the
evening carried us off the entrance of Kotzebue
Sound, when we encountered, as an easterly

wind, and beat up all night with thick misty weather,
In our run to this place we agaïn passed over a

shoal. with eight and a half and nine fathoms water
upon it off Schismaréff inlet. Afýer -beating all night

in very thick weather on tbe-ý9th of September we
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CIIAP. stood in for the northern shore of the sound, expect.
VI.

ýng to make the land well to, windward of Cape Blos.
sept. du y that a
1827. Som, where the soundings decrease so gra all

due attention to the lead is the ouly precaution neces.
sary to Prevent running on shore; but there had unfor-
tunately been a strong current during the night, which
had drifted the ship towards Hotham Inlet, where the
water shoaling suddenly ftom five fathoms to two and

a balf, the ship struck upon the sand while in the act
of going about; and soon became fixed by the current
running over the shoal. In consequence of this cur.
rent our small boats experienced the utmost difficulty

in carrying out an anchor, but they at length succeed.
ed, though to no purpose, as the stip was immoveable,

Looking to the possible result of this catastrophe, we
congratulated ourselves on having the barge at hand
to convey the crew to Kamschatka, little suspecting,
ftom an accident which had already befallen her, in
what a helpless condition each party was at that mo.
ment placed. Fortunately we were not reduced to the,
necessity of abandoning the ship, which appearances at
one time led us to apprebend, as the wind moderated

shoft-ly after she struck, ' and on the rising of the next
ti de she went ofF witbout having received any apparent

a
injury.,

a.,
ft

c
t C-
0
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CHAPTER VII.

,Arrive at Chamisso Lland-Find the Barge wrecked-Lieute-
nant Belchers Proceedings--Conduct of the natives-Approach
of Winter-Final Departure from the Polar Sea Observa.
tions upon the probability of the North-West Passage from the

Pacifie-Remarks upon the Tribe inhabiting the North-West
Coast of Anierica-Return to Cali fornia-Touch - at San Blasý
Valparaiso, Coquinibo, Rio Janeiro-Conclusion.

AFTERhaving so narrowly escaped shipwreck, we CHAP.
beat up all inight with thick weather.,'and the next V'l-

morning steered for Chamisso Island. As we ap- Sept.
proached the anchorage we were opreatly disappointed 1119,7.

at not seeing the barge at anchor, as her time had ex-
pired severat days, and her provisions were too nearly
expended for her to remain at sea with safety to her
crew; but on scrutinizincr the shore with our tele-

scopes, we discovered a flag flyincr upon the south.
.west point of Choris Peninsula, and two nien waving
a piece of white cloth to attract attention. Amidst
the sensations of hope and fear, a doubt immediately
arose, whether the people we saw were the long looked
for land expedition, or the crew of our boat, who had

been unfortunate amongst the ice, or upon ihe coast,
in the late boisterous weather. Tlré6possibility of ïts
being the party under Captain Fraý"nklin arrived-in
safety, after having accompl'shed its glorious undêr1m
taking, was the first, because themost ardent, wish of

our saupine minds ; but this was soon contradicted
Vol'. il. T
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CHAP. by a nearer view of the flag, whîch was clearly distin-Vil. 0
guished to be the ensign of our own boat, hoisted with

Sept. the union downwards, indicative of distress. The
1827. boats were immediately sent to the, relief of the suf-

ferers... with provisions and blankets, concluding, as we
saw only part of the crew stirring about, aDd others

Iying down within a small -fence erected round the
flag-staff, that they were ill, or had received hùrts.

On the return of the first boat our conjectures as tow4ý-
the fate of the barge were confirmed; but w*th this
difference, that instead of haviiag been lost upon the

coast to the northward, she bad met ber fate in Kotze.
bue Sotind, and we had the mortification to find that
three of the crew bad perished with ber. Thus.,, at the,

ver ' y time that we were consoling ourselves, in the
event of our inisfortunes of the preceding day termi-

natinz disastrous1v, that we should receive relief from
-our boat, ber crew were anticipating assistance from, us.

From the report, of Lieutenant Belcher, who com-
manded the barge, it appears that after quitting Cha- f
misso Island on the 12th ultimo, he proceeded along 1

the northern shore of Ibe oundi and landed upon
Cape Krusen, ern, where hé waited a short time, and
not seeing the ip, the veather being very thick, he
stood on for Ca Thomson., where bc came to an t
anchor, and replenis is stock of water. He met &1 1

some natives on shore who informed. him that the
ship had passed to the northward (which wu not
true), and he tberefore pursued his course ; but finding 0'
the weather thick, and the wind blowing strong from U,
the S.E., he brought to under the lee of Point Hope, si
and examined the bay formed between it and Cape eé
Lisburn, where he discovered a small cove, which af-
forded him a convenîent anchorage in two fathoms, dc



Illuddy bottoni. This cove, which 1 have named after CHAP.

his relation, Captaïn Marryat, R.N. is the estuary of Vif.
1-v-al--,,

a river, which bas no doubt contributed to, throw up sept.
the point. J 8127»

After Lieutenant Belcher had constructed a plan of
the cove, he proceeded to Cape Lisburn ; the weather

still thick., and the wind blowing at S.W. He neverthe.
less effected a landing upon the north side of the Cape,

and observed its latitude to, be 68() 52f 3pf N., and the
variation to be 3210 23' E. Froni thènce he kept close

along the shore, for the purpose of falling in with
the land expedition, and arrived off Icy Cape on the

Mth, when he landed and examined every place in the
hope of discovering some traces of Captain Franklin.
,Je Ébund about twenty natives on the point living '111\tents, who received hini very civilly, and assisted hin,
to fill his water casks from a stnall well they had- dug
in the sand for their own use. The yourts, which. ren,-
der this point remarkable at a distance, were partly
filled with water, and partly -w'lth winter store

blubber and oil.
From Icy Cape he stood E.N.E. ten miles, and then

N.E. twenty-seven, at which time, in consequence of
the weather continuing thick and the wind beginning

to blow hard from the south-west, he hauled -off shore,
and shortly fell in with the main body of ice, which.
arrested his course and obliged him to put about. It
blew so strong during the night that the boat could

only show her close-reefed mainsail and storm-jib,
under which she-plied, in order to, avoid the ice on one
side and a lee-shore on the other: the boat thus press-

ed leaked considerably, and kept the crew at the pavaps.
On the 21st August, the weather being more ino-

derate, he again -made the ice, and after keeping along
T

-1
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it some time., returned to Icy Cape, and found that
the edge of the packed ice was in latitude 700 41" N.
in a N.N.W. direction froin the cape, extending east
and west (true).

On the 23d Atigùst another landing was made upon
Icy Cape, and its latitude, by artificial horizon, ascer.

tained to be 700 19' 28"' N., and variation by Kateïs
compass 320 49' E. Lieutenant Belcher"s curiosity

was here greatly awakened by one of the 'natives
leading him to a large room, used 15y the Esquiinaux

for dancing, and by searching for a billet of wood,
which his gestures implied had been left by some
Europeans, but not finding it, he scrutinized several

chips whîch were in the apartment, and intirnated that
some person had cut it up. This was very provoking,

as Lieutenant Belcher naturally recurred to, the possi-
bility of Captain Franklin having been there, and

after leaving this billet as a inemorial, having returned
by the sanie route. Nothing, however, was found,

and Lieutenant Beleber, after depositing a notice of bis
baving been there, embarked and passed the night off
the, Cape in heavy falls of snow, haïl, and sleet. The

next day be again fell in vith ice in latitude 701140' N.
which determined him to stand baék to the cape and

exainine the shoals upon W'hich the ship lost her an-
Cho' r the pr-e-iýedj_-îK-yýar.

On the 26th the ide was a ain found in 700 41" N.5
and the next day was traced to the E.S.E. to within

five or--Six mileg of the land, and at the distance
of about twenty,-miles to the eastward of Icy Cape.
The ice appeared to be on its passage to the south-
ward, and the bergs were large and micattered. Un-

der these circumstances, Lieutenant Belcher, to avoid
being beset, îstood back to the cape, and had some
difficulty in inaintaining bis station off theW,-in

CHAP.
vil.

Sept.
1827.
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consequence of the severity of the weather, which CHAP.

vil.
cased bis sails and the clothes of the seamen exposed
to the spray, with ice. Sept.

1827.Three of bis crew at this time became invalids with
chilblains and ulcers occasioned by the cold: and the
necessity of carrying a press of sail straiDed the boat to
such a degree that she again leaked so fas.t as to require
the punips to be kept constantly at work. It became
necessary5 therefore, to seek shelter, and he bore up
for Point Hope; but before he reached that place the
sea broke twice over the stern of the boat and nearly

swamped her. Upon landing at the point he was met
1)y the natives, who were beginning to prepare their

yourts for the winter. - His crew here dried their
clothes for the first time for, several days, and Lieu-
tenant Belcher having obtained the latitude, again put
to sea; but findincr the weather still so bad that he
could not keep the coast with safety, and the period jof
his rendezvous at Chamisso Island having arrived,
he pursued bis course for that place, where he found
the instructions I had left for him before I proceeded

to examjne Port Clarence.
Among other things be was desired to collect a

quantity of drift-timber, and to erect an observatory
upon Choris Peninsula; in which he was engaged,

wben the wind coming suddenly in upon the shore
where the barge was anchored, the crew were imme-
diately ordered on board. It unfortunatelv happened
that the weather was so fine iù the morninc* that only
two persons were left in the vessel, and the boat be-
longing to the barge being small could take only four
at a time. One boat-load had joined the vessel, but
tbe surf rose so suddenly, that in the attempt to reàch
her a second time, the oars were broken, and the boat
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CHAP. was thrown back by the sea, and rendered nearly useless.vil.
Several persevering and unsuccessful efforts were after-

Sept. wards made to communicate with the vessel, which he-
1827. ing anchored in * shallow water struck bard upon the

ground, and soon filled. Some Esquimaux happened
to bave a baidar near the spot, and Mr. Belcher compel-
led them. to assist him in reaching--the barge; but the' seit
ran too high, and the natives not be.in& willincr to exert
themselves, the attempt again failed. The sea was

now making a breach over the vessel, and Mr. Bel-
cher desired the cockswain to etit the cable, and allow

her to come broadside upon the shore; but whether
throua-h fcar, or that the cockswain did not understand

his orders, it was not done. There were four ni-en
and a boy on board at this time, two of whom, findàg
no hope of relief from. the shore, jumped overboard,
with spars in their hands, and attempted to gain the

beaeb, but were unfortunately drowned. The others
retreated to the rigging ; ainong theni was a boy,

whose cries were for some titne beard on shore., but at
lengtb, exha-asted with cold and fatigue, he fell from
the riggilng, and was never seen a"ain.

The party of Esqui -maux., Who bad so reluctantly
rendered their personal assistance, beheld, this loss of

lives with the greatest composure, giving.no other aid
than that of their prayers and supersti*ti*oùs *'ceremo--
nies ; and seeing the belpless condition of those

thrown apon the shore, began to pilfer every thing
they could, bringing the party soine fish occasionally,

not from charitable motives, but for the purpose of
engaging their attention, and of affording themselves
a better opportunity of purloining the many articles

belonging to the boat which. were * washed ashore.
About cleven o'clock at niglit the sea begau to s übside,
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and at midnight, after very great exertions., a com-.: CHAP.

VIT.
munication with the vessel was effected, and the two

reinaining seamen were carried on shore, and laid Sept.
18270before the, fire, where they recovered sufficiently to be

ta-en to a hut near the fatal scene.
The morning after this unfortunate occurrence, part

of the crew were employed collecting what was washed
on shore, and preventing the natives committing fur.

ther depredations. Seeing there was no chance of
obtaining any thing more of consequence from the
wreck, the party took up its quarters on Point Garnet,

where we found them on our return from Port Cla-
rence. Previous to this, several Esquimaux bad
pitched a tent in the bay close to the party, and lost
no opportunity of appropriating to themselves wbat.
ever they could surreptitiously obtain. Among tbese
were four persons whoin Mr. Belcher had a short time

0
before assisted, when their baidar was thrown on
shore, and one of the party drowned. These people
did not forge his kindness, and brought him. fish

oc(-asionally, but tIfey could not resist the temptation
of joinincr théir companions in plunder when it was

to be had. Mr. Belcher seeing several articles
amongst them which must have accompanied others

in their possession, searched their býgs, and recovered
0 41the boat"s ensign, and many other ibings. No oppo.

sition was offered to this examinýtion,'- but., on the
contrary, some of the party whichlad, been saved from.
the wreck of the baidar, intimated to Mr. Belcher that
a nian who was making off W-ith a bag bad part of bis
property ; and on searching bim, a quantity of the
boat's iron and the lock of a fowling-piece were dis,
covered upon himb

U-pon the whole, however, the natives behg.ved
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cHAP. better than was expected, until the day on which the
ship arrived. This appears to- have bee- a tîmely

Sept. occurrence; for early that morning two baidars landed
1827. near the wreck, and the Esquimaux party was in.

creased to twenty-four. The man who had been
searched the preceding evenincr, finding bis friends so

numerous., and beingjoined by another troublesome cha.
racter, came towards our people, floilrishing his knife,
apparently with the determination of being revenged.
It fortunately happened that there was a person of
authority amongst the number, with whom Mr. Bel-
cher effected a friendship. He expostu-TSet-eèýýd with the
two refractory men, and one of them went quietly

awav, but the other remained brandishing his weapon ;
and lhere is but too m-tich reason to beli(We that had
lie commenced an attack, he would have been seconded

by his countrymen, notwithstanding the interference
of the chief.

When the ship's boat came to the relief of our party,
Mr. Belcher ordered the man who had been so re-

fractory to be bound and taken on board the ship,
intimating to the others that he sho'Id be kept until

more of the stolen property was returned. This they
appeared perfectly to understand, as the prisoner

pointed to, - his boat, where, upon search being made,
the other lock of the fowling-pi»ece, and a haversack
belonging to Lieutenant Belcher, were found. The
strength of this man was so great, that it required as

many of our people as could stand round to pinion
bis arms and tak-e him down to the boat. As soon as

this was efFected, all the other Esquimaux fled to their
baidars and did not approach the place acaï-n-; the

chief excepted, who returned almost immediately, and
pitched one tent for himself, and another f6r the

280
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Prisoner. Lieutena't Belcher, in concliiding his ac. CHAP,

cotint of this disasrtrous afFair, speaks in high terras of VIL

conimendatian of the conduct of Mr. (now Lieutenant) t--V"m»Ol
Se,,

Rendall, William Aldridge, and George Shields, sea. 1827.

0
men,- and of Thomas Hazlehurst, marine; and it is
with much pleasure I embrace the opportunity of giv.
in& Publicity to tbeir meritorious behaviour.P

miist exonerate Lieutenant Belcher from, any
blame that may attach to him, '-' as commander of the

vessel; for though ber loss was evidently occasioned
by her being too close in shore, and by too few a num.
ber of persons beincr left on board, yet it is to be ob.
served, that * she *as only a boat; that the crew were
upon the beach in readiness to assist ber; and that had
it been a case of ordinary nature, they would no doubt
bave, succeeded in their object. In place of this, how-

ever, the wind changed suddenly, and the sea rose so
fast that there was no possibility of effecting what,

under general circumstances, would bave been perfectly
practi cable : the water, besides, was two-feet lower than
usual. The strenuous exertions of Lieutenant Belcher
to Save the crew, and big resolute conduct toward the
natives, after he was thrown amongst them, unprovided

with arins, a brace of pistols excepted, show him. to be
an officer both of humanity and courage. 0

After the loss-of our favourite boat, parties were re-
peatedly sent to the wreck,. in the hope of being able
to raise ber, or to procure what they could from. ber
cabin and holds; but she was completely wrecked and

filled with sand, and a few days afterwards went to
pieces. Mr. Belcher was a great loser by this unfor-
tunate accident, as he was well provided with instru-
ments., books,ý papers, &c., and had some expensive
fowling-pieces and pistols, all of whieh were lost or

01
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CHAP. SpOiled; and this was the-more provoking, as some of
them had been purchased to supply the.,place of those

Sept. he had the misfortune to, lose when upset in the cutter
at Oeno Island. I ani happy to say the crovernment

on the representation. of his peculiar case, inade him a
compensation.

On the 12th the body of one of the seamen as
Uren, was found near the place where the boat was"

wrecked; and on the Sunday following it was attend.
ed to the grave by all the officers and -ship"s company.
The place of interment was on the low point of Cha-
misso Island, by the side of our shipmate'who had been
buried there the preceding year.

On the 13th we were visited by two baidars, and
among their crews discovered the party wh'o had vi-

sited the ship so, early in the niorning, W_ hen Îhe was
at the anchorage in August, one of whom drew his
knife upon the first lieutenant; they were also of the-

party which madenn attac- upon our cutter in Es.-
choltz Bay the preceding year. They had with them
a few skins and some fish for sale, but tbey were very
scrupulous about what they took for them ; and on

bein-9-ordered away late in the evening, they twanged
their bows in an insolent manner, and pushed off about
a couple of yards only. The officer of the *atch de-
sired theni to go away, and at length presented a mus.
ket at the baidar, on whichtbey fired an arrow into the
sea in the direction of the ship, and paddled to the

island, where we observed them take up their quarters.
When the boats landed the next day to fill the caslks,

Mr. Smyth, who had charge of the party, was desired
to, arm bis people, and to, order the Esquimaux off the
island if they were offensive to, him, or interfered with
the duty. On landing, the natives met him on the
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beacb, and were very anxious to learn whether the Mus- CIJAP-

vil.kets were loaded and to be allowed to feel the edges of
the cutlasses, and were not at all pleased at having their Sept.

request refused. The arms were rolled -p in the sail
for the purpose of being kept dry, but one of the na-

tivesl- insisted on baving the canvas unrolled, to see
«,hat it contained, and on being refused he drew his
knife, and threatened the seanian who had charge of

it. Coupling this act with the -conduct of the Party
on the beforé-inentioned occasions Mr. Smyth ordered
the arms to be loaded;*on which the natives fled to,
theïr baidar, and placed every tbing in ber in readi.

ness to depart on a ininutes warning, and then, armed
with tbeir bows and arrows and knives, they drew up
on a small eminence, an'd twanged their bow-strings,
as before, in defiance. A few minutes before this O-c-

curýW, -five of the party, Who had separated from their
conipanions, ocittacked two of our seamen, who were at

some distance from, Mr. Smyth, digging a grave for
their unfortunate shipmate, and coming suddenly týpon

them, while in the pit, three of the party stood over
the workmen with theïr drawn knives, mihile the others

rifled the pockets of their jac-ets, which were lying at
a hale distance from the grave, and carried away the
contents, together with an axe. The hostile disposi-
tion of the natives on the bill, Who were drawn up in
a line in a menacing attitude, with their bows r'eady
strung, and their knives in their left bands, obliged
Mr. Smyth to arm his people, and, in compliance with

his instructions to P!oceed to drive them off the island.
He accordingly advanced upon them, and each indivi-

dual probably had sîngled out his victim, when an aged
man of the Esquimaux party made offers of peace, and
the arms of both parties were laid aside. The media.
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CHAP- tor signified that he wanted a tub, that had been leftVIL
at the well, which was restgred to him, and the axe

sept. that had been taken from. the grave was returned to
1827. our party. The Esquimaux then embarked, and pad.

dled towards Escholtz Bay. I have been thus parti-
culai in describing'the conduct of these people, in

consequence of a more tragical affair which occurred a
few days afterwards.

Strong winds prevented the completion of our wa-
ter for several days ; but on the 29tli it was in pro-,

gress, when the same party landed upon the island
near our boat. The day 'being very fine, several of the

officers had gone in pursuit of ptarmi a-an -which were
-about this time collecting in large flocks previous to
their migration; and I was completing a series of mag.
netical observation in another part of the island. The

:first lieutenant observing a baidar full of men approach
the island., despatched Lieutenant Belcher to the place
with orders to send them away, provided there were
any of the party among them. who had behaved, in so
disorderly a manner on the recent occasion. On land-

ing, he immediately recognised one of the men, and
ordered the whole of the party into the baidar. They
complied very reluctantly; and while our seamen were

engaged- pushing them off, they were, occupied in
preparations for hostility,---by putting on their eider-

duck frocks over their usual dresses, and uncoveriing
their bows and arrows. They paddled a féw yards
from the beach, and then rested in doubt as to what
they should do; some menacing our party, and others

displaying their weapons. Thus threatened, and the
party making no attempt to depart, but rather pro-

peiffling tbeïr baidar sidewise toward the land, Mr.
Be'icher fired a ball between them and-, the shore, and
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waved tbem, to begone. Instead of obeying his sum. CHAP.
mons, they paddled on shore instantly, and quitted VIL

their baidar for a small eminence near the beach from,
whence they discharged a flight of arrows, which. 1827-

wounded two of our seamen. Their attack was- of
course returnediand one of the party was wounded in
the leg by a musket ball.

Until this time they were ignorant of the effect of
fire-arms, and no doubt placed much confidence in the
thickness of their clothing, as, in addition to their eider-
duck dress over their usual frock, they each bound a

deer-s < kin round theni as they quitted their baidar;
but seei* g the furs availed nothing against a ball, they

fled wit à Precipitation to the hills ; and the command-
ing officer of the Blossom observing them running
towards the place where I was engaged with the dip-
Pin(y needle, fired a gmun from the ship, whieh first
apprised me of anythl»ng being amiss. On the arrival,
of tbe cutter, I joined Mr. Belcher, and, with a view -of
cetting the natives into our pomession, -I -sent a boat-
along the beach, and went with a party over land. We
had not proceeded far, when suddenly four of the ma-
rines were wounded with arrows from, a small ravine,
in which we found a party so screened by long grass

that it was not visible until we were close upojê it.
The natives were lyincr upon the ground, peeping be-
tween the blades of omrass and discharging their arrows
as opportunity offéred. In return, one of them. suf-'
fered by a ball from Mr. Elson ; on which I stopped
the firing, and endeavoured ineffectually to bring t1fein
to terms. After a considerable time, an elderly man-
came forward with his arnis and breast covered with
mud, motioned us to begone, and decidedly rejected-
allofers of reconciliation. Unwilling to chastise them
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cHAp. further, I withdrew the party, and towed their baidar
Vil. on board, which -ept them prisoners upon the island.

Sept. 1 did this in order to bave an opportunity of bringing
1827. about a reconciliation, for 1 was unwilling to allow

them to depart with sentiments'Which. mightprove in-

jurious to any Europeans who might succeed us; and
thought that by detaining them we should be-able to

convince them our resentinent was unjustifiably pro-
voked, and that when they conducted themselves pro-
perly, they should command our friendship. This
baidar had a large incision in ber bottoin, made by the

person who last quitted ber when the party landed,
and must bave been done either with a view of pre-ý
venting ber being carried away, or by depriving thein-
se-Ives of the mea s of escape, showing their résolution

to conquer to d7e. We repaired ber as well as we
could., and kept ber in readiness to be restored to ber
owners on the first favourable opportunity that offèred.

The next morning a boat was'sent to bring them to
friendly terms, and to return everything that was in the

baidar, except some fish whîch they bad broucrht for
sale, in lieu of which, somle blue beads and tobacco were

left, but the natives were averse to reconciliation, and
kept themselves concealed. ' The night was severely

cold with snow showers ; and next'da - secincr nothin(r
3 Yi Ln% ZD

of the party, the baidar was returned. The natives
removed ber during the night to, the opposite side of

the island, where she appeared to, be undercroing an
additional repair; but we saw noue of the people,
who must bave secreted themselves on the approach
of the boat. We took everv opportunity of showinc,tD

them we wished to obtain tÊeir friendship, but to no
purpose; they would not make their appearance,
and the next night decamped, leaving a fèw old
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skins in return for the articles we had left for them. CHAP.

vil.
-. On examining the ravine in which theybad concealed

themselves, we found one man lying dead, with his how -e P 1 -
11127.

and quiver, containing five arrows, placed under bis
body, and clothed in the same manner as when he
quitted the baidar. The ravine was conveniently >
adapted to the defence of a party, being narrow, with
small banks on eacli side of it, behind which, a party
niight discharge their arrows without inuch danger to
themselves until they became closely beset ; to obviate

which as much as possible, and to sell their lives as-
dearly as they could, we found they bad constructed
Pits in the earth by scooping out holes sufficiently
large to contain a man, and by banking up the mud

above them. There were five of these excavations
close under the edcres of the banks, which were under,-L%

mined; one at the head of the ravine, and two on
cach side, about tbree yards lower down; the latter
had a sinall communication at the bottom, through

which, an arrow might be transferred from. one person
to another, without incurring the risk of being seen
by passing it over the top. The construction of these

pits must have occupied the man who presented hiin-
self to us with bis arms covered with mud: as a de-
fence they were as perfect as circumstances would
allow, and while they show the resources of the people,
they mark a determination of obstinate resîstance.
The effect of the arrows was fully as great as might
have been expected, and, bad they been properly
directed, would- have inflicted mortal, wounds. At
the distance of a handred yards a flesh-wound was
produced in the thigh, which disabled the man for a
time - and at eight or ten yards another fixed the right
arni of a marine to bis side; a third buried itself two
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CIJAP. inches and a half under the scalp. Thé- woun&,- whichvil.
they occasioned were obliged to be either enlarged, to

Sept. extract the arrows, which, were barbed, or to have an
189,7. additional incision made, that the arrow might be

pushed tbrough without further laceration. Most of
these wounds were inflicted by an arrow with a bone
head, tipped with a pointed piece of jaspar.

We were sorry to find our musketry bad inflicted
so severe a chastisement upon these. people, but it was
unavoidable', and richly deserved. -It was some conso-
lation to, reflect t at it had fallen upon a party from

whom we bad re e ved repeated insult: and it was -not
until after they had t reatened our boat in Escholtz
Bay, insulted us alongside the ship, defied our party
on shore, bad twice drawn their knives urion our
people, and had wounded several of them, that they
were made acquainted with the nature of our fire-
arms; and I am convinced the example will have a

good effect, by teaching them that it was forbearance
alone that induced us to tolerate their conduct so
long. Iýý

For the purpose of keeping together the particulars
of our transactions with the Esquimaux, I have omitted

to, mention several occurrences in the order in which
they transpired. Many circumstances indicated the

earlier approach of winter than we had experienced
the preceding year. About the middle of September,

therefore, we began to prepare the ship for her de-
parture, by completing the water, taking on board

stone ballast, in lieu of the provisions that ha--been
expended, and refitting the rigging. These operations
were for several days interr-upted by strong westerly

vinds, which occasioned much sea at the ancherage,
and very'unaccountably bad the effect of producii)g
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remarkably low tides, and of checking the rise which cHéip.
on s'everal occasions was scarcely perceptible. Vil.

On the 18th a partv of the officers landed in Es- sept.
choltz Bay to search Ïor fossils, but they were un, suc- 1827.

cessful, in consequence of an irregularity in the tide,
whîch was on that occasion unaccountably bigh, and

scarcely fell during the day. The cliffs had broken
away considerably since the preceding year; and the
frozen surface of the cliff appeared in smaller quanti-
ties than before, but the earth was found congealed at
a less depth from the top. This examination, tended
to confirm more steadfastly the opinion that the ice
forms only a coating to the clif, and is-.iqf casioned by

small streams of water oozing out, whieh either be.
come congealed themselves in their descent, or con-

vert into ice the snow which rests in the hollows.
On the 24th and 28th the nights were clear and

frosty, and the aurora borealis was seen forming seve-
ral arches. On the 28th the display was very brilliant
and interesting, as it had every appearance of being
between the clouds, and the earth; and after one of
these displays, several meteors were observed issuing
from parts of the arch, and fa Iling obliquely toward
the earth. This was also one of the rare instances of
the aurora being seen - to the southward of our zenith.

In the beginning of October we bad sharp frosts oet.
and heavy falls of snow. On the 4th the earth was
deeply covered, and the lakes were frozen; the ther-

mometer during the night fell to 250, and at noon on
the 5th to 241)., apd there was every appearance of the
winter baving commenced. It therefore became my
duty seriotisly to consider on the propriety of con.
tinuing longer in thes e* seas. We had received no
intellicpence of Captain Franklin's party, nor was it

VOL, II. U
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CHAP. very probable that it could now appear; and we could
Vil.

%,ý only hope, as the time bad arrived when it would be
Oct. imper'atïve on us to withdraw froui him, the only relief

1827. he could experience in these seas, that he had met with
insurmountable obstacles to his proceeding, and had

retraced his route up the M'Kenzie River.
Anxious., however, to remain to the last., on the

chance of bein useful to him I aorain solicited the9 1 b
opinions ofethe officers as to the state of the season,
and findiiig them unanimous in believing tbt winter
to bave commenced, and that the ship could not re-
main longer in Kotzebue Sound with safety, I deter-

mined to quit the anchorage the moment the wind
would permit. Weicphing the probability of Captain

Franklin's af'rival at this late period in the season, no
one on board., 1 believe was the smallest

thought there
chance of it; for, had his prospects the precedincr

year been such as to'justifv his wintering upon the
coast, the distance -remaining to be accomplisbed in
the present season would have been so short that he
c uld scarcely fail to have performed it early in the

suminer in which case we must have seen him lono,
before this date., unless, indeed, he had reached Icy

Cape, and found it advisable to return by his own
route, a contingency authorised by his instructions.

Upon the chance of his arrival -after the departure of
the ship, the provision that had been buried for his
use was allowed to remain, and the billet of wood was
again deposited on the island, containing a statement
of the behaviour of the natives> and of other partieu-
lars, with whîch it was important that he should be
made acquainted.

On the 6th, sharp frosty weather continuing, we
weighed from Chamisso, and beat out of the-sound.
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In pasging Cape Krusenstern we perceived a blink in CHAP.

the N.W. direction, similar to that over ice, and it is
not unlikely that the westerly winds which were so oct.

prevalent afl the suruiner had drifted it from the Asia- 18'27*

tic shore where it rests acrainst the land in a much
lower parallel than upon the Ainerican coast.

As we receded from the sound the wind fresbened
from the N.W. with every appearance of a gale; we
kept at a reasonable distance from. 'e the land until day

light, and then steered towards Cape Prince of Wales,
with a view of passing Beering's Strait. Our depth of
water thus far had been about fifteen fathoms " but at
eleven o7clock in tlie forenoon it began to, diminisbi
and the sea being high, the course was altered, to in-
crease our distance from the coast: we had scarcely
done this when the water shoaled still more, and a

long line of breakers was observed stretching from the
land, crossing our course, and extendinz several miles

to windward. The weather was so hazy that we could
scarcely see the land; but it was evident that we had
run down between the coast and a shoal., and as there
was no prospect of being able to weather the land on

the opposite tack, tbe only alternative was to force
the sbip through the breakers ; we accordingly steered
for those parts where the sea broke the least, and kept
the ship going at the rate of sevcn knots, in order, as
the sboal appeared to be very narrow, that she might
not han 'a, in the event of touching the ground.

The sea ran very high, and we entered the broken
water in breathlesý suspense, as tbere was very little

prospect of saving the ship, in the event of ber be.-
coming fixed npon the sboal. Four fathoms and a

half was com'unicated ftom the channels, a depth in

1
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CHAP. which it may be recollected we disturbed the botton,
Vil. a

in crossing the bar of San Francisco; the same
Oct. depth was again reported, and we pursued our course

1 8î7. moinentarily expecting to strike. Fortunately this
was the least depth of water, and before long our

soundings increased to, twenty fathoms, when having
escaped the danger, we resumed our course for the

strait.
This shoal, which appears to extend from Cape

Prince of Wales, taking the direction of the current
through the strait, is extreinely dangerous, in conse-
quence of the water shoaling so suddenly, and having
deep water within it, by which a ship coming from the

northward may be led down between the shoal and
the land, without any suspicion of her danger.
Though we bad nothina, less than twenty-seven feet
water, as near as the soundings could be, ascertained

in so high a sea, yet, from the appearance of the
breakers outside the plâce where the ship crossed, the

depth is probably less. It is remarkable that this spit
of sand, extending so far as it does from. the land,
should have bitherto escaped the observation of the
Russians, as well as of our countrynien. Cook, in his

chart, marks five fathoms close off the cape, and Kot.
zebue three, but this spit appeared to extend six or
seven miles from it. It is true that the weather was
very hazy, and we mighi have been deceived in our dis.
tance from the shore: but it is also probable that the
spit may be extending itself rapidly.

We passed Beering's Strait about one o'clock, as
usual with a close reefed topsail breeze, and afterwards

ran with a fresh gale until midnight, when, as I wished
to see the eastern end of St. Lawrence Island, we
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rounded to for dayUght. It was, however, of little CEIAP.,
consequence, as the weather was so foggy the next VII"

day that we could not see far around us. As we ap. oeL
proached the island, flocks of alca crestatella and of 11127*

eider and king ducks, and several species of phalaropes,
flew about us, but no land was distinguished. About
noon the water shoali*ng gradually to eleven fathoms,
created a doubt whether we were not running upon
the island; but on altering the course to the east.

ward, it deepened again, and by the observations of
the next day it appeared that the ship had passed over
a shoal lying between St. Lawrence Island and the
main. It is a curious fact, that this shoal is precisely
in the situation'assigned to, a small island which Cap-
tain Cook named after bis surgeon, Mr. Anderson;
and as that island bas never been seen since, many

persons, relying upon the general accuracy of that
areat navigator, might suppose the island to have been

sunk by some such convulsion as raised the island of
Amnuk in the same sea; while others might take oc-

casion from, this fact to impeach the judgment of
Cook. I am happy to have an opportunity of recon-
ciling opinions on this sub ect, having discovered a
note by Captain Bligh, who w-s the master with Cap-
tain Cook, written in pencil on the margin of the

Admiralty copy of Cooks third voyage, by whîch it
is evident that the compilers of the chart have over.
looked certain data collected off the eastern end of St.
Lawrence Island, on the return of the expedition from
Norton Sound., ànd that the land, named Anderson7s
Island was the eastern end of the island of St. Law-
rence and bad Cook's life been spared he would
no doubt have made the necessary correction in bis
chart.
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CHAP. Tbick weather continued until the 10th, when;vil.
\..ý after some hard showers of snow, it dispersed, and

Oct. aforded us an opportunity of deterininincm, the position
3827. 1 Lm

of the ship, by observation, which agreed very nearly
with the reckoning, and showed there had been no

current of consequence. Two days afterwards we saw
the island of St. Pauland endeavoured to close it, in
order to examine its outli*ne, and compare our obser.
vations with those of the preceding year; but the

wind obliged us to pass at the distance of eicpht miles
to the eastward, sand we could only accomplish_ the

latter. The next morning we, passed to the eastward
of St. Georoýe's Island, and fixed its position also.
This was the island we were anxious to sce the preced-
ing year, as its situation upon our chart was very un-
certain, and in some of the most approved charts it is
omitted altogether.

Off here we obsen-ed a number of shags, a few
albatrosses, flocks of ortolans, and a sea otter.

At daylight on the 14th, we saw the Aleutian
Islands, and steered for an opening which, by our
reckoning should have been the same strait through

which we passed on a former occasion ; but the
islands being covered more than balf way down with
a-dense fog, we were unable to ascertairi our position
correctly ; and it was not until the latitude was lèter-

mined bv observation that we discovered we were
steering for the wrong passage. This mistake was

occasioned by a current S. 3411 W. true, at the rate of
nearly three miles an hour., which in the last twelve

hours had drifted the ship thirtv-five -miles to the
westward of her expected position. Fortunately the

wind was fair, and enabled us to correct out error -by
carrying a press of sail. Before sunset we goý sight
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of the Needle Rock in the channel of Oonemak, and CHAP.

passed through the strait. The strength and uncer. Vil.

tainty of the currents about these islands sbould make oct.
inavigators very cautious how they approach them in 1"27*

thick weather: whenever there is any doubt, the most
certain course is to, steer due east, and make, the -
Island of Oonemak, which may be known by its lati-
tude., being thirty miles more northerly than any other
part of the chain ; and then to keep along its shores
at the distance of four or five miles, until the Needle
Rock,, which lies nearly opposite the Island of Coo.
galga, is passed ; after which the coast on both sides
trends nearly east and west, and a ship bas an open
sea before her.

The Aleutian Islands., when we passed, were covered
about two-thirds of the way down with snow, and
indicated an earlier winter than they had done tbe
preceding year.

Having taken our final leave of Beering s Straitý
all hope of the attainment of the principal object of
the expedition in the Polar Sea was at an end; and
the fate of the expedition under Captain Franklin,

which was then unknown to us, was a subject of in-
tense interest. Amidst the disappointment this failure
in-meeting with him had occasioned us, we had the
consolation of knowing that, whatever vicissitudes
might have befallen bis party, our efforts to maintain

our station in both years bad, by the blessing of Pro-
vidence, been successfuli so, that at no period of the
appointed time of rendezvous could he have missed
both the boat and the ship, or have arrived at the
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CHAP. appointed place in Kotzebue Sound without finding
Vil. the. anticipated relief.
Oct. The enterprising voyage of Captain Franklin down
1827. the Mackenziè, and along the northern shores of the

continent of America, is now familiar to us all, and,
considering that the distance between the extremities

of our discoveries was less than fifty leagues, and that
giving him ten days to perform it in, he would bave

arrived at Point Barrow at the precise period with our
boat, we must ever regret that bc could not bave been
made acquainted with our advanced situation, as in
that case he would have been justifieikin incurring a
risk which would have been unwarrantable under any
other circumstances. Let me not for a moment be
supposed by this to detract one leaf from the laurels
that have been gained by Captain Franklin and bis

enterprising associates, who, througb obstacles which
would have been insurmountable by persons of less
daring and persevering ininds, have broughtus ac.

quainted with an extent of country which., added to
the discovery it was our good fortune to push so far

along the shore to the westward of them, bas left a
ïVery small portion of the coast unknown.

The extent of land thus left unexplored between
Point Turnagain and Icy Cape îs comparatively so
insignificant that, as regards the question of the north-
west passage., it may be considered to bc known ; and

in this point- of view both éxpeditions, tho'ugh they
did not meet, may be said to have been fully successful.
From. the nature and similarity of the coast at Return

,Reef and Point Barrow, it is very probable that the
land from. Franklin Extreine trends gradually to the

eastward to, Return Reef, leaving Point Barrow in
latitude 710 23'30" N. the northern limit of the con-
tinent of America.
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The determination of this great geographical ques- CHAPO
Vil.

tion is undoubtedly important; but thongh it sets a 1.
boundary to the ntw continent, and so far diminisbes Oct.
the difficulties attending an attempt to effect a pas- 1827.

sage froiri the, Pacific to the Atlantic, yet itleu-,%res the
practicability of the north-west passage nearly as

dotibtful as ever ; and it is evident that it canne be
otlierwise, until the obstructions set forth in Captain

Parry's voyage are removed, as it would avail little to
be able to reach Hecla and Fury Strait, provided that
channél were always impassable,

From what has been set forth, in the foregoing nar-
rative of our proceedings, it îs nearly certain tbat, by Lé,
watching the opportunity, a vessel may reach Point
Barrow, and in all probability proceed beyond ite
Had we been permitted to make this attempt, we
should no doubt he able to speak more positively up on
this subject; and, as I have alwýys been of opinion
tbat a uavigation may be performed along any coast
of the Polar Sea that is conflnuous, I can see no insur.
mountable obstacle to the exploit. In this attempt,

however it is evident that a vessel must be prepared
to encounter very heavv pressure from the ice, and
must expect, on the ic(y closing the coast to the west-
ward of Point Barrow, which it unquestionably would
with ever strong westerly wind, to be driven on shore

in the manner in which our boat was in 1826.
As regards the question, whether it be advisable to,

attempt the passage from. the Atlantic to the Pacifie,
the advantage of being able to pursue the main land
with certainty from Icy Cape is unquestionably great;
and the recollection that in that route every foot gained
to the eastward is an advance towards the point
whence supplies and succour may be obtained, îs a

PACIFIC AND BEERING'S STRAIT.



CHAP. cheerino, prospect to tho-se who are eilacaeed in suchVil. b " ý' c;' a r.
%mm.vme..j an expedition. But-while I so far advocate an attempt à

Oct. from this quarter, it-must not be overlooked that the en1827. length of the voyage round Cape Horn, and'the vicis. ar
situdes of climate to be endured, present material ob. W-

jections to prosecuting the enterprïse by that course, ro
It does not appear that any preference can bc given Pl

to the western, route ftom prevailing winds or currents gc
as both are so variable and uncertain, that no depend. Ot

efice can be placed upon them. In 1826, easterly winds Sti
prevailed almost throuohout the summer, both on theZD p
nortbern coast of America, and in the open sea to the Ur

westward of Icy- Cape: while in 1827., in the latter CI
situation at least, the reverse took place. And as the in,
coincidence of winds experienced byýCaptain Franklin
and ourselves in 1826 is very rerbarkable, there is

every probability that the same winds prevailed to the, W-
eastward of Point Barrow.

Theý., current, though it unques'ionably sets to the cc
northward through Beerinçr"s Strait, in the summer at

least, does not appear to influence the sea on the north-
ern coast of America which is navicrable; as Captain
Franklin., after the experience of a whole season, was tl-

unable to detect any current in either direction. In pl (
the sea to the westward of Icv Cape, the'eurrent set- in
ting through Beerings Strait is turned off by Point tt
Hope, and does not appear to have any perceptible E,
influence "on the water te the north-eastward of Icy tr .

Cape; for tbe current there, though it ran strong at ar
times., seemed to be influenced entirely by the, prevail- P_

ing wind. The body of water which finds its way X
into the Polar Sea must undoubtedly have an outlet, ti
and one of these appears to be the Strait of Hecla and ft

Fury ; but as this current is not felt between the ice ne

9 8 VOYAGE TO 'rH£
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andthe contiùent of America, the only part of the sea CHAP.

tbat is navigable, it must rather impede than favour the VII.
'I-ý

enterprise, by blocking the ice against both the strait, oa.
and the western coast of Melville Ppen' Upon the 1827

whole, however, I am disposed t6 favotir the western
route., and am of opinion that could steam vessels
properly fitted, and adapted to the service, arrive in
good condition in Kotzebue Sound, by the beginning
of one summer, they might with care and patience

succeed reachincr the western shore of Melville
Peninsula in the next. There, ho'wever, they would

«andoubtedly be stopped, and have to enconnter diffi-
culties which had repulsed tbree of the most persever-
ing attempts ever made toward the accomplishment
of a similar object.

I shall now offer a few remarks upon the inhabitants
wliom we met upon this coast.

.rhe western Esquimaux appear to be intimately
connected with the tribes inhabiting the northern and

north- eastern shores of Ainerica, in language, féatures,
maniners and custonis. They at the same time, in

many respects., resemble'the Tschutschi, from 'Whoni
they are probably descended. These affinities 1 shall
-otice as I proceed with my remarks upon the people

inhabiting the north-west coast of America, whom, for
tbe convenience of the reader, I shall call the western
Esquimaux, in order to distinguish them from the
tribes inhabiting Hudson's Bay, Greenland, Igloolik,.,
and indeed frùm, all the places eastward of ]ý-oint
Barrow. This line ought properly to be dnwn, at

M'Kenzie River, in consequence of certain peculiari.
ties connecting the people seen near that spot with
the tribe to, the westward; but it will be more couve-
nient to.eonfiine it within the above-mentioned limits.

These people inhabit the north-west coast of Anie-
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CHAP. rica., from 60'0 34' N. to 71" 24" N., and are a nation UT
Vit. of fishermen dwelling upon or near the sea shore, from ki

1--ý
Oct. which they derive almost exclusively their subsistence. st

1827. They construct yourts or winter residences upon those ty

parts of the shore which are adapted to their conve. gi

nience, such as the mouths, of rivers, the entrances of à

inlets, or jutting points of land, but always upon low tl

ground. They form themselves into communities, ft

which seldom exceed a hundred persons ; though in cc

some few instances they bave amounted to upwards tf

of two hundred. Between the above-mentioned limits of

we noticed nineteen of these villages, some of which di

were very small, and consisted of only a few huts, and W

others appeared to bave been deserted a long time; à

but allowing them all to be inhabited in the winter, the sr

whole population, I sbould think, ineluding Kow-ee- fc

rock, would not arnount to more than 2500 persons. k.

I do not pretend to say that this estimate is accurate, se

as from the manner in which the people are dispersed 0(

along the coast in the summer, it is quite impossi. la.

ble that it sbould. be so; but ît may serve to show se

tbat the tribe is not very numerous. à

As we landed upon every part of the coast, to which 0(

these villages appear to be confined, ît is not likely re

that many escaped our observation; neither is it pro. sk

bable that there are many inland or far up the rivers, th

as frequent access to the sea is essential to the habits st

of ibe people. Besides this may further be inferred,
from the circumstance of no Esquimaux villages being of

found, up either the M'Kenzie or Coppermine rivers, 1 4l'q

and from.'the swampy nature of the country in gene.
ral, and the well-known hostile disposition of the In- fo:

dians towards the Esquimaux. W

Their yourts or winter residences are partly exca- Ur
- «1 0 .1 .1 1 .1 -*.LlL 1--'l 2f
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upon poles of driftwood. There are, however, several cii.%P.

kinds of habitations, whicli seem to vary in their con- vil.

struction according to the nature of the ground and oct.
the taste of the inhabitants. Some are wholly above 11127.

ground, others have their roof scarcely raised above
it; some resemble those of the Tschutschi, and others

those of the natives near Prince William Sound; but
tbey all agree in being constructed with driftwood
covered with peat, and in having the light admitted

throliuh a hole in the roof covered with the intestines
of sea animals. The natives reside in these abodes
during the winter, and when the season approaches at
which they commence their wanderings, they launch
tbeir baidars, and taking their families with them,
spread along the coast in quest of food and clothing
for the ensuing vinter.* An -experienced fisherman

knows the places which are most abundant in fish and
seals, and resorts thither in the hope of being the first

occupier of the station. Thus almost every po*fnt of
land and the mouths of all the rivers are taken pos-
session of by the tribe. Here they remain, and pass
their time, no doubt, very happily, in the constant
occupation of takiýg salmon, seals, walrusses, and
reindeer, and collecting peltry, of which the beaver-
skins are of very supêrior quality, or whatever else

they can procure; which may prove useful as winter00
store.

Durincr their absence-the villages are left in charge
of a few elderlv women and children, with a youth or

*>wo to assist ;hem., Who, besides preventing depreda-
nons, are deputed to cleanse and prepare the yourts
for the reception of the absentees at the approach of
winter. As long as the fineweather lasts they. live

under tents made of deer-skins laced upon poles; but
about the middle of September, they break up'these
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CHAP. establishments, load their baidars with the produce of
Vif. their labour and track them aloncr the coast with dogst> gs

Oct. towards their yourts, in which they take up their win- t
1827. ter station as before, and regale theniselves after t1heir t

success by dancing, singing, and banqueting, as ap- t
pears to be the custom with the Eàstern Esquimaux,

and from their having larue rooms appropriated to

such diversions.
These winter stations may always be known at a dis-

tance by trunks of trees, and frames erected near them;

some supporting sledcres and skins of oil, and others

the scantlinop of bouts caiacs fishing implements, &c.

We had no opportunity of witnessing their oc-

cupations in the winter, which must consist in

the construction of implements for the forthcom- r

iDg season of activity, in mak-ing clothes, and carv- t
ing and ornamentino,- their property, for almost everv

article made of bone is covered with devices. They t
appear to, have no kino- or governor, but, like the pa-

triarchal tribes, to, venerate and obey the aged. They

have sometimes a grec fear of the old women who r

Pretend to witchcraft.
It seems probable that their religion is the same as

that of the Eastern Esquimaux, and that they have si- S
milar conjurers and sorcerers. We may infer tbat

they have an idea of a future state, from the fact of their

placing near the graves of their departed friends the t
necessary implements for procuring a subsistence in

this world, such as harpoons, bows, and arrows, caiacs,

&c. and by clothing the body decently ; and from the

circumstance of musical instruments being suspended

to the poles of the sep'ulchres, it would seem that they

consider such state not to be devoid of enjoyments. t
Tlheir mode of burial differs from that of the Eastern i
Esquimaux, who inter their dead ; whercas these people r
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dispose the corpse upon a platforni of wood, and raise CHAP.
vil.a pile over it with youncr trees. The position in which

the bodies are laid also differs ; the head being placed ocir.
1827.to the westward by this nation, while in the eastern

tribes it lies to the north-east.
They are taller in stature than the Eastern Esqui-

maux, their averaffleeight being about five feet seven
and a half inches. They are also a better looking race,
if I may judge from the natives I saw in Baffin's Bay,
and from the portraits of others that bave been - pub.
lislied. At a comparatively early age, however, they
(the, women in particular) soon lose this comeliness,,.
and old age is attended with a haggard and care-worn

countenance, rendered more unbecoming by sore eves,
and 1) teeth worn to the o-ums by frequent mastica-
tion of bard substances.

They differ widely in disposition from. the inhabi.
tzints of Igloolik and Greenland, being- more continent,
industrious and provident and rather partaking of the

warlike irascible and uncourteous temper of the
Tschutschi. Neither do they appear by any means so,

deficient in filial affection as the natives of Ingloolik,
who as soon as they commenced their summer excur.

sions left their aged and infirm to perish in the vil-
lages ; of whom, i t will be recollected that one old man
in particular, must bave fallen a victim. to, this unna-

tural neglect, bad not his horrible fate been arrested
by the timely humanity of the commander of the polar
expedition.

With the Western Esquimaux, as indeed with al-
most all uncivilized tribes, hospitality seems to form
one characteristic feature of the disposition; as if Na.

ture, by the gift of this virtue, had intended to, check,
in some measure., that ferocity which is otherwise so
predominant,



CHAP. Smoking is their favourite habit, in which. they in-
vil. dulge as long as their tobacco lasts. Parties assemble

1__ý
Oct. to enjoy the fumes of this narcotic, and the pipe passes

1827. round like the calumet - of the Indians, but apparently
without- the cerernony being binding. Their pipes are

short, and the bowls of soine contain no more tobacco
than can be constimed. in a long whiff ; indeed, the great
pleasure "of the party often'consx*sts in individuals en-

deavouring to excel each other in exhausting the con-
tents of the bowl at. one breath, and many a laugh is
indulged at the expense of him, who fails, or who, as
is very frequently the case, ïs thrown intô a fit of
coughing by the smoke getting into his langs. t

They seldom use tobacco in any other way than
this, thongh some natives whom we saw to the south-

ward of Beering's Strait were not averse to chewing
it, and the St. Lawrence islanders indulged in snuffi
Their predilection for tobacco is no doubt derived froni s

the Tschutsch*, who are so passionately fond of it,
that they are said, by Captain Cochrane, to snuff,

cheýmr, and smoke, all at the same time. The practice
of adulterating tobacco is common with the Tschut- C'
schi, and bas, no doubt, passed froni theià fo-,ihe» Es-
quimaux, who often adopt it from choice. That which rt

finds its way to the N.W. coast of America is of very t.
inferior quality, and often bas dried wood chopped up Ir
with it. a.

The ornaments worn in the lip, described in the
course of this narrative, are peculiar to, the males of
the Western Esquimaux, and are in use only from a,
Norton Sound, where they were seen by Captain 0:
King, to the, Mackenzie River, where they were

worn by the p--earty which attacked Captaîn Franklin.
The practice is by no means modern, as Deschnew, as VE

far back as 1648, describes the inhabitantà of the

304 VOYAGE TO THE
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aislands opposite Tschutskoi'Noss as having pieces of CHAP.

sea-horse tusk thrust into holes in tbeir lips0- No lip Vil.

ornaments similar to these bave been seen to the east- oct.
ward of the Mackenzie River; and indeed we know 1827.

of no other tribe which has adopted this'singular cus.
tom of disfiguring the face, except that inhabiting the
coast near Prince William Sound, and even there the
arrangement differs. It is --remarkable that ýthe prac.
tice with them is confined to the women., while in the

tribe to the northward it is limited to the nien. It is
also singular, that this barbarous custoni of the males

is confined to so small'a portion of the coast, while
that hy which the females are distinguished extends
from Greenland, along the nortbern and western shores

of America, down to California,
Nasal ornainents, so cominon with îhe tribes to the.'D ibsouthward of Oonalaska, were seen by us in one in-

stance, only, and were then worn by the females of a
party whose dialect differed from that in general use.

with the tribe to the westward of Point Barrow. The
custom disappears to the northward of Alaska, and oc-
curs again in the tribe near the Mackenzie River. A
similar break in the link of fashion in the same nation
may be traced in the practice of shaving the crown of

the head., whichis general with the Western Esqui-
maux, ceases at the Mackenzie River, and appears
again in Hudson"s Bay, and 1âmong a tribe of Green.
landers, who, when they were discovered by Captain
Ross, bad been so long excluded from intercourse with
any other people, that they imagîned tbemselves, the
only living hunîan beings upon the face of the globe.*

ý1
See a letter from Captain Edward Sabine, Journal of Science,

vol. Vii.
VOL. Il. X

PACIFIC AND BEERINGS STRAIT.
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CHAPý It was reinarked that the inhabitants of Point Bar'Vil.
%,.ý row had copper kettles, and were in several respects

Oct. better supplied with European articles than the people
1827. who resided to the southward. Captaiii Franklin

found ainong the Esquimaux near the Mackenzie se.
veral of these kettles, and other manufactures, which
were so unlike those supplied by the North west ' Com-

Jpany, as to leave no doubt of their bflincr obtained from
the westward. Connecting these facts with the behavi-
our of the natives who visited us ofF Wainwright. Inlet,
and the information obtained by Augustus, the inter-

preter, it is very probable that between4he Mackenzie
River , and Point Barrow there is an agent who receives
these articles froin the Asiatie coast, and parts with

them in exchange for furs. Augustiis learned from
the Esquimaux that the peciple from whoni these ar-
ticles were procured resided up a river to the west-
ward of Return Reef. The copper kettles, in all pro-

bability, come from. the Rtissians, as the Tschutschi
bave such an aversion to utensils made of that metal,

tbat they will not even use one when lined with tin,*
From the cautious manner in which the whole tribe

dispose of their fuirs, reserving the niost valuable for
larger prices tban we felt inclined to gîve, and some-

times producing only the inferior ones, we were in-
duced to suspect that there were several Esquimaux
actinom as agents upon the coast, properly instructed btý y
their employers, in Kamschatka, who, having collected
the best furs from the natives, crossed over with them
to the Asiatic coast, and returned with the necessary
articles for the purchase of others.

I regret that we never had au opportunity of seeino

-* Captain Cochrane's Journey in Siberia.
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tte Esquimaux in pursuit of their game, or in any way CHAP.

vil.actively employed, except in transporting their cv-oods
along the coast. One cause for this is that they Oct.

1827.relinquished all occupation on our appearance, to, obtain
some of the riches that were on board the ship. It

inay, however, be inferred, from. the, carvings upon
their ivory implements, that their employnients are

numerous and very similar to those practised by the
Greenlanders. Of these., rein-deer hunting appears to,
be the most common. If we may credit the sculp-

tured instruments, tbey shoot these animals with bows
and arrows, which from the shyness of the deer, niust
require great skill and artifice -to effect. The degree
of skill may be inferred from the distance at which

some of the parties are drawn shooting their arrows,
and the artifice is shown by, a device of a deer's head
and horns placed upon the shoulders of a person creep.
ing on all-fours towards the animal., after the manner
of the Californian Indians, and of some of -the inland
tribes of North America. We found the flint head
of an arrow which bad been used for this purpose.
broken in a haunch of venison that was purchased
from the inhabitaiats near Icy Cape. In some of the

representations the deer are seen swimming in the
water., and the Esquimaux harpooning them from their
caiacs,, in the manner represented in the plate in

Captain Parry's Second Voyage, p. 508.
As an instance of their m ethod of killing whales,

we found a harpoon in one that was dead, with a drag
attached to, it made of an inflated seal-skin. It must

be extremely difficult for these people, with their
slen*der means, to, capture these enoýmous animals,
and it inust require considerable perseverance. - The
occupation, however, appears to be less hazardous

X 2
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CHAP. than that of killing walrusses, whicÉ, by the devices
vil.

upon the instruments, occasionally attack the caiacs.
Oct. The impleinents for taking these aninials are the same
1827. as described by Captain Parry. Seals are also cap-

tured in the manner described by him. Upon some
of the bone implements there are correct representa-
tions of persons creeping along the ice towards their
prey, which appears to bave been decoyed by an in-

flated seal-skin placed near the edge of the ice ; an
artifice frequently practised b the eastern tribes.y
These animals are also taken in very strong'nets made

of walrus-hide ; and another mode is by harpooning
thein with a dart about five feet in length, furnisbed
with a barb., which is disengacred from, its socket when
it strikes the animal, and being fastened by a line to the
centre of the staff, the harpoon acts as a drag. This
instrument is discharged with a throwing board,
wbieh is easily used, and gives very great additional t

force to the dart, and in the hands of a skilful person
will send a dart to a considerable distance. The throw-

ing board is mentioned also by Captain Parry, by
Crantz, and others, and corresponds with the womoi-u

of New Zealand.
We noticed in the possession of a party to the

northward of Kotzebue Sound a small ivory instru- s

ment, similar to the keipkuttuk of the Igloolik tribe.
Birds are likewise struck with darts which, resemble

the nyguit of Greenland ; they are also caught in
whalebone snares, and by baving their flight arrested a

f(by a number of balls attached to thongs -about two
feet in length : they are sometimes shot with arrows CI

ftpurposely constructed with blunt beads. b.The practice of firing at a mark appears to be one
of the amusements of the Esq uimaux; and j udging froni a--
u7h.qt- urp rnmv tàt- lrl...A orryt-t.%
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ordinary performers in thîs way aniong the tribe. One, CHAP.
Vil.day a diver was swimming at the distance of thirty yards

froin the beach, and a native was offèred a reward if oct.
he would shoot it: he fired but the bird evaded the

arrow by diving. The Esquimaux watched iùs coming
to the surface, and tlie instant his head appeared he
transfixed both eyes with his arrow. He- was re-
war ed for his skilfulness, and the skin was preserved
as a. pecimen of ornithology and of Indian archery.

Generally speaking, however, I do not think they arc
expert marksmen.

Their bows are shaped differently to those of
Igloolik, and are superior to any on the east*ern coast
of America; they are, however, made upon the same
principle, with sinews and wedges at thé back of the

wood. On the western coast driftwood is so abun-
dant that the inhabitants have their choice of several

trees, and are never obliged to piece their inipleinents.
It requires some care to bring a bow to the form

which they consider best; and for this purpose they
wrap it in shavings soaked in water, and hold it over

a fire ; it is then pegged, - down upon the earth in the
form required. If not attended to when used, the

bows are apt to get out of order, and the string to
slip out of its place, by which the bow belnds the wrong We_
way, and is easily broken.

In these bows the -string is in contact with about a
foot of the wood at each end and when used makes
a report which would be fatal to secrecy. The Cali.

fornians, accustomed to fight in ainbush, are very
careful to have that part of the string niuffled with
fur, but I never' saw any précaution of the kind used
by the Esquimaux. To protect the wrist frèm the

aLrasion which would ensue froin fréquent firing, the
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Esquimaux buckle on a piece of ivory, called mun-era,
about thr-ee or four inches long, hollowed ont to the
wrist, or a guard made of several pieces of ivory or
wood fastened together like an ironholder.

Fishing implements are more numerous and vaâd
with the Western Esquimaux than with the others,

and some are constructed with much neatuess and
ingenuity; but I do not know that any of them re-

quire description, except a landing net,, and that only
because it is not mentioned by Captain Pârry. This

consists of a cireular frame of wood or bone, about
eight inches in diameter, worked across with whale-
bone like the bottoi'n's of cane chairs, and fixed upon
a long wooden handle.

Of all their manufactures, that of ivory cbains is
the most ingenious. These are cut ont of solid pieces
of ivory, each link beincr separately relie-ved, and are

sometimes twenty-six inches in length. For what
purpose they are used I Içnow not ; but part of the

last link is frequently left solid, and formed in imita-
tion of a whale ; and these chains beinci- strong, they

may in some way or other be appropriated to the
capture of tbat animal.

Among a crreat man 1 y singularly shaped tools in the
possession of these people, we noticed severat that are
not in Captain Parrys catalogue' such as instruments

for breakina, wood short off; small band chisels
consisting of pieces of bard ston-e fixed in.bone handles
adapted to the palm. of the hand; meshes for niaking
nets*; an instrument made with the claws of a seai, for
cleansi-ng skins of their fat, &c. Though I never saw

the screw in use among this tribe, yet I found a worrri
properly cut upon the end of one of their fishing

implements. The panna, or double-edged knife, is

t

t

t

z.
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also, in use with these people; some of them were CHAP.
vil.

inlaid with brass, and undoubtedly came from, the
Tschutschi.

The language of the Western Esquimaux so, nearly
resêmbles that of the tribes to, the eastward, as

scarcely to need any further mention, particularly affer
tbe fact of Augustus, Who was a native of Hudson"s
Bay being able to converse vith the Esquimaux

wbom he met at the mouth of the Mackenzie River.
It rnay, however, be useful to show, by means of a

vocabulary compiled from, the people we visited, how
nearlv it coincides with that given by Captain Parry;

soine allowances being made 'for the errors to, which.
all collectors are liable, Who can ouly make themselves

understood by signs, and who collate from small par-
ties, residing perhaps at a distance from. each other,
and who, though they speak the same language, may
make use of a different dialect. It does not appear

that this language extends much beyond Norton
Sound, certainly not down to Oonalashh-a; for the
natives of Iliat islaud, Who are sometimes einployed by

tb'e Russians as inter'preters, are of no, use on the Î ýw

Ai-nerican coast near Beering's Strait. The language,
notwithstanding, has a great affinity, and may be
radically the same.

It is unnecessary to pursue furtherthe peculiarities
of these people, which, are so similar to, those of the
eastern tribes, as to leave no doubt of both people

bein-cr descended from the sanie stock ; and though
the inhal-)itants of Melville Peninsula declared they
knew of no people to the westward of Akoolee, there

is much reason to believe, from the articles of Asiatie
manufacture found in their possession, tbat there W
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CHAP. an occasional communication between all the tribes on avil.
the north coast of America. W

Oct. The subject of currents in Beering's strait bas lost Ir
1827. much of its interest by the removal of the doubt re- Ir

garding the separation of the continents of Asia and Ir
America; and it is now of importance only to the W

navigator, and to the natural philosopher.
It does not appear, from our 'passages across the sea

of Kamschatka, that any great body of water flows W
towards Beerings Strait. In one year the whole

amount of current from Petropaulski to St. Lawrence
Island was S. 540 W. thirty-one miles, and in the next
N. 50<1 W. fifty-one miles, and from Kotzebue Sound to

Oonemak N. 790. W. seventy-nine milés. Approach- tl
ing Beering's Strait, the first year, with light southerly e
winds, it ran north sixteen miles per day ; and in the t
next with stroncr S. W. winds, north five miles; and ê'

with a strong N. E. wind, N. 341) W. twenty-three à
miles. Returning three différent times with gales at D
N. W. there was no perceptible current. n

By these observations it appears that near the strait .a:
with southerly and easterly winds there is a eurrent to the
iaorthward; but with northerly and north-westerlywinds 17

tbere îs none to the southward, and consequently that
the preponderance is in favour of the former, and of S
the generally received opinion of all persons who bave b,
navigated these seas. I prefer this method of arriving
at the set of the current to giving experiments made a'.
occasionally with boats, as they would le-àd to a result3 à

which would err according to the time of the tide at E
whicli they were made. t

To the northward of Beering's Strait, the nature of C«
the service we were employed upon confined us within t
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a few miles of the coast; there the northerly current
was more apparent. «We first detected it off Schis-

mareff Inlet; it increased to between one and two
miles an hour off Cape Krusenstern, and arrived at its
maximum, three miles an hour, off point Hope: this
was with the flood tide; the ebb ran W. S. W. half a
mile an hour. Here the current was turned off to
the ilorth-west by the point, and very little was after-
wards felt to the northward. The point is bold and
shingly, and shows every indication of the current

being prevalent and rapid. .4
This current, as I bave befôre remarked, was con-

fined nearly to the surface and within a few miles of
the land ' ; at the depth of nine feet its velocity was

evidently diminishied, and at three and five fathoms
there was none. The upper stratum, it should be
observed5 was much fresher than sea water; and there
is no doubt that this current was greatly accelerated, if
not wholly occasioned, by rivers; but why it took a
northerly course is a question I am not prepared to'
answer-w

To the northward and eastward of Cape Lisburn
we found little or no current until we arrived at Icy
Cape. Off this projection it ran strong, but in oppo-
site directions,- and seemed to be influenced entirely
by the winds. Near Point Barrow, with a south-
westerly gale, it ran at the rate of three miles an hour
and upwards to the N. E., and did not subside imme-
diately wilh the wind; but the current must here bave
been increased by the channel. between the land and
the ice becoming momentarily narrowed -by the pack
closing the beach; and dit must not be imagined that
the whole body of water in the Polar Sea was going at
the rapid rate above mentioned, which would be con-

CHAP.
Vif.

Oct.
18'27.
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CHAP. trary to our experiments in the offina-d. Another cause
Vil. ZD

of this inay be a bank lyincr to the westward of Icy br
0-at. Cape, upen one part of -%vhich. the water shoals from à
1827. thirtv-two fathoms to nineteeD, and the bottom is p

chainged from niud to stoues. tl-

It is evident, from. the above-mentioned facts,- that in

a current p&--evails in a northerly direction, altlioiigil ai

we are unable to state with precision its amount, which It

cannot under anv circumstances be great, nor, I Ir

should think, exceed a mile an hour on the ave- 0-
rage. To be able to speak positively on this sub- Cr

ject would require a vast number of trials to be made W
in the same place, and at a distance from the land > Ir

out of the influence of rivers. We inay however ple
presurne, that the above-mentioned direction is that ai

of the prevailincy current throuohotit the year ; for, p
upon examining the sboals off the principal head- fl

lands, we find them all te extend to the north-west, as W
may be seen on referring to St. Lawrence Island, Capes

Prince of Wales, Krusenstern, and Lisburn, and also
to Point Hope. This I conceive to be the i-nost cer- W
tain mode of decidin"-,y the question, without purposely a,

stationing a vessel in the strait, and it is satisfactory fr

to find that the result fully coincides with the experi- tc

nients made near the shore by the Blossom-sand her D
boats.* Our observations, of course, apply to oue c-

season of the year only, as no experiments have as f,
yet been made in the winter.

I was in hopes that I liad expressed myself clearly on this
stibject in the preceding edition of my work; but I find that I liave 0

been misunderstood, and even supposed in one place to have con- W

tradicted m statement in another. This apparent disagreement ti
y t> W

has arisen partly, if not wholly, from an oversight in some of my rr
readers, who have compared observations, made at the suýffice of h-
the sea at one place, with those at fivefathoins below it at another d-
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The course of this current after it passes Cape Lisa CHAP.

burn, is somewhat douhtful; we should expect it to V11*
1_ý

divera-e and one part to sweep round Icy Cape and oet.
Point Barrow; but the shoals off the former place, like
tiie currents themseIN7es., do not furnish. any satisfactory

inference. These shoals lie parallel with the shore,
and inay be, occasioned by ice crrounded off the point.
It may be observed here that voyaoers bave frequently
inentioned westerly currents along the northern coast

of Asia and Nova Zembla, and we know from experi-
ence, that, in the summer, at least, there is a strong
westerly current between Spitzbergen and Greenland.
In the opposite direction, we find ouly a weak stream
passing through the, narrow strait of Hecla and Fury,
and none through Barrow Strait. It seems, therefore,
probable, that the principal. part of the water which
flows into the Polar Sea, from, the Pacific, finds its

way to the westward.
By many experiments made on shore at Icy Cape

by Lieutenant Belcher, it appeared that southerly and
westerly winds occasioned biltrh, tides, and nortberly

and easterly winds very low ebbs. It would seem,
from this fact, that the water finds some obstruction
to the northward, and I think it probable that the be-

nearly 200 miles di,,tant. If the reader will have the candour to
compare the observations made at the surface at both places, he will
find them to agree, with -the exception that the current at one place
ran faster than that at the other, the reason of which I have en-

deavoured to account for in page 313 of this volume. I should
observe here, that, aIthough 1 have not encumbered m narrative
with a notice of every' time the current was tried, sucli observa-
tions were made repeatedly, whenever the nature of the service 1

was employed upon would admit of it; but I wish it to be borne in
mind, that the situation of the ship, necessarily close in shore, was

highly unfavourable to the determination of the question under
di scussion,
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CHAP. fore mentioned shoal, which closes the land toward
vil. Point Barrow, may extend to, the northward; nay, it Sil,

so-
Oct. may even lie off the coast of some polar lands, too low

1827. an - d too far off to be seen from the margin_ of the ice; ric

and --Which can only be ascertained by journeys over th*

the ice, in a similar manner to that in whieh the en
ba,

mountains to the northward of Shelatskoi Noss were
discovered by the Russians. It was this shoaling of an

the water to the northward of Cape Lisburn Ïhat at

induced the late Captain Burney to believe the confi-

nents of Asia and America were connected.
To the northward of Beering',,§ Strait the tide rises so

tie
about two feet six inches at full and change, and the a
flood cornes from the southward. wi

The quantitv of drift wood found upon the shores bu

of Beering's S;rait has occasioned various conjectures Fr

as to, the source from which.- it proceeds; some ima- rh

gining là to be brought down the rivers'; others to be be

drifted from. the southwar(f.- faxv place,, wlere weWe found some at al ' :r iý :'; * wr
landed, and occasionally in great quantifiês. There

dc
was more. at Point Rodney than in any other part; a su

great deal upon Point Spencer; some upon Cape Es- SF
penburg, but more in Kotzebue Sound. Between ad
Cape Krusenstern and Cape Lisburn there was verye fr(
little, and in the bay to the -Éastward of the Cape cc

scarcely any; but when the coast turned to the north- hi
ward it became more plentiful., and it was afterwards P(

tolerably abundant, and continued so ail the way to we
Point Barrow. In addition to thiq, it should be re-

membered, that a grec deal is used 1)y the Esquimaux seý

for boats, implements of all sort, houses, and fuel. nc

These trees are principally, if not all, eitber pine or or.

birch; all that we examined were of these two species, W«
in

and we lost no opportuni»ty of making inquirv on this
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stibiect. The wood is often tough and good; indeed CHAP.
soine that was taken from Choris Peninsula was supe- Vil.

1_ý
rior to the pine we procured at Monterey; but from Oct.

this staa-e of preservation it may be traced to old trunks 1117.
b

,crumbling to dust. Some trees still retained their
bark-, and appeared to have been recently uprooted;
and comparatively few showed marks of having been
at sea.

Some circumstances favour an opiniolr;"- by no
nieans uncommon, that this wood is drifted from the

southward; such as its being found in large quanti-
ties on Point Rodney, the many floating trees met

with at sea to the southward of Kamschatka, &c. ;
but the quantity of this material. found by Captain
Franklin and Dr. Richardson at the mouths of thé -

rh7ers on the northern coast of Anierica, and some
being fôurid_,__ýus high up Kotzebue Sound, in Port

--ý ýarce;nce, andýother places, wh-ere it is hardly possible
for it to be d'iifted, considering the outset of fresh
water, renders it more probable that it is brought

down from the interior of America. Rivers quite
sufficient for this ÈÏýrpose will be found on an in-

spection of the chart, but without this we need only
advert to the before-mentioned rapid current of nearly

fresh water to prove their existence. Did the wood
conie by sea from the southýward, we could scarcely

have failed seeing some of it in our passage from
Petropaulski, and during our cruises to the north-
ward of Beering's Strait; but scarcely any was ob-

served between Kamschatka and St. Lawrence Island;
none between that place and Beeri'ng"s Strait; and
only six or seven pieces of short wood. to the north-

ward, notwithstanding the -coast was clbsely nýavigated
in both years by the ship and the barge. Besides,



1 de(
CHAP. the, westerly current, which is prevalent to the south- L

vil. agl
ward of Beerings Strait, is very much against the pro.

Oct. bability of its being drifted from the southward.
1827, th(

ap,
We passed the Aleutian Islands on the night of the a -

14tb, and as in the preceding year entered a region of sic

fine clear weather. The volcano on Oonemak was ha

still emitting flashes, which, were visible at a very con- ha

siderable distance. It being my intention now to inake, sic

the best of my way to England, I directed the course, tu:

towards California, for the purpose of refitting the pa

ship, and of recruiting the bealth of the sh*p's coni- pi

pany. In" this passage nothincr remarkable occurred so

until the 20thi on which day the sun was eclipsed, th

when we were ovértaken by a violent storm, beginning se

at S.E. and going round the compass in a similar in

manner to the typhoons in the China Sea. As the bi

gale increased, our sails were gradually reduced, until tf

a small storm. staysail was the only canvass we could ci

spread. The sea had the appearance of breakers, and cc

the birds actually threw themselves into the water, bw
apparently to escape the fury of the wind. About Ot

four in the afternoon; just before the gale was at its tl

highest, the wind shifted suddenly eight_ points, and M

brouaht the ship's head to the sea which made a clear
ci

breach over the forecastle. Anticipating a change of
this nature, we fortunately wore round a few hours tl
before it occurred, and escaped the consequences

which. must have attended the stern of the ship being w
r

opposed to such breakers. The barometer during this
gale fell an inch in eleven bours, and rosethe saine

a F
quantity in fi-ýe hours, standing at 28-4 when at its
lowest altitude. The temperature of the aà rose nine
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deorreés from eight lu the niorning to noon, and fell C, Il A P.b Vil.
again to its former altitude at eight at night.

On the 24tb, we were concerned to find several of oct.
the seamen afflicted with scurvy. Had this disease 1827.

appeared the preceding year, in which they had been
a very long time -upon half allowance of salt provi-
sions., and without any vegetable diet, it would not
have been extraordinary; but in this year the seamen
had been on full allowance of the best kind of provi-
sion., and had been living upon fresh beef in China,
turtle and fish in the Arzobispo Islands and Petro-

pauhki, ' besides the full allowance of lemon juice,
pickled cabbages, and other anti-scorbutics. The, sea..
son to the northwar'd., it is true, had been more severe
than that of the preceding year, and the duty in con-
sequence more harassiing; but this is not sufficient
in my opinion to occasion the difference, and I cannot
but think that the indulgence in turtle, after leavini
the Arzobispo Islands, which was thought so benefi-
cial at the moment, induced a predisposition to the
complaint. The disease assumed au unusual character,

by scarcely affecting the- guins, whil£ patients were
otherwise so ill that a disposition to syncope attended

the exertion of walking. Our cases fortunately were
not num-eroýýS"$-uiriz confined to Six., and, after a few

days' fresih provisions in California, were entirely
cuired.

On the ý29th w'e were apprised of our approach to
the coast of Californiaby some large white pelicans,

which were fishing a few miles to, the westward of
Point Pinos. We soon afterwards saw the land, and

at ciglit at night i-noored in the Bay of Monterey-
Early the following rnorning I waited upon the go.
vernor, and despatched messengers to the missions of
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CHAP. St. Carlos and St. Cruz for vegetables3 which. were
vil.

%.ý afterwards ser'ved daily in double the usual proportion
Nov. to-the shi "s company, who benefited so much by the
1827. p

diet that, with one exception, they very soon recovered

from all indisposition. tc
By some English newspapers, which'were found in f(

this remote part of the world, we learned the melan- Pr
choly news of the death of His Royal Highness the a

Duke of York, and put the ship in mourning, by tc
hoisting the flag half-mast de, ing the time she re- ev

mained in the port, T'
In my former visit to this coýntry I remarked that w

the padres were much mortifieà at being desired to

liberate from the missions all the Indians who bore sa.
good characters, and who were acquainted with the at
art of tilling the ground. In consequence of their cc

remonstrances the governor modified the order, and a

consented to make the experiment upon a few only at tic
g

first, and desired that a certain number might be L

settledin the proposed mànner. After a few months, pli-

trial, much to, his surprise, he found tbat these people,

wbo had always been accustomed to the care and dis-

cipline of schoolboys, finding themselves their own sir
masters, indulged freely in all those excesses which it had th
been the endeavour of their tutors to repress, and that ha
many having gambled away their clothes, implements,

and even theïr land, were compelled to beg or to plun-

xler in order to support life. They at leingth becanie on

so obnoxious to the peaceable inhabitants, that the Fr
padres were requested to take some of them. back to Sn
the missions, while others who had been guilty of mis- sa-

demeanors were loaded with shackles and put to bard Tr

.work, and when we arrived were employed trans- mi
porting enormous stones to the beach to ituprove the th
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The padres, conscious thiat the government were CHAP.
now sensible of the importance of the niissions.ý made VIL

better terms for themselves than they hadbeen offered Nov.
by the Reptiblican government. They were allowed 1 127s,

to retain their places, and had' their former salary of
four hundred, dollars a Vear restored to them, besides a
promise of payment à arrears. In return for this
a pledge was exacted from the padres, binding thern
to conform to the existincr laws of the country, and in

every way to consider theinselves amenable to them.
Thus stood the rnissionary cause in California when

we quitted that country.
We remained in Monterey until the 17th, and then

sailed for St. Francisco to complete our water, which
at the former place, besides beincr so scarce that we
could hardly procure sufficient for our daily consuriip-
tion, was very unwholesonie beino- brackish and min-
gled with the soapsuds of all the washerwomen in the

place, and with streains froin the bathing places of the
Indians into which they were in the habit of plungincrZniminediatelv on comincr out of the Terneschal.

San Francisco had undertrone no visible chan(re
since 1826, except that the presidio had suffered from
the shoc- of an carthqua-e on the 22d of April, which
had greatly alarmed its inhabitants.

' We had here the misfortune to lose James Bailey,
one of our marin'es who had loncr been an invalid.

The third of Deceniber we left the harbour of St. Dec.
Francisco the shores of which being newly clothed with
snow, had a very wintry appearance; and on the 13th
saw Cape St. Lucas. The next day we were off the
Tres Marias, three bigh islands, situated seventy-five
miles to the westward of San Blas, and well known by
the frequent mentîon of them in the history of the

VOL. II. y



CHAP. Buccaneers., and by other early navigators in theseVii.
%.ýý seas. In consequence of a current setting out of the,

Dec. Gulf of California we were more to leeward t-han we
1827. were aware and, with a view of saving tirne, passed

through the chanuel between the two northernmost
islands. In doing this we were becalmed several
hours, and fully verified the old proverb, that the
longest way round is often the shortest way home. t

This channel appears to be quite safe ; and in the,
narrowest part has from. sixteen to twenty-four fa-

thoms water; but the o-round in other places is very
steep, and at two miles distance from the shore -to the
westward there is no bottom at a hundred fathoms. t
'When the wind is froni the northward it is calm, in

tbis channel, and a current sometimes sets to the south.
ward, which, renders it advisable, on leaving the chan-

il e]3 to take advantage of the eddy winds which inter- t
vene between the calm and the true 1)reeze to L-eep to l'
the northward, to avoid being set down upon St. r
George's Is] and. We found these islands twenty
miles further from, San Blas than they were placed on
the charts.

The next morning the mountains on the mainland
were seen towerino- above the white vapour whicli

hangs over every habitable part of the land near San
Blas. The highest of these, San Juan, 6,230 fect

above the sea., by trigonometrical measurement, is the t.
best (Yuide to the road of San Blas as it may be scen r
at a crreat distance, and is seldom obscured by fous, d
while the low lands are almost always so. In inW

chart of this part of Mexico I bave criven its exact Po- Ct
sition. When the Piedra de Mer can be seen, it is an t

equally certain guide. This is a rock about ten miles ICI
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west of the anchorage, a hundred and thirty feet high., CHAP.

with twelve fathoms water all round it. Vil.

The afternoon was well advanced before we anchor- Jan.

cd in tbe Road of San Blas, and the refreshing sea-
breeze, sweeping the shores of the bay, had already

dispersed the mist, which until then steamed from, tbe
hot swampy savannahs that for many miles surround
the little isolated rock upon which the town is built.

'Fhe inhabitants had not yet returned from Tepic, to
which place they migrate during the tiempo de laq
agîtas ; the rainy season, so called from. the manner in
whieh the country is deluged with rain in the, summer

time.
At the time of our,arrival in Mexico political affairs

were very unsettled, and the property of British mer.
chants was so much endangered, that I was compelled

to -accede to a request of the merchants, made through
the vice-consul of San Blas, that I would delay iny
return to England, and remain until they could collect
their funds, and that I would receive them, on board
for conveyance to Europe. As it would require several
week-s before this specie could be got tocether, I pro.

posed to visit Guaymas, and to examine the eastern
coast of the Gulf of California; but this was frus.
trated by the revolt of Bravo, the vice-president of
Mexico, and by the affairs of the state becoming so
disorganized that the merchants further requested me
not to quit the anchoraore until they assumed a less

dan(rerous aspect.
Shortly after our arrival we -began to feel the effects

of the ulnhealthy climate of San Blas, by several of
the, seamen beincr affected with intermittent févers and

«Igues the common complaints of the place, p rticularly
with pensons who reside uUýin low'ground, orewho are
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CHAP. exposed to the nigylit air; and I regret to add that we
vii. here lost Thomas Moore one of our most active seaman.
Jan. On the 27th of January,- 1828, the agitation occa-

sioned, by the revolt had subsided, but unfortunately
too late for me to proceed to Guaymas. However, as
the principal part of the specie was to bc sbipped at

Mazatian, we put to sea a few days earlier than neces.
sary for that purpose, that we inight examine the Tres
Marias and Isabella Islands, of which an account will

Feb. bc found in the Appendix. On the 3d February we-i, a very exposed anchorage, in whichreached Mazatlai b
ships are obliged to lie so close to the shore that there

would bc very ureat difliculty in puttincr to sea with
the wind from the W.S.W. to S.E. In the course of
our survey, a rock havincr ouly eleven fect water upon
it was discovered nearly in the centre of the anchoracre,
and occasioned no little surprise tliat of the many

vessels which had put into the port all sbould bave
escaped being dai-naged upon it, Mazatlan is more
healthy than San Blas, and our people here hegan to
recover from. the disorders they had contracted at that
place.

Februarv 7th.-Having enib,-ýir-ed the specie on the'
24th, we put to sea on our return to San Blas, and ran
along the shore with a northerly wind which is here

prevalent from November to June. Lieutenant Bel-
cher, in the cutter, kept in shore of the ship, and filled
in those parts of the coast which. could not bc seen by
her ; and we thus completed a survey of the coast froin
Mazatlan to several miles South of San Blas. Between
these two ports the water shoals so gradually that there

is no dantyer whatever.
In my forn)er visit to this place I found it n«ecessary

to proceed to Tepic to ineet the nierchants in consul-



tation, and on that occasion I carried with ine the CHAP.
Vil.

necessary instruments for determining its position ; by
which it appears that it is only twenty-two, miles direct March,

froin the port, though by the road it is fifty-two. It
is in latitude, 2LO 30'42" N., and its height above the
sea 2,900 feet. By a register kept there during our

stay, its mean temperature was 8'0.1 below that of San
Blas and the rancre 120.8 greater.

Tepic is the second town in importance in Xalisco, -
now called Guadalaxara', and contains 8000 inhabitants;

1)ut this population is aucrinented to about 11,000 in
the unhealthy season upon the coast, at whieb time the
people, resort to Tepic. The town stands in the
lowest part of a plain nearly surrounded by moun-
tains, and not far froin a large lake which exhales a
iiialaria fatal to those who attempt to live upon its
baiiks. On hot sunny days, of which there are many-
tlie clouds as they pass often envelo e the town, and
strik-e a chill which proves fatal to hundreds of pers'ons,
in the course of the year; and immediately the sun'has

t set behind the motintains a cold deposit takes place,
which is so great that it soon wets a person through.

Uiider these circuinstances Tepic is itself scarcely
iiiore healthy than the sea coast, and by flie records

te of the Chureli it appears that the deaths exceed the
births,

About a leacpue and a half froin Tepic, at the foot

y of Mount San Juan, stands Xalisco, near the site of
the ancient town of that name. This town, though so,

ýn close to, Tepic, is very salubrious. I had the curiosity
qe to examine the parish books here, in order to, compare

them with those at Tepic, and found- the births to,

"Y exceed the' deaths in the proportion eighty-four to
nincteen. In a population of only 3000, there were
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several persons upwards of a hundred years of age,
while in Tepic there are very few above seventy-two.

The Spaniards are fally aware of this difference of cli-
mate, and often send invalids from Tepic to Xalisco to
recover their health ; yetthey continue to reside, and

even to build new bouses in the unhealthy spot their
ancestors have chosen.

I had the good fortune to procure at this place,
through the kindness of a gentleman who was re..
siding at Tepic, a curions hive, constructed by bees,
which bad never been described, and of which an ac-
count will be found in the Appendix by Mr. Edward
Bennet, to whom, I am also indebted for his remarks

upon the fishes we collected, which will appear in the
natural history of the voyacre.

The Ist of March was the day appointed for the
embarkation of the gpecie at San Blas ; but it was the

6th before it arrived, and the 8th before we could put
to, sea. On my way to the southward it becanie

necessary to call at Acapulco for the purpose--of
securing the bowsprit previous to the passage round
Cape Horn, as this could not be done conveniently in
the open road of San Blas. While we were at anchor

we received very distressing accounts of the state of
affairs at Acapulco, and several vessels arrived froin
that place with passengers, who had been obliged to
seek their safety by flight. It appeared that shortly
after the revolt of Bravo, the Spaniards, with certain
exceptions, were expelled froni the Mexican teritory;
and that Montesdeoca., a republican general, who was

deeply indebted to some Spaniards at Acapulco, took
advantage of this proclamation to liquidate his debt by

marching against the town -vith a lawless troop of
lialf-cmt Mexicans, and by oblioïng the Spaniards to

CHAP.
Vil.

March,
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tak-e refuge on board the vessels in the harbour, or to CHAP.

secrete themselves in the woods. vil.

On putting to sea from San Blas, we kept along March,

the land; the next day we determined the position of
Cape Corrientes, a remarkable promontory on this

coast, and on the 10th were within sight of the vol-
cano of Colima. This mountain, by our measurement
from a base of forty-eight miles, is 12,003 feet above

the sea; and is situated in latitude 190 20" 24" N. and
longitude 10 41' 42" E. of the arsenal at San Blas.
On thé Iltb, in latitude 170 16t N.,, our temperature
tinderwent a sensible change; previous to, this date

the thermometer had ranged between 710 and 730,
biit on this day it rose to 820, and did not fall again

below 800 until after we quitted Acapulco. 1 notice
the circunistance in consequence of Captain Hall
liavincr experienced precisely the sanie change in the
sanie situation.*

Early in the morning of the 12th March we came
within view of the Tetas de Coyuca, two peaked bills,

which are considered by seamen the best guide to the
port of Acapulco, and the next morning came to
anchor in the most perfect harbour of its size that can
I)e imagined. -

The tow'n of Acapulco was now tranquil, two
Spaniards only beincr left in the place, and Montes-
deoca having retired to Tulincinga, and disbanded his
troops by order of the congress. The oovernment of
Aèàpulco was administered by Don Jose Manuella, a

tool of Montesdeoca, who received ine in his shirt,
seated upon a Guvaquil hammock-, in which he was
swincrin(y from. side to side of the apartment.

Having effectèd our purpose in putting into the

* Hall"s South America, p. 182.
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CHAP. port, and taken on board a supply of turkeys and
vil. fruit, which are finer here than in any other part of Pl

1__ý a al
blarch, the world with which I am acquainted3 we put to sea
1:828. on the 18th. On the 29th -March we crossed the lac

equator in 990 40' W., and arrived at Valparaiso on VE

the 29th of April, where we had the gratification to h

find, that bis Royal Higbness the Lord High Admiral W
had been pleased to mark bis approbation of our pro- di

ceedings on our voyage to the northward in 1826, SI
by honouring the Blossom with tbe first commissions
for promotion which bad been issued under his Royal

Highness's auspices. Here also I found orders await-
ing my arrival to convey to Europe the remittances of ar

May. specia, part of which arrived on the 19th May, and on SI
the 20th we proceeded to Coquimbo to take on board
the remainder.

On the 23d when seven lea(yues S.W. 1 W. of tl1iýs
port, we were surprised by the shock of an earthquake,

of 5 Il ri
which shook the shi*p so forcibly, that some of the PE
seamen imagined the anchor had been let go by acci- be

dent, and was dragging the chain-cable with it to the sa
bottom ; while others supposed the ship bad struck th

upon a sÉààl. An -hour afterwards we felt a second WL
shock, but much lighter. On our arrival in Coquimbo hi

we found tbat these shocks liad been felt by the in- b)
habitants and that there bad been one the precedinc
nicpht which made the churches totter until the bells in
rang. Several slight sboc-s were afterwards felt by b ci
the inhabitants, who are very sensible to these sub- cc

terraneous convulsions. 4> th
We remained several àays in this port, which en- h 4

joys one of the most deli htfül climates imacrinable, be
where gales of wlind are scarcely ever felt, and in which be

rain is a very rare occurrence. Sitaated between the
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ports of Valparaiso and of Callao, where the dews CHAP.
alone irrigate the ground, it seems to partake of the Vii.

1ý_ý
advantages of the climates of each, without the incon. âme,

veniences of the rainy season of the one, or of the 11128*

heat and enervating qualities of the other.
On the 3d June all the specie was embarked, and

we put to sea on our way to Brazil; passed the meri.
dian -of Cape Horn on the 30th, in very thick snow-

showers, and after much. bad weather arrived at Rio
Janeiro on the 21st July. Here we received on board
the Right Hon. Robert Gordon, ambassador to the
court of Brazil, and after a passage of forty-nine days
arrived at Spithead, and on the 12th October paid the
ship ofFat Woolwich,

In this voyage, which occupied three years and a
balf, we sailed seventy-three thousand miles, and ex-
perienced every vicissitude of climate. It cannoi

be supposed that a service of such duration, and of
such an arduous nature, has been perfornied without
the loss of lives, particularlyas our ship's company

was, from the commencement far from robust; and I
have to lament the loss of eight by sickness, of four
by shipwreck, of one missing, of one drowned in a

lake, and of one by falling overboard in a gale of wind;
in all fifteen persons. To individuals nothing pro-

bably can compensate for the selosses; but to the
community, 'cons i deri ng the uncertainty of life under

the most ordinary circuinstances, the mortality which
has attended tbe present undertaking will, I hope,

be considered compensated by the services which have

been performed by the expedition.
In closing this narrative I féel it my duty to the
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CIJAP. officers employed under my command, particularly to
VII.

thorse wbose immediate assistance I have acknow-

ledged in my introduction., briefly to enumerate these

services, as they are of such a nature that they cannot

appear in a narrative, and as my professional habits

have -unqualified me for execating, with justice to

to them, or with satisfaction to myself, the task of

authorship which bas devolved upon me as com-

mander of the expedition, and which 1 should not

have undertaken had 1 not felt confident that the can.

did publie would look more to what has been actually

done, than to the mode in which the proceedings have

been detailed. In the Appendix to the quarto edition 1

have, collected as much information as the nature of

the work would admit. Besides the interestino, mitt-

ter which it will be found to contain., the expeditio.1

has surveyed almost. every place it touched at, and exe-

cuted plans of fourteen bar ours, of which. two are new;

of upwards of forty islands, of which six are discoveries;

and of at least six hundred miles of coast, one-fifth of

which bas not before been delineated. There have also

been executed drawiings and views of beadlands, too

numerous to appear in one work ; and I hope shortly

to be able to lay before the public two volumes of

natural history.
In taking my leave, it is with the greatest pleasure, I

reflect that the, Board of Admiralty again marked the

sense they entertained of our exertions, by a further

liberal promotion at. the close of the expedition.

END OF THE NARRATIVE.
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On the occurrence of the remains of Elephants, and
other Quadrupeds, in the cles of frozen mud, in
Eschscholtz Bay, within Beeringý9s $trait, and in
other distant parts of the shores of t)W.4rctic seas.

BY THE RIV. WM. BUCELAND3 D.D.,$ F.R.3.9 ?.L.9.9 F.O.S.e AND PROFZSSOR 07 GROLOGY

AND MINERALOGY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.

HAVINGbeen requested, at the time of Captain Beechey's
return to England in October, 1828, to examine the collec-

tion of animal rema*s which he brought home ûom the shores
of Eschscholtz Bay, and to prepare a description of them for
the present publication, I attended at the Admiralty to, assist
at the opening and distribution of these specimens. The
most perfect series, including all the specimens engraved in

plates 1, 2, 3, (fossils), was selected for the British Museum;
another series, including some of the largest tusks of elephants,
was sent to, the Museum of the College at Edinburgh, and
other tusks to the Museum of the Geological Society of Lon-
don. To the plates of these fossils, 1 have added a map of
the bay in which they were collected, on the same spot where
similar remains were first-discovered by Lieutenant Kotzebue
and Dr. Eschscholtz, on the Sth of August, 1816. Captain
Beechey, in the course of his Narrative (p. 352 and 444,
Vol. I.), has given a general description of the circumstances
attending the examination of the locality in which the ex.
istence of these bones had been indicated by Lieutenant
Kotzebue, and before I proceed to offer any observations of
my own on these remarkable organie remains, or on the
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causes that may bave collected them in such abundance on
the spots where they are now found, 1 shall extract a further
and more detailed account of the place and circumstances in

which they were discovered, from the journal of Mr. Collie

(surgeon to ihe English. Expedition), by whom the bones
were principally collected, and the chief observations and e:k-

periinents made, oh which Captain Beechey bas founded bis
opinion, in whieh bis officers, Lieutenant Belcher and Mr.

Collie, entirely coincide with him, that the cliffs containinc
bones, which have been described by. Kotzebue and Esch-
scholtz as icebergs covered with moss and grass, are not com-
posed of pure ice, but are merely one of the ordinary deposits
of mud and gravel, that occur on many parts of the shores
of the Polar Sea, beincr identical in age and character with
diluvial deposits of the same kind which are known to be
dispersed over the whole of Europe, and over a large part of
Northern Asis and North America; and presenting no other

peculiarities in the frozen regions of the North, than that
wihich. results from the present temperature of these regions,

causing thé water which percolates thismud and gravel, to be
congealed, into ice.

The question of fâct, whether the eliffi containing these
bones of éléphants, and other land quadrupeds, are composed
Of Il rnassesof the purest ice, a bundred feet high, and covered
on their surface with vegetation,-" as st-ated in the voyage of
Lieutenant Kotzebue, (p. 219, English translation), or are
simply composeil, as Captain Beechey thi-nks them to be,
of ordinary diluvium, having, îts interstices filled up with
frozen water, is important, as it affects materially the con-

sideration of the further question, as to what was the state of
-t'he climate of the arctie regions at the time when they were

thickly inhabited by genera of the largest quadrupeds, such
as at present exist only in our warmest latitudes; this being
a point of inuch interest and curiôsity, in relation to the his.
tory of the phy-sical revolutions that have affected our planet,
and on which there still exiets a diference of opiüio-n amoig
thow individuals who have pa4d th-e greatestàttention to the
subject.
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Before I proceed to, Mr. Collie5s observations on the spot

in which. they were found, I shall extract from his journal a
list of the total number of animal remains collected during
the short time he was with Captain Beechey in Eschscholtz
Bay, and add my own list and description of the most per-

fect of these specimens, which 1 have selected to, be engraved.

List, showing the total number bf animal remains collected in
Eschscholtz Bay, takenfrom the Journal of Mr. Collie.

ELEPHANT.

Lower jaw, nearly complete.
7 Molar teeth.
9 Tusks. Five of them large, and weizhinz from one

hundred to one hundred and sixty pounds each. Four smal];
one of these was found in the debris of the cliff half way up ;
the circumference of the largest tusk at its root is twenty

inches, and at three feet above the root twenty-one inches and
a balf: another tusk, in which part of the tip is wanting,

measures nine feet two inches alon(y the curve from the root
to the tip, and five feet two inches across the chord of its
curve. ie

4 Fragments of tusks.
3 ]Dorsal vertèbrS, five inches and a balf in diameter.
1 Atlas.
1 Os innominatum, nearly perfect.
1 Ilium, imperfect.
1 Os pubis, imperfeet.
4 Fragments of scapulS, one of them tolerably complete,,
1 Portion of humerus.
5 Femora, one of them almost complete,
4 Fragments of femora.
2 TibiS, one of them nearly completeO
1 Tarsal bone.
1 Os calcis, entire, taken out of the eliff.
1 Cuboïdes, nearly entire.
1 Cuneiform.

Phalangal bonea
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URUS.
1 Skull, incomplete.
3 Fragments of horns.
1 Fetnur.
3 TibiS.
1 Dorsal vertebra.
1 Sacrum.

MUSK-0X.

1 Skull, with horns attached, inconiplete and very modern.
]DIEER.

1 Fragment of antler.
4 TibiS, entire.
3 Metatarsal bones.
1 Os calcis.

Some of these are probably casual and modern, and de-
rived from rein-deer that now frequent this part of America.

HORSE.

1 Astragalus.
1 Metacarpus.
1 Metatarsus.

,bescription of the most perfect specimens of animal remains
brought hoine by Captain Beechey from Eschscholtz Bay,

and selected by Dr. Buckland to be engraved in pl. 1, 2, 3,
(fossils). AU these speci m*ens are deposited in the Brifïsk
Museum.

PLATEI.-(Fossils.)

Fig. 1. Lower jaw of extinct elephant, containing two molar
teeth.

2. Profile of No. 1, on the left side.
3. Molar tooth of elephant.

If we compare this jaw and the teeth with the
fossil jaws and teeth described by Cuvier, we shall
find them to, ex-hibit all the leading characters
pointed out by that great naturalist, as distincruish-
ing the fossil elephant from any existing species.

First. The teeth possess that broadness of sur-
face which is more constant in the fossil teeth than
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éther the greater number or greater thinness of
the component laminS.

. Secondly. The position of the teeth in the jaw
is at a less acute angle, and more nearly parallel
than in the recent species.

Thirdly. The channel within the chin at the
junction. of the two sides of the jaw is broader in
proportion to its length; the exterior projecting
point of the chin, also at the apex of the jaw, is

not so prominent as in recent elephants, but trun-
cated as in the fossil specles. Compare this jaw
with those of fossil elephants engraved in Cuvier's

Ossemens Fossiles, vol I. pl. Il. fig. 1, 4, 5. Pl. V-0
fig. 45 5. PI. VIII. fig). 1. Pl. lx. fig. Sý 10.
PI. XI. fig. 2. 1

4. An ivory scoop, purchased by Captain Beechey from
the Esquimaux, and made of a portion of a very
large fossil tusk; it shows at the extremities of the
excavated part at A and B a point that indicates
the axis of the tusk; this ivory is firm. and solid,
and ' in nearly the same high state of preservation
as ehe entire tusks from Eschscholtz Bay.

PLATE II.-(Fossils.)

Fig. 1. Entire tusk of an elephant, measuring ten feet in the
curve and six inches in diameter at the largest par4
and weighing one hundred and sixty pounds.

2. Another tusk of an elephant, nine feet six inches in
the curve.

Both these tusks are nearly perfect; two other
tusks of nearly the same size bave marks of having

been chopped wiîth some cutting instrument; this
has probably been done by the Esquimaux to as.
certain their solidity and fitn'ess for making , their

utensils -0 the large scoop made of fossil ivory .. see
Plate I. (Fossils) fig. 4-shows that these people
apply the fossil tuslçs to such purposes. The tusks

which, are thus chopped appear to have been Jeft
on the, shore as unfit for use, on account of the
shattered condition of their interiore
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3, 4. Loncritudinal view of the tusks represented laterally
in figs. 1, 2. They both possess the same double
curvature as the tusk-s of the cyreat fossil elephant in
$he Museum et Petersburgh from the icy cliff at the

mouth of the Lena, in Siberia.
This curvature is very frequent but not constant in
fossil tusks; it occurs also sometimes in the tusks of

recent elephants: there is a similar double curvature
in the recent. tusk of a small elephant from Ceylon in
the possession of the Earl of Carnarvon, at High-
clere, Hants.

Ficr. 5. Femur of elephant.
6. Epiphysis from the lower extremity of another femur

of elephant.
7. Tibia of elephant.
S. Scapula of elephant.

Os innominatum of elephant.
10. Os calèis of elephant.

PLATE III.-(Fossils.)

Fig. 1. Head of a boÉsurus, in precisely the same condition
with-.the fossil bones of elephants, and very different

from îhe state of the head of a musk-ox with the
external. case of the horns still attached to it, which.
was--broucht home with the fbýsil bones, and was

found with them on the beach at the bottom of the
mud cliff iii Eschscholtz Bay, but is so slightly de-

cayed that Îît. seems to bave been derived from a
carcass that has not long since been stranded by
the waves. This head of a musk-ox is not en-
graved, as it cannot be considered fossil.,

2. Externai hornv case detached. from the bon core of
the horn of an ox : it is in a state equally fresh with
the head of the musk-ox j ust mentioned ; and, like it,

appears to, be derived from, an animal recentl cast
on shore.

Femur of ali ox.
Tibia of an ox.
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6. Humerus of an oxé
7. Metacarpus of an ox.
S. Dorsal vertebra of an ox.
9. Dorsal vertebra of an ox.

10. Os calcis of an ox.
Il. Base of the horn of a deer, similar to, horns that occur

in the diluvium of England, and somewhat resem-
bling the horn of a rein-deer.

12. Tibia of a largre deer.
13. Radius of a larae deer.
14. Astragalus of a horse.
15. Metacarpus of a horse.
16. Metatarsus of a horse.

Cervical vertebra of ,-,.n unknown animal. It has been
compared with. all the skeletons in the collection at

Paris, by Mr. Pentland, without finding _aDy tO
which. it can be referred: he thinks the nature of
the articulation more resembles that in the sloth
and ant-eaters than in aDyother animal ; but the

bone differs from them in other respects, and ap.
proaches to the character of the Pachydermata.

The ahirrial, whatever it was, seems to have differed
essentially from any that now inhabit the Polar Re.
gions of the Northern Hemisphere,

NOTES EXTRiCT"ED FRO31 THE JOURNAL OF MR. COLLIE.

The attention of the world has been called to the remark-
able cliff in which fossil bones were found by Dr. Eschscholtz
in August, 18 16. On my first visit to it in the month of July,
18.19.6, time did not permit me to, do more than take a view of
the most eastern par4 and examine the nature of the ic' front-

ing which it presented. At that time I saw no traces of fos-
sils; this cliff faces to, the N., and extends in nearly-a'rig-ht
line, with few interruptions, for two miles and a- half, and is

irli greneral. about ninety feet high. lt is composed of clay and
very fine quartzy and micaceous sand, assuming a grayish ap-
pearance when dry. The land-hehind rises gradual-ly to- an
additional height of one hundred feet, and is covered with a

FOSSIL RFMATNIS- 'q-q'7



black bonv soil nourishincy a brown and grey lichen, moss,
several species of ericS, graminiS and other herbaceous plants, f
and is intersected witli a fem valleys containing small streams,C 1 V
and havincr their more protected declivities adorned with
shrubs of willow and dwarf bétala (betula incana). e

A continual waste of the cliff is produced at the upper part
by its fallin(y down in considerable lumps to the bottom, where
the debris remains for a longer or shorter time, and covers the
front to a greater or leSs heirrht; in some places, almost to the
very top. Large masses are sometimes seen rent off and stand- t
ing out froin the body of the cliff ready to have their last slight

hold washed away by the next shower, or by a little more
thawing and separation of the frozen earth that serves them

for attachment. The lumps of soil that fall are still covered C
with the herbaceous and shrubby verdure that grew upon

them. The perpendicular front of the cliff of frozen wud and
sand is every summer gradually decreasing by the melting of

the ice between its particles into water, which trickles down t
and carries with. it loose particles of earth. In some por- t
tions of the cliff the earthy surface is protected with ice, 1
partly the effect of snow driven into the hollows and fissures, r.

and partly from the congelation of water, which may have col- f
lected in chinks or cavities : these masses of ice dissolve in
summer, and the water running from them carries with it any

earth that lies in its way, and mixes itself with, and moves for-
Ïl ward, the mass of debris below. By this gradual thawing and

fallincr of the cliff, the black bogyggy soil at the surface becomes
undermined, and assumes the projectinry and overhanging ap-

pearance which is so remarkable. At the base of the greater
part of the cliff the debris is washed by the sea at full tide,
and beincy gradually carried away by the retiring waters, is
Spread out into an extensýve shoal along the coast. It was in

this, shoal, where it is left dry by the ebbing tide, to the dis-b
tance of fifty or a hundred yards from. the cliff, that the greater

number of the fossil bones and teeth were discovered, mfny of E
them so concealed as only to leave a small end or knob stick- f

inom up ; they were dispersed very irregularly. Remains of the
mus -oak were. found on this shoal, along with those of ele-
phants.
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The few specimens taken out of the cliff, or more properly
from the debris, on the front of it (for none, 1 believe, were
taken out of-the very cliff), were in a better state of preserva-

tion than those which had been alternately covered and left
exposed by the flux and reflux of the tide, or imbedded in the
mud and clay of the shoal.

A very strong odour, like that of heated bones, was exhaled
wherever the fossils abounded. Quantities of rolled stones,
mostly of a brownish sandstone, lay upori the shoal, left dry by

the receding sea. With these were also porphyritic pebbles.
Parts of some of the tusks, where they had been imbedded

in the clay and sand, were coloured blue by phosphate of iron,
and niany of the teeth were stained in the same manner. The
circular layers of the tusks in the more decayed specimens

n were distinctly separated by a thin vein of fibrous gypsum.
d In thpse parts of the bay where there are no cliffs, the waves
)f are kept at a distance from the land by a gravelly beach, which,
-n they have thrown up for a considerable extent round the en-

trance of the streams which, come down the valleys. These
beaches have formed rounded flats containing marshes or lakes

ýs5 not unfrequently rather a luxuriant herbage covers their sur-
1- face. The land behind them rises by a gentle slope. Great

n part of the shore of Kotzebue Sound is made up of a diluvial
'ly formation, similar to, that on the south shore of Es-chscholtz

r- Bay. From, Hut Peak to Hotham. Inlet it exhibits many
.id cliffs similar to, those just described, and also others with an
es uniform and steep slope, partly covered with verdure, and

partly exposing the dry sand and clay which compose them.
The most elevated cliffs form the projecting head-land of Cape
Blossom, and abound in ice, notwithstanding their southern

is aspect, particularly at Mosquito station and Cape Blossome
in la their neighbourhood 1 observed the natives bad recently..s- formed coarse ivorý spoons from the external layer of a fossil
.er elephant's tusk. The ice here in the end of September show-
of ed itself more abundantly than it did in the middle of the

'k_ same month on the eliffs of Escholtz Bay which have a
ie northern aspect.ýy
.e- INIr. Collie then proceeds to explain still further his ideas of

FOSSIL REMAINS. 6'109oa
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the manner in which masses, and sheets of pure ice =ay have
been collected in hollows anct fissures on and near the front of
the eliff in Eschscholtz Bay.

Ist. By the accumulation of snow drifted into hollows sub-
acent to the overhanging stratuni of black boggy soil tl)at
forms the brin- of the cliff, and Subsequently converted into

ice by succe-Ssive thawing and freezing in spring and summer.
2dly. They may bave been formed from water colleeted iii F-

deep fissures and cavities that inte îsect the fallinct cliff near its
margin. The inclined position of the land immediately above

this margin of peat, and the annual undermining which is Pro- e

duced by the thawincr of the frozen mud beneath it, prodnce
occasional land slips, and movements of the edcre of the cliff a

towards the sea; these cause cracks and fissures of the soil in
various directions, but chiefly parallel to the external face of
the cliff. these fissures/ descend through the black-
boggy soil of the surface into the frozen inud below, they be-

come receptacles for the formation of ice, since the water that
oozes into the m- is congealed upon their sides until it entirely V

fills them with a wall or dyke of solid ice. The fail of a mass S'
of mud from. the outer side of one of these walls would expose V

this ice, forming a case over the inner side of the fissure in
which à was accumulated.

3dly. Thé manner in which an extensive facing of pure ieeC r
may be formed on these cliffs, by water during the sumrner

tricklin(y down their frozen surface from the soil above, and r
becomingg converted to ice in the course of its descent, bas been S

described by Captain Beeche - (pliges 353 and 454, Vol. 1.) î
y t LLieutenant Belcher, in his notes, proposes another theory

to explain the occurrence of masses of pure ice immediately
below the'margin of peat on the top of the cliff on the south-
ern shore of Eschscholtz Bav. He conceives that between the t

superficial bed of spongg-y peat, and the mass of frozen mud t

which forms the body and substance of this cliff, the water
oozin(r downwards through. the peat, during the thaw of eacli

successive summer, is stopped at the point where it comes into C

contact with the perpetually frozen earth below, and there ac-
cumulates into a thick horizontal sbeet of pure tranSparent



i

ice, and that it is the broken edcre of this icy stratum which
1 Zn a,1 becomes exposed in the margin of the cliff durino- the process

of slow and gradual destruction which it is continually under-
C-0illor. -

This opinion, however, is I believe peculiar to Lieutenant
13elcher. The experiment made by Mr. Collie, in boring ho.
rizontally into the cliff through a vertical face of ice until he
penetrated the frozen mud behind, it, shows, that in this case
the ice was merely a superficial. facincy of frozen w-ater, conso-
lidated as it de-scended the front of the cliff; and his further

experiments in dicyrrinct vertically downwards, in two places,
througyh the peat into frozen rnud, and findinom no traces of
any intermediate bed of ice, appear unfavou-rable to any hy-
pothesis as to the formation of a stratum of pure ice between
the superficial peat and sûbJacent mud.

It has just been stated that Captain Beechey and Mr.
Collie propose three different solutions to explairi the origin
of these hanaing masses of ice ne,r the upper margin of the
vertical cliffs: Ist, That they may have been formed from,
snow drifted into hollows of the cliffs,' and subsequently -con-
verted into ice; 2dly, From. water con'olidated, into ice within
fissures and cavities, caused by the subsidence and falling for-
wards of the frozen mud; 3dly, From. water trickling down
the external surface of the cliff, and freezing as it descended.

r To these the theory of Lieutenant Belcher would add a fourth

1 process, by which a horizontal bed of ice is formed between a
superficial bed of peat and the subjacent mud. These hancr-
inc masses of ice, whatever may be their oricrin, appear to have'n

y been so, abundant at the time of the Russian expedition to, this

y coast, as to have made Kotzebue and Eschsclioltz imagine the
entire cliff behind, them. to be an iceberg; an opinion which all

e the English. officers agree in considering to, be erroneous, since

-1 the view and descriptions of the cliff on the south shore of
Escholtz Bay, given at p. 219 of the Englisli translation of
Kotzebue"s Voyage, do not correspond with the state of this

coas-t when it was subsequently visited by the crew of the
Blossom.

The followinc are Captaiii Kotzebue's observations respect-It

FOSSIL REMAINS. -qi 1IL.Z «K
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ing it: We had climbed muell about, without discovering
that we were on real icebergs. Dr. Eschscholtz found part of

the ban- broken down, and saw, to his astonishment, that the
interior of the mountain consisted of pure ice. At this news
we all went, provided with shovels and crows, to examine
these phenomena more closely, and soon arrived at a place

where the bank rîses almost perpendicularly out of the sea to
the lieicïht of a hundred feet, and then runs off, risincr still
hiuher: we saw masses of the purest ice, of flie heiçrht of a
hundred feet, which are under a cover of moss and grass, and
could not have been produced but by some terrible revolution.
The place, which by some accident bad fallen in, and is now

exposed to, the sun and air, melts away, and a good deal of
water flows into the sea. An indisputable proof that what m-e
ýýaw was real ice is the quantity of mammoth's teeth and bones

wbich were exposed to view by the melting, and among which
1 myself found a very fine tooth. We could not assign any
reason for a strong smell, like that of burnt horri, which we
perceived in this place. -The covering of these mountains, on
which the most luxuriant (Yrass grows to a certain height, is

only lialf a foot thick, and consists of a mixture of clay, sand,
and earth; below which the ice gradually melts away, the
green cover sinks with it, and continues to grow."

Mr. Collie's experiments, which I have before alluded to,'
in digging both horizontally and vertically through the ice
and peat into frozen mud, show that, at the points where ' they
were made, the cliff formed no part of any iceberg. Still more

decisive is the important fact, that on the two occasions when
it was visited by the English èxpedition, the patches of ice
upôn the cliff in quegtion were very few in number, and varia-
ble from one year to another that the 41 masses of the purest
ice of the height of a bundred feet," which were seen by the

Russian officers, had entirely vanished; and that nearly the
whole front of the cliff, from the sea at its base to 0, the peat that

cyrew on its summit, presented a continuous mass of indurated
inud and sand, or of under-cliffs formed by the subsidence of
these materials.

Kotzebue's Vovage of Discoverv, Vol. I. P. 220.
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It seems quite certain therefore that there must have been a
inaterial change in the quantity of ice on the chlf in Esch-
scholtz Bay in the interval. between the visits of Lieutenant
Kotzebue and -Captain Beechey - and if we suppose tliat,
during this interval, there was an extensive thawing of the îcy
front that; was seen by Kotzebue, but which. existed not at the
time of Beeche 's visit, we find in this by thesis a solution ofy . PO

the discrepancy between these officers; since what to the first
would appear a solid iceberg wlien it was glazed over with a
case of ice, would, after the meltinçr of tbat ice, exhibit to the
latter a continuous cliff of frozen diluvial4nud. Whilst the ice
prevailed all over the front of the eliff, any bones tbat had
fallen from it before the forination of this ice, and whicli lay
on the under cliffs or upon the shore, must, by an error almost
inevitable, have been presumed to, fall froni the imaginary
iceberg.

This circumstance seems to surrrrest to us that it is worthy
of consideration whether or not there may bave existed any
similar cause of error in the case of the celebrated carcass of

an elephant in Siberia, whieli is said to have fallen entire from
an iceberg in the clifîs near the Lena. The Tungusian, who

discovered this carcass suspended in what he called an iceberg.)
may possibly have made no very accurate distinction between

a pure iceberg and a cliff of frozen mud.
It is stated by Lieutenant -elcher, that at a spot hevisited

on the S. E. shore of Eschscholtz Bay, on. ascending what ap-
peared at first to be a solid billock, lie found a heap of loose
niaterials, unSafe to walk on, and bavinry streams of liquid mud

oozincr from iton a]] sides throu(rh coarse cyrass; that as theZn 1 ;n_ qn
melting subsoil of th is hillock sinks gradually down, the incum-

bent peat subsides with it; so that at no very distant period
the entire hillock will disappear. In other mud cliffi, also, lie
observed similar streams of liquid mud, accompanied by a de-

pression of the surf,«,-tee imniediately above tliem. Thus, from
the month of June to October thesecliffis are constantly thaw-
ing, and throwin(y down small avalanches of mud, which, be-
tween Cape Blosson-i ,and Cape Kruzenstem, are so numerous,

t1ilat yoti can scarce stand there an bour without witnessing the

VOL. Il. ý'v
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downfall of some portion of the thawing cliffi. Hence o arlg>
nates a succession of ravines and gullies, which do not run far in.
land, and afford no sections, being covered with the debris of
the supérficial peat that falls into them. Small streams of
muddy water, of the consistence of cream, oozefiý,om the sides

of these ravines, the water being supplied by the melting of
the particles of ice which pervade the substance of the frozen
mud , ahýýd peat.

There remain, then, three important points, on which all
the English officers concur in t e samé opinion: ls4 That the
bones and tusks of elephants at Eschscholtz Bay are not de.

rived &om the superficial peat; 2dly, That they are not de.
rived fýom any masses of pure ice; 3dlye That, although col.

lected chiefly on the shore at the base of the falling cliff, they
are derived only from the mud and sand of which this cliff is
composed. e

The occurrence of cliffs composed of diluvial, mud is by no
means peculiar to the sotith shore of Eschscholtz Bay. It will
be seen by refèrence to the map (plate 1. Geology), that they
are more extensive, but at a less élevation along the north
shore of this same bay, and also on the south-west of it, at

Shallow Inlet, in Spafarief Bay. Indeed, -in following the
Une of coast north-eastwardsý from the Arctic Circle, near
Beering7s Strait, to lat 710 Ne, wherever the coast is low,

there is a long succession of cliffs of mud, in the following
order: 1. Schischma eff Inlet 2. Bay of Good Hope, on the
south of Kotzebue"s Sound. 3. Spafarief Bay, at the southý
east extremity of Kotzebue's Sound. 4. Elephant Point, in
Eschscholtz Bay. 5. At the mouth of the Buckland River, at

the head of Eschscholtz Bay, 6. The north coast of Esch.
scholtz Bay. 7. Cape Blossom. S. Point Hope. 9. From
Cape Beaufort to, twenty miles east of Icy Cape. 10. Lunar
Station, near lat. 719.-At the base of the mud cliff) fifteen

feet high, in the Bay of Good Hope, a small piece of a tusk of
an elephant was found upon the shore. At Shallow Inlet, the
mud cliff was fifteen feet higb, without any facings of ice, or

appearanS of bones; yet there was the same smeR at low Il
water as in the cliffs near Elephant Poin4 that abound so
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much in bones. At Icy Cape the cliffis of mud behind the
islands were'about twenty feet higgh, but were not examined.
Patches of pure ice were observed lianging on the mud cliffs
in many places along this coast, but only where there was peat
at the top; hence it may be inferred, that the ice, in such
cases, is fornied. by water oozing from the peat. At Hitrh
Cape, near Hothum Iniet, is a cliff of mud, a hundred feet
high, covered at the top with peat, and having patches of ice
upon its surface; bùt no bones weré found here. In those
parts of xhe coast where the cliffs are rocky there were no
facings of ice.

Having thus far stated the evidence we possess respecting
the facts connecteil with the discovery of these bones in
Eschscholtz Bay, 1 will proceed to offer a few remarks in

illustration and explanation of them, and to consid-er how far
they tend to, throw light on the curious and perplexing ques-
tion, as to what was the climate of this portion of the world
at the time wben it was inhabited by aninials now so foreign to

it as the elephant and rhinoceros, and as to the manner in
which, not only their teeth and tusks and dislocated portions

of their skeletons, but, in some remarkable instances, the en.
tire carcasses. of these beasts, with their flesh and skin still

perfect, became en tombed in ice, o ri in frozen mud and grave],
over such extensive and distant regions of the nortliern hemi-
sphere.

The bones from. Eschscholtz Bay, like most of those we find
in' diluvial deposits, are no way mineralized: they are much
altered in coloùr, being almost black, and are to a certain de.
gree decomposed and weakened; yet, they retain so, much
animal matter, that not only a stronom odour like that of burnt
horn is emitted- froni them on the application of heated iron,
but a musty and slightly ammoniacal smell is perceptible on

genfly rubbing their sui-face.
It must not, however, be inferred that this high state of pre-

servation can exist only in bones that have been imbedded ï,
frozen mý à or frozen gravel, since dense clay impermeable to
water has been equally effective in preserving the remains of
the same extinet species, of animals in the milder climate of
England. There are, in ihe Oxford Museum, bones of the ele.

2 A2
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Phant and rhinoceros, fýom diluvial clay in W ickshire and
Norfolk, that are scarcely at all more decomposed than thosé

brought by Captain Beecbey from Eschscholtz Bay, and are
nearly of the same colour and consistence witb them. I have
also a fragment of the tusk of an elephant from the coast of
Yorkshire, near Bridlington, of which great part had been
made into boxes by a turner of ivory before the remainder
came into my possession; and on comparing the state of the
residuary portion of this tusk from Yorkshire with that of the
scoop made of a fossil tusk by the-Esquimaux in Eschscholtz
Bay, I find the difference scarcely appreciable.

It is mentioned, both by the Russian and English officers,
that a strong odour like that of burnt bones is emitted from.
the mud of the cliffs in which they discovered these animal re-

ain in Eschscholtz Bay: other observers have stated the
sanie thing of the mud cliffs in Siberia, near the mouth of the
Lena, which centain similar organie remains. But it is also
stated by Mr. Collie that a like -odour was perceived at the
base of another mud clifF in Shallow Inlet, near Eschsclioltz
Bay, where there were no bones; and as in this latter case we
must attribute it to some cause un connected with the bones,
and probably toý,gàseous exhalations from the mud itself, we

may, 1 think, draw the sa-me inference as to the onigin of the
odour in all the other cases also; thus in Eschsclioltz Bay,
where nearjy ail the bones were collected at the base of the

éliff on the beach below high water, how can the presence of
two or three bones only, lyincr half way up the cliff, accountC

,for the odour which is emitted- over a distance of more than aVý-'mile along this shore ? How inadequate is- a cause so partial
to so general an effect ! since, however numerous may be the
animal remains that are buried in the interior of the cliff, no
exhalations from them can eséýàpe through their impenetrable
matrix of frozen mud; and even if that fallen portion of mud
which constitutes the under-cliff be ever so abundantly loaded
with fossil bones, it is scarcely possible that these should un-
deýgo sucÈ'É-apid decomposition as to transmit strong exhala-

tions to the surface throu(rh so dense a substance as saturated
clay; in fact, their high degree of preseiývation shows that no

such rapid decomposition bas taken place,
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With respect to the matrix of frozen mud, from which
these remains are said to, be derived, it appears, ftom speci-

mens of it adhering to the bones, that it consists of micaceous
sand and quartzd.se sand, intermixed with fine blue clay. In
the hollow of one of the tusks I found a quantity of this com-
pound, and some fragments of mica slate. ' AU these ingre-
dients may bave been derived from the detritus of primitive
micaceôu§ slates, sùch as- constitute a large part of the funda-

mental rocks of the neighbourhood. of Eschscholtz Bay.
Pebbles of porphyry also are said to occur in the cliff, and

also on the beach below it, mixed, in the latter case, with peb-
bles of basalt and sandstone, and a few large-blocks of basalt.
No rock was noticed ii! this district from whieh these rolled
stones could have been derived; some of those upon the beach

may possibly bave been drifted thither on floatincr icebergs.
The tranquil state and retired position of the bay render it
improbable that these pebbles have been brought to their pre-
sent place by the influence of any existing submarine currents.

It is important to clear from confusion two facts mentioned
by Captain Beechey, viz. the' occurrence of remains of the

rein-deer, and of the musk-ox, along with bones *of the ele-
phant in Eschscholtz Bay. Had the bones of éther of these

arctie animals been found unequivocally mixed with the bones
of elephants in any undisturbed part of the high cliff, it would
bave followed that the rein-deer and the musk-ox niust bave

been coeýý with the fossil elephant; and this fact would bave
been nearly decisive of the question as to the élimate of this
region at the time ýWhen it was inhabited by these three species
of animals. But as all the fossil remains collected in Esch-
scholtz Bay, with the exception of a very few bones and the
tusk of an elephant that lay high up in the under clif, were
coRected on the beach between high and low water mark,

nothing ÎÏ-s more probable than that the bones of modern ani-
mals shouldi4come mixed with these fossils after they bad
fallen upon the beach in the recesses of a quiet bay.

Kotzebue (vol. I. p. 218) says he saw many horns of- rein-
deer lying on the shore in Eschscholtz Bay, and conjectures
that the Americans, who frequent these coasts occasiona1ly in
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the hunting season, may have brought with them the rein-
deer from. which these horns bad been derived. This hype-
thesis may explain the presence of such horns in a spot whiell
no wild rein-deer are known to frequent ae present; but as
Kotzebue (P. 219) mentions also the abundance of drift-wood
upon the shorès-of this bay, it is probable that the same cur-
rents which brought the wood may have also brought the car-
casses of rein-deer, and have stranded them on the shores
where their horns were found.

The agency of the same currents, to which I have referred
the drifting of the carcasses of rein-deer into Eschcholtz Bay,
will also equally explain the presence of recent bones of the

musk-ok in this bay, on the same shoal, with the bones of ele.
phants that had fallen froi the cliff. I havt already stated

that the condition of the skull and horns of a musk-ox, which
were brought hoine with the fossil bones, is so very recent,

and differs so essentially from the condition of all the bones of
elephants from this place, that it is impossible it can have

been buried, in the same matrix with them.; for, in such case,
all would have been nearly in the same state, either of preser.
vation or decay. 1

It is stated by Cuvier (Ossemens Fossiles, second edition,
vol. iv. p. 165), that a simil-ar doubt is. attached to the heads
of musk-oxen described by Pallas and Ozeretzkovsky, as found
near the mouth of the Ob, and at the embouchure of the
Yana, and that there is yet no Sufficient proof of the existence

of ainy.-fossil species of musk-ox that may be considered of the
same,,age with the fossil elephant, or which -can be brought in

evidenèe as to the question of the climate of the polar regions
wlien these elephants were living. Of the very few remains

of musk-oxen which, have yet been found, it does not appear
that any have been buried at a great depth.

There is nothing peculiar to Eschscholtz Bay in the occur-
rence of bones of horses with those of elephants:' from, the

number of localities in which their teeth and bones have been
found together, in diluvial deposits, it appears that more than
one species of borse was co-extensive with the fossil elephant
in its occupatio4 of the, ancient surface of the earth. Wild
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horses are at present almost unknown5 except in warm or tem-
perate latitudes.

We may now consider how far the facts we bave collected
respecting M bones in Eschscholtz Bay are in accordance

with similàr----occurrences, éther in the adjoining regions of
the north, or in other still more distant parts of the earth, and
in different latitudes.

It is stated by Pallas, in the 17th volume of the New Com-
mentaries of the Academy of Petersburgh, 1772, that through.
out the whole of northern Asia, from the Don to the extreme
point nearest America, --there is scarce any great river in whose
banks they do not find the bones of elephants and other large
anirnals, which canne now endure the climate of this district,
and that all the fossil ivory which is coUected for sale-through-
out Siberia is extracted from. the lofty, precipitous, and sandy
banks of the rivers of that country; that in every,---climate and
latitude, from the zone of mountains Mi central Asia to, the
frozen coasts of the Arctie Ocean, all Siberia abounds with
these bones, but that the best fossil ivory is found in'the frozen
lands- adjacent to, the arctic cirele; that the bones of large and

small animals lie in some places piled together in great beaps,
but in gen-eral they are scattered separately, as if they bad
been agitated by waters, and buried in mud and gravel.

The term. mammoth bas been applied inaiscriminately to
all the largest species of fossil animals, and is a word of Tartar
origin, meaning simply 14 animal of the earth.-- lt is now ap-
propriated exclusively to the fossil elephant, of which one

species only bas been yet established, differing materiaRy from,
the two existing species, which are limited, one to Asia the
other to Africa.

Of all the fossil animals that bave been ever discovered, -the
most remarkable is the entire carcass of a mammoth, with its

flesh, skin, and hair still fresh and well preserved, which in the
year 1803 fell from the frozen cliff of a peninsula in Siberia,
nearthe mouth of the Lena*. Nearly fý"'-ý'Years elapsed betweeii

7le details of this case were publisbed by Dr. Tilesius in the fifth
vol. of the Memoirs of the Academy of Petersburg, and also by Mr,
Adams in the Journal du Nord, printed at Petersburg in 1807, e, ;--
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the period when this carcass was first observed by a Tungu-
ýýîan in the thawinçr cliff in 1799, and the moment when it

became entirely disen-Taged, and fell down npon the strand,
between the shore and the base of the eliff. Here it lay two,
more years, till great part of the flesh was devoured by wolves
and bears: the skeleton was then collected by Mr. Adams and
sent to Petersburgla. Many of the ligaments were perfect,
and also the head, with its integuments, weighing four hun-
dred and fourteen pounds without the tusks, whose weight to-
gether was three hundred and sixýv pounds. Great part of
the skin of the body was preserved, and was covered with
reddish wool and black hairs; about thirty-six pounds of hair
were collected from the sand, into which it had been trampled

by the bears.
The followirg description, by Mr. Adams, of the place in

which this mammoth was found will form an interesting sub-
ject of comparisorkwith Captain Beechey's account of the cliff
in Eschscholtz Bay: Il The place were I found the mammoth
is about sixty paces distant from. theshore, and nearly a hun-

dred paces from the escarpment of the ice from wMch it had
fallen. This escarpment occupies exactjy the middle between
the two points of the penirisula, and is two miles long: and
in the place where the mammoth wu, found, this rock has a
perpendicular elevation of thirty or forty toises. Its substance
is a clear pure ice; it inclines towards the sea; its top is co.

vered with a layer of moss and friable earth fourteen inches
in thickness. During the heat of the month of July a part of
this crust is melted, but the. rest remains frozen. Curiosity
induced me to ascend two other hills at some distance from,
the sea; they were of the same substance, and less covered

with rnoss. In various places were seen enormous pieces of
wood of all the kinds prodiiced in Siberia: and also mam.
moth's horns, in gréat numbers, appeared between the hollows

of the rocks; they all were of astonishing freshness. The es-
carpment of ice was from thirty-five to florty toises high: and

according to the report of the Tungusians, the animal was,
when they first saw it, seven toises below the surface of the

ice, " &c.
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1 have to observe on this passage, that it contains no de.
cisive evidence to show tbat the iée seen by Mr. Adams on

the front of the cliff from. whieh the elephant had fallen, was
any thing more than a superficial facing, similar to that found

by Captain Beechey on parts 1 of -the front of the earthy cliff
in Eschscholtz Bay; the same éliff which, a few years before,
when visited by Kotzebue, seems to have been so completely
incased with a faIse fronting of ice as to induce him. to con-
sidet the entire bill to, be a solid iceberg. One thing, how.
ever, is certain as to this mammoth, viz. that whether it was
imbedded in a matrix of pure'ice or of frozen earth., it must
have -been rapidly and totally enveloped in that inatrix before

its flesh had undergone decay, and that whatever may have'
been the climate of the coast of Siberia in anteeedent perio4
Dot only was it intènsely cold within a few days after the

mammoth perisbed, but it bas aýo continued cold from. that
time to the present hour. -0 -11
Remains of the rhinoceros also appear to be nearly co-ex.

tensive with those of the elephant in these northern regions.
Pallas mentions the head of a -rhinoceros which was found be-
yond Lake Baikal, near Tshikoi, and four heads and five
horns of this animal from various parts of Siberia on the Irtis,
the Alei, the Obi, and the Lena. These horns in the frozen

'districts are so well preserved, that splices of them. are used by
the natives to strengthen their boýms.

Pallas conceived that these remains are not derived from
animals that ever inhabited Siberia, but from carcasses drifted
northward. from the southern regions by some violent aqueous

catastrophe, and that there is proof both of the violence and
suddenness of this catastrophe in the phenomenon of an entire

rhinoceros found with its skin, tendons, ligaments, and flesh
preserved in thefrozen soil of the coldest part of Eastern Si.
beria. On the arrival of Pallas in Ircutia in March, 1772, the

head of this animal was laid before him. tozether with two of
its feet, having their skin and flesh bardened like a mummy;

it had been found in December, 1771, in the sand banks of
the Wiluji, which runs in about 640 of north latitude into the
Lena; the head and two feet only were taken care of; the rest
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of the carcass, though much decayed, was still enclosed in its
skin, and was left to perish: the bones were yellow; the foot
had on its skin many hairs and roots of hairs. On various
parts of the skin were stiff hairs from one to three inches long.

If we compare these phenomena of the arctic regions with
those of other countries, and especially with England, we

shall find it by no means peculiar to the northern extremities
of the world to afford extensive deposits of diluvial mud and
gravel, containing the remains of extiùct species of the ele-
phant and rhinoceros, together with those of horses, oxen,
deer, and other ]and quadrupeds. A large portion of the east
coast of England, particularly of Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk,
Yorkshire, and Northumberland, is composed of similar deposits
of argillaceous diluvium, loaded in many places with bones of
the same species of quadrupeds : these deposits are not onjy on
the low grounds and lands of moderate elevation, but also on
the summits of the bighest bills. e. g. onthe chalky cliff of Flam-
borough Head, four hundred and thirty feet above the sea. In
the central parts of England, near Rugby, we have similar

deposits, containing bones, tusks, and teeth of the same species
of animah. In Scotland we have the same argillaceous dilu-
vium on the east coast, near Peterhead, and -near the western
coast, at Kilmaurs, ïn Ayrshire, where it contains iusks of

eiephants and bénes.:2
The analogies whiýh these deposits offer to those in the arctic

regions are very striking. In both cases the bones are of the
saine species of animals. In both cases they are imbedded in

superficial deposits of mud and gravel of enormous extent
and thickness. In both cases the deposits derive no accession

from. existing causes, and are sufféring only continual loss and
destruction by the action of the atmosphere, of rivers, and of
the sea. Theïr chief peculiarity in the polar regions seems to
consist in the congélation, to which the diluvium itself, as well
as the remains included in it, are subject, from the influence
of the present polar climate. les might be quoted to
show the occurrence of similar remains M* diluvial deposits all
over Europe, and largely in America. Raving then such
extensive accumulations of the bones of animals, and the
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detritus of rocks,'all apparentiy resulting from the simultaneous
action of water, but which the operation of existincy seas and,
rivers in the districts occupied by ýhis detritus can never have

produced, and are only tending to destroy, we May surely be
justified in referring them. all to some adequate and cornmon

cause, such as the catastrophe of a violent and general inun.
dation alone seems competent to have afforded,

The facts we- have been considering are obviously much con.
nected with the still unsettled question respecting the former

climate and temperature of that part of the earth in which
they occur. Too much stress has, I think, been laid on the

circumstance of the mammoth in Siberia being covered with
hair. We have living examples of animals in warm latitudes

which are not less abundantly covered with hair and wool in
proportion to the size, than the elephant at the mouth of the
Lena. Such is the hySna villosa lately noticed at the Cape
by Dr. Smith, and described (vol. xv. plate 2, page 40,
Linn. Trans.) as having the hair on the neck and body very
long and shaggy, measuring in rùany places, but particularl ""
about the sides and back, at least six inches; again, the thick
shaggy covering on the anterior part on the body of the male
lion, and the hairy coat of the camel (both of them inhabit,
ants of the warmest climates), present analogies which show
that no conclusive argument in proof that the Siberian ele.
phant was the inhabitant of a cold climate can be drawn from
the fact of the skin of the frozen carcass at the mouth of the
Lena having been covered with coarse hair and wool, but even
if it were proved that the climate of the arctic regions was the
same both before and after the extirpàtiolof these animals, still
must we refer to some great catastrophe to account for the
fact of their universal extirpation; and froni fliose who deny
the occurrence of such catastrophe, it may fairly be demanded

why these extinct animals have not èontinued to live on to the
present hour. It is vain to, contend that they have been sub.
dued and extirpated by man, since whatever may be conceded as
possible with respect to Europe.- it is in the highest degree im.
pýobable that he could have exercised such influence over the
whole vast wilderness of Northern Asia, and almost impossible
that he could have done so in the boundless forests of North
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America. The analogy of the non extirpation of the elephant
and rhinoceros on the continent and islands of India, where
man has long been at least as far advanced in civilization, and
much more populous than he can ever have been in the frozen
wilds of Siberia, shows that he does not extirpate the living

species of these genera in places where they are his fellow-
tenants of the present surface of the earth. The same non.
extirpation of the elephant and rhinoceros occurs also in the
less civilized regions of Africa; still further, lit May be con-
tended, that if man had ilivaded the territories of the mammoth
and its associates, until he became the instrument of their
extirpation, we should have found, eré now,.,, some of the usual
indications which man, even in his wildest state, must leave
behind Iiim ; some few traces of savage utensils, arrows, knives
and other instruments of stone and bone, and the rudest pot-
tery; or, at all'events, some bones of man himself would, ere

this, have been discovered among the numberless remains of
the lost species which he had extirpated. It follows, there.
fore, from, the absence of human bones and of w- orks of art in
the same deposits with the remains of mammoths, that man
did not exist in these northern regions of the earth at or
before the time in which themammoths were ' destroyed; and
the enormous accumulation of the V7rëck of mountains that

has been..,mixed up with their remains points to, some great
aqueous revolution as the cause by which, their sudden and
total extirpation was effectjd.ýý It cannot be contended, that
like small and feeble species, théy may have been destroyed by
wild animals more powerful than themselves. The bulk and
strength of the mammoth and rhinoceros, the two largest
quadrupeds in the creation, render such an hypothesis utterly
untenable.

The state of the argument then respecting the former cli-
mate of the polar regions is nearly as follows:-It is probable
that in remote periods, when the earliest strata were deposilted,
the temperature of a great part of the northern hemisphere
equalled or exceeded that of our modern tropics, and that it
has been reduced to, its present state by a series of successive
changes. The evidence of this bigh temperature and of these
changes consists in the regular and successive variations in the
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character of extinet plants and animals which we find buried
one above another in the §uccessive strata that compose the
crust of the globe. These have in modern times been investi-

gated with sufficient care aný knowledge of the subject to.
render it almost certain that successive changes, from. extreme

to moderate hea4 have taken place in tbose parts of the
northern, hemisphere which constitute central and southern

Europe ;- and although we are not yet enough acquainted with
the details of the geolog of the arctie regions to, apply this
argument to, them with the same precision and to the same

extent as to lower latitudes, still we have detaclied ' examples
of organie remains in high latitudes sufficient to show the
former existence of heat in the regions where they are fourid-a

few detached spots ' within thearctic circle, that can be shown to,
have been once the'site of extensive coral reefs, are as decisive
in proof that the effinate in these spots was warin at the âme
when these corals lived and grew into a reef, as, on the other
hand, the carcass of a-single elephant preserved in ice is de.
cisive of t existence of continual and intense cold ever since
the period at which lit perished. We -bave for some time

known that in and near Melville Island, and it bas been ascer.
tained by Captain Beechey's expedition, that at Capé Thomp.

son, near Beering's Strait, there occur within the arctic
circle extensive -rocks of lime-stone containing many of the
same fossil shells and -fossil corals that abound in the carbo-
niferous lime-stone of Derbyshire: the remains of fossil maffl

rine turtles also, (chelonia radiata) bave been ascertained by
Professor Fischer to exist in Siberia. These are enough to,

show that the climate could not have been cold at the time
and place wh-Cn they were deposited; and the analogay of ad-

jacent European latitudes renders it probable that the same
coolinc processes that were going on in them. extended their
influence to, the polar regions also, producing -s-uccessive re.
ductions of temperature, accompanied by côrrèsponding
changes in the animal and vegetable creation, until the period
arrived in which the elepbant and rhinoceros inhabited nearly
the entire surface of what are now the temperate and frigid
zones of the northern hemisphere.
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Assuming then on such evidence as I have alluded to, the
former high temperature of the arctic circle, and knowing
from the investment in ice and preservation of the carcass of
the mammoth, that this region was intensely cold at the time
immediately succeeding its death, and has so continued to the
present hour; the point on which we are most in want of decisive
evidence is the temperature of the climate in which the mam-
moth lived. It is in violation of existing analogies to suppose
that any extinct elephant or rhinoceros was more tolerant of
cold than extinct corallines or turtles; and as this northern
region of the earth seems to have undergone successive
changes from heat to cold, sojt is probable that the last of
these changes was coincident with the extirpation of the mam-
moth. That this last change was sudden is shown by the
preservation of the carcass in ice; had it been gradual, it
might have caused the extinction of the mammoth in the
polar regions, but would afford no reason ~for its equal extir-
pation in lower latitudes; but if sudden and violent, and at-
tended by a general inundation, the temperatdfe preceding
this catastrophe may have been warm, and that immediately
succeeding it intensely cold; and the cause producing this
change of climate may also have produced an inundation,
sufficient to destroy and bury in its ruins the animals which
then inhabited the surface of the earth.

I shall conclude these observations with quoting in his own
words the opinions of Cuvier, which have always appeared to
me the most correct and most philosopliical that have been
yet advanced upon this subject.*

Tout rend donc extrêmement probable que les elèphans qui ont fourni
les os fossiles habitoient et vivoient dans les pays où l'on trouve
aujourd'hui leurs ossemens.Jr

Ils n'ont pu y disparoître que par une révolution qui a fait périr tous
les individus existans alors, ou par un changement de climat qui les a em-
pêché de s'y propager. c

Mais quelle qu'ait été cette cause, elle a dû être subite les os et l'ivoire r
si parfaitement conservés dans les plaines de la Sibérie, ne le sont que par
le froid qui les y congèle, ou qui en général arrête l'action des élémens <
sur eux. Si ce froid n'étoit arrivé que par degrés et avec lenteur, ces
ossemens, et à plus forte raison les parties molles dont ils sont encore
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SOME ACCOUNT OF THE HABITS OF A MEXICAN BEE,

PARTLY FROM THE NOTES OF CAPTAIN BEECHEY: WITH A DESCRIPTION

OF TUE INSECT AND OF ITS HIVE, BY E. T. BENNETT, ESQ., F.L.s., &C.

IN the hives of the domesticated bees of Mexico we meet
with a structure altogether peculiar. They exhibit little of
the regularity of construction which characterizes the hives of
the bees of the old continent, and are far inferior in this re-
spect to the habitations of wasps. In one particular they
approximate to the nests of the European humble bees; the
honey which they contain is deposited in large bags distinct
from the common cells. It is somewhat singular that so in-
teresting a point of natural history has never been particularly
noticed; our previous knowledge scarcely extending beyond
the facts, that some of the bees of America form nests, like
those of wasps, attached to, or suspended from trees, and
covered by an outer case constructed by themselves; while

quelquefois enveloppés auroient eu le temps de se décomposér comme
ceux que l'on trouve dans les pays chauds et tempérés.

Il auroit été surtout bien impossible qu'un cadavre tout entier, tel que
celui que M. Adams à découvert, eût conservé ses chairs et sa peau sans
corruption, s'il n'avoit été enveloppé immédiatement par les glaces qui
nous l'ont conservé.

Ainsi toutes les hypothèses d'un refroidissement graduel de la terre,
ou d'une variation lente, soit dans l'inclinaison, soit dans la position de
l'axe du globe, tombent d'elles-mêmes.

Cuvier, Ossemens Fossiles, 1821, tom. i. p. 203.
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others, incapable apparently of fortninom tbis outer crust for

their hives, seek cavities ready formed for their reception, and
in them. construct their habitations. Instances of each of these
Içinds of hives are mentioned by Piso in bis Natural History
of both the IDdies (page 112); and Hernandez, in bis historv
of Mexico (Lib. ix. p. 133), states, that the lndians keep%'

bees analogous to ours, which. deposit their boney in the bol.
lows of trees. Little information beyond that furnished by

these older writers is contained in more modern works; and
even the Baron Von Humboldt, to whose acute observation
science is indebted for so maDy discoveries respecting the
New World, appears n ' ot have noticed, with bis usual care,
the peculiarities of its bées. Had that distinguished traveller
directed bis attention to the habits of the species which he col-
lected during bis memorable journey, M. Latreille would
doubtless have given to us the necessary details in bis ex-
cellent Monp,,rrciph ofothe American Bees, included in the
Observations Zoologiques of M. Humboldt. In the valuable
essay Prefiýed to this Monograpb, M. Latreille bas collected

from. authors numérous statements relating to the habitations
.of bees, and especially of those of America; but bas added to

them no new facts as regards the hives of the New World.
The subject may, therefore, be regarded as altogether nove1ý-
and as requiring some litile detail in its explanation.

In the domestication of the bees of Mexico but little vio-
lence lis done to their natural habits. Inhabitants, in their
wild stataý of cavities in trees, -a hollow tree is selected to form
their hive. A portion of it, of between two and three feet in
length, is cut off, and a hole is bored through the sides into
the hollow, at about its middle. The ends of the hollow are

then stopped up with clay, and the future hive is suspended
on a tree, in a horizontal position, with the hole opening to the
cavity directed also horizontally. Of the hive, t4us prepared, a

swarm of bees speedily take *possession, and commence thei r
operations by forming cells for the reception of their larvS,

and sacs to contain the superabundant honey éollected by
them in their excursions. Two such hives, completely formed

and occupied, were brought to England, safely packed in re-
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cent hides. Of these one bas been forwarded to M. Huber,

eminently distincruished for his hifThly interesting observations
on the inanners of bees; the other has been presented to the

LinnSan Society. The latter bas been carefully divîded longi.
tudinally, so as to expose its interior; a representation of
which is given on the opposite plate, one half of the natural
size. In this view nearly the whole of the interior is visible;

scarcely a score of the cells, and very few of the honey sacs,
having been removed with the upper portion of the trunk.

It represents the comb as it would be seen in its natural
horizontal position, by- an observer looking upon it- Érom
above.

The eye of -an observer, accustomed to the regular -dispo-
sition of the comb in the hive ofihe European bee, is at once

struck with the opposite directions assumed by it in different
parts of that of the Mexican. Instead of the'paralle], vertical
lýyers of comb, we have here layers, some of which assume a
vertical, while others are placed in a horizontal direction; thé
cells of the latter being the most numerous. The cells, of course,
vary in their direction, in the same manner as the comb w1iich
they _ form, those of the horizontal layers of comb being
vertical, with their open ings upw-rds, while the cells of the
vertical comb are placed in a horizontal direction. In the
horizontal cells the mouths are partly directed away from, the
entrance to the hive, and partly towards it; the former direc-
tion being given to those cells which occupy the middle layers
of comb, and the latter to the cells which are placed on the
side of the hive opposed to, the opening. All the combs, both
vertical and horizontal, are composed of a sin g-le series of cells
applied laterally to each other, and not, as in the European

hive bee, of two series, the one applied. against the extremities
of the other. The horizontal combs are much more regu-

larly formed than the vertical, the latter being brok-en, and
placed at uncertain distances, while the horizontal are per.

"fectly paralle], with each other, forming uniform, layers, and
placed at equal distances. Between these parallel combs are
processes of wax, partly supporting them, and passing from
the base of one cell to the junction of others in the next layer.

VOL, II. B
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These columns are considerably stronger and thicker than the
sides of the cells which they support.

The cells appear to be destined 'solely for the habitation of
the young bees; for in all that have been examined bees have

been found. The bee is placed in the cell with its hinder
parts directed towards the mouth of the cell, which is covered
by a granular mass, probably composed of the pollen of plants.
The form. of the cells is hexangular, but the angles are not

sharply defined, and the mouth is scarcely, if at all, thicker
than the sides. In their dimensions and relative proportions
they diffèr materially from. those of the European, and still
more from, those of the Indian bees, -as mày be seen by the
suýjoined table

Mexicain. European. Indian.
2 0, 1 Ji.Diameter of cell 2-S 3«3 2 0 24

Depth oÉ ditto 4 5- 6 4-ý . 6

All of those which are visible appear to be uniform, in size; nor
without the destruction of the specimen can it be ascertained
whether there are any larger cells for the larvS of tbe males
of the queen.

The combs are placed together at some dïstance from the
opening of the hive, and form a group of an oval shape, con-
sisting of five horizontal and parallel layers, occupying the
part most remote from the opening; of an interrupted verti-
cal layer applied to the side opposed to the openl*ng; and of
two principal, and two or three smaller, vertical layers in the

middle. The whole of these are supported by wax, spread
out into layers borne on processes of the sape material, rest-
ing either on the wood of the cavity, or on other parts of the
fabric of the comb. In these processes and layers of wax are

numerous openings of various sizes, at once admitting of
ready access for the inhabitants to every part of the hive, and

economizing the use of the material, of which they are con-
structed. Some of the openings are of large dimensions.

The entrance into the hive is continued into a long gallery,
which, to, judge from the direction taken by a flexible sub-

stance introduced into it, leads beneath the combs to their



very extremity. It is therefore probable that at the extremity
the work of building commenced.

Surrounding the combs are several layers of wax, as thin
as paper, irregular in their form, and placed at some liffle dis-
tance from each other, the instertices varyincr from a quarter
to half an inch. One of these supports a vertical comb; the-
others are connected to the combs only at their edges, or by
processes or layers of wax. Externally to these are placed
the sacs for containinom honey, which are generally large, and
rounded. in form. They vary in size, some of them exceed-
ing aikinch and a half in diameter. They are supported by
processes of wax from the wood of the caviýy, or from each
other, and are frequently applied side by side, so as mutually

to, afford strength to, each other, and to allaw of one side
serving equally for two sacs. Their disposition is altogether

irreg<lar,,,ýind bears some resemblance to that of a portion of
a bunèh of grapes, rendering it probable that Nieremberg was

acquainted with a similar nest, if not actually that of the
same bee, although he denies to the one described by him the

power of constructing combs. Some of the honey-sacs are
placed apart from the others, forming a distinct cluster of the

same general appearance as t6se immediately adjoining the
combe / 1

From this singular position of the honey-sacs a most im-
portant advantage is obtained ýy the cultivators of the Mexi-
can hive ýee. To posseW themsel v'es of its honey it is unne-
cessary to have recourse to, the means adopted in Europe for
stupefying, or even destroying, the inhabitants of the hive.
All that is necessary is, to, remove the plug from the end of

the -cavity employed as a hive, to introduce the hand, and
wàdraw the honey-sa:cs. The store of the laborious bee is

thus transferred to the proprietor of the hive without injuring,
and almost without disturbing its inhabitantse The end of the
hive is then again stopped up; and the bees hasten to lay up
a &esh store of boney in lieu of that of which, they have been
despoiled, again to be robbed of their precious deposit. A
hive treated in this way affords, during the summer, at least
two harvests,

2 13 2

1
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The hone is usually pressed from the sacs by the band.
Its consistence is tbin, but its flavour is good, although infe#
rior to that of the whiter honey furnished by the Spanish bee
(probably our Apis mellifica, L.). It does not readily fer-
ment, some of that contained in the hive being perfectly sweet
and grateful, even after its arrival in England.

The wax is coarse in quality ; its colour is a dark yellowish.
brown. The whole of it appears to be similar in texture and

properties, as well tbat used in the construction of the cells,
as that -,ývhich is applied to the coarser work of forming honey-
sacs and supports; the only remarkable difference being, that
in the former it is apparently paler, probably owing to the
layers employed being corusiderably thinner and more delicate.

Of the varnish-like substance known by the name of pro.
polis, and used by the European bees to cover the foreign sub-
stances with which they &equently come in contact, scarcely
any vestige is exhibited, although we have evidence of its ex.
istence. The wood of the inside of the hive, except wbere
wax is applied to it, is perfectly naked,

The hollow of the trunk forming the hive now before us is
irregular in its outline, and varies in its breadth in different
parts. Its average diameter, however, is about five inches.
The length occupied by the cells is more than seven inches;
and the total length between the extremities of the honey-sacs

is fifteen inches. The number of its inhabitants, assumincf
that of the cells as a guide, must have been considerably
under a thousand; a number trifling in comparison with that
contained in the hives of the European bee, which commonly
amounts to as many as twenty-four thousand.

The bee by which this nest is constructed is smaller than
the European hive bee; its abdomen, especially, being much
shorter than that of our common species. Like all those

American bees which approach in their habits to our Euro-'
pean race, it is readily distinguished from that, and &om all

other hive bees yet discovered in the Old World, by the form,
of the first joint of its hinder tarsi, which is that of a triangle,
with the apex applied to the tibia. On account of this variation

in the form of a part so important to the economy of bees, mo-
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dern entomologies have universally agreed in the propriety of
regarding the American races as constituting a distinct group
from the bees of the Old World. M. Latreille bas gone fur-
ther, by subdividing the American bees into two genera ; Meli-
pona, in which. the mandibles are not toothed; and Trigona,
in which these organs are dentate. Of the propriety of this
subdivision, which,,,hitherto seemed to be supported by the
general appearance of the insects referred to, each group, the,

examination of the bee whose nest bas been just desér"*bed bas
given rise to, considerable doubts. In it one of the mandibles

is toothed, and the other is nearly entire. Its technical cha-
racters, therefore, are intermediate between the two genera,
with a leaning toward Trigona ; but its general appearance is

entirely that of a Melipona, approaching very closely to, that
of Melipona favosa, Latr.ý Apis favosa5 Fab. That it cannot
be that species, or any of the nearly related ones described by
M - Latreille in the Observations Zoologiques, is evident from
the dentation of its mandible, and it may, therefore, be re-
garded as new to, science. It is described in a note The

MELIPONA B:EjEciiEii. - Mel. nigrescens, margine postico segmentorum
abdominis quinque anteriorum flavo : mandibulâ sinistra, apice bi- vel tri-

dentata'.
DzscR.-Corpus totum nigrescens, preeter abdominis segmentorum mar.

gines.
Mandibula sinistra apice bi- vel tri-dentata, dextera submutica: ambS

pallidè refescentibrunnew, basi apiceque tantum brunneo-nigTis,

elypeus albido-villosus, maculis tribus nigris -. duze laterales elongatS,
unica apicalis rotundata.
AntennS articulo primo brunneo-fusco, pallidiori reliquis satura-
tioribus.

Facies infernè albido-, supernè fusco-1, villosa.
norax totus rufescenti-tomentosus.
Abdomen. rufescenti-pubescens : segmentorum- quinque anteriorum mar..

gines postici flavi.
Venter albido-villosus - segmentorum quinque anteriorum margines

postici albido-flavescentes.
Pectus albido-tomentosum.
Femora tibiSqûe nigrS, albido-villosae, tibiae posticae macula mediâ

rufescenti-brunneâ.
Tarsi fulvi, anticé albido-, posticé et ad apices, rufo-villosi.
Alte clilutè ruféscentes., nervis rufescentibus.
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name which is therè proposed for it is a just tribute to the ob-

server5 to, whom, we owe the first opportunity possessed in Eu-
rope of becoming acquainted with its habits and economy.

Some curious stories are related by the possessors as to the

manners of these bees, one of which deserves to be recorded.

They assert that at the entrance of each hive a sentinel is

placed to watch the outgoingms and incomings of bis fellows,

and that this sentinel, is relieved at the expiration of twenty.

four hours, when another assumes bis post and duties for the
same period. On the duration of this guard some doubts may

seasonably be entertained, but of its existence ample evidence
was obtained by repeated observation. -At all times a single

bee was seen occupying the hole leading to the nest, who, on

the approach of another, withdrew himself within a small
cavity, apparently made for this purpose on the left-hand side

of the aperture, and thus allowed the passage of the hidivi»

dual entering or quitting the hive; the sentinel constantly re-

suming bis station immediately after the passage hàd been

effected. That it was the same bee which bad withdrawn

that again took bis station in the opening, could not be mis.

taken; for-bis withdrawal was only into the cavity on the side

of the, hole5 in wbich bis bead was generally in view during the

brief interval while the other was passing; and that head
again immediately started forwards irto the passage. During

how long a time the same individual remained on duty could

not be ascertained; for although many attempts were made to
mark him, by introducing a pencil tipped with paint, he con.

,Stantly eluded the aim Laken at him, and it was therefore im.

possible to, determine with certainty whether the current

reports concerning him. were or were not founded in fact.
With the paint thus attempted to be applied to the bee, the

margin of the opening was soiled; and the sentinel, as soon as

he was free from. the annoyance be suffered from, the thrusts

repeatedly made athis body, approached the foreign. substance
to taste it, and evidently disliking the material, he withdrew
into bis hive. The hole was watched to see what would be
the result of this investigation of the substance, and a troop
of bees wasý-s-ôon observed to advance towards the place, each
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individuâl bearing a small particle of wax or of propolis in
his mandibles, which he depositéd in his turn upon the soiled
part of the wood. The little labourers then returned to the

hive*, and repeated the operation until a small pile rose above
the blemished part, and completely relieved -the inhabitants
from its annoyance.

If the existence of such a sentinel as haisjust been described
can safély be admitted, his utility would be unquestionable, as
being at all times prepared to encounter a straggling stranger,
or to give warning of the approach of a more numerous bodr
of fbes. Such fbes actually exist in moderately sized black

anu, whieh sometimes in small, and occasionally in large,
bands attack the hive, and between which and the industrious
bees desperate conflicts often take place. In these struggles
the bees generally obtain the victory; but they are occa-

sionally mastered by the overpowering numbers of their

lit
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OF

WORDS OF TBE WESTERN ESQUEMAUX.

THIS vocabulary contains a collection of words made by
Mr. Collie, Mr. Osmer, and myself, from straggling parties
of Esquiniaux, whom we met principally in Kotzebue Sound.
It agrees in many respects with. that given by Captain Parry
in his second voyage, particularly in the numerals, the ele-
nients, and celestial bodies, and the names of animals which
are common to both places, and leaves nô- doubt, of the two

lancruages being radically the sanie; thougil, as-might be ex.
p ected, the idionis are somewhat different.

Cîiptain Parrv's remarks upon the language of the Eastern
Esquimaux seem to apply equally to, that of the Western na.
tionl of w1iich the very few words begifining with b, d, 1, g, r,

U., and the absence of the letters5 f5 q3 v. x, may be adduced
as instances. The Western Esquimaux also, appear to have
the peculiarity of varying theïr pronunciation, but without

niaterially ýûftening the words. On the whole, the Western
Esquimaux language has more guttùrals, and the words in

'l- 
C

gener,,tl hav-e a harsher sound than those of the Eastern tribe.
knowledcre of tlie language is too limited to enable nie

to offer any further remarks on this siibject,ý and 1 can only
submit the vocabulary as it is, persuaded, from. the care that

has been bestowed upon it, that it will prove useful to per-
sons who may visit the N. W. êoast of America. At the

same time 1 cannot vouch for a perfect understanding al-
ways subsistinc between the inquirer and the respondent,
thougrli 1 have reason to think it was not often otherwise.
The mobt ridieulouis mista-es have occasionally been made
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by collectors of words of barbarous languages, and I was
early warned to be careful, by being innocently enrolled
in the number of persons who had been deceived. I one
day showed an Esquimaux an engraving of a musk bull,

to, which lie immediately applied the name of Mignune,
and I wrote in my vocabulary accordingly, but I soon after-
wards discovered that the word applied only to the material
with which the bull appeared to be drawn, that is, plumbago,

of which the Esquimaux bave a great deal, and that the
proper name for the animal was a very different word.
The initials in the small column denote the collector; those

words which have a C affixed to, then-f are to, be-pronounced
accordincr to the following directions:

A is éther a2 (fat), or a4 (far), as in Walkers English
Pronouncing Dictionary. This letter is generally marked,

and when it is not, its association with the consonants will
point out the particular sound to be used-* E4s genierally
the eà of the above-mentioned Dictionary, but when marked e.,
it is to be pronounced as in me. Ei is to be pronouneed as in

German, ein, eisel, gieser. Eu as in French. I as in pi2n.

0 as in noit, or otherwise, as marked. Oo as in moon. U
as in Idb.

L'l is accordincr to the Spanish pronunciation, and gl,
where mentioned, accordincy to the Italian; where not, as inC 

+
English. Qu as in English. R as in French, and B still

more roughly guttural as in the Northumbrian dialect. ' This
mark (+) always points out a guttural pronuticiation, and is

very common in the language; some individuals, however,
usine it much more tlian others.

is pronounced as in sidé,
and -ss as in glass. Y as in yet, and never used as a vowel.

Z ïs sounded as in lizard. Ch is the Spanish x, and the

Greelç x of the Scotch Universities. Gh bas nearly the same

sound.

* Au is to be sounded as aout in French-very nearly as ou in the
English world sound. Ai is heard in wild. G is hard, unless otherwise
mentioned.
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English P qames. Esquimaux Names.
Oo-lée mà, Oo lim-ma

Oo-lee mow (axe)
tTschik-luk 9

OC.

B.
B.
C.
B.

ce

Adze, an

Anchor Kee-sock ID
Arm, the At tsik

below the elbow Tad-leek
Armlet, a thin piece of ivory or

leather formed. so as to cover Man-yèra (yconst)
part of the wrist and defend i-,
from the bow-string, &c.

Arrow
head of bone, sharp

ditto, blunt
dittoe stone

dittoe ditto

dumb-head 0 a

Kak-a-rôok
Ka-wêe ruk
Koo-koo-gwait
Ko-kick-chltévik
A-kal-look-see-goo-tat

Stone
Knoo-e-ak
Poo-toon
Atti-ghim-nuk

B.
C.
ib.
ib.

ib.
B.
0.
B.

C.

ib.

ib.
B.
C.
ib.
0.
B.
C.
ib.
ib.
ib.
B.

ib.-
C.
ib.
ib.

(see

Awl
Axe

Back, the

Bag, a (of salmon-,

ditto (of canva

Baidar * 0

Ball, a cannon
Bark, (of a dog)

Beach, the

Bead (of any colour

ditto

Beads
blue

Bear, a
skin of

Beard and whiskers

Ko-lé-ka2?

Poo-tshik (R)
skin) Pte a ruk

Porùss àk ?
Oo-me-àk
Oô-mée-àk
0-whak
Ky-muk
Tsinnar

r) and size Tshung-au-nlk
Thung-au-re»t
Tbhung-au-i-à-wik
Tshung-au-rurinik
Chu. nôw-râh
Chù-ou-rênné"k
Týsu-nàrr, or Tsu-nàck
lb-ne« àk 0 0
Oo-nýlach-ooniit

Ooinich (p)
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Englisb Names. Esquimaux Name3.

he aiiitnal) Kee-yee-ak
Wai-luk-tuk

tched upon bone) Kee-yee-ak
in go ditto
a Nai-yak
woman Nad-djigga.
man Dirdiiek
bird Ee-ed-djook

Tib-me-a-rit
Ting-mê-loô-rak

irnincr Ti-mai-rik
Nig-ge-rung-â
Kai-ook-toon ?

lour 

Kang-no-ak
To-ring-mâtik
A-ook
Ka-ôop-e
Renneck

azure colour Ka-no-gli-ak
A-gli-oo-ik
Tsed-lu-ou-rok
A-seet

0 0 *e Oa-ee-yak

ilive 00 Kum-muk
Kummugga.
A-glue i-wick
Nee-ouk-toon

a glaç-s) Ee-moon
1 ni-wô-en
Petik, sik, Pitik-slii-a
Oo-kwak-ta a

roken one) Na wik-tùk Petiksik
hoot ivitli (as carved) Pe-teik-ta-rik
r 51100tijng . . '0 a Pee-tik-seek, or Setka

Kalloon-goo-reak
wood Nanna-uck
large wooden) Poo-gôô-tuck

Chôô-lôô-dit=11 ivory 
Atil-toon

C.
ib.
ib.
ib.
ib.
ib.
B.
C.

Beaver (th

Beaver (et
ski

Belly
of a î
of a i

Bill, of a

Bird

swim

Bite, to

Black coli

Blood

ibe

ib.
C.

ib.

C.
B.
ib.
C.
ib.
B.

C.

ibe

0.
C.

B*
0 ibe

ib.
C.

B.
ib.
ib.
B.
ib.
C.

Blue, it k

Bliie and

Blubber
13ody
Bone

Boots, na

13ý)ok
Bore, to
Bottle, (a
Boule
Bow., a
Bow-st rir
Bow (a b
Bow to s]

BOW, for
Bowl, a
Bowli of

(a
Box
Box, a su
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Boy 90
Brass, a large hook
Branch of a shrub
Bring it
Bring it here
Breast, a person's
Breasts, a womanps
Broken, a stick
Broken

-Breeches

Bull, a
Button

Butterfly

Button
Buttocks, the

APPENDIX.

Names. Esquimaux Names.

a a a 0 Ein-yook 0 0 0 C.
of Tsha-wa-kacht ib.

Ok-pwit a ib.
00 Koki-ghe-e-wha B.

Kok-ee-gee-ga C.
A-tig-git, Tsha-guga (p) ib.

Ei-ing-gek-ku 0 0 ib.
Na-wik-tuk a a ib.

A-yùk-se-mart a 9 B.

Koo-now-ita a 0 ib.

Koke-lek a a 0.

Moong-mack 
9 B èNuck-too-ou a ib.

Dtar-dle-é-utsik 0 ib.

Tak-kull-loo-kw7-tak C.

Nak-to-ik ib.

Ek-kook (jpd) ib.

Canoe 9 0 0 a 0 a Ki-yack B.
Canoe of skins Kai-yak C.
Cap, or h-od Naza-oùn B.
Cap, an European Nad-dsaun C.
Cap, native, of birch bark- Poo-tak ib.
Catch, to (when throwing) A-kok-shô ib.
Chain Knoo-oo-lok 0.

Chamisso Island Ee-a roo-ik ib.
Eow-ick ib.

Cheekthe Oo-loo-ruk-kaO-u-lu-at (w) C.
Child, a Ee-gee-lu-gu-ga-ga ib.

Chin 90 Ta-bloo-a, Ta-boo-loo ib.
Tub-du-ah (pd)

Clouds Noo-oo-eè-a ib.
Codlings (small. fish) Mông-a ). 4 ib.
Cold, (shivering) Kai-rung-a - ib.

Igli-zucket B.
Comb, a hair 09 Igli-oo-tik 0.

I-gli-a-oo-tik a ce

Cork, a 00 Tshee-mee-at 9 ib.
Chim-èya 0 B.
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Names. Esquimaux Names.
Koak-tshee-nar
Nai-rnik-toôk-too
Poo-ôo-i-ak
Edloo-az-rey.uk

s and feet Pa-mok-tok
Azee-ret, A-zee-ak
Pa-oo-mau-tit
Ky-rook a 0
K'i-oon-na
Shee-ak-too-ok

371

Cough
Cow or calf

Crab, a

Creept to, on hanl
Crow-berries
Crow-bert-Y bush
Cry a a
Cup, ivory
Curlew, a

a.
C.
ib.
B.
C.
ib.'
C.
0.
C.
ibe

Dance, native Kal-lau-rok-tok
0 Ang-a-yoo-rok,

Dance, or jumping up and down { In-noo-ret (w)

Dart, a ýmall 0 a Ninee-uk-puk
Dart for birds fb & Ni-nask-puk
Dart with three prongs in the middle Noo-yak-kwa

luff Il .* 1 01

ib.

ibe

B.
ib.

a ce
a ib.-Muk-ti-hikDeck, the sliip's

Deer-skin frock
Deer-skin
Dodo (a bird)
Dog, skin of

Dog, a

Drill (a native)
Drill-bow

used also for 1
Drill, to,

Drill-socket

Drink, to
Drink
Druni, or tambour

Duck, a

àv.& uj3k- %&-à la&%

E-ee-rah, or Atti
Itch-sek
Ne-ak-tshuk
Kim-muck
Kénma
Koo-ne-ack
E-dilr-leem
Too-koo-ra

procuring a light Too-wachk
Pee-tak-toon
Keng-me-ak
Omee-vâk
Ee-moon
E-mug
Chowg-siikine
E-wùck

Ee.wàk'6 (i)

tEe-wark (K)

ly B.
ib.
C.
13.
C.
BI
C.
ib.
ib.
ib.
B.
ib.
C.
B.
ib.
ib.
C
ibe

gu

Tchee-u-tik
See-teek
Tgêé-tuk, Tsee-lig-ga
Tsheé-dik (w)

0.

B.
ceEar, the
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English

Earthen-jar

Eat (or chew) to

Egg 0 a lý

Eight 9 0
Elbow, the

Eye, the ..

Eyebrow, the

APPENDIX.

Names. Esquimaux Names.
Icr hu-nee
A-shad-loo-ik
lshad-loo-weet
Man-nik
Penayua
(.'e-koot-sik, or Eedeeootsik
Erick
Eer ruk-ka, Ee-rik, Erruk
Ka-bloo-ce-a, Ka-blo-otka
Ka-bloo-ai 0 a

13.
C.
B.
0.
B.
C.

B.
C.
ib.
B@

Facethe Kee-na, or Kinna C.
Kenuck B.

Falcon Kje-goo-at ib.
Far off Mùnna ib.

Favvn (as carved) Eum-nak C.
Feather, a Tshoo-lak ib.

Finger, the first Tég-heya B.
middle Ko-duk-luk 0 ib.

third Mak-la-e-rah 0 ib.
little Ekick-koke 0 ib.

Fingers, the Ta-maridreh a C.
Koo-k%%it-ka, Koo-kwik-ka ib.

nail, the Koo-kwik-kur tamar-drah, il).
tKoo-gwek (Pd) 0 0 ib.

Finger, the first Tée-ge-ra, Tée-ke-ra 0 ib.
second Kei-tik-kluk-a a " } ib.

Kei-tik-kluk, Kei-tik-klo-a

thîrd Muk-gle-rad ib.
Meu-gigg-lý-ra

little E-rit-ka-mak ib.
Ig-nik 9 ibe

Fire, a Ignuck 0 B.
Fire., to strike Ig-ne-dit 0 C.
Fish & a Khallo-iwht, Khalloo B.
Fish, small Too-mo-e C.

long Tyoong-me ib.
Flounder, (or flat-fish) lk-hanni-luk B.

Fly, a Ko-kwel-lock ih.
Foot of a man, or animal Iddi-guy B.

c

c

G
Gý

Gc
GE

GE
Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr
Gu
Gu,



Garnets
Gaiters
Geese, risi ng

(as carved)

Give it nie

Glove (of natives)

Gloves
Go away
Go, to
Going away

Goat

Good, very
Good, 1 am
Good, it is

it, or he is
Good, not
Grass, engravings o
Grass 00
Green colour
Grouse
Gull, a white
Guli (pamsitic)

small (L. Sabin
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English Names.,

Font or feet 0 a a a
Fork, ivory, used also as a comb
Fox 0 a 0 4 9 a

Fox (as carved)
Fox-skin, brown
Friend, or term of friendship .
Frock, (skin)

made of gut1.
of hàre-skin

Funnel, a (copper stove)
Fur 0 a

Esquimaux Namei.
11-te-ga-ra
Ni-yik-kik
Kiok-toot
Ka-ee-yok
Ka-ee-yok-tok"'I
Il-lipo-lee
Oo-kwak, Oo-kwa
Nyel-look, also Ka-pee-tuk,

Ka-be-took
05-quad-lik
Kan-mu-yuk
Mit-koot

ib.
B.
C.
ib.-'
ib.
ib.

ib.
ib.
ib.
ibe

Nalloo-na-vitka ? !bu
Kammuck B&
Tattee-ree-gak C.
'Fattee-regu. Tut-tee-lee-a

ruk, and nalloo-yik-ka ib.
Pee-gle-gi-woong-a
Wttng-ee-gla-gu Ce

A-dré-get, At- ka-li- ga, A- ib.
dre-ret

Adj -guy-redt
Illip-se ib.

11-ti-wal-luk C.
Pèè-art B.
Koo-né-àk e.
Ip-na-uck B*
Nee-ok-muk 0 cé
Na-koo-roo-oh 0 ibe
Na-koo-rit ce

0 Ma-may-poke B.
Na-koo-rit-nau C.

0-kwait (17) ib.
Ee-boo-wit (27) ib.

è' 0 kok . 0 ibe
Ar-hay-ghi-uk B.
Alla-wa, Naw-yet ? a ce

lke-muk 0 0 0 ib.
E-ga-goo-i-ak (i) @}ibé

Kai-ki-ge-gai-ak (K)

-]Oum
Mun
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Encrlish Names.

Cun, a
Gun, a great
Guard-fish

Esquimaux Names.

Kee-suk 9 0
Tshoo-poon, On-youna
Tz -near-ôôk e 0

B.
C.-
B.

Noot-tset, Noot-zatka.,
Hair, of the bead Noot-tc-et-ka

Dtoo-tset (pd)

Hair, human Nuchet
Hanimer, an iron Ka-wook, Kè-kek-toon

Hammer, to Karroo-o-tuck
ýl Kar-roo-tok

Hammer, to, or strike with Ktai-roo-ik

Hand, the Arge-gei, Ardge-gei
0-goo(I-logh . 0

Hare, a Quel-luk (i&) a
1-larpoon (as thrown) Oo-nàk 0 9

Harpoon, as carried when walking Oo-nee-yak a 0

Harpoon, to 0 a a 0 Naul-lik-kwa
Harpoon-line (coil of) Allara

Harpoon 
Allik
Nenak-pluk

Head, the Nea-koa
Né-ak-kwa

crown. of Ka-lb-brla
of My Ka4b.djek-ke

front of Kâ-w'a, or Ka4b-we
Heel Kite-meek a
Hook, fish Nik-sik 0

and line Nicht-siak a
Hoop, for tent Sow-soro-uk 0

Husband Oua-ôôg 0

C.

B.
C.
B.
ib.

C.
ib.
Ç.
ib.
ib.
ib.

ib.
B.
ib.
C.
ib.
ib.
ib.
0.
C.
ib.
B.

ib.
B.
C.
ib.

ib.

ib.
ib.

1, or me Wôông-a -rokImage, an Inné-rnoo
Imber pose, a young Mul-le-k-ak
Inlet 9 a Ro-ôôk'

Instrument (musical) made of a
buneh of cords and the tips of Ni-mik-tautyak
birds' bills

Instruments for cutting ivory Kaigne-noo-stràý,

Iron 9 a 0 6 & 0 0 Tsha-wek a
ik



Kettle., a
Kid, to contain water
Kid, to contain oil .
Knife, Esquiniaux .

êAher
of stone

native, of ircn

carved for scooping
European
pen

Know (1 don"Q

Labret (lip ornament, ari
for ditto)

Laffle, a

Lake (colour)

Land, or earth opposed to
Laughto
Lead
Leap., to

Lichen
Lip, upper

ornament
lower

Lobster
Look, to

at a thing
Looking-glass
Lost, soinething

VOL. IL
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Englisli Names. Esquimau:
Instrument for etittingstone arrow

heads * 9 9 a 1 Keg-lee-chea

375

B.

ib.
ib.
ib.
C.

ix Names.

Island., an
Jar, a

- earthen

Ivory liead carved

Tudra . a
Koo-loot-za
Ig-hu-nee
Nee-wach-toori

Im-mi-ruk
Mizo-ghau
Kottoo-ack
Seque-tat
Pe-yar-tuk
See-goo-t-at
Sha-mang-me
Tshau-ung-mun
Tsha-rnoon
Mid-del-lik
Tshawe-
Pen-ne-yok-ta
Ny-loo-gah

ib.
B.
B.

ibe

ibe

é ibe
ib.
ib.
0.

C.

B.

ce
a ib.
0 ib.
fi B.

C.
0.
B.
B.
ib.
C.
B.
C.
B.
ib.
C.

nd liole Téo-tuk, Pou-tuk
Poo-tauk (w)

lniôô-onee
Angra-ook, Keg-niuncr-

nak
sea Tee-drak

1-glak-tok
Koo-ou-sow-tik
Ach-rak-tyxali-to-k
Ka-nuck a a
Ee-buch-au-rit
Kok-luk
Too-otueka
Kak-ker-luk
Poo-tchu-o-ttik
Tý-eg-loo-gook
Teed-la-book
Tak-a-toon 0
Oo-mai-toon 9

c ýe
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English Na -mes.

Maul (a wooden)
Mallet, wooden
Man, a . 10
Many (a great many) (a

superlative)
A long way off

Many in number
Marline-spike, small

of ivory, forlacing bows
-Martin (as carved) ..
Match,, a., of a cottony or

APPENDIX.

Esquimaux Names.
Kad-roo-tock 0 9
-Ka-di-oo-tak, and ka-oon
T i i 'nk

a

C.
ib.40 A uua

general
Minna niinna

No-lug-na, Ta-maum

Ke-poot-tak

Ama-rok
r woo Ily Ee-goo-rit

9 ib.

Nake-puk-tuk
Doo-bak-ti
Kaincr-nee-gaun
Tak-kuk
Tad-kuelk
Tshau-loc
Mug-wee
Magoo-Magoo
Au-ing-nyak
Kuck-a-luk9 ka-klook
Kai-nee-ak (w)

Kan-nuck
Ko- oblaý-ôôk
Moong-mak
00-ming-mi
Paoona?
Kee-boo-gal-lok
]Kee-boo-wal-luk
Tahoo-poou
.rsou-kodt

" ib.

" ibe

" ib.

a C.

0 ib.
0 B.
9 C.
0 ib.
0 B.

C.
ib.
C.
C.

ib.

0.
* 13.
* ib.
a C.
0 B.

C.

ib.
B.

nature
Mast, ship"s
Mast, boat's
Mirror, a
Moon., the

his name
More

Mountain

Mouse and skin

Mouth, the

Mouse
Musk-Ox

ditto

Musk-rat

Mu.ket, a
ditto

Nail, an ii
Narwhal

Neck-

Near

Needle sei

,ron Ke*-ke'-ak 0 Ce
*Q, 1"se-dôô-aýck B.

Kaiig-oot-tsit-a, kocm-oot.
tsia C.

1-muckt B.

wing, of wi re Mik-koon 21 and ý27

mek-koon (w) Ce



Otter-skin

Owl

Paddle

Paddle, to

Pelican (p
pig
Pla%
Plover, thi

ditto

Plumbago,
Porcupine,
Porpoise,
Posts over

supp
Pot, earth(

VOCABULARY.

Engli3h Names. Dquirnaux Names.
ase ivory Mik-ktin-niik

ar making nets lew-wi-law-tik
Nee-gal-lik

ffé*;ent sort' Korak, aka-loo-na
,e, for seaià Koo-braý

Naga., Nau-me
Tuum, Na-u
Nâgà, Nâ-o, Aùnga

have Peed-lai-k
has Peed-lo
none Pied-lak 26 and 27

Nognuck or Kingar
King-na-ga, king-a-na
King-nuk (pd)

IMP

if

mi- 7

C.
i b.
c .
ib.
ib.

C.

B.
ib.
ib.
C.
B.

C.

ib.
C.
ib.

C.

B*

ib.
C.

0 ibe
0 ibe

ib.
B.
0.
B.

0 Ïbe

c
ib:
B.
ib.

Needle-ce
f(

Net, a
a dil
largi

No

None, 1 1
None, he
No more,

Nose

Eeta
O'k-tsho k

carved) Améo 26

Te-gh--àk-h0-0-k
1 Améok-tok 211 and 27

(i) Ami-nak-tok27 K)

Ignýa-zé"é%-wyùck

Par-hud-duc
Par-htia-uk
Aan nuch-'l. Aug-noon2 7

0 Hang-noon (w)
Ano-ou-tik

)rint of a) Pe-bli ark-took
At-kali
Peez-liar- uk

e golden Tood-glict
Too-lik u6 and '27

'Irood-lik27
black lead ýlign-noôn
a a a 1-gla-koo-suk

a go Aghi-bee -zee-ak

Ochre, re
Oil
Otter (as

yourts
orting sledges
en, of natives

Ai-ye

Egygun

ce
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English Names.
Pour, to a & a
Prince of Wales, Cape
Prongs for small dans
Ptarmigan, a

Puffin, a

Pufflin (red feet of)
Pull out (to, turn insffle out)
Pyrites, iron a a

Quiver and bow case

Rabbits . a a a
Racoon (skin of)

Rat., gray-spotted
Raven
Rein-deer
Rein-eleer (as encrrave(l)

Rein-deer
Right, you are

Ring- (for finger)
River, or stream
River, a large
River in the Bay of Good HoF
Root
Rope, a
Run, to
Rurick- Ilock, or Island

Esquimaux Names.
Fu-koo-i-ruk
Ki'ng-a-gee
A-goot-say
Kýti-wik
At-pali.17 , Ke'-Iulng-nla
KO"oýali-ii-ckt
Itti-guy-it
0-li-(Iju-natik
lek-nay-àclç

C.
ib.
B.
C.
ib.
B.
ib.
C.
B.

a a Pe-tik-sik-tak 0 O C.

Noo-poo-i-t-ik-ttik ib.
Tsich-rêe-buck B.
.rshuch-a-rik, Tshee-ge-rik C.

'l"oo-loo-ak ib.
Took-too, Took-too ib.

Too-too-ak ib.
Toot5ôt B.
Ta-mar-tlra C.

Nal-loo-i-a ib.
Koo-ù(-k B.
Koo-rook C.

Ma-de-ok ib.
1-koo-tsbook ib.

Lich-loo-nat ib.
Ak-pa-ruk-tuk ib.
A-hgho-le-a ib.

pe

z5e7lKaign-nil-bratup ?
Ten-yet-iaw-te-taka?
Tee-lang-uk
1-shalloo-ok

A-kol-loo ruk 2-, and '27

A-ral-la-roo-ak
A-dal-a-unuk-roo-ak-
I-shalloo-roo-ok
Ka-look-peoit, Ka-loo-

kwit2,;
Ick-pai-ruck

ib.

ib.
B.

C.

B.

C.

Sail, a ships

SaInion, fresli
ditto

Salmon, dried

ditto

Salmon-skins, dried

Salmon-skin bag



0.
ib.
C.
ib.
0.

C.

B.
00
B.

C.
* îb.
* ibe
le Bu
0 0.

B#-
C.
ib.
B.
ibe
ib.
C.

" ibe
" ou
0 C.
a ibé

B 
00"

c
B
c

0 
B ',0 ce

c 

-B*
c
ib

Sand
Scar
Serape, to
Seraper of stone for hides
Seraper of bone
Scratch, to

Sea, or water generally

Sea, the
Sea-horse
Seal, large
Seal

ditto
Seal (a différent sort)
Seal (long and short)
Sew, to
Shake (with cold)
Ship or boat
Ship, a
Sheep, a
Show it
Sheep
Shell (murex)
Shell (of fish)
Ship,,go on boa-rd
Shoe 09 -
Shoulder, the
Shrew, a
Shovel or spade
Sing, to . .
Skin le a
Skin for tambourine
Skin of rein-deer used for
Skin (covering of tents)
Skin of brown squirrels
Skin of birds 00

Shin, shirt of 00 ;.Il
'Skinning an animal (as cal
Skull of porpoise
Sky, the
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Koo-wee-a
Kee-lee-ak
Kee-lee-ak-tok-tok
Waing-nee-a
Tsal-loo-ee-ga
Ko-iiiee-ak-tok
Ee-muk-ka, Ee-niik
l walk
Tarri-ooke
1-week
Kasi-guak
Kasi-gôô-a-k
Nik-tsuk, Nik-zak
"roo-wut-ka-roo-a
Oo-grook a
Keyd1i-ark-too-uý-
Tchoo-look-tak-tok
Oo-mee-ak
Oo-mi-ak
La-loo-iga
TuFh-e-ttt&ih
Olk.sùk
Na-goo-uk
Yeu-wul-Itik
Oo-mi-ak-puk
Pin-e-yuk
Too-ee-dee-a, Too-eek
Au-ru-nak
Noo-oun
Poo-doo-a-gar
A-tuk-tok
E-red-lark

ten S 1-tshik
le 4 Kan-nig-it

It-re-ak-pook
0-kor-ree
Iman-nielit

rved)' "rail-Io, Ach-lak-talli
See-shuak a 0
Keil-yak, Pung-nEO6
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Slate, sharl)i ng
Siap, to
Sleep

Sleep, to

Sleep, flist

SIedge, a1

Sling, a
Smoke
Snake, a (as carved'
Snave for birds
Snipe a 0

'Son, or my son

Shrimp
Skins of deer madie
Spear for whales
Si)ear, or 1-ince
Spectacles, naiive

ditto

*Spoon or laelle

Spoon

Star, a

Starnj) with the fec
Stick, a forked cme
Squirrel, a
Sqtiiri-el, 4,kip.-froel
Steel for strikincr fi
Stone

in general
bluish
rounded on 1
for killing oi

Esquimaux Names..

0 0 a 0 Seed-lin - 0
go Tee-glii-a-gar

Chenek-tunga
Tshin-ik-tu'k-ka'2
Tshung-ek-lunga
Tsinnya--kai-I)eeta
Oo-m ak
Ai-yà'k
Igli-ok-took
Ee-shak
Malli-goo-i-ak

0 a Tshe2-run-nun
Nuèk-foo-o-lit
Oo-wing-ee-faka
Oo-wing-e2-loo-eek
Nowd-len-nok

c into a blanket Oo-ghe-od-luk
Ka-poo-ak

Tank-pook-26
Eee-gee-yak ?
Isli-gack

Obo-ivik,
litioon ali-oo-tack
Ou-levo-bouk

0-blo-a-ret
Og-bloo-ret

)t Kee-mealç-tok
Kai-week-loo-ek

k
ire lknew-igning

Kallook-row-rok
A hg-mak
111i-a-rik

beach Och-roo-rak
f seals Oo-run-nee

0.
B.

C.

C.
B.
0.
C.
ib.
ib.
13.

C.

B.
ib.
C.
ib'
ib

c
ib.

C-
B.
OP
C.

ib.
ib.

C.

ib.
il).

Straightener (a native instrument)
Strike, to, with a mallet 9 0

Nalla-ro-ik, A-louik a ib.
Ka-rok-tok (,Qee to han-mer)

r Bait-tsààeb,, Maisàk,kSun, the
L Nci- yà



Tool for sharpening stonesp arrow. Ké-glabeads, &c.
To-morrow Ar-hàgc
Tongue, the Oo-wàr
Tiongue, the 00-kwa:
Tree, or rather shrub (carved) A-ning-
Trousers 0 a 0 a Nellikàl

of différent sorts 9 a moo-gw

rr--l P__ __ -IL - __ - - 0

9 a le

ik-ka, Oo-kwàà
-onung-a 0
k-nellikak-kin
va 0 00

B.
ib.
C.
i b.
ib.
le

VOCABULARY. 001
*JO

Englieh Names.
Sun
swan-
swim, to .
Swim, rein-deer swimming

Esquimauz Names.
Bidsuk, or Bizuck
l'adi-drôkt 0 a
Kalee-ak-shook
Nallook-look

B.
ib.
0.
C.

Table 0 a . a a a 0 0-goo-It
Tail of an animal worn by sorne of 1 T')-- à--a&- - -ý Fop-tit

ib

uck
ýl

0.

C.

ib.
ibe
ib.

9 ib.
0 00
a ce

" Be
" ibe

C.
ibe
le
B.

ce

B.
" ibe
" ce
" ib.
" ibe
a Be
a ce
0 le

the men
Take it . .
Talons of a bird
Tanabourine

Tattooing on chin

Tent (as of skins)

Mik-ki-krin
Ee-gee-geit
Kol-laup, Killaun

of women Took-nauk
iTabloo-6-tay

Tie-poo"-eete Topak
Tôô-pek
Too-pôte
Kôôtay
Kau-tit-ka, ]Kee-wee-dit«

kap Kewk-teet (pd)
>1 i t OODa; oona-oona-oona

Au zoo-nak
Kooble-do6a
Taniar-doot-Ika (pd)
Koo-boo-lo, koo-bloo-a
Koo-gay

0 Tau-wàk
0 Tau-wap
0 Tau-wak-i-rim-mik
9 Nuk-kak27J Och-whaiV6
a Neet-ar-muck

Woo-doo-ah (w)
In-niee-ga2

Tent 9 a
Tooth., a 0.9

Teeth, the

This, and here take
Thong of thick hidE
Thumb . 0

Thumb, the

'Ilumb, nail of
Tobacco
-Tobacco

culling for,
Tobacco-pipe
Wife, old (a fish)
Toe, great

1 little
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Enerlish Names.
Trowsers, of a particular sort

Tusk of walrus

Venison
Volcano (from a dmwing of c
Vulture . 0 0 0

Esquimaux Names.
Kak-a-leek
Tuak

*ce

B.
ib.

0 & Too-toot
me) Ar-wôu-'k
9 a Keegle-oght

Walk.t to . .

Walrus, the

Wasb, to (tbe
Water or sea

fresli
ditto

ditto

Water, salt
Wave, a

Male, the

Pee-shook-tuk
Ai-w'ik, Ai-wa
1-bwuck

As) E-wick-tok
Ee-rnuk-ka, Ee-mik
Ee-mik-kook
E-Mik
Imung-yak-toke
Tschu-dooat
Tarre-oke
Ky-ôd-s'--root
Ah-liôw-loo
A-ru-ak, A-whee-beek
Tsock-kôyt

Ibo 
Unga-shark

ame Sooua-goona
00 Kow-look
00 Oo-wing-nak-tok
06 Ee-sa-gwehýd) 

A-ma-ok

Kang-neen
Oo-leë*-a

(generally) Oông-na
00 0* Taor-nôw-tilç
le a se Anoog-way
90 Oo-màk-se-lâk

ýh) Oo-nak-sih
Kai-doo-ik

a-gnit, Kei-yu
Killi-ak-toch
Killi-ak-toch-pep-pin
Oômg-yày & 0

C.
C.
B.
0.
C.
ib.
B.
ib.
ib.
ib.
ib.
ib.
C.
B.
ib.
C.
ib.
ib.
ib.
ib.
ib.
iý.
B@
ib.
B.

ib.
C.

ib.
ib.
ib.
B@

bar

Whale-bone
Whale-line
What is it, or its nc-
White cloth
W-histle, to
Wing, a bird"s
Wolf, the (engrave
Woman, a young

(genenally
Woman, or female
Wrist
Wind
Wood

(drift on beai
Wood, log of

(general terru

Wound, a small

Whiskers ..



VOCABULARY.

English Names. Esquimaux Names.
Yes A C.

Yourt ( M carved) e 0 Shi-rak ib.
'Yellow colour Tsbono--ak ib.

Yellow (bîrd ?) Pook-taun ib.

NUMERALS.

One A-dow-wéet-sesùng-neek B.
Tel-gC-ral, a-dai-tsuk C.
Ma-loy-sesungnek B.

Two Mil-lei-tsung-net ce
Ee-pàk? Adri-gak?
Ping-hèt;-see sungnek B.
Pin-get-tsook ?

Three Pin-ge-yoQj% ce
tPin-get-tsa-tsung-net

Four ge Setùmni-sùngnak B*
Tse-tum-mat ce
Sé-tum e,2t
Ta-leërna B*Five Tadglë-mat.,, Adreyeet C.
Ark-bùnna B*

Six Agh-win-nak C.
Ak-ka-oo in-el-get
A-it-Ipa B.

Seven Ach-win--nigh-i-pagh-a ce
Mulla-roo-nik, B031-ruk
Pena-yùa B.

Eicrlit Pen-ni-yoo-ik
Pé-gé2s-se3t
See-tùmnaNine
Tee-i-dim-mik) a CI
Tàd-leêma B.Ten

K6-lit2 (R) C,
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NAUTICAL REMARKS.

PASSAGE FROM TENERIFFE TO RIO JANEIRO*

June 5 to July 11.

In June, 1825, His Majesty"s ships Wellesley and Bramble
sailed from Santa Cruz for Rio Janeiro, and thr.ee days after.
wards the Blossom departed for the same place. About the

same time the packet, the Hellespont,- and another'merchant
vessel made the passage from England. The Bramble crossed

the equator in 180 W., the Wellesley in 250 W., the packet
in 29-10 W., the Blossom in 300 W., the Hellespont in 320
W., and the merchant brirr of which. I shall speak presently,
in 39o W. The Hellespont, which sailed indifferently, was
forty-six days, the packet forty-six days, the Blos'om thirty.
six, the Wellesley fbrîfý-five, and the Bramble forty-eight

days. Thus, making a reasonable allowauce for the difference
between England and Teneriffe, the Hellespont made the

best passage, the packet and Blossom next, the Wellesley next,
and the Bramble the worst; by which it appears that in pro-
portion as the vessels were to, the westward the passages were
shortened. The merchan-t brig, however, was too far to the
westward, as she could not weather Cape St. Roque, and, like

the King George, Indiaman, she was obliged to stand back to
the variable winds to regain her easting, so that her passage
occupied a hundred and ten days !

This passage is so frequently made, that remarks upon it
migrht be ihought almost superfluous; but I am not disposed

to, undervalue this sort of information, which. is in general too
much neglected. There is no doubt that the route from Eng-

land to, Rio Janeiro ought to be varied according to the time
of the year; for even in the Atlantic the trade-winds-_' are
affected by monsoons, and it is only by a long series of obser-
vations that we can ascertain at what timelof the year A iis ad-
visable to cross the equator in any particer longitude. The
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journals of the packets for one year would afford valuable in-
formation on the subject. In the passage of the Blossom we
carried the N.E. trade from Teneriffe to 80 N., and met the
S.E. wind in 50 30' N. and 250 50' W., which carried us to
Cape Frio. The trades were steady, and in the northern he-
misphere fresh.

From the time of leaving Teneriffe until we lost the N.E.
trade, the current set S. 540 W. 115 miles in ten days, or at
the rate of 11½ miles per day. With the change of wind oc-
curred an immediate alteration in the direction of the current,
and the next twenty-four hours we were set N. 860 E. twenty-
three miles. The meeting of the currents was marked by a
rippling of the water, which could be seen at a considerable
distance. The four succeeding days the current ran between S.
450 E. and S. 890 E. at the average rate of thirteen miles per day.
During this time we changed our position from 70 21' N. lati-
tude, and longitude 260 58' W. to 30 56' N., and 260 44' W.,
and had had the S.E. trade one day. We now got into a
strong N.W. current, which ran between N. 580 W. and N.
720 W. at an average rate of twenty-two and a half miles per
day, until we made Fernando Noronha.

From Fernando Noronha the current changed its direction,
and ran between S. 780 W. and S. 210 W. at au average of
twenty-seven miles per day, until a hundred miles due E. of
Cape Ledo. We stood on the southward; and as we neared
the land about Cape Augustine the velocity of the current
abated, and our daily error was reduced to seven miles S. 520W.;
but as we drew off the land, still continuing to the south-
ward, the current again increased, and became variable. The
first hundred miles from Cape Augustine it ran S. 870 W.
twenty six miles; the next due S. twenty-seven miles; the fol-
lowing S. 760 W. twenty-one miles, and then S. 80o W.
eleven miles, until our arrival off Cape Frio, when the whole
amount of current from Teneriffe was two hundred and se.
venty-four miles S. 570 W.

From this it appears that the N.E. trades propelled the
waters in a S. W. by W. direction, at the rate of eleven and
a half miles per diem*; and the S.E. trades to the W.N.W.,

All the rates are averages.

NAUTICAL REMARKS.
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with double the velocity, or twenty-two and a half miles per
day* ; and that in the intermediate space, where light variable
winds prevailed, there obtained a stroncr current, which ran
in a contrary direction to both these, at the rate of thirteen
miles per d-ay.

It appears from numerous observations that in both hemis.
pheres the rate of the current is accelerated on approaching
the Gulf of Mexico; and as my route was rather more to the
westward than that usually pursued, the above-mentioned ave.

rage rates are greater, probably, than will be experienced un.
der ordinary circumstances.

REMARKS ON THE PASSAGE FRO.M. RIO DE JANEIRO ROUND

CAPE HORN TO CONCEPTION.

August 15 to October S.

This passage was unusually lone. owing to the prevalence
of contrary wi'nds, particularly in the vieinity of the River
Plate. We sailed from Rio de Janeiro Qn the night of the
15th August, with a westerly wind, the Corcovado and Sugar

Loaf capped with clouds. On the 16tb, the wind shifted to
the eastward; and towards night a gale suddenly arose, ac.
companied with thunder and lightning. The flashes of light-

ning passed frequently between the masts; and latterly the
electrical fluid settled upon the mast-heads, and topsail-yard.

arms, and remained there forfifteen minutes. We had been
warned of the approacli of this storm by the appearance of the

sky and a few flashes of lightning, and reduced our sail in
time, otherwise it might have done much mischief from the
suddenness and violence with whieh it commenced. This
breeze went round to N. and N. W. to W. by S., then to
S. E-5 S. S.W., N.W., southerly again, and S.E., E., and S. t.
by W., until I'l' the 25th, the weather being gloomy, and the c
winds light or of moderate strengath.,

On the 25th, in latitude 360 and longitude 480 NV., we en-
countered the first pampero, which came on with a heavy
squaR from S. S.W. a-ttended. with rain. For nine days we

had these winds; during which. time we could seldom carry a
* All the rates are averages.
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more than the main topsail, in consequenceof the violence of
the squalls. At the commencement of this bad weather, the
squalls were barder and more frequent than towards its ter.
mination, and were accompanied with rain, hail, and sleet.

Towards the close of it the general strength of the wind was
increased, but the violenée of the squalls w,-Ls comparatively
moderate, and the intervals lonuer. Still these gusts of wind

gave no warning, and indeed during the whole period, except-
ing in the squalls, there was a clear blue sky, and apparently
fine weather. From the commencement of these pamperos to
their termination we had a reduction of nineteen degrees in

the temperature of the air, and of fifteen in the surface of the
sea. The remarks of Captain Heywood in Captain Hors-
burg's Il Directory," 'a valuable book, and well known in the
navy, will be found very useful in anticipating these squalls.

To these pamperos succeeded a calm, then light and mode.
rate breezes froin N.W., E.N.E., N., E*N*E&5 SoWe5 SeEe

with cloudy weather, until in latitude 480 S. and loncritude
540 W., when we fell in with a W. N.W. wind, whicli the

nextday carried us into soundings off the Falidand Islands.
As we neared the ]and, the wind died away. The barometer

was low, standing at 28-6, and the weather was misty, with
drizzling nain at times, 4bout oiie o'clock P..%i. on the 9th

September, the mist becran to disperse, and a bright yellow
sky w.-Ls seen under anarcli to the S.W.; the wind at the same
time inclined tbat way, and in less than an hour we wére un-
der close-reefed topsails and stoi-m staysails. This gale lasted

abotft ei(-rhteeti hours, and then veered to W. by N. and W.,
with which we advanced to the parallel of Cape St. John.

-Here we encoýntered stroncr S. W.- winds with loncr beavy
seas, and stretched to the sotithward to 580 02" S., recrrettincathat we had not passed inside the Falkland Islands, as In that
case we should have been nearly a day's run further to the

westward before we encountered these adverse winds. After
two days the wind veered to S. S.W. and blew baril, but the

sea was not high. We now stood to the N.W., and on the
17th in latitude 56o 21' S. and longitude 610 51" W., we had
a feýv hours' calm. This was succeeded by a breeze from



the southward, which continued moderate. with fine- weather
and a smooth sea; and the next day, bavincr carried us one

hmdrèd and twenty-three miles, we made Cape Horn, four.
teen miles distant on the lee-beam, bearing N. 20 W., true;

the wind still from. the southward.
Between Cape Horn and Diego Ramirez we bad soundings

with forty-five fathoms rock, and sixty fathoms sand; and
afterwards from. eicrhty-four to sixty fathoms gravel, coarse and

fine sand, and some coral. That night we passed to the north-
ward of Diego Ramirez at nine miles distant, not having less
than sixty-six fathoms on a bottom of coarse sand. The follow.
ing morning the island of Ildefonso bore N. 50 W., true, nine

miles, and we had seventy-three fathoms fine sand ; and at
noon Yorkminster,- at the entrance of Christmas Sound, bore
N. 37o E., true, nineteen miles, eighty-two fathoms coral and
stones. Not liking to, range the shore of, Terra del Fuego
so close during the night with a souther] wind, we tacked;
and with the wind 'till at S. S. W. stood for thirty-six hours to
the S. E. into the meridian of Diego Ramirez; and when thirty.
six miles S. of it, we again kept W. by S., with the wind at S
S. by W. We stood on, and had light winds, fine weather,
and a smooth sea until the 24th, when there was a calm for
twelve hours, with a little swell from N.E. On the 25th
early, we-got a north-easterly wind, which. commenced with
fine weather and smooth water; and at noon, on the 26th, r
carried us to the 79th meridian and 53d parallel of lati. L

tude' when we considered ourselves round the Horn. In 1.
this situation we were one hundred and forty-three miles due

west of Cape Pillar; having numbered exactly fourteen days W
from. the time at which we were a hundred miles due east of Ic
Staten Land. We passed Cape Horn on one Sunday, and tZ
on the followinom crossed the meridian of Cape Èillar. Our

-greatest south latitude in the whole passage was 5SO 02' S.
The gales o ' f wind which we experienced were attended with ti
a lonry swelf, that by no means strained the ship, and we did tF
not see a particle of floatinom ice.

Havina reached the meridian of 820 W., there appears to is
be no difficulty in making the remainder of the passage to tF

388 APPENDIX.
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Conception or Valparaiso. In high latitudes the prevailing
imds are from W.N.W. to &W., wbich are, at worst, lead.
ing winds. In latitude 440 16' S. and longitude 780 36' W.

we got S.E. winds, which, with a few hours' intermission of
wind from N.E. by E., brought us to Conception on the tenth

day from that on which we considered ourselves fairly round
the Horn. Some officers are of opinion that near the coast
of Chiloe moderate weather and southerly winds are more
prevalent than in the offing, which I think highly probable;
and if, after reaching the Slst meridian, the winds came from

N.Wee I should certainly prefer the in-shore track to stretch.
ing again to the S.We

With. regard to, the best time of the year for rounding Cape
Horn, there is a great difference of opinion, as in the same
months both good and bad passages have been made - but 1

should certalinly not select the winter time if I bad my choiceb
Independent of the cold, which, during gales of wind, is se.
verely felt by a ship's company necessarily wet and exposed,
and the probability of meeting with floating islands of ice,
surely the long nights, as Captain Hall has justly observed,
must augment in a serious degree the difficulties of the navi.
gation.

From the passage of the Blossom, a preference might be
given to the month of September; but in the very same

month Captain Falcon in the Tyne had a very long and
boisterous passage. 1 concur in opinion with Cook, Perouse,
Krusenstern, and others, in thinking there is no necessity
whatever for going far to the Southward, and I should-ýl.

ways recommend standing on that tack which gained inost
longitude, without paying any regard to latitude, further than
taking care to keep south (say a degree) of Cape Horn.

With a N.W. wind I would stand S.W., and with a S.W&
wind N.W., and so on. If there was a doubt, 1 should give

the preference to the southern tack, unless far advanced in
that direction. We did not find the strongest winds near the
land, but on the contrary; and I am of opinion that here, as
is the case in many other places, thev do not blow home, and
that within thirty miles of the land the sea is pardy broken



by the inequality of the bottom. There is, however, great
objection to nearing the land eastward of Cape Horn, inconý

sequence of the velocity with which the current sets through
Strait Le Maire, particularly with a southerly wind. This
does not obtain to the westward of Diego Ramirez, in whieh
direction 1 see no objection to approaching the coasi, within
forty or sixýy miles. Cook ranged this shore very close in
December, and on more than one occasion found the current

setting off shore, and at other times slowly along it to the S.E.
In the first part of this passage the currents ran to, N.W.,

but after passing the latitude of 40o S. they set to the east-
ward ; and wlien we arrived off Cape Horn the ship was
S. 400 E. 1 t6 miles of lier reckoning.

While we were in the neighbourhood of Diego Ramirez
there was little or no current, but to the westward it ran to
the W.N.W. It however, soon after changed, and on our
arrival. off Conception the whole amount of current was
N. 49o E. 1417 miles. In rounding Terra del Fuego with a

southerly wind full four points must be allowed for variation
and current. For in this high. latitude there will, in most ships,

be found ten or twelve degrees more variation with the head
west than east ; and thoucrh the true variation be but 24o E.,

at least 290 or 300 must be allowed croincy westward.
We, found the barometer in this passage an invaluable

instrument: upon no occasion did it deceive us. In passing
these latitudes my attention was drawn to, the changes in the,
temperature of the water, which. 1 usually found to precede a E

shift of wind from south to north, îand vice versa, even before V
that of the temperature of the air. 1 subjoin a short state- 9ment of these changes, for the satisfaction of such as may feel a
interested in thein. a,

On the 29tli of Auçrust, at eiglit.A.m. the temperature of thec ICI
surface was 580, the weather moderate and cloudy, and the Ir
wind W. N.W.; -from tbis time to midnight it gradux1ly fell
until it stood zit 48(). The wind now increased, and the next

morning shifted to S.W. and S.SAV., and blew fresh gales.:
the breeze continuing, on the 31st the temperature of the sur-
face underwent a fu'rther fall of 3-10; and'ýW'>-e liad liard squalls,
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with hail and sleet. It afterwards fluctuated four days bem
tween 460 and 4910, during which t*w.e the winds were va-
riable from S.S.W. to N.W. by N., and E.N.E.-the wea%.
ther for the most part moderate and cloudy; but on the 5th
(Sept.) the temperature (always alluding to that of the sur-
face of the sea) rose to 53,o, and the wind came froni N.E. by
N. and N., but light. The next day it shifted to S.E. by S., and
the temperature ratber decreased, but the breezes were light
On the afternoon of the 7th, after a calm, during which it
remained at 500, there was a decrease of So; and thirty-six

hours after a gale from. S. by E. suddenly arose. During the
five following days it was nearly stationary, at the temperature
of 39-10, and the wind was variable from W.N.W., S.W.,
and W. blowincr hard. From. noon on the 12th to, fourA.uM.

on the 13th it fell to 36o, and that night we had a gale at W.
by S.; which continued aU the next day. At night there was

a further decrease of 4o, when the wind veered to S. by W-e
and biew stronçr gales. The temperature kept dowli at 35o until
midnight of the 15th, when it rose 50: and the 16th, at four

A.M., the wind cliancred to, W.N.W. and N.W. by W. rae lu
temperature, however, soon decrea-sed again 4(), and at nine

A.M., the following day, the wind came from S.W. by S. and
S.S.E. where it continued, and the temperature remained
nearly stationary until we made Cape Horn, when it rose

to, 42o.
It would, perbaps, be too hazardous to assert upon such short

experience that these clýanges are the forerunners of shifts of
wind, though I found similar variations attend the southerly

gales off Spitzbergen, where we had always indication of tlieir
approach by the increase of the temperature of the sea.* 1 àt - 1

am, however, persuaded that, like the barometer, it speaks a
language which, thouch at times not the mon intelligible,

may nevertheless often prove useful.

See also vol. I. p. 324 of this work.

VO L. IL D
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HOME PASSAGE FROM COQUIMBO TO 1110 JANEERO.

June 3d to July 21st, 18280

This passage was considerably lengthened. by not getting to
the westward in low latitudes. From the time of leaving
Coquimbo there was a difficulty in making progress in that
direction, and we could scarcely weather Massa Puera.

From here the weather became boisterous, the breeze gene.
rally beginning at W.N.W., and ending in a moderate gale
at S.W.; then backing again, and in the course of the

twenty-four hours finishing at S. W., blowing hard, as usual;
so that what distance was gained to the westward in the early
part of the day was lost toward the close of it. In this man-

ner we were driven down upon the coast, and obl iged to stand
to the westward, when, bad we been a hundred miles further
off shore, we should have had a fair wind. On the 22d June

we had an easterly wind, which veered to S.E., and drove us
away to the latitude 560 18' S. aiffl longaitude 75* W., when

we encouiltered S. by E. winds, which carried us past Cape
Horn on the 30th. Our winds were now fair; but off the
Falkland Islands they were variable, until they settled in the

E.S.E. quarter. With this we adva ced to, 35o N., when
we encountered N.E. and N.W. gales, with heavy cross seas,

and then several pamperos, which were attended by vivid
lightning. We afterwards made progress to the ilorthward,

and arrived at Rio Janeiro on the 21st July.
In this passage, which wzLs ma-de in the deptli,of winter, the

greatest cold was 210. From Cape. Horn to, the Falkland
Islands we had thick showers of snow, and had we been

bound the opposite way, I have no doubt we should
felt the weatlier severely. The barometer, as on the former
occasion, proved an invaluable monitor. From the time
we quitted Massa Fuera until we were off Staten Land, the
winds were advantageous for making the passage to the Pa-

cifie, and so far they favour the opinion of the winter time
heinc the most desirable for this purpose. The current in
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this p&qsage ran to the south-east to the latitude 460 S., then
north two days, and from 480 to 57o- S., bc>twIBen N.W. and

S.W., at the rate of thirteen miles a day,ý---Yom 5V) S. and
loncr. 68o W., they ran to the N.E., until we-"had-passed the
Cape, and then westerly and north-westerly to the EàIkland
Islands. Off the River Plate tbey ran to the S.W. and S.
On our arrival at Rio Janeiro the whole effect of the current t'Ai
from Coquimbo was S. 62o W, eighty-two milé' ý- 1

From the experience of these two passages round the Horn,
1 arn of opinion that a ship bound to the Pacifie should pass
inside the Falkland Islands, and round Staten Land, as
closely as possible; as she will most likely encounter S.W-.
winds directl the Pacifie is open. A north-west wind off the

Falklands will, I think, generally veer to W. and S.W. on
approaching Staten Land. With S. W. winds off Staten
Land, nothing is left of course but to stand toi the southward.
I should not, however, recommend keeping this board longer
than to get an offing, except westin(r was to be made, by it
and if not, 1 would goabout directly a mile of longitude was
to be gained on the in-shore tack; avoîding, however, a near
approach to Terra del Fuego, eastward of Cape Horn, on
account of the north-east set through Strait Le Maire, with
southerly winds. 1 see no good reason for going to a high

southern latitude, if it can be avoided witbout loss of longi.
tude. With regard to the fact, that gales of wind are stronger

near the land, I own I cannot concur in such an opinion.
On a comparison of the Blossom's passage out w-ith that of a

brig commanded by a Lieutenant Parker, which rounded the
Horn at the same time, it appeared that whilst she was expe.
riencing strong winds and heavy seas, which washed, away

some of her boats, the Blossom, close in with the land, had
fine moderate weather, and no other indication of the gales
t'ne Hellespont was encounterincr tban by a long southerly

swell setting, upon the shore- and that the Blossom bad the
advantage of a westerly currentý while the brig was put ba&
twenty miles daily by one in the opposite direction.

2 D 2
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Wlien clear of Terra del Fuego, I should recommend
stretchinry to the westward as far as the meridian of 820 or
830, about the parallel of Cape Pillar, before shaping a
course aloncy the coast of Chili.

From Chili to the Atlantic ships should pass outside Massa
'Fuera, and if opportunity offered, get as far west as 8510 or
90o, in order that the south-westerl ' winds, which thev willy w
afterwards be certain to meet. and (rene ally blowiti(r stronc

x 
y

may be turned to advantage. I would ven recommend
keepin(y to the westward of 830 until past the parallel of 53o
S. This precaution appears to be the qnly one necessary, as
the remainder of the passage from that situation is in creneral

very easily performed. With regard to passing inside or
outside the Falkland Islands, 1 think the latter' preferable,
especially in winter, as the winds sometimes lian(y in the

&' 
ZD

eastern quarter at that period, and are apt to run a ship in
with the River Plate.

From the Falkland Islands to Rio Janeiro the winds are
very uncertain. Ships may, however, generall reckon uponC y

encountering at least one pampero between 33o and 37o N.5*
and on meeting witli northerly or north-north-easterly winds,
wlien within two hundred or three hundred miles of Cape

Frio. It is better, in the latter instance, to stand out to the
eastward in preference to the other tack, as it will almost

always happen that they will there meet an easterly wind to
carry them up to the Cape. It bas been found very difficult
to get up near the shore from Ila Grande and St. Catherine's.

These winds appear to be of frequent occurrencý, off the River Plate;
they are generally preceded by strong N.W. winds, and a low altitude of
the barometer. Care is necessary to avoid being taken aback by the
wind shifting suddenly to the S.W., which it sometimes does after a

heavy squall. In deep laden ships it would be prudent to lie to with the
head to the N.E., as they would then bow the sea, which often ruas
very high on the shift of wind; whereas on the other tack they would
bave their stern exposed to it. 1ýL-
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PASSAGE FROM VALPARAISO TO OTAREITE0

November- 4M té Marëh 18the

This was made in the summer, when the trade-wind ex-
tends further south than at other times of the year; otlierwise
it would be advisable to get into a Imrer latîtude than that in

whieli our course was directed. The winds with us were very
variable, but always fair. 1 know nothinci worth of remark
here except the current, which, on our arrival at Elizabeth
Island, was found to, have set the ship three hundred and
forty-nine miles to the westward in tbirty-nine days, or at the
rate of 8-95 miles per day.

Our route from Elizabeth Island was directed to eacli of the
islands lyincr between it and Ot'aheite, and we afterwards met

with too niany interruptions to estimate tlie rate of the eur-
rents; but at this time of the year in particular, there does

not appear to be much in any direction. At other times,
however, I am told that there is great difficulty in getting to

windward. In this sea the westerly monsoon, which some-
times extends as far as these isiands, checks the regularity of
the trade-wind, and it is not uncommon at such times to meet
a we-sterly wind with heavy rain. This is liable to occur from

December- to February or March. The trade-wind in tbis
route in general hangs more to the eastward than the S.E.
trade in the Atlantic.

REMARKS ON THE PASSAGE FROM THE SOCIETY GROUP TO

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

April 26th to May 18th.

in making the passage from the Society Group to the Sand-
wich Islands, the time of the year should, be considered. Be-
tween the months of April and October the trade-wind is

said to han(r more to, the éastward. than at other times and is
coraequently favourable to the passage; but it is advisable

even atiliat semoii to cross the line well to wiridward, if pos.
sible between 1450 and 14Sý, as all that is (rained, in tliat di.
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rection will ultimately be- of use. Between December and
April a nwre northerly trade may be expected, and conse-

quently easting is of more conseqùence. The S.E. trade is
not as regular as that to the northward of the Equator. It
generally blows at E. or E.N.E., and when the sun is to the
southward of the equator it is sometimes interrupted by N.
and N. W. winds. These-should be taken advantage of
& order to get to the eastward, even at the expense of a few
miles of latitude, until well advanced to the northward, and
until theN.E. trade is fiillen in wiîth.

The Blossom left Otaheite on the 26tli of April, 1826, and
crossed the equator on the 9.th of May in long. 150o 01' W.
From. Îhe time of sailing the winds were light from. the E. and

E. N. E., but sometimes veered to N. E. and N.; with these
we tacked and endeavo&ed to gain east'ng but did not suc-

ceed as we wished.., We kept the easterly wind to the lat. of 40
N. and long. 1490 47' W., when the N.E. trade met us; it

commenced with liard squalls and rain at N.E. by E., at which
point it continued with scarcely any variation; and we had as

much wind as would allow us to carry, conveniently, courses
and double-reefed lm,. shils, and latterly topgallant sails, until
we made Owyliee on the 18th, about forty miles due west of

US. We now felt the advantage of - being well to windward,
and keeping the same distance in order to ensure the sea

-breeze throucyhout the night, made Mowee the following
morning, and the same night arrived close off Diamond Point

(Woahoo).
The eurrent from Otabeite to the equator set to the W.N.Mý

from. ten to thirty miles per day, at an average rdte of sixteen
and a balf miles per day. From the equator'to the fburth de.
gree N.ý when we met the N.E. trade, it ran N.N.E. fifteen

to twenty-three miles a day, averaging eighteen miles a day,
after which it ceased entirely. On our arrival, off Owyhee the

current from leaving 0wheite had set N. 540 W. 164 riiiles,
or 7.1 miles per day.
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REMARKS ON THE PASSAGE FROM THE SANDWICH ISLANDS

TO AWATSKA BAYe KAMSCHATKA.

Jum Ist to 28the

This passage was very favourable, both in regard to, wind
and weather, and occupied only twenty-seven days. On quit-

ting Oneehow, instead of keeping within the tropics for the
advantage V a fresh trade-wind, I endeavoured to pursue the

30th or 31st parallel down to 1910 or 1920 W.; and then to,
avail myself of the westerly win(is, said to prevail there, in

order to, get to the northward.
Quitting Oneehow, 1 passed to, the north-eastward of Bird

Island, and the chain of reefs situated near the French Fri-
gate s Bank, and then bore away west. We kept the trade-

wind with but one interruption, until in latitude 290 46f N.
and longitude 1850 W., which was on the 10th day of our de.
parture; here the wind veered to the S. and S.S.W., and
continued fair three days. On the tbirteenth day (June 15th),
in lat 330 N., long. 1920 W., it shifted suddenl to N. W. _4y
W. I was now near the situation I *had been desirou§ of
reaching, and ready for this wind, but it did not continue
and for five days we were retarded by light winds from- all
points of the compass, except that quarter. On the 20th June

we had a N.E. wind again, which veered to E., S.E., S., and
on the 5th day to, W. S. W..., when it left us in 460 N. and
199o W. An easterly wind succeeded, but, before the twenty..
four hours were expired, veered round ky S. to, W., which,
with the exception of a few hours N.N.E. wind, carried us
close off the light-house of Awatska Bay on the 28th June.

The weather during this time had been moderate; it bad
scarcely been necessary to, take in top-gallant sails the whole
period. It will be seen that, with the exception of three days,
we had a leading wind the whole of the way, and that our
greatest delay was occasioned by light winds about the paral.
lels of 34() and 35() N. The trade-wind may be said to, have
attended us as far as 300 N, and 185o W. About the 30th
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parallel, a S. S.W. wind brought thick rainy weather with
squalls, which was éleared away by a northerly breeze in lati.

tude 340 N. We had now light winds and clear weather, but
from the 39th parallel to the day of making the land of Kam.
schatka, with the exception of one day in latitude 500 N., we
were attended by a thick fog and drizzling rain.

On comparing the route-of the Blossom with those of Cap.
tains Clerke and Krusénstern, who, quitted the Sandwich
Islands for St. Peter and St. Paul's, and both of whom, as
well as myself, endeavoured to run down the longitude until

sufficiently far to the westward to reach the place of destina-
tion without inconvenience from westerly winds, it appears
that a preference is due to the course pursued by the Blossom.
As the three tracks from the parallel of 33o or 340 N. and
long. 1660 or 1680 E. itearly coincided, I shall divide the pas-
sage into two parts; the first from the Sandwich Islands to
that situation, and the second from thence to the day of mak-
ing the land of Awatska.Captain Clerke ran down his lonaitude near tbe norther-n
tropicý lost the trade-wind in lat. 28o N., and long. 1720 E,
on the twenty-first day of his departure, and reached the
above situation on the twenty-sixth day.

Krusenstern kept to the southward of 200 N., lost the trade
in 27,0 N. and about 1760 E. on the seventeenth day, and
reached the above, place on the twenty-second day.,

Ile Blossom kept to the northward of 30Gý lost the trade
in 30o N. and 175o E. on the tenth day of her departure, and

was in the above-mentioned situation on the thirteenth day.
From this, situation to the second point or th-e day of arme

rival off Awatska, it is remarkable that the three passages arc
nearly of the same duration, that of Captain Clerke accupying
thirteen days; of Krusenstern thirteen; and of the Blossom a
thirteen and a half. By which it is evident that the advan-9 0
tage was gained by the Blossom in the first', part of the pas-ffl

sage, and this was not confined to time alone, but extended si
1 limit the passages to the time of making the land, as Captain R

Clerke was five days off the port., cc
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to personal comfort, as the Blossom escaped the heat of a tro.
pical climate, of which, Captain King complains so much, and

on the whole had better weather,
The currents on the first part of this passage were very

irregular, varying their direction from N.N.E, to W.N.W.;
the preponderance being in the latter direction, and in one

day amounting to thirty-eight miles. After losing the trade.
wind we had no current of consequence, excepting on three
days in lat. about 350 N. and long. 1940 W. dÙring very light;

winds. On one of these davs it -ran S. 450 E. forty miles, on
another S. six miles, and on the third S. 31o E. nineteen

miles. The whole effect of tbe current between Oneehow and
Petrapaulski was N. 250 30' W. fifty-two miles.

FROIX AWATSKA BAY TO KOTZEBUE SOUNDO

July 5th to 22de 1826, and July 20th to 5th August., 1827.

After clearina the outer bay, between Cape Gavarea and
Che nski Noss, in both years we experienced much fog;-Poo
but it cleared away in the vicinity of the islands of Beering
and of St. Lawrence. The weather in both semons was fine,
and we met no impediments from winds until after passing
the island of St. Lawrence, and then only for a day. The
situation of Beerings Island is now well fixed, and so fair it

may be approached with safety; but the soundings decrease
very fast near the land. Fifty-three miles Si' W. by W. from,
the island we had no bottom with four hundred and twenty

fathoms; twenty-seven miles in the same direction no bottom
ait two hundred fathoms; but at four miles we sounded in
sixty fathoms fine dark sand. It is not advisable to stand

wifliin, two miles of the western shore of this island, as there
are breakers and low rocky points projectine from, that part
of the-coast; two miles and a half from these breakers we had

only nineteen fathoms dark sand; nor should the southern
shore be approached within six miles, on account of Seal
Rock unless the weather be fine. From here I would re. l'in

conimend steerùig for St. Lawrence Island, in preference to
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the main land. Ships will come into soundings of fifty-four
fathoms-mud in about the latitude 61o 25' N. and 1750 1T W.

long., which depth will gradually decrease to thirtyý-one fa-
thoms, when the bottom will almost immediately change from

mud to, fine dark sand. Two miles and a half S. 730 W. from
the S.W. cape, there are fifteen fathoms; but off the N.W.
end of the island there is a shoal upon which there are only

nine fathoms, stony bottom, four miles' distance from the land.
It is narrow, and the water soon deepens again, and the bot-
tom chanomes to fine sand as before.

From. St. Lawrence Island there appears to, be a eurrent
running to the northwaid at the rate of about three quarters
of a mile an hour, which increases as the sea narrows towards
the Strait of Beeting. Ships may pass either side of the Dio-

mede Islands, but they should not run between them, as the
passage is not yet explored. Cook passed between the Fair

Way Rock and Krusenstern Island, and had deep water;
but no person has, as yet, 1 believe, been between Ratmanoff
and the next island. Near these islands the water deepens to
twenty-seven and thirty fathoms, and the bottom in some

Places changes to stone'. The channel to the eastward of the
Diomede Islands is the widest; and the only precaution ne-

cessary is to avoid a dangerous shoal to the northward of Cape
Prince of Wales, upon which the water shoals almost immedi-

ately from twenty fathoms to, four and a hal£ Its outer edge
lies about north (true) from Cape Prince of Wales. From
lhere, ships may run along shore in safety in ten fathoms near
the land.

It is unnecessary to give any directions for the sea to the
northward of Kotzebue Sound, as the lead is the best guide,

rememberinom that off Cape Krusenstern, Point Hope, and
Icy Cape, the water shoals fas4 as those places appear to be
washed by strong currents.

In this passage there was not much current between Awatska
and St. Lawrence Island: it amounted to only thirty-one
miles S. 54,0 W. Off the island it ran S.S.E. seven-eighths
per hour on one trial, and on another seven hours afterwards,
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N. E. five-eighths per hour but between this island and
Beering's Strait it ran to the north-westward at about three

quarters of a mile an hour. To the iiorthward of the Strait
it takes a more northerly direction, and near the land runs

first to the N.E. and then N.W.

KOTZEBUE SOUND TO CALIFORNIA.

October 14th to 7th November, 1826, and October 6th
to 29th, IS27.

Thesp passages were made late in the year, wlien north-1 'M westerl winds prevail, and consequentlyyat a favourable time
for getting to, the southward. In both years they occupied
exactly twenty-three days; and it is further remarkable, that
in each, the Aleutian Islands were passed on the ninth day after
Our departure. The route pursued by the Blossom was to
the westward of King's Island, and between St. Lawrence
Island and the main-land of America, and thence within sight
of St. Paul"s and St. George's Islands to, the Strait of 0onemak.

To the eastward of Kings Island the soundings are very
irregular, varyina from. nine to, six fathoms; and as at the

season above mentioned the weather appears to, be generally
bad, it is advisable to go to the westward of the island, where
the water is deep. Between St. Lawrence Island and the
continent of America there is a bank witb eleven fathoms

water upon it. If, on approaching it in foggy weather, it be
doubtful from the shoalin cr of the water, whether it be not

the island that is the occasion of the decrease of soundings,
haul over to, the American shore, and the water wiR deepen,

To the southward of St. Lawrence it is necessary only to,
mention the islands of St. Paul and St George, which appa.

rently may be safely approached within four -or five miles;
but I could not get near them in either year to, ascertain what
dangers lie close off the shore. In the geographical, table I
have given the positions of these islands, which were before
considered so uncertain that they were not placed on our
charts.
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I shoiild recominend the passage being always made to the
eastward of these islands, as between them and Oonemak there
is a strong current from Bristol Bay, which in -1827 drifted
the Blossom. thirty-five miles to the S.W. in the course of the

day. The Strait of Oonemak, lying between the islands of
Oonemak and Coogalga, appears at present to be the safest

opening to, the Pacifie from the Kamschatka Sea. The Aleu-
tian Islands in the autumn appear to be enveloped in fog
about half-way down, and to have a region of mist lying to

windward of the Archipelago, which ma«k-es it necessary for a
ship to be certain of her position before she attempts any of
the channels, as she might be led down so close upon the land
in the fog, that she would not have room to rectify a mistake,
should she unhappily incur any, which is very likely to bzip-
pen, from the irregularity and velocity of the currents about
the islands. Under these circumstances 1 should recommend
making the north-west end of Oonemak, and afterwards keep-

ing along the coast of that island to the southward. As this
island lies forty miles to, the northward of the other islands of
the chain, Amnak excepted, which is three degrees to the

westward, it cannot be mistaken, unless the reckoning of the
ship is very incorrect indeed. And by so, doing, in the event
of not liMng to attempt the passage, a vessel will still be far

enough to-.windward, supposing the breeze to be from the
northward, to, weather the other islands of the chain; and if

from, the westward, she may reach into Bristol Bay.
We bad no opportunity of seeincr the summits of either

0onemak. or Alaska, which, when clear, are good guides for
the strait; * but when the low land of the formçr can be seen,
the south-west point of Oonemak may be known by a pointed
rock situated near the base of a remarkable wedge-shaped

cliff, - conspicuous from the northward and north-westward.
Ther- narrowest part of the strait is between this rock and
Coogalora Island, and the distance exactly nine miles and a
half, in a S. 10 30' E. (true) direction. In a line between

See Cook's Third Voyage, vol. II.el
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these, at the distance of four miles from the rock, there are
soundings in thirty fathoms, and 1 understand that if neces-

sary there is anchorage close under Oonemak.
Coogalga Island is about four miles in lenath, and may be

known by a remarkable peak near its N. E. extremity, in
latitude 540 16'521, N., and longitude 164,D 47'0611 W. The
variation off it is 20() 50-, E.

From the Aleutian Islands to San Frreisco we steered
nearlv a direct course with winds generally from the N. W.
and W., and made Punta de los Re es on the 3d November.
In this passage the currents were variable. From, Beering"s
Strait to the Aleutian Islands they prevailed to the westward,

and near the islands ran strong, but afterwards they continued
between S. E. and S. W. On our arrival off California, the

whole amount, in 1826, was S. 890 W. sixty-four miles; and
in 1827, S. 260 W. forty miles.

REMARKS ON THE PASSAGE FROM MONTEREY (NEW CALI-

FORNIA) TO WOAHOO, SANDWICH 1SLANDS.

January 5th to 2àth, 1827.

This passage was begun at a period wlien the north-west
and westerly winds are proverbially prevalent upon the coast
of -New Albion, and extend a considerable distance to the
westward.

We sailed fi-om the Bay of Monterey on the 5th January,
and immediateiy took a northerly wind, which carried us into
the trades; and we arrived off Mowee on the twentieth day.
Our passage might have beeii- considerably shorter, had we
not taken a cireuitous route in search of some islands reported
to lie to the southward, and had sail been carried throughout
the twenty-four hours, instead of haulincr to, the wind as soon
as it was dtisk, to maintain our position durincr the night, that

nothinçIr might be passed unseen within the limit of our
]horizon..

As we left the extra tropical latitudes, the atmosphere
gradually became more hazy and humâl, the clouds increased,
and in 180 N. we had some showers of rain. On the 18fli, in



latitude 160 18' N. and longitude 1360 W., we had a very
strong trade at N. E., with squally weather, and a long cross

sea from. the westward, which was afterwards found to be the
effect of a gale of wind in the parallel of 210 N.; but which

did not reach us.
There was very little current in this passage; this little

generally ran to, the southward and westward, and ave.
raged .3.6 miles a day. The barometer, though so far entered
in the tropical latitudes, was perceptibly affected by the
changes of weather, but maintained its horary oscillations.

On my arrival 1 found, that from. the 15th to the 21st there
had been very strong gales from. the west*ard at ' Woahoo,

and from. the S. W. at Owyhee. This wasý -no doubt, the
cause of the hicrh cross sea we experiéncd from. the 18th to
the 23d. 1 found also that the harbiiiger, an American brig

which quitted Monterey nine dî!ys after the Blossom, was
obliced to, lie to for three dayý, from the 20th to 23d January,
in a stroncy gale from the S. W. She had steered a direct
course for the Sandwich Islands, in which she experienced
very variable winds, and, on the whole, bad bad weather, and
was only one day less performing the passage than ourselves:

whence 1 think it fair to conclude that nothing is lost by run-
ning well into the trade. During the winter season, I should

recommend ships gaininor the 17th parallel before they shaped
a direct course for the islands. This seems to, me to be the

best mode to ensure a good passage and fine weather.

RE-MARKS ON THE PASSAGE FROM THE SANDWICH ISLANDS

TO IVACAO (CHINA)*

.March Ist to April 10th.

This passace was made at a late period of the season; the
nortli-east monsoon had become very faint, and about thc

Baç;hee Islands appeared altogether to, have finislied.
From Woahoo to the Ladrones the passage occupied

twenty-six days - thence to the Bashee Islands twelve days;
and from. the Bashee to Macao three days; in al] forty-one
days.

404 APPENDIX.
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The firest part of the run was within the limit of the trade-
wind; it huing generally in the eastern quarter, and with the

exception of a few daye rain, squalls, and very vivid light-
ning, in latitude 190 N., and longitude 1700 W., the weather
was very fine,

Off the Ladrones we had a short calm; then a breeze at
north; and made the passage to the Bashees with light and

R variable winds, firest froni the northward, and latterly from. thek
S. and S. W. The weather during this period was remark-
ably fine. Off Formosa we took a strong northerly wind,
which carried us to Macao.

The currents from Woaboo to the Ladrones ran generally
to the eastward, and averaged 6.9 miles per day.

I should recommend to, ships making thîs passage to run lui

down the parallel of 18,0 30' N. or 190 N., taking care of lui
Wake's Island, which is said to lie in latitude 19o IS' N. 1

They should make the Island of Assumption, in latitude
19o 42' N., and longitude 2140 34' W., and pass to the south-,
ward of it.

Twelve miles to the southward of Assumption, Captain
Freycinet bas discovered a %reef of rocks, which may be
avoided by keeping close to the above-n-entioned island. As-
sumption is a small conical island, 2096 feet high, and appa.

anger. Perouse anchored in th
rently without any d. irty

fathoms, within three quarters of a mile of its western shore.
The Manl(ys bear from. its eastern point N. 27,0 07' W. (true

In the N.E. monsoon I would steer from. here for the North
Bashee Island, and thence pý-Lss north-ward of the Prata

Shoal; but with the S.W. monsoon a different route is neces-
cary, for whicli see Captain Horsburgh's India Directoryo
The Bashees, Vele Rete, and Botel Tobago Xirna, are all ILvery weil laid down in Horsburgl le-i's chart; but the Cumbrian 'tirî

Shoal bas since been found to lie in the situation first
assiçrned it, fifteen miles due S. of Little Tobago Xima, and

in latitude 21o 42' 15"' N. In its vicinity we found very
stroncr ripplings, which, when the winds were light, sounded
like breakers; but they did not affect our reckoning much, le.

for on the 10th of April, in the fore.noon, we made Pedro
P
ll'Ïi



Branco, as we expected. This rock is an excellent land-
mark by our observation it lies P) 33' 13" E. of the west
end of the Typa. Shortly after noon we got sight of the
Great Lemma, and that night anchored between Lantao and
Chichow.

FROX THE ARZOBISPO ISLANDS TO KAMSCHATKA.

June 16th to July M.

At' the commencement of this passage it was my endea-
vour to get nearly i the meridian of Petropaulski before 1
shaped a course for that ce, in order to escape the incon.

venience Jikely to arise from. th evalence of easterly winds,
which we unexpectedly encountered the preceding year.

Between the parallels of 30() N. and 351, N. we had liglit
anct- variable winds, as in our first passage; and in 390 N. took
a southerly wind, which continued with a very thick wetting
fog, as before, until within a day's sail of Petropaulski, when
it veered to the S.W., and soon after came fresh off' the ]and,
precisely as it bad done the preceding year. In the sumnier
1 recommend making the ]and a little to the southward of
Cape Gavarea, as the wind crenerally blows off shore, and to
the eastward of the promontor veers to the northward ; andy
if a vessel is not well in with the Cape, she will find much dif-
ficulty in beating up. Until we were in latitude 34() N. lon-
gitude 1530 E., the currents ran between N.W. and S.M
twelve miles per day; they then changed to S. five miles per

day as far as 400 N., and off the Kurile Islands ran stron(y to
irthe S.E. The weather througrhout this passage, with the ex-
tiception of the fog, was very fine.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO TO SAN BLAS (.NIEXICD)o
fi

December 6M té 21 st.

We found no difficulty in gettincy to the southward, the pre- laC
vailinçr wind at this season being from, the N. W. It is ad- W,
visable, however, to stand about forty or fifty leagues off the rr

coast, to avoid interruptions frorn variable winds which occur ci
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near the land. These winds are in general taken advantage
of by vessels bound in the opposite direction to that of our
present course.

The weather throughout this passage was remarkably fine.
The wind w&% from. W.N. W. to N.N.E. until we made
Cape San Lucas, when it - veered to E.N.E., and obliged us

to pass between the Tres Marias Islands. This route occa-
sioned the loss of a day, and I should advise any vessel making
the passage to close the land to the northward of Cape San
Lucas, provided the wind were in the north-east quarter; as
in addition to, the inconvenience whieli a shift of whid to the
E. would occasion, there is another arisin from. a stroncr cur-
rent, which generally sets out of the Gulf of California.
From the Cape steer for Isabella Island, and thence for Piedra

de Mer.
Between 330 N. and Cape San Lucas we found a current

to the westward, and from the Cape to the Tres Marias to the
southward. The whole effect of current from. San Francisco

to these islands was S. 580 W. eighty miles.

SAN BLAS TO ACAPULCO AND VALPARAISO.

Marck Sth to May Ist5 18280
At this season north-westerly winds prevail upon the coast

between San Blas and Acapulco, inclining toward the land in
the day, and to the sèà in the night. We passed four miles to
westward of Corvetena (a small rock, situated N.W. by N.

nineteen miles from Cape Corrientes) without baving sound-
ings in ehrhtv fathoms. On the 10th we were within sight of
the volcano of Colima, 12,003 feet above the sea, and on the
13th anchored at Acapulco.

At San Blas we heard vàrious opinions upon the best route
from Acapulco to Valparaiso, some being in favour of a pas-
sage to the eastward of the Gallapagos, by keeping along the
land, and carrying the N.W. wind, and others to the west-

ward, by steering at once out to sea., We adopted the latter
mode of proceeding; and after light and variable winc1% prin-
cipally from the eastward, crossed the equator in 990 40' W.ý
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on the eleventh day of our passage, about two degrees more
to, the westward than was intended.

After two days" unsettled weather and hard showers of rain,
we crot the S.E. trade in 30 S. latitude. It at first held to,

the southward, but, as we proceeded, veered gradually to the
eastward, and obliged us to make a long sweep, in which we
went as far to the westward as 1080, and having brought us

into 230 S. and 1060 W. it left us. We had afterwards
variable winds and squally weather, and found some difficulty
in approaching our destination. At this season very unsettled
weather prevails on the coast of Chili, and storms and heavy

rains *om. the northward are by no means unfrequent. It
appears to, me to, be advisable at this period to, steer direct for
the port, if possible, and to disregard the chances of winds and
of currents near the land. The currents in the first part of
this passage ran about seven miles a day to the eastward, but
from 80 N. and 98,o W. to 19o S. and 108o W. they flowed
in a S. 88o W. direction, at the average rate of about twenty-
eight miles per day, and on our arrival at Valparaiso they had
drifted the ship S. 81o W., four hundred and one miles, or
at the average rate of eleven and a half milés-a day.

On account of these strong currents it is desirable to cross
the equator well to the eastward, in about 96o or 97o W*5
and to pass the latitudes in which they prevail as quickly as
possible, by keeping clean fiffl.

RIO JANEIRO TO ENGLAND.

August 5th té September 25the
This passage was remarkable for strong S.W. winds be-

tween the trades. Upon leaving Rio, N.E. winds obliged us
to stand to the S.E. to the lat. 27o S. and long. 36ô W., where
we met the S.E. trade-wind, which carried us across the equa-

tor in 24o 20' W., and left us in 5o N. latitude. It was there
succeeded by strong south-west winds, attended by a long swell,
from the same quarter. This continued to 15o N., and was

succeeded by the'N.E. trade, which prevailed as far as 27o Ne
hand 350 W. We had here six days calm, and then variable b
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winds, with much bad weather and long seas from the north-

ward, and did not arrive in Encrland until fifty-one days after t
Our departure from, Rio. Had we been farther westward when
the N.E. trade failed, the passage would have been shortened,
and as at this season N.W. winds prevail on the coast of Ame-
rica, I should endeavour on another occasion to arrive at a
more westerly lon(ritude before I outran the trade-wind.

Fhe current in this'passage was very different to that wbich
we experienced on the outward voyage, and was no doubt

influenced by the strong S.W. winds. From, the tropic of
Capricorn to, the equator it ran N. 88o W. a hundred and

fifty-one miles, or ten miles per day, and from that latitude
to the termination of the S.E. trade S. 66o W. twenty-five,
miles a day. Here we encountered the winds from, the west-

ward, whieli, while- they lasted, occasioned a current to the
eastward at the rate of twenty-sîx miles a day. With the

N.E. trade there was very little in an direction.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE COAST OF CHILI.
CONCEPTION.

Durinu the summer months southerly winds prevail along
this coast, and occasion a strong current to the northward. It
is advisable, therefore, to make the land well to the southward

the port, unless certain of reaching it before night. Punta
'7,ena appears to, me to be a preferable land-fall to that of

Mary's Island, which bas been recommended, as it may
be seen considerably further, and bas no danger lying off it.
But should the latter be prefêried, it may be known by its
contrait to the mainland, in ha a flat surface and perpen-
dicula&liffs, as well as by a remarkable peaked rock off its

N.W. extreinity*. If the port cannot be reached before dark,
it would be advisable to, bring to the wind, between Saint

Mary's and the Paps of Bio Bio, as there wilk1,"ýmost always Umm
be found a southerly wind in the morning to, proceed with.
In doing this, take care of the Dormido Bank, lying off the

This rock bears S. 53 081W,. true, from the Look-out Hill, Talca-

huana,, and is 24'481 W. of it. Its latitude is 3211 58' 10" S., as found

by Mr. Forster.

E
lit_
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N.W. end of %aint Mary's. Having daylight, to, -proceed
by, close the lan ear the Paps of Bio Bio, and, keeping one
'and a half mile from the shore, stand along the coast of Tal.

4; cahuana Peninsula.
Should the Paps of the Bio Bio be clouded, the land about
them may still be known by the opening into Saint Vincent's

Bay, and by the land receding in the direction of the Bio Bio
river, a!eýwe11 as by high rocks lying off the points. The capes
of Saint Vincent's Bay on botili sides are high and terminate
abruptly, and the south one'has a large rock lying some dis-
tance off it. The nortliern cape is tabled, and '_ has a small

tuft of trees near its edge. Table land extends from here to
Quebra Ollas. The Paps viewed from the westward appear

like an island; the wide opening of the Bio Bio being seen
to the southward, and Saint Vincenes Bay to the northward.
The high rocks off the capes, at the foot of the Paps, are an
additional distinguishing mark and when near enoutyli the
rock of Quebra Ollas will be seen Iying off the N. W. end of

tlhe peninsula. About one third of the way between Quebra
Ollas and Saint Vincent's Bay, there is a large rock called the

Sugar Loa£ All'this coast is bold, and may be sailed along
at a mile and half distance. Quebra Ollas rock lies the far-
thest off shore, and is distant exactly one mile and a quarter
from -the cliff; it ni-ay be rounded at a quarter of a mile dis-
tance, if necessary, but nothing can go within it. E

Having passed Quebra Ollas, steer to, the eastward, in or- L ï
der to round Pajaros Ninos as cloely as possible, and immeý-
diately haul to, the wind (suppos*n(y it from the southward),
for a long beat up to, the anchorage. There are two passages
into Conception, but the eastern li's the only one in use. On
the eastern shore of this channel there is no hidden dànger,

9
.Until near Punta Para and Lirquen-, when care must be taken

of the Para Reef, the Penco, Shoal, and the flat of Rocrual,
When near'the two latter ihe southern head of Saint Vin.

cenes Bay comes open with Talcahuana Head, it will be time E.,
to go round; and it is not advisable at ýany time to open tÉe
northern cape of Saint Vincent's Bay, distinguished by a tuft B,

to.of trees upon it, with Talcahuana Head. These two land- fi V
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marks a little open, and the pointed rock at the south ex-
tremity of Quiriquina a little open with Point Garzos, the

N.E. extremity of the peninsula, will put you on a two and a
lialf fathom, shoal. There is a safe channel, all round this
shoal: but ships can bave no necessity for going to the South-
ward or eastward of it.

On the Quiriquina side of the channel avoid the Aloe shoal
(situated one-sixth of a mile off the first bluff to the north-
ward of the low sandy point), by keeping the north-west bluff

of Espinosa ridge open a sail's-breadth (50ý with Talcahuana
Head *, and do not stand into the bay between the Aloe shoal
and the sandy -point. The low sandy point, Punta Arena,

niay be approached within. three bundred yards, after which it
is advisable not to, shut in Espinosa Bluff with Talcahuana

Head, both mentioned before: for althougli there is a wide
Channel between the Belen Bank and Fronton Reef (off the
South end of Quiriquina), yet, as there are no good cross
marks for the shoal. a stranger had better not run the risk, par.

ticitlarly as there will be found ample space to work between
this line and the Para Ree£ When de but on Look-out
Hill is over the N.W. extremity of Talcahiiana village, and the
Fort S. Joa bears W. by S. S. the Belen is past t, and the

anchorage may be safély approached bv a proper attention to
the lead. Be careful to avoid drifting down upon the Belen,
either in bringing up in squally weather, or in casting; and

remember that on approachina; it the soundings are no guide,
as it bas éight fathoms close to it. There is no passage inside
the shoal for ships, except in case of urgent necessity. There
is no good ]and-mark for the channel.

Men of war anchor in six or eight fathoms; Fort St. Au.
gustine.S. 45o W., true; Fort Galvez, N. 5710 W., true; Tal.
cahuana Head, S. 7o 30' W. true. Merchant vessels usually

These are two remarkable bluffs situated to the left of Talcahuana,
Espinosa being the furthest inland.

t This mark, it must be remembered, carries you well clear of the
Belen, and in bringing them on, take care not to shoot too far o-ver
toward Talcahuana Head, or to shoal the water on that side to less than
five fathoms.
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go quite close in shore, between the Shag Rock, a flat rock
near the anchorage, and Fort Galvez, and anchor in threeor
fout fathoms; in doing this, until the Shag Rock is passed,
keep a red mark, which will be seen upon a hill south of Es-
pinosa Ridge, open with Talcahuana Head. A good berth
will be found in three fathoms' mud, close off the town; the

ea8tern slope of Espinosa Hill in one with Talcahuana Head.
At Talcahuana moor open hawse to the north-eastward; but
inany think this unnecessary, as the holding ground is so ex-
cellent, that it is sufficient to, steady the ship with a stream.

Should it happen by any accident that ships, after having
passed Quebra Ollas, should not be able to, weather Pajaros

Ninos (supposing the wind to be from the northward), or
should be set upon the northern shore of Talcahuana Penin-
sula, off which lie scattered rocks, they rnay run through the
channel. between Quiriquina and the peninsula. In doing this
it is safest to keep close over on the island side, but not in less

than seven fathoms water. On the opposite shore a reef exýtends, eastward from the Buey Rock, to the distance of seven
or eight hundred yards from the foot of the eliffs; the mark
for clearing it is Fort St. Augustine, open with all the capes of

Talcahuana Peninsula: but this danger will generally show
itself, except the water be particularly smooth, as there is a
small rock near its outer edge whieh dries at half tide

Having passed the Buey Rock, haul a Ettle to the westward
to avoid a reef off the S.W. extremity of Quiriquina, and
be careful not to stand into either of the sandy bays of Qui- P_
riquina, between this point and the range of cEffi to, the north-
ward of it, or towards the peninsula, so as to bring the Bueý Ul

Rock to bear to the eastward of N., true, until you have ad-
vanced full half a mile to, southward, when the lead will serve
as a guide. If it be found necessary to anchor, haul into Tom-
bez Bay in the peninsula, and bring up in seven or eicylit

fathoms' mud. This is in the northernmost bay, and may be
known by several huts and a large storehouse. WI lien through,

The narrowest distance between this rock the reef on Quiriquina
sides, is exactly half a mile.
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give S. and S.W. points of Quiriquina a berth of half a mile,
and having passed them, steer over towards Lirquen, until the
two heads (Espinosa and Talcahuana) are open; then pursue
the directions before given.

If vessels put into Conception for supplies, the anchorapre
of Talcahuanha is unquestionably the best, on account of
being near the town; but if wood and water only be required,
or if it be for the purpose of 'avoiding bad weather from the

northward, &c., the anchorage under the sandy point of Qui-
riquina will be found very convenient: lit is in many respects

better , sheltered - than Talcahuàna, particularly &om. the
northerly, north-westerly, and north-easterly winds. The

depth 'is twelve fathoms, the bottom a blue clay, and the
marks for the anchorage south point of Fronton S. 760 20'W.ý
true; Punta Arena N. 450 E., true; one-sixth of a mile off
shore; the sandy point being shut in with Point Darca, and
the south end of Quiriquina in one with a but which will be
seen in a sandy bay in the peninsula. On rounding the sandy
point (Punta de Arena), which may be done quite close, clew
all up, and the ship will shoot into a good berth. Wood

may be procured at the island at a cheaper rate than at Talca-
huana, and several streams of water empty themselves into',the
bay to the northward of the point.

The common supplies of Talcahuana are wood, water, fresh
beef, live stock, flour, and a bad sort of coal. We found
stock of all kinds dear, and paid the foUowing prices: for a

bullock, twenty-nine dollars; sheep, three dollars; fowls,
three reals each, or four and a balf dollars a dozen; iline
dollars per ton fàr coal, although we dug it ourselves.

It is high water, full and change, at Talcahuana at 3h. 20m.;
and the tide rises six feet seven inches; but this is influenced
by the winds.

GAMBIER ISLANDS.

This group consists of eight high islands, surrounded by
coral, islands and reefs, enclosing a lagoon, in which. there are

several secure anchoring places; but the 1agoon. bas many
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knolls, which. render necessary a good look-out from aloft,
and even the precaution of keepi*ng a boat abead. As the
islands afford only a supply of water, the anchorage under
Mount Duff is the most desirable.

The best channel to enter by lies on the eastern side of the
group, to the southward of all. the -coral. islands; -and with

Mount Duff bearing N. 390 W., true, in one with the south
tangent of the easternmost high, island. With the.se marks
steer boldly over the reef, upon which there is in this part six

fatboms water, and pass close to the southern extreme of the
island, before in one with Mount Duff. Then keeping a boat

abead, proceed under easy sail. for the anchorage, about a
quarter of a mile south of Mount Duff, the peaks bearing
about north, true; but do not attempt to go to, the northward,
as all that part of the lagoon is full of reefs and knolls. In
this situation a ship will. be abreast of two streams of good
water; but there will. be some difficulty.in procuring it, on

account of the ledges of coral which. surround this and all the
othe.r islands. As the ground is rocky, it is advisable to use a

chain cable. There are several other anchorages, and water
may also be liad at the north-eastern. island, but this appears

to me to be, on the whole, the most convenient.
There are also other paýsacres over the reef; and the islandss

Iying to the south-east may be passed.on either side, but those
which I have recommended are the best and most convenie't
for navicyation with the trade wind. The western channel
must not be attempted, and all the south-western part of the
group should be avoided as dangerous. The best passage to
sail out at bears about S., true, fromMount Duff, the eastern

bluffà cf Peard Island, upon which ' Mount Duff is situated, in
one. This mark will lead over the bar in six and a quarter

fathoms. Thougli this channel lies to leeward of the group,
there is generall a very heavy swell. upon the reef; and it
would not be adv.;sai)le to attempt it in light winds, as there
is no anchoring ground outside; and the swell and the cur-
rents, which sometimes run strong, might drift a vessel upoti

a shallow part of the bar, elther to the eastward or westward
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of the channel, upon which the sea breaks heavily in four fa-
thoms, and outside which there is no bottom at eighty fathoms,
within forty yards of the breakers.

The plan which 1 have given of these islands must not be
considered complete, as such a survey required more exami-
nation than I could bestow; and there are, no doùb4 many
knolls of coral in the lagoon which we did not discover. A
careful look-out from, aloft is therefore absolutely necessary.

It is high water here at lh. 50m. full and change; but a
current generally sets to the westward in the day-time, and runs

à t -7 strong in the western channel.

OTAHEITE.

In clear weather the mountains of Otaheite may be seen
ninety miles from the deck. The ports most frequented are
situated on the north side of the island, and may be approached
without difficulty when the trade wind is blowing. It, however,

sometimes happens in the winter months that the trade is in-
terrupted by breezes from the N.W. and W., and at others
that calms and unsettled weather prevail. At such times avoid
gettinçr into the bay between Otaheite and Tyraboo, especiàllv

on the south-west side of the island, as the swell rolls in
heavily upon the shore, and there is no anchorage outside the
reefs. 2

Arrived within a few miles of the north-eastern. part of
Otaheite, several points covered with cocoa-nut trees will be
seen stretching from, the foot of the hills. One of these is
Point Venus, and may be known by One-tree Hill, which,
with the exception of the western extremity of the island, is
the last bluff head-land upon this part of the coàst.

Matavai Bay, on the south-western side of Point Venus, filî
may be considered a safe anchorage &om April to December;
but during the remainder of the year the trade is liable to
interruptions from westerly winds, which blow directly into

Matavai, and occasion a high sea. The protection to the,
anchorage is afforded by Point Venus and the Dolphin shoal,
a coral bank, with only two and a quarter fathoms upon its



shallowest part. Between it and Point Venus there is a
channel about fifty yards wide, with 17, 15, and 10 fathoms
close to the reef; and by anchoring a boat on the edge of the
shoal, a vessel may enter with perfect safety, provided the

breeze be fair. It is, however, better to pass to the south-
ward of the bank, whieh may be ascertained by two, remark-

able cocoa-nut trees in the E.N.E. being seen, to, the south.
ward of an European built bouse on thebeach, bearing E.

by N., and haul round it towards the anchorage, taking care
not to get to leeward, so-as to bring the N.E. bluff of One.
tree Hill to bear to the southward of S.E., as there are several
coral banks in that direction. Anchor in eight and a half o

nine fathoms, mud, off old Pomarres bouse, taking care o
the reef that lies off that part of the shore. r

To the westward of Matavai there are three good harbours,
Papawa, Toanoa, and Papiete, of whieh the latter is the

largest and the most frequented. The others, however, are
the most bealthy. The entrances to all are extremely narrow,
and a stranorer ought to take on board a pilot; but he should
bear in mind that some of the persons who act in that capacity,

though well acquainted with the channels, understand very
little about navigating a vessel.

Toanoa is four miles west of Matavai, and may be known
by a remarkable ra(raed mountain, which will be seen through
a deep valley when abreast of it. When near, this ragged
mountain is very conspicuous, and at ni ht it is a good guide

to the entrance.
The channel into Toanoa is only three hundred and thirty

yards m-ide; off the eastern side of the passage there is a rock
upon which » the sea sometimesbreaks, Iying N.W. sixty fathoms

from. the breakers, and another on the inner side of the opposite
reef Neither of these- rocks, however, narrow the channel much,

and are only dangerous in the event of the wind breaking the
ship off, or in rounding the reefs closely. With a fair wînd
sail boldly in, keeping mid-channel, and, clueing all up, allow
the ship to, shoot into a berth about two cables' length from,
the shore in thirteen or fourteen fathoms. Here she must
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wait until the wind falls, and then tow into the harbour; or
if the wind be off the ]and, set fore and aft sails, and keep the

boats ready with the lines in them. 'Diere are three channels
to the inner harbour: of which the two south ones only are
frequented, on acceunt of the currents running strong through
that to the northward. Perbaps the centre channel, though

scarcely broader than a frigate, had better be used going in,
and the south coming out. In the centre channel there are
eight or twelve fathoms water; but in the southern one a shoal

extends from the shore which renders it necessary to keep
close to the rock. Anchor in eight and a half fathoms about

midway between the outer reef and the shore, opposite some
cottages; and moor head and stern by fastening cables to the
trees on shore, and carrying out the small bower close to the
outer ree£
To proceed to sea it is. necessary to warp into the outer an-
chorage after the sea breeze has done in the evening, or very
early in the morning, before it sets in, and push throug4 the
channel before the current makes strong. In all these-en-
trances the current sets out in the daytime, sometimes at the
eâte of two or three knots, and rather sweeps over the reef to
the leeward. There is another entrance to Toanoa from
Papete, but that just described is the most convenient.

The harbour of-Papawa is not frequented, and as lit cannot
be entered without a pilot, 1 shall give no directions for it.

PAPIETE.

Two miles to the westward of Toanoa there is a harboui,
called by the natives Papiete, capable of containing at least

thirty vessels. The entrance is even narrower than that at
Toanoa, being only three bundred and seventy feet in the

clear, and has a bar with only four and a quarter fathoms
upon it. The current here runs out faster tban through the
channel to the northward, and in blowiiucy weather the sea
breaks quite across. This is also a more intricate and dangerous
channel than the other; and the only mýay for a stranger to
ensure safety is.to moor a boat in the middle of the channel,
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There are no good marks for this spot; but as a general re.
mark keep about forty yards from, the western extremity of

two rocks, whieh lie eighty yards -off the dry part of the
eastern. reef. These tw-ô rocks have only one and a half fa.

thoms upon them, and generaRy break. Tliere is another
rock about sixty yards north of the eastern reef, but this lies
out of the channel. ' On the western side of the channel there is
a shoal with only one and a half fathom. water up* on ît, which

extends midway between the dry reefs. From this descrip.
tion it is evident that a pilot is necessary for this port, and
that the bons should be in readiness to tow or run out kedges
as required, whether îhe pilot advises it or not.

After the entrance is passed, steer S. by E., true, until the
first rock on the inside, bearing S. E. by S. one-eighth of a
mile from the eastern dry reef, is passed; then haul towards
the missionary church and beat up to the anchorage between
that shore, which may be approached within a half cablees
length, and the reefs which extend from, the Moto, or low
island, towards-the S.W. These reefs will be seen, and may

be approached as close as convenient. Another rock lies S.
by W., true, 2000 feet from the entrance; but with the t'rade
wind this will be weathered.

If it be necessary, the Moto may be passed to the eastward;
but the channel is very narrow, and can only be safely navi-
gated by a person acquainted with it.

Papiete is a very convenient harbour in many respects, but
it is subject to calms and much hot weather, in consequence
of its beinc rather to leeward, and the trade wind being ob-
structed by woods of cocoa-nut trees.

The tides in all these harbours are very irregular. It is
generally high water at half an hour after noon every day, and

low'water at six in the morning.

AWATSKA BAY.

KA-MSCHATKA.

It is desirable to make the coast well to the southward of
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Cape Gavarea, and to round it as closely as possible, as the
wind will in all probability veer to the northward on passing

it. If the weather be clear, two mountains will be seen to the
west and north-west of the cape, and three far off to the

northward and eastward. The eastern one of the two former,
called Villeuchinski, is 7.375 feet bigh, and peaked like a

sugar-loaf, and is in latitude 520 3943 N., and long. 49'46' W.
of Petropaulski. The highest and most northern -of the three
latter is the mountain of Awatska, in latitude 530 20'01" LN.
and long. 3'471, E. of the before-mentioned town. Its beight
is 11.500 feet, and in clear weather it may be seen a very
considerable distance. The centre hill of the three is the vol-
cano, but it emits very fittle smoke. These peak&,&rg ýthe

best guide to Awatska Bay, until ne,ar enough to distinguish
the entrance, which, will then appear to lie between higli per-

pendieular cliffs. Upon the eastern one of these, the light-
house bluff, there- is a but and a signal-staff, and when any
vessel is expected a licht is sometimes shown. If the harbourZD
be open, a large rock, called the Baboushka, will be seen on lei
the western side of the channel, and three others, named the
Brothers, on the eastern side, off the lighthouse. The chan-
nel lies in a LÇ. by W. direction, true, and wlien the wind is
fair it may be sailed through by keeping mid-channel but it

frequently happens tliat vessels liave to beat in, and as the ;1
narrowness of the channel renders it necessary to stand as

close to the dangers as possible, in order to lessen the number
of tacks, it is requisite to attend strictly to the leading marks: li

The outer dangers are a reef of rocks lying S.E., about two
miles from, the lighthouse, and a reef lying off a bank which
connects the two capes opposite, i. e. Stanitski Point with. the
cape to the southward. To avoid the light-house reef, do not
shut in the land to the northward of the lighthouse bluff, un-
less certain of being at least two miles and a half off shore,
and when within three quartiers of a miles only, tack wlien
the lighthouse bluff bears N. or N. .1 E. The Brothers Rocks
in one with the lighthouse is close upon the edge of the ree£

ilaThe first western danger lias a rock above water upon it, and 1-kÎ!ý'
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may be avoided by not opening the Baboushka with the cape
beyond, with a flag-staff upon it, or by keeping Stanitski

'Point well open with the said signal bluff. In standing to-
wards this rock, take care the ebb tide in particular does not set

you upon it. A good working mark for all this western shore
is the Baboushka, open with Direction bluff, the, last cape or
hill on the le upon the low land at the head of Awatska Bay.
The bay south of Stanits1çi Point is filled with rocks and foul

ground. The lighthouse reef is connected with the Brothers,
and the cape must not be approached in any part within ïialf

qL mile, nor the Brothers within a full cable's lencyth. There
are no good marks for the exact limit of this reef off the Bro-
thers, and consequently ships must estimate that short distance.
They must aiso here, and once for all, in beating through

this channel, allow for shootin(y in sta s. and for the tides,
which, ebb and flood, sweep over tow?.rd these rocks, runnincrZD
S.E. and N.E. They should also keep good way on the ves-
se], as the eddy currents may otherwise prevent her coming
about. -

To the northward of the Brothers, two-thirds of the way
between them. and a ragrred cape (Pinnacle Point) at the
south extreme of a large sandy bay (Ismenai Bay), there

are some rocks nearly awash ; and off Pinnacle Point,
(N. N.W. one mile and three quarters from, the lighthouse)

there is a small reef, one of the outer rocks of which driès at
half tide. These dangers can almost always be seen: their

outer ed(res lie nearly in a line, and they may be approached
within a cable's length. If they are not seen, do not shut in

the Ralçovya signal bluff. Off Pinnacle Point the lead finds
deeper water than mid-channel, and very irregular soundings.

To the northward of Stanitski Point the Baboushka may
be opened to, the eastward a little, with the signal-staff bluff,
but be careful of a shoal which extends about three cablés'
lencrth south of the Baboushka. Baboushka has no danger to,
the eastward at a greater distance than a cable's length, and
when it is passed there is nothing to apprehend on the western
shore, until N.N.W. of the signal-staff, off which. there is a
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long shoal, with only two and two and a half fathoms. The
water shoals gradually towards it, and the helm may safely be
put down in four fathoms and tbree quirters; but a certain
guide is not to open the western tangent of Baboushka with
Stanitski Point south of it. Tliere is no other danaer on this
side of the entrance.

When a cable"s length north of Pinnacle Reef, you may
stretch into Ismenai Bay, guided by the soundings, which are

regular, taking care of a three-fathom. knoll which lies half-
way between Pinnacle Point and-the cape north of it. This

bay affords good anchorage, and it may be convenient to
anchor there for a tide. There is no other dancrer than the

above-mentioned knoll. The large square rock at the north-
ern part of this bay (Ismenai-Rock) may be passed at a cable-
length distance. This rock is connected with -the land to the

northward by a reef, and in standing back toward it the Pin-
nacle Point must be kept open with the lighthouse. When in

A one, there are but three fathoms and a bal£ Rakovya signal-
W

staff to the northward in one with the bluff south of it (which
bas a large green bush over-hanging its brow), will place you
in five fathoms close to the rocks.

Off the north. bluff of Ismenai Bay there extends a small
reef to, a full cable-length from. the shore; until this is past do
not shut in Pinnacle Point with the lighthouse. But to, the

northward of it you may tack within a cable-length of the
bluffs, extending that distance a little off the signal-staff bluff,

p, in consequence of some rocks which. lie off there.
Northward of Rakovya signal-staff the only danger is the

Rakovya shoal, upon the W. part of which there is a buoy in
the summer, and to clear this keep the Brothers in sighL

There is no good. mark for determining when u are to
the northward of this shoal, and as the tides in their course up

Rakovy Harbour are apt to, set you towards it, it is better to,
keep th, Brothers open until you are certain, by your dis.

tance, of having passed it; (its northern edge is seven-eighths
of a mile from. Rakovya bluff) particularly as you may now
stretch to the westward as far as you please, and as there is
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nothincr to obstruct our beat-up to the anchorage. Mie
ground is every wliere good, and a person ma select his own
berth.

Rakovyw- -Harbouiý. on the easlern side of Awatska Bay,
will afford good security to 'a vessel running in from sea with
a southerly gale, at which time she mi(rht find difficulty in

bringing up at the usual anchorage. In this case the Ra-
kovka shoal must be rounded and leFt to the northward; five
and five and a half fathoms will close upon the edgé of it, but
the water should not be shoaled under nine fathoms.

The little harbour of Petropaulski is a convenient place foi-'a
refit of any kind. In entering it ics only necessary to guard
against a near approsch to, the signal-staff on the peninsula
on the west. The sandy point may be passed within a few
yards' distance.

Weighing from the anchorage off the Peninsula flag-staff
with light winds and with the beginning of the ebb, it is ne-
cessary to, guard against being swept down upon the Rakovya

shoal, and when past it upon the signal bluff on the same
side. There are strong eddies all over this bay; and wlien

the winds are liglit, ships 'often become unmanageable. It is
better to weigh with the last drain of the flood.

Tareinski Harbour, at the S.W. angle of Awatska Bay, is
an excellent port, but it is not frequented. It lias no danger,
and may safelybe entered bya stranger.

It is high water at Petropaulski at 3h. 30m. full and change.
Tide r îses 6ft. 7 inch. sprincr tides,

2.2 neàp tides.

SAN FRANCISCO.

CALIFORNIAU

The harbour of San Francisco, for the perfect security it
affords to vessels of any burthen, and the supplies of fresh
beef and vegetables, wood, and fresh water, may vie witli aDy

port on the N. W. coast of America. It is not, however, with-
out its disadvantagres, of which the difficultyof landing at low



water, -and the remoteness of the watering-place from the only
anchorage which, 1 could recommend, are the greatest,

Ships bound to San Francisco from the northward and
westward should. endeavour-to make Punta de los Reyes, a bold
and conspicuous beadland, without any danger lying off it
sufficiently far to endanger a ship. In clear weather, when

running for the land before the latitude is known, or the
Puntaý can be distinguished, its situation may be known by a

table-hill terminating the range that passes at the back of
Bodega. This hill in one with the Punta de los Reyes bears

E. (niag.). lf ships are not too far off, they will see, at the
same time, San Bruno, two hills to the southward of San
Francisco, havincr the appearance of islands; and from the
mast-head, if the weather be very clear, the South Farallon will

in all probability be seen. Punta de los Reyes, when viewed
froni the W. or S.W., has also the appearance of an island,
being connected by low land to, the two hi[ls eàstward. It is of

moderate height, and as it stands at the angle formed by the
Vk -:- coa-st line, cannot be mistaken. Soundings may be liad off

this coast, in depths varying wit-h the latitude. In the parallel
of the Farallones they extend a greater distance from the main
land, in consequence of these islands Iying beyond the general
outline of the coast.

The Farallones are t-wo clusters of rocks, which, in conse-
quence of the shoals abouttbem, are extremely dancrerous to

(V weather. Thees.§els approachiDg San Francisco in foggy
southern cluster, of which in clear weather one of the islands

may be seen from the mast-head eight or nine leagues, is the
largèst and bighes4 and lies exactly S. 30 E. true, eighteen
miles from Punta de las Reyes. The small cluster of rocks
lies to the N.W., and still further in that direction tÊere are

\breakers, but' 1 do not know hoW fir they extend from the
rocks above water. In a thick foggy night, we struck sound-
ings in twenty-five. fathoms, stiff clay,,,Tar them; and on
standing off, carried regular soundings t rty-two fathoms,
after which they deepeined rapidly.

VOL. 11.
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Coniing from. the southward, or when inside the Farallones,
the position of the entrance to, San Francisco may be known
by the land -recedincr considerably between the table-hill al-

ready mentioned, and San Bruno Hill, which, at a distance,
appears to terminate the ridge extending from Santa Cruz to
the northward. The land to the northward or southward of

these two bills bas nothing remarkable about it to a stranger;
it is, generally speaking, sufficiently high to be seen thirteen to
fifteen leagues, and inland is covered with wood.

About eiorht miles and a quarter from, the fort, at the en-
trance of San Francisco, there is a bar of sand, extending in
a S. by E. direction across the mouth of the barbour. The'
soundings on approachincr it, gradually decrease to four and
a quarter and six fathoms low water, spring tide, depending

upon the situation of the ship, and as regularly increase on
the opposite side to no bottom. w.ith the hand-leads. In cross-
ing the bar, it is well to crive the northern shore a good berth,
and bring the small white island, Alcatrasses, in one with the
fort or south bluff, if it can be conveniently done, aÈ they
rnay then ensure six fiathoms; but if ships get to the north-
ward, so as to bring the south bluff in one with the Island olâ,_.

Yerba Buenaq they will find but four and a quarter; which
is little enough. with the heavy sea that sometimes rolls over
the bar; besides, the sea will sometimes break heavily in that
depth, and endanger small vessels: to the northward of this
bearing the water is more shallow. -Approaching the entrance,
the Island of Alcatrassses may be opened with the fort; and
the best directions are to, keep mid-channel, or on the-weather
sidé. On the south shore the dangers are above water,, and

it is only necessary to, avoid being set into the bay between
the fort and Point Lobos. If necessary, ships may pass in-&
side, or ý to the southward of the One Mile -Rock; but it is
advisable to avoid doing so, if possible. On appre-aching it,
guard against the tide, which sets strong from, the outer point
toward it, and in a line for the fort. Off Punta Buneta there
is a dancrerous reef, on which the sea breaks very heavy: it
lies S.W. from the point, and no ship should approach it
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nearer than to bring the fort in one with Yerba Buena

Islaind.
in the entrance it is particularly necessary to attend to

the sails, in consequence of the eddy tides and the flaws of
wind tbat come off the land. The boats should also be ready

for lowering down on the instant, as the entrance is very nar-
row, and the tides rurning sti-ong and in eddies, are apt to

sweep a ship over upon one side or the other, and the water
is in creneral too deep for anchorage; besides, the wind ýýmayr

fail when most required. The strongest tides and the deepest
water lie over on the north shore. Should a ship be swept

into the sandy bay west of the fort, she will find good anchor-
age on a sandy bottom- in, ten and fifteen fathoms out of the
tide; or in the event of -meeting the ebb at the entrance, she
might haul in, and there await the change, There is no

danger oe the fort at a - greater distance than a hundreid
yards.

As soon as a sh*p passes the fort, she enters a large sheet
of water, in which are several islands, two rocks above water,
and one under, exceedingly dangerous to shipping, of which
1 shall spea-k hereafter. One branch of the harbour extends
in a S.E. by S. direction exactly thirty miles, between two
ridges of bills, one of which extends alon the -coast towards
the Bay of Monterey, and the other from San Pablo, close at
the back of San José' to San Juan Baptista, where it unites
with the former. This arm terminates in several little wind- J

incr creeks, leading up to the Missions of Santa Clara and San
Jose. The other great branch takes a northerl direction,

passes the Puntas San Pâblo and San Pedro, opens out into
_____ýt__spacious basin ten miles in width, and then converging

to a second strait, again expands, and is connected with three
rivers, one of which is said to take its rise in the rocky moun-
tains near the source of the Columbia.

As a general rule in San Francisco, the deepest water will
be found where thé tide is the strongest; and out of the cur-

rent there is always a difficulty in landing at low water. AU
the ba s, exce t such as are swept by the tide, have a muddy 'H_

y p
2 iF 2
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flat, extending nearly from point to point, great part of which
is dry at low water, and occasions the before-mentioned diffi-
culty of landing; and the north-eastern shore, from Punta
San Pablo to the Rio Calavaros beyond San Jos is so flat
that light boats only can approach it at hicrh water. In low

tides it dries some hundred yards off shore, and has only one
fathom. water at an average distance of one mile and a half.

The northern side of the great basin beyond San Pablo is of
the same nature.

After passing the fort a ship may work up for the anchor-
age without apprehension, attending to the lead and the tides.
The only hidden danger is a rock with one fathom. on it at

low water, spring tides, which lies between Alcatrasses and
Yerba Buena islands. It has seven fathoms alongside it: the

lead therefore gives no warning. The marks when on it are,
the north end of Yerba Buena Island in -one with two trees
(nearly the last of the straggling ones) south of Palos Colo-
rados, a wood of pines situated on the top of the hill, over
San Antonio, too conspicuous to be overlooked ; the left hand
or S.E. corner of the Presidio just open with the first cape to
the westward of it; Sausalito Point open 4 point with the
north end of Alcatrasses; and the island of Molate in one
with Punta de San Pedro. When Io the eastward of Alca-
trasses, and working to the S.E., or indeed to thé westward,

it is better not to stand toward this rock nearer than to bring
the Table-peak in one with the north end of Alcatrasses Island,-
or ýo shut in Sausalito Point with the south extreme of ite
The position of the rock may generally be known by-a ripple;

btit this is not always the case.
There are no other directions necessary in working for

Yerba Buena Cove, which. 1 reéommend as an "anchorage to
all vessels intendinor to remain at San Francisco.

In the navigation of the harbour muéli advantage may be
derived fiom a knowledge of the tides. It must be remem-
bered that there are two separate extensive branches of water
Iying nearly at right angles with each other. The, ebbs from

'these unite in the centre of the bay, and occasion ripplings
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and eddies, and other irregularities of the stream, sometimes
dangerous to boats. The anchorage at Yerba Buena Cove is

free from, these annoyances, and the passage up to it is nearly
so after passing the Presidio. The ebb begins to make first

from. the Santa Clara arni, and runs down the south shore a
full bour before the flo'-d has done about Yerba Buena and

Angel Island; and the flood, in its return, makes also, first
along the same shore, forcing the ebb over the Yerba Buena
side, where it unites with the ebb from the north arm.,

The flood first strikes over from the Lime Rock*9 and pass-
ing the Island of Alcatrasses, where it diverges, one part goes

quietly to, Santa Clara: the other sweeping over the sunken
rock, and round the east end of Angel Island, unites with a
rapid stream.'through. the narrow channel formed by Angel
Island and the main, and botli rush to the northward through
the Estreclio de San Pablo to, restore the equilibrium of the
basin beyond, the small rocks of Pedro Blanco and the Alca-
casses Island lyinrr in the strength of the stream.

The mean of eighty observa-
tions gave the time of bigh
water (full and change) at

Yerba Buena anchorage 10h. 52m.
The tide at the springs rises 7ft. 10in.sometimes8ft.3in.

Neap 1 10
Average rate of ebb at spring

tide 2k. 0£ at neap Ik. Of.
Flood 1 0 0 6

Duration of flood 5h. 25m.
At Sausalito the mean ofseven-

teen observations gave the
tiine of high water (full and
change) 9 51

Rise (full and change) 6ft. Oin.
Neap 2 6

Duration of flood 4h. 43m.

* See the Chart.
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On quitting San Francisco, the direction of the wind in the
offing should be considered. If it blow from the S.W. there

would be some difficulty in getting out of the bay to the south.
ward of Punta de los Reyes. The residents assert that an
easterly wind in the harbour does not extend far beyond the

entrance, and that a ship would, in consequence, be becalmed
on the bar and perhaps exposed to a heavy swell, or she might
be swept back again, and be obliged to anchor in an exposed
situation. Northerly winds appear to be most generally ap-
proved, as they are more steady and of longer duration than

any others: they may, indeed, be said to be the trade-wind
on the coast. W ith them it is advisable to keep the north
shore on board, as the strength of the ebb takes that side,
and as on the opposite shore,' near the One Mile Rock, the
tide sets rather upon the, land. In case of necessity, a ship

can anchor to, the eastward of the One Mile Rock; but to the
S.W. of the rock the ground is very uneven. The wind

generally fails in the entrance, or takes a direction in or out.
From the fairway steer S.W.-!,W. and you will carry seven
fathoms over the bar, -1 ebb, sprincr tide. This 1 judge to bc

a good course in and out with a fair wind. 1 would avoid, by
every endeavour, the chance of falling into the sandy bay to,
the southward of Lobos Point, and also closing with the shore
to the N.W. of the Punta Bonet2,6

M 0 N T E R E Y.

CALIFORNIA.

The anchorage at Monterey is at the south extremity of a
deep bay, fofmed between Punta Anô Nuevo and Punta

Pinos This bay is about seven leagues' across, and open in
every part except that frequented by shipping where it is
shut in by Point Pinos. Ships should not enter, this bay in

liglit winds in any other part than that used as an anchorage,
as there is generally'a heavy swell from the westward, and
deep water close to the shore.

It is impossible to mistake Point Pinos if the weather be at
all clear, as its aspect is very different to that of any part of AU
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the bay to the northward. It is a long sloping rocky pro-
jection, surmounted by pine-trees, from, which it tak-es its

name; wherem the coast Ene of the bay is all sandy beach.
There is no danger in a'proachinq Point Pinos, except thatp ?13

which rnay ensue from a heavy swell almost always setting
upon the Point, and from light winds near the shore, as the
water is too'deep for anchorage. With a breeze from the

southward, Point Pinos should be passed as closely as possible;
a quarter of a mile will not be too near and that shore should

be hugged in order to fetch the anchorage. - -In case of havincr
to, make a tack, take care of a shoal- at tlÏe S. E. angle of the
bay, which may be known by a great quantity of sea-weed
upon it: there is no other danger. This shoal has tÈree and
a half and four fathoms upon its outer edge, and seven fi-

thoms near it. With a fair wind steer boldly towards the sandy
beach at the head of the bay, and anchor about one-sixth of a
mile off shore in nine fathoms, the fort upon the hill near
the beach bearin& W. S. W., and moor with the best bowerZD
to the E. N. E.

This anchorage, thouçrh apparently unsafe, is said to be
ery secure, and that the only danger is from, violent gusts of
wind from the S. E. The north-westerly winds, thougli they

prevail upon the coast, and send a heavy swell into the bay, do
not blow home upon the shore: and when they are at all fresh
they occasion a strong off-set in the bay. This, I believe, is
also the case at C4'11ao and- at Valparaiso, to whîch this an.
chorage bears a great resemblance.

There is no good water to be had at Monterey, and sbips
in want of thatnecessary supply must either proceed to San
Francisco, or procurea perm'it from the governor, and obtain

ýe 1 it at Santa Cruz, or some of the missions to the southward.
By the mèan of many observations on the tides at this place,

it is
High water (full and change) at 9 h. 42 m.
Rise is about 6 ft. 0 in. at spring-tide,

And 1 2 at the neaps,
There is very little current at the anchorage.
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HONORURU.

SANDWTCH ISLANDS.

The harbour of Honoruru has a bar, with only twenty feet
water upon it at low water, and the channel is so narrow and

intricate that no stranger shouhl attempt it. The natives
understand the signal for a pilot, and will come off if the

weather is not too boisterous. In consequence of this diffi-
culty ships anchor outSide, in about sixteen fathoms water;
the Punch-bowl bearing N. N. E. half E. and the hicrhest
part of Diamond Point E. by S. S.

Should it be necessary to enter the harbour, the morning
- time, as there are then leading winds throuçyh theis the best 

'5passage; but after the trade wind has set in it cannot - be
entered. It is necessary to adopt the precaution of haville

the boats ready to tow or run out lines to the reefs,
From the outer-anchorage run along shore in nothing less

than eleven fathoms, and look out for a large grass-hut, which
stands conspicuous upon the wharf at the north head of the
harbour, oq the western side of a new yellow European house.

When the north end of this hut is in one with the eastern
chimney of an European built house,* with a ship-s figure.
bead attached to itt haul directly in for the openincr between
the breakers, which will now be seen.

The bar is about fifty fathoms in breadth, and consists of
smooth coral rock, having ten fathoms close to its outer edge,

and seven fathoms on the inner.
When on the bar, the King's residence (an European built

house with a slate-coloured pointed rooý, situated to the N. Eo
of the town, will be -open to the westward of the north-wecjt

hummock of Punch-bowl Hill; the before-mentioned marký of
the hut and chimney will also be on, and is to be kept so until
the outer cocoa-nut tree in "vVytiete Bay comes "in one with a
small rise on the northern part of Diamond Hill. Then

«* The only house that had a chimney in 1827.
t These in one bear N. 200 E. by compass.
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brin(r the' eastern tangent of the clùster of cocoa-nut trees
nearest the fort, in. one with a remarkable saddle on the moun-
tain at the back of the town, until the outer part of the dry
ground on the right comes on with Dianiond Point, or until
a large but standing by itself on the north shore of the bar.
bour is in one withjour cocoa-nut trees in acluster. With
these marks, steer for the four trees, open the trees to the
eastward until they are a sail's-breadth apart; and when the
fort flag-staff is one with the trees eastward of the fort, anchor
in four ana" a quarter fathoms, mud.

These directions will, I think, be intelligible to a person
on the spot;,, but 1 must repeat, that no stranger should run
for this harbour, except in cases of absolute necessity. Should
it be attempted, a good look-out from. the jib-boom. end, or
fore-yard, will be found serviceable.

ln consequence of the sea that rolls over the reef, and breaks
in four or five fathoms water, it is necessgy that boats should
follow nearly the directions that have been given for vesseLs.

except that when the eastern point of the dry land on the
right of the entrance comes on with Diamond Hill, they may
then steer for the south end of a stone wall, which will be seen
on the western side of the barbour; and when the before-
mentioned yellow bouse opens, they may steer for the landing

place. Unless they adopt these "precautions, they will in all
probability run upon the reefs, or be upset. And in enteiing
the barbour, it is necessary for boats as well as shipping to
keep the marks strictly on.

I shall conclude these remarks, the greater part of which
have been furnished by Mr. Elson, the master, by observing,
that the water in the wells in the town is unwholesome upon a
voyage, and that it is proper to send the casks up the river to
be filled.

la
TYPA.

NIACAO.

The depth of water in the Typa bas diminished within these
last thirty years, as there are now not more than nine and a

half or ten feet water, at the lowest spring-tides, and no vessel
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drawing more than fourteen or at the most fifteen feet, can
enter at the top of the tide.

There are no marks required for this channel; but with the il
last of the flood (say three-quarters), enter between Kaloo and 1

Kai-kong -eepincy abont mid-channe], and when the western
point of the western Kai-kong opens with the racomed. point at
the S. W. extremity of the eastern Kai-kong, -eep a little te ýî
the northward, and pass the ragged point at tbe distance of a
quarter of a mile; then steer mid-channel betyveen the islands,

remembering not to, attempt the channel between the western
Kai-kong and the island of Makarina, The water will now

deepen, and when the town of Macao opens with the west
Kai-kon(y and when the ragged point bears east, anchor in ýî

about ei(rhIeen or twenty feet water; in which berth you will
have d ridin(r ground over a muddy bottoni.
The time of high water is 9 Il. 30 m.
The tide at ftill and chancre rises 7 ft. 1 in.; rate about 2 k. 4 f.;

at the neap' 2 1 1 6.
The flood sets to, the northward from the anchorage, and

branches off 'on meeting the tide setting westward to the north
of Kai-kong.

NAPAKIANG.

LOO CHOO.

Shi s bouiîd to Napakiana may pass close round the soutli
extremity of the island, and sail along the western coast at the

distance of a mile or a mile and a halE They will then see a
sandy island in latitude 261 05'50'ý'N., and lonuitude 7'40" W.
of Abbey Point, which is the only danger to the westward of
Loo Choo that I am acquainted with, until near the Kirrania

Islà-nds, or to the northward of the entrance of Napakianor.
Abbey Point, at the south extremity of the port of Napa-

kiang may be known by its ragged outline d bv a small
wooded eminence called Wood Point, sit ed about a mile 13and a half to the southward of it. Th mainland here falls

back, and forms a bay, which is shtÏtered by cor-al reefs
stretchincr to the northward from A y Point; they are-,

however, disconnected, and between them and the point there
Ï111
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is a channel sufficiently deep for the largest ship. Nearly in
the centre of this channel, outside withal, there is a coral

bank named Blossom Rock, bavincr a good passage on either
side of it. The channel between it and Abbey Point should
be adopted with southerly winds and flood tides, and that to
the northward with the reverse. A reef extends off Abbey
Point, which, for convenience of description, will be called

Abbey Ree£ When off Abbey Point a rocky headland will
be seen, about a mile and a half north of the town; this 1
shall. call Kumi Head, and upon the ridge of high land beyond

it three hummocks will be seen to the left of a cluster of trees.
In the distance, a little to the left of these, is Mount Onno-
dake, in latitude 261> 27' N. ý A remarkable rock, which, from.
its form, has been named Capstan Rock, will néxt appear; and
then, to the northward of the town, a rocky head with a house

-upon its sumn-àt, whîch'l shall call False Capstan Head, 'At
the back of Capstan Rock there is a hill, iiamed Sheudi, upon
which the upper town is built. The highest southern point of

this is one of the landmarks to whieh 1 shall have to refer.
Having opened out the Capstan Rock, haul -towards Abbey

Reef, and bring the right-iland hummock about 4o to, the
east of Kumi Head, and steering in with these marks on, you

will pass throucrh the south channel in about seven fathoms
water, over the tail of Blossom Rock. -You may now round

Abbey Reef tolerably close, and steer in'-for the anchorage.
Should the wind veer to the eastward in the passage between

Blossom Rock and Abbey Point, with the above-mentioned
marks on, you must not stand to the northward, unless the
outer cluster of trees near the extremity of Wood Point are in
one with, or open to . the westward of, Table -Hill, a square
rocky headland to the southward of ite- This mark clears also
the tomme of Oar Reef, which with Blossom Rock forms the

-
ZD

other western channel.
It is advisable, with the wind to the north-eastward, to beat

through the channel. north of Blossom Rock (Oar Channel),
in preference to that above-mentioned. To do this, brincy the

false capstan-head in one with a flat cluster of trees on the
ridge to the -right of the first gap soutAz of Sheudi: this will
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clear the north tongue of Blossom Rock; but unless the Tablé
Hill be open- to the eastward of Wood Hill, you must not
stand to the southward, but tack directly the water shoals to,
less than twelve fathoms, and endeavour to enter with' the

marks on. Having passed to--1Uê7eý-N. E. of Blossom Rock;
which you will know by Wood Hill being seen to the ýigKt of

Table Hill, stand towards Abbey Point as close as you please;
then tack, and on nearing Oar Reef take care of a tongue
which extends to the eastw-,-,ird of it, and be careful to tack
immediately the outer trees of Wood Point open with Abbey

Point In entering at èither of the western channels, remem.
ber that the flood-tide sets to the northward over Blossom-,s
Rock, and the ebb to the southward.

The best anchorage is in Barnpool, at the N. E. part of the
bay, in seven fathoms water, where a vesse] may Éide in per.

fect security. The outer anchorage, I should think, would be
dangerous with a hard westerly gýle. The Blossom anchored

ellere in fourteen fathoms muddy bottom Abbey Bluff,
S. 430 20' W. ; Capstan Rock, S. 7âO 40' E. (mag.) varia.

.- tion 53'59" E. d thé. -The entrance to Barnpool lies between Barnhead an
reef off Capstan Rock. In entering, you are not to approach

Barnhead nearer than to bring the north tangent of Hole
.Rock (to the northward of Capstan Rock) in one with the'

before-mentioned fiat, elump of trees on the hill south of
Sheudi, until the point of the burying ground (Cemetery
Point) is seen just clear of Capstan Head. You may anchor
in any part of Barnpool.
1 As the northern channel into Napakiang is very dangerouý,
I shall not tempt any' person to sail through it, by giving

ýeirections for it.
It is high. water at Napakiancr at 6 h. 28 m., full and

change; rise from, five to seven and a hàlf ý feet, but this was
very irregular during our stay at the place.
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ARZOBISPO ISLANDS.

PORT LLOYDý.

This group of islands lies N. by- E. and S. by W., and is
divided into three clusters. , exten'ding from 270 44' 35" N. to

260 30' N. and beyond. As I have described these islands
in my narrative, I shall here give only the necessary direction
for entering Port Lloyd, which is the best harbour in the

-group, and indeed, the only one that should be frequentede

DIRECTIONS FOR ENTERING PORT LLOYD.

Having ascertained the situation of the port, steer boldly in
for the southeriz head ; taking care not to, bring it to the

northward of N. 470 E., true,»or to shut in with it two paps
on the N.E. side of the harbour, which will be seen nearly in
one with it on this bearing. In this position they are a safe
leading mark. To the southward of this line there is brokén
ground.

If the wind be from the southward which is generally the
case in the summer time, round the south Bluff at the dis-
tance of two hundred yards, close to a sunken rock, which may
be distinctly seen in clear weather. Keep fresh way upon the
ship, in order ' that she may shoot an end through the eddy

winds, which baffle under the lee of the head *; and to pre.
vent her coming round against the helm, which would be dan.
gerous. The winds will at first-break the ship off, but she
will presently come up again: if she does not, be, rèady to, go

abou4 as you will be close upon the reefs to the northward,
and put the helm down before the south end of the island off
the pSt to the westward comes on with the High Square Rock
at the north side of the entrance.

If she comes up, steer for a high Castle Rock at the east end
of the harbour, until a pointed rock on the sandy neck to- the
eastward of the south headland comes in one with a high sugar.-

Keep the top-gallant clew-lines in hand.
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loaf shaped grassy hill to the southward of it. After whieil
you May bear away for the anchorage, taking care not to open
the sugar-loaf again to the'westward of the pointed rockt,
The best anchorage, Ten-fathom Hole excepted, which it is
necessary to warp into, is at the northern part of the harbour
where the anchor is marked in the plan.

In bringing up, take care of a spit whick extends off the
south end of the small i8land near Ten-fathom Hole, and not
to shoot so far over to the western reef as to bring a rocki at
the outer foot of the south bluff, in one with some black rocks
which will be seen near vou to the south-westward. The
depth of water will be from ei,(Yhteen or twenty fathoms, clay
and sand.

If the wind be from the northward, beat between the line of
the afore-mentioned Sugar Loaf and Pointed Rock westward,
and a north and south line from the Castle Rock to the east-

ward. This rock on the western side, as well as the bluff to
the northward of it, may be' shaved if necessary. The hand.
leads are of very little use in beating in here, as the general
depth is twenty or tw,,ýn four fathoms.ty-

The best wateringý-place liSi in Ten-fathom Hole. It is
necessary to be cautious of the sharks, which are v'ery nume-
rous in this harbour. It is high water 6h. Sm, full and change,

TRES MARIAS AND SAN BLAS.
WEST COAST OF MEXICO@

The Tres Marias, situated 10 15/west of San Blas, con-
sist of three large islands, steep and rocky, to the westward,
and sloping to the eastward with long sandy spits. Off the
S. E. extremity of Prince George's Island (the centre of the

group) we found that the soundings decreased rapidly from
seventy-five fathoms to seventeen, and'that after that depth
they were more regular. Two miles from the shore we founci.

ten and twelve fathoms, bad holding ground. There is no-
thing to make it desirable' for a vessel to anchor at these

t This rock is white on -the top with birds' dung, and looks like an
istand.
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islands. Upon Prince Georges Island there is said to, be

water of a bad description; but the landing is in general very
hazardous.

There are passages between each of these islands. The
northern channel requires no particular directions: that to,

the southward oý,ýrince George5s Island is the widest and
best; but care must be taken of a reef lying one third of a
mile off its S.W. poin4 and of a shoal, extending a- mile and
a Ëalf off its south-eastern extremit.y. 1 did not stand close to
the south Maria, but could perceive that there were breakers
extendinez full three quarters of a mile off its S.E. extremity;
and 1 Was informed at San Blas that some reefs also extended
from. two to four miles off its south-western point. There is
an islet off the north-west part of this island, apparently bold
on all sides ; but I cannot say how closely it may be ap-
proached.

From the south channel. Piedro de Mer bearsN. 760 E. true,
about forty-five miles. It is advisable to, steer to, windward
of this course, in order tha4 as the winds, during the period
at which it is proper to frequent this coast, blow from the

northward, the ship may be well to windward.
The Piedro de Mer is a white rock, about -a hundred and

thirty feet high, and a hundred and forty yards in length,
with twelve fathoms all round it, and bears from Mount St.
Juan N. 7.7o W." thirty miles.

Having made Piedro de Mer, pass close to the southward of
it, and unless the weather is thick, you will see a simflarly

shaped rock, naîned Piedro de Tierra, for which you should
steer, taking care not to go to the no'rthward of a line of bear.
ing between the two, as there is a shoal which stretches to, the
soutbward from the mainland., This course will be S. 79o E9

true, and the distance between the two rocks is very nearly ten
miles@

To bring up in the road of San Blas, round- the Piedro de
Tierra at a cable% lenath distance, and anchor infive fathonis,
with the low rock point of the harbour bearing N. .1 E., andy 2

the two iPiedros in one. This road is very mach exposed to
winds from S. S. W. to N. N. W., and ships should al-ways W

NAUTICAL REMARKS.
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prepared for sea, unless it be in the months in which the
northerly winds are settled. Should the wind veer to, the
westward, and a gale from. that quarter be ' apprehended, no

time should be lost in slipping and endeavouring to get an
offing, as a vessel at anchor lis deeply embayed, and the hold-
ing ground is very- bad. In case of necessity a vessel may cast
to the westward, and stand between the Piedro de Tierra and
the Fort Bluff, in order to, make a taek to the westward of the
rock, after wbich itwill not be necessary again to stand to the
northward of a line connecting the two Piedroà.

The road of San Blas should'not be frequented between the-
months of May and December, as during that perièd the

coast is visited by storms from the southward and westward,
attended by heavy rains, and thunder and lightnýng. It is
besides the sickly season, and the inhabitants having all mi-
grated to Tepic, no Éusiness whatever is transacted at the porL

It Ls hiorh water at San Blas at 9h. 41m., full and change;
rise between six and seven feet spring tide,

MAZATLANO

The anchorage at Mazatlan, at the mouth of the Gulf of
Californi«t.e in the event of a gale from. the south-westward, is

more unsafé than that at San Blas, as it is necessary to anchor,
so close to, the shore, that there- is - not room. to cast and make a

tack. Merchant vessels moor here mitÊ the determination of
ridina out the weather, and for this purpose go well into the

bay. Very few accidents, however, have occurred, either here
or at San Blas5 as it scarcely ever blows from the quarter to

which these roads are open between May and Dêcember.
There is no danger whatever on the coast between Piedro

de Mer and Mazatlan; the lead is a sure guide. The islànd
of Isabella is steep, and has no danger at the distance of a
quarter of a mile. It is a small island, apout a mile in length,

with two remarkable needle rôËçs-lying near the shore to, -the
eastward of it

Beafing up -along the coast of Son-orà, some low hills, ý of
which two or thr'ee are shaped like cones, will be seen upon
the sea-shore. The first of these is about nine -leagues Éouth
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of Mazatlan, and within view of the island of Creston, which,
forms the port of Mazatlan. A current sets to the southward

alona this coast, at the rate of eior teen or twenty miles a da
Havincr approached the coast about the latitude of 230 1 I'N.,

Creston and some otlier steep rocky islands will be seên. Cres-
ton is the highest of these, and may be further known by two
sinall. islands to the northward of it, havinc a white chalky

appearance. Steer fer Creston, and pass between it and a
small rock to the southward, and wlien inside the bluff, luff

up, and anchor immediately in about seven and a lialf fathoms,
the small rock about S., 170 E., and the bluff W. by S. Both
this bluff and the rock may be passed within a quarter of a
cable's length; the rock has from. twelve to fifteen fathoms
within thirty yards of it in every"direction. It is, however,

advisable to keep at a little distance from. the bluff, to escape
the eddy winds. After liaving passed it be> careful not to,
shoot much to the northward of the before-mentioned bearing
(W. by S.), 'as the water shoals suddenly, or to reach so, far to
the eastward as to open the west tangent of the pSinsula with
the eastérn point of a Ipw rocky island S. W. of it, as that will
be near a danorerous rock, nearly in the centre of the anchorage,
with only eleven feet water upon it at low spri*ncr-tides, and
with deep water all round it. I moored a buoy upon it; but

j4hould this be washed away, its situation may be kn ' wn by the

astern extreme of the before-mentioned low rocky island, be-
een which and Battery Peak there is a cbannel for small

vessels, being in one with a wedge-shaped protuberance- on the
western hillock of the northern island (about three miles north
of Creston), and the NN.W. extremity of the I)içrh ro'cky island
to the eastward of the anchorage being a little open with a
rock off the inouth of the 7-iver in the LN. E. The south ta ' ngent
of this island will also be open a little-(40), with a dark tabled
hill on the second range of mountains in the east. These
directions will, I think, be quite intelligible on the spot.

The winds at Mazatlan generally blow fresh from the.L,ý.W.
in the evening; the sea-breeze springs up about ten in the
foreiloon, and lasts until two o1clock in the mornincr,

VOL. 11. ~0 G
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It is bigh water at this place at 9 h. 50 me, full and elianIre
rise seven feet spring tide.

These are all the directions which I think it necessary.to
give in this *place, as the ports of Coquimbo and Yalparaiso,
at which the Blossom touched, are so easy of access, and

so well known, as to require none; and Port Clarence and
Kotzebue Sound, near Beering"s Strait, so little likely to be N

frequented, and so free from danger, that it would be extendinc
the limits of this'work unýecessariIy to add any'ihing on the
subject Besides, the charts of those places wlïicli have been Ew

sAw
publ4ed since our return contain all that a vessel can require Tzi
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EIGHT STONES
SAWTA CRtUZ, . .

TE.NERIFFE, a..J

FtRNA?400 NORONHA,
Rio JANEIRO,-.
TALCAJIUANA,-.

'VALPARAILOy

SALAS Y Go.mEZ 1SL.

DuciE's ISLAND,..
HENwIF1fol'S or ELI-
ZABETH ISLAND,

PITCAIRN ISLAND,

HERCULES, or OBrio 1.

CRESCENT ISLAND,

GAMBIER ISLANDS,<

FlOOD's ISLAYD1,-
MINERVA, ur CLIR-5

MONT DE.ToNNERE,1

SERLE'S ISLAND, {
WlîrrSUNDAY ISLAND,
QUEEN CHARiLOTTE ISL.

LAGOON (CoUk'b) ISL.
native name Teay,"

TURUM CAP ISLAND,

EGMONT ISLAND,.{

BARROW ISLAND,

Greenwich.

Talcahuana.
10 27'36" E.{0 16 57 w
32 93 12
36 27 40
36 15 2e
86 28 30

61 *48* 4é

55 21 31

67 Il 13

Pitcairn fsl.
0 32 36W
4 £6 45

4 46 58
4 46 81

Gamblier.
0 37 58
1 06 11

e 05 94
1Ib 9 41-
3 41 27
3 4707
365152

3,47 61
4 12 89
4 1642
4 19 13
4 40748
4 08 48

o, ja

16 47 69

16 14 23

32 16 3.5
43 04 41
12 56659
72 Ô66,65
71 29 20
71 33 34
105 20 O8
109 24 36
109 12 18
109 e4 26

12 4 45 38

fDo flot exist within
f irizon of îbis spot.
Salutitig Battery.

the ho-

The Clurchi Peak.
Villegeignon Fort..
Fpt St. Augustine.
Observatory.
From Conception Lending
Promiq i)9uimbo f place.
S. E. extremne.
Perouse Point, Cook's Bay.
Peaked Hill on N. E. extreme.
'Nee'lle Rock.
,r>ont St. John.

.E.extreme.

2818 27 N E. etreine.

130 08, 09 Village froin Talcahuana.
130 os 23 Ditto from B4w Island.
130 08 23 Village. -''
130 40 59 N.- E. extreme of trees.
134 36 os Soth extremue.

& N. W. extrerne.
1 34 55 2 1 Wateriag Vulley.
134 64 64 Eastern Peak of Mount Duif.

N. extreme of Low Island.
South eictreme of breakers.

184 66 21
1365 33 19' West point.
136 01 32 S. E. extreme.

North potint.
187 00 46 Northiern big tree.

-136 66,5 o3 S. E. extrema.
138 36 48 Large tree near N.W. extreme.
138 42 28 Large tree near E. extieme.
1à8 47 13 West clnrrp cocoa-ruts.

tNorth extreme.
138 43 12 East extrenie.
139 OS 0<) Clust.er trees on N. W. exctreme.1
139 12 03 Cluster near north extrema.
139 14 34 S. W. extreme.
1 39 03 0.9 North extreilie.
139 04 091 West extreme.

GEOGRAPHICAL POSITIONS.

nie woràL in italics in the irst column are native izanes.

NAE FPAE.1North. 1From Meridian IWeit (rom Remarks.
jof Greenwich.

34 48 20

28"27 61
South.
3 525
e2 54 37
86 42 3&

Î6 27 46
27 08 46
27 06 28
27 Il 21
î7 03 33
e4 40 20

EASTER ISLAND,. {
~1
H194 21 lE

f.-

25 03 37

24 01 21
13 20 29
23 17 39
ý23 OS 23
83 07 68
ý23 01 17
23 16 16

21 30 60ý
18 33 412
18 28 4S
18 16 011
18 22 39
9 23 38

19 17-40
18 43 19
18 42 26

18 30 os
19 22 59
19 24 26

20 46 07

-j-.

'2G2

1.
.1~

r
'j-

*1

'f
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NAMES OF PLACES.
Latitude.

South.

1 ,0 ,,1

CARYSFORT ISLAND, 20 44 53

OSNABURGH ISLAND, or)
MATILDA REEF,

COCKBURN ISLAND,

BLIGH'S LAGOON.ISLAND,
BYAM MARTIN ISLAND,
GLOUCESTER ISLAND,
Tooe Tooe, . . .

BOw ISLAND, called
Heyou. . . .

MOLLER ISLAND, .

Amannoo, . . .

RESOLUTION (Towerey),

CUMBERLAND ISLAND,

PRINCE WILLIAM,
HENRY ISLAND, or
LOSTANGE, . •c;

8 Dawahaidy,

Maracau, .

DOUBTFUL ISLAND,

MELVILLE ISLAND,

BIRD ISLAND, ...
CRO'KER ISLAND,
MAITEA ISLAND,
à Tiarraboo, . . .

tPOINT VENUS,

EIMEO'ISLAND,
TETHEROA ISLAND,

21 47 00
21 53 42
21 50 32
21 50 00
22 12 25
22 17 09
21 37 41
19 40 22
19 07 38
19 08 44
18 04 31

18 04 00
18 08 31
18 26 06
17 44 18
17 52 51
17 22 20
19 10 19
19 12 20
18 49 02
18 45 53
18 42 54
18 18 10
18 15 36
18. 10 08
17 58 24
18 09 58
17 19 46
17 34 59

17 48 00
17 26 30
17 53 39
17 54 12

17 29 51

17 02 23
North.

ONEEHOW ISLAI4D, . 21 52 15
PETROPAULSKI,. . . 53 00 58
VILLEUCHINSKYMOUNT, 52 40 43
CAPE GAVARIA, . . 52 21 43
HIGH NORTHERN PEAK, 53 19 30

BLRNG' 5ISLAND, { SS522 14
B S55 17 02

BEERING'S SEAL RocK, 55 13 35

CLAREE'S ISLAND J 63 24 40
C63 -51 10

ST. PAUL'S ISLAND, . 57 10 33

APPENDIX.

Longitude.

From Meridian West from
or Greenwich.

Gambier. 0 d

3
0 
27'23"w 138 22 44

3 2407 1381928

4 0413 1385934
3 4907 1384428
3 5833 1385354
3 44 32 138 39 53

5 4237 1403758
5 27 07 1402228
5 42 28 14037 49
5 4530 1404051

140 568
Bow Island. 140 51 35

0/09 24w. 141 00 59
0 13 09E 14038 26
0 1621 1403514
0 0309 1404826
0 32 15w. 141 23 50
0 1908 141 1043
0 17 31 141 19 06

0 51 03 141 42 38'
10 47 50 141 39 25
1 15 08 142 Q6 43.
1 1222 1420W57
1 15 08 142 06 43
1 1620 1420815

1 29 36 142 22 il]
1"47 37 142 39 12à
1 40 il 142 3f 4611

2 13 17 143 04 521
2 32,07 1432342

7 9 12 148 GO 471

8 14 07 149 OS.42'
8 37 25 1492900
Toanoa. 149 30 42.
0 16 22w 149 47 04]
0 00 16 149 30 58"
Woahoo. 18o ,0,,o
2 23 20 160 23 201

Petropaulski. 201 16 30(
O 22 51w 201 39 21

0 4 22 20120625
0 04 OSE. 2 • 12 25

7 16 21 w 194 0O ¶19;
7 06 09 194 10 21

7 GO51 194 15394
29 37 0O 171 39 30%
29 47 00 171 29 301
Chamisso. 161 46 Go
83148 1701748

Remarks.

Cocoa-nut trees, N.E. extreme,
East extreme.
North extreme.
S. W. extreme.
East extreme.
Sandy Island on the Bar.
Hillock at N. E. extreme.
S. W. extreme.
North extreme.
N. W. extreme.
N. E. extreme.
S. W. extreme.
Morai at entrance.
Observatory.
North extreme.
Cluster cocoa-nuts W.extreme.
S.E. extreme. •

N E. cocoa-nuts at extreme.
S. W. extreme.
Cocoa-uuts S. E. extreme.
North Stony point.
S. E. extreme.
South extreme of reef.
S. W. extreme.
N. E. extrene.
South extreme.
S. E. do.
Twococoa-nuts nearN.extreme.
North extreme.
South extreme.
East extreme.
N.W. extreme.
S. E. extreme.
North extrerne.
Two cocoa-nut trees E. extreme.
The Peak.
South tangent-.

. E. extreme.

Observatory.
Peak with hole through it.
S. E. extreme.

Yam Bay S. W. extreme.
Church.

North low points.
West point, or Point Kytrof.
N. W. end.
S. W. cape.
N. W. cape.

The Western peak.

--

IS.

0.

IE
C
CA

CA

C
Pc
K
C
Pc
Cf
CA
CA

Hc

CA

CA

CA
CA
LA

[Lc

CA
Po
SA
Pu
GR

TA
Bo
SA.
Nc
Mc
Po
Hc

MA

As.

MA
No

VE
Fo
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Latitude.

NAMES OF PLACES.
North.

ST. GEORGE'S ISLAND, 56 37 30
N. W. or RATMa-

NOFF ISLAND, 65 51 12
KRUSENSTERN ISL. 65 46 17
S. E. or FAIRwAY15 4

F ROCK, . . 165 3840
EAST CAPE, . . . 66 03 10
CAPE PRINCE OF WALES, 65 33 30
CAPE ESPENBERG, 66 34 56

CAPE KRUSENSTERN, f67 08 00
167 11 05

CAPE DECEIT, 66' 06 20
POINT RODNEY, . . 64 42 10
KING'S ISLAND, • . 64 58 49
CAPE YORK, • • . 65 24 10
PORT CLARENCE, . . 65 16 40
CHAMISSO ISLAND, . 66 13 11
CAPE MULGRAVE, .
CAPs THOMSON, . . 68 07 39
SHARP PEAK OVER

CAPE SEPPINGS, 67 57 20

HOPE POINT, 68 19 50
68 19 15

CAPE DYER, 68 37 52

CAPE LiSBURN-E, 68 52 09
68 52 03

CAPE SABINE, ' . . 68 56 40
CAPE BEAUFORT, . 69 06 47
LAKE STArION, •., 69 34 23

ICY CAPE, 702001
701908

CAPE COLLIE, . . 70 37 24
POINT BARROW, 71 23 31
SAN FRANCISCO, . . 37 47 50
PUNTA DE LOS REYES, 37 59 40
GREAT FARALLON, . 37 41.55
TABLE HILL, . . . 37 55 40
BOLBONES MOUNTAIN , 37 52 55
SAN FRANCISCO, . . 3748S
NOTCH HILL, . . . 37 30 58
MONTEREY,. . . . 36 36 24
POINT PINAS, . . . 36Z37 15
HONORORU FORT, 21 18 12

(Woahoo.) .. j

MACAO,....

AsSUMPTION ISLAND,

MANGS, .

NORTH BASHEE, .,

VELA RETE,
FORMoSA,
PEDRA BRANCA,

22 12 00

19 40 53

19 57 02

. . .

Longitude.

From Meridian West from
of Greenwich.

Petropaulski. 0 , ,,
7

0 
46'49"w 169 32 49

7 17 45 169 03 45

7 09 10 168 55 10

6 57 45 168 43 45

7 57 50 169 43 50
6 13 10 167 59 10
1 50 38 163 36 38
2 00 00 163 46 00
1 50 45 163 36 45
0 54 32 162 4032
4 31 50 166 17 50
6 1147 167 57 47
5 33 40 167 19 40
5 ai150 166 47 50

..0.a. 161 46 00
2 Il 41 163 57 41
4 06 26 165 52 26

2 55 21 164 41 21

5 00 24 166 46 24

4 22 19 166 08 19
4 19 39 166 OS 39

2 4908 1643508
1 52 28 163 38 28
1 20 40 163 06 40
0 00 08 161 4608

1 50 36E 159 55 24
S. . . 30

San Francisco. 102 23 07
0 3652w 12259 59
0 3551 122585
0 10 27 122 33 37
0 29 26 E. 121 53 441,
0 04 16 w 122 27 23
0 00 00 122 23 07
0 31 21 121 51 46

S. . . 25

Woahoo.
88 31 18w 246 31 18

Typa. 246 28 00
31 55 18 E. 214 32 42

31 47 48 214 40 12
8 29 00 238 Ol 04

7 19 32 2390828
7 2321 2390438]

1 33 13 244 54 47
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Remarks. •

The south peak.
N. W. extremity.
South extremity.
Centre.
South-east extremity.
Bluff under the peak.
East extreme.
Low cape not defined.
Western bluff over Cape K.
At S. E. extreme of Kotzebue

[Sound.
Northern péak.

Puint Spencer.
The summit by obs.
Badly defined.

Sandy point.
Lieutenant Belcher.

Flint Station.
Lieutenant B.

Coal Station.
Village.
Village.
Lieutenant Belcher.

Boat expedition.
Observatory.
The efttremity of the cliff.
The Peak.

Height 3765 feet.
The fort.
A small peak on the coast.
The fort.

Saluting battery.

W. end Kaikong.
The peak.

Peak on Centre Island,
The Mangs from east point
Assumption, true N. 270

Highest rock. [07Y W.
S.E. tangent.

GEOGRAPHICAL POSITIONS.

-mmmý
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NAMES 0F PLACES.

L1TylLE BOTEL TOBAGO,

GREAT TOBAGO,.
X 1MA, . .J

SAMSANNE ISLAND,
Loo CHOO. ....

Ditto.......

SANDY ISLAND,
KIRRAMA ISLAND,

PORT LLOYD,

~<N.W. iS LA MD of

< KTRISLAND>
SAN BLAS..........

SAN JUAN MOUNT,0
ToNALISCO MOUNT,.
TEPic
PIEDRA DE MER,
ISABELLA ISLAND,

CNORTHERN ISLAND.,

JSAN JUANITO,

SPRINCE GEORGE, 1
SOUTIIERN ISLAND,

'MAZATJýAN3'0
CORVETENA,

CAPE 'CORRIENTES,

COLMMAMOUNTAIN,
ACAPULCO,

Ldtitude.

Nortii.

.21 57 30
21 57 00
-22 01 40

22 06 10
22 41 15
26 12 2.9
26 04 O5

26 os 50
26 09 00
27 05 35

27 43 30

27 29 40

21 27 00)
21 46 48
21 30 42
21 34 45
21 51 là
21 32 53
21 45 00
21 44 OS
21 28 12
21 19 22
23 il 40

1 9 24 42

16 50 32
South.

29 56 57

APPENDIX.

Longitude.

Froni Menidia, i West from
of Greenwich.

8 08 30E
8 07 50
8 07 45
8 00 50
8 00 aO

14 10 20

AZbey Point.
0 07 40 w
0 25 30

14 29 30 E
From No. 1 sla

0 03 49 w

o 00 4
2 1.

17 OS 35
San Bics.

0 18 10OE.
0 29 48

0 13 30W
0 37 20
1 13,20
1 23 se
1 24 37
i 09 58
0 57 20
1 07 41
o 33 06

0 24 30

1 41 42 E.
5 23 59

238 19 30
238 20 10
238 20 15
238 27 10
238 27 30
232 17 40

232 17 40
232 26 20
232 43 10
217 48 29
217 48 30

217 62 19

217 47 48%
105 15 30
105 14 43'
104 5633
104 44 55

105 2's1
106 62 03,
106 28 03'
106 38 36,
106 39 20
106 24 41'
106 12 03'
106 22 241
10,5 47 49.

105 39 13-

103 33 01
9.9 50 44

71 16 41

R.inarks.

N. E. extremne.
S. W. extreme.
S.W extremie.
SN. W. extrenie.
'rie centre.
Abbey Point station.
South extrenie.

The centre.
rie higli wedge.shapeil island
No. 1 station, N. ex. harbour

The N. W. tangent.

The uorth extrenie.
At Arsenal.
Town 47' east of Arsenal.
Sîîuthern pap.

Consulate.

,The peak.
The south hluff.
Flat Island, N. W. part.
Highi rock.
The northern peak.
The eassern peak.
Fligh bluff at extrenme.
Sn.all rock off C. Corrientes.

This cape, in one S JuanMt{beara N. 320 24'E., true.
2,003 feet high.

Fort Sant Carlus.

Th copper foondery.

vw

Y

1lý 1



AURORA BOREALIS.

W, had frequent opportunities of observing the Aurora
Boreýlis in the autumns of 1826 and of 1827. From the

25th of Auomust until the 9th October, about the time 'of the
departure of the Blossom. from, the northern regions in both
years, this beautiful meteor was vislle on every night that

was élear, or when the clouds were thin and elevated.* It is
remarkable that, in both years, its first appearance was on the
25th August. The season of ISZ6 was distinguished by an
almost uninterrupted succession of fine weather and easterly
winds, and that of the followincr year by continued boisterous
lweather and winds from. the westward. In the former year,
the weather beiner fine, the Aurora was more frequently seen

than in the latter - but in 1827 the displays were brighter,
and the lirrht-more frequently passed to, the southward of the
zenith. It never appeared in wet weather.

In 1826, when, as before mentioned, the weather was settled,
the Aurora generally began in the W.N.W. and passed over
to the N.E., until a certain period, after which it as regu-

larly commenced in the N.E. and passed to the N.W.; whilst
in 1827 the appearance of the meteor was as uncertain as the
season was boisterous and changeable. The period when

this chance in the course of the light took place coincided Very
nearly with that of the equinox; and as the Aurora Borealis
bas been supposed to be affected by that occurrence, we ima-
gined that the change might be in some way owing thereto,

but the irregularity of the meteor in ibis respect in 1827 gave
a contradiction to tbis hypothesis. It was, ' however, uniform
in making its appearance always in the northern hemisphere,
an& generally in the form. of elliptical. arches from. 30 to 70 of
altitude, nearly parallel with the magnetic equator. These

In 1826 it was visible on tweýty-one niîhts; in 1827 ouly eleven.
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arches were formed by short perpendicular rays passing fro'm
one quarter to the other with a lateral motion, or by their
being met by similar rays from. the opposite direction. The
arches, when formed, in general remained nearly stationary,
and (rave out coruscations, which streamed toward the zenith.

When at rest the light was colourless, but when any move.
ment took place it exhibited prismatic colours, whieh increased,
in strength as -the motion became rapid. The coruscations
seldom reached our zenith, and more rarely passed tothe

soutbward of it, but when that- occurred, the display was
always brilliant: on one occasion only they extended to the
southern horizon.

'%Ve remarked, that when any material change was abouté to
occur one extremity of the arch became illuminated, and that
this 'light. passed along the belt with a tremulous hesitating

movement toward the opposite end, exhibitinom the colours of
the rainbow. An idea, may be fornied of this appearance
from the examination of the rays of some moluscous animals

in motion, such as the nereis, but more particularly the be-
roes. Captain Parry las compared its motion to the waving

of a ribbon. See Second Voyage, p. 144. As the light pro-
ceeded along the arch, coruscations emanated frcm. it; and as
the motion became violent the curve was often deflected and

sometimes broken into segments, which were brightest at their
extremities, and in generàI bighly coloured. When one ray
of the Aurora crossed anoffier, the point of intersection was

sometimes marked by a prismatie spot, very similar to, that
-which occurs in the intersections of coronS about the moon,
but far more brilliant; and when the segments, which gene-

rally crooked toward the zenith, were much curved, colours,
were perceptible in the bend. Generally speaking, after any

brilliant display, the sky became overcast with a dense haze,
or with light fleecy clouds.

The Aurora has been frequently obse-rved to rest upon a
dark nebulous substance, which some persons have supposed
to be merely an optical deception, occasioned by the lustre of

the arch; but this appearance never occurs above the arch,
which would be the case, I think, if these surmises were well
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fbunded. We sometimes saw this eloud before anv lieht, was
visible, and observed it afte'rwards become illuminated at its
upper surface, and exhibit all the appearances -above men-

tioned., It was the general opinion-tharthe- lustre of --all the-
stars was diminished by the Aurora, but particularly by this
part of it. Captain Parry, however, observes in bis Journal,
p. 142, that the stars in this dark cloud were unobscured, ex-
cept by the light of the Aurora. He, however, agrees with
us in the lower part of the arch beinry always well defined,
and in the upper beîýn'g softened off, and gradually mingled
with the azure of the sky. It is worthy of notice, that we

never observed any rays shoot downwards from this arch, and
I believe the remark will apply equally to the observations of
Captains Parry and Franklin. We frequently observed the
Aurora attended by a thin fleecy-cloud like substance, which,

if not part of the meteor, furnishes a proof of the displays
haxv-ing taken place within the region of our atmosphere,
as the light was decidedly seen b6tween it and the earth.
This was particularly noticed on the 28th of September,
1827. The Aurora on that night began by forming two
arches from W. by N. northward to, E. by N., and abo»Ut
eleven é'elock threw out brilliant coruscations. Shortly after
the zenith was obscured by a lucid haze, which. soon condensed
into a canopy of light clouds. We could detect the Aurora

above this canopy by severai bright arches being re&acted,
and by brilliant colours being apparent.-in the interstices.
Shortly afterwards the méteor descended, and exhibited a
spiendid appearance, without any inter',uption from clouds,
and then retired, leaving the fleecy straturn only visible as at
first. This occurred several times, and left no doubt in mv

own mind of the Aurora beinop at one time above and at
another below the canopy formed about -' our zenith. I must

not omit to observe here that, on several occasions, when the
light thus intervened between the earth and the cloud, bril-
liant meteors were precipitated obliquely toward the south
and south-west horizons,

This su 'osition of ille light being at no great elevation, is
Streng-thened by the different appearances exhibited-by the
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Aurora at the same times to observers not more than from tel,
to thirty miles apart, and also by its being visible to persons
on board the ship at Chamisso Island, after' it had vanislied
in Escholtz Bay, only ten miles distan4 as well as by the
Aurora being seen by the barge detached ftom. the Blossom

several days before it was visible to persons on board the
ship, about two hundred miles to, the southward of her,

Captain Franklin has mentioned a similar circumstance in
his notices on the Aurora Bo-ealis in his first expedition,
when Dr. Richardson and Mr. KendaR were watching for
the appearance of the meteor by agreement, and when it was
seen by the former actively sweeping across the heavens and

iting prismatic colours, without any appearance of the
kind being witnessed by the latter, then only twenty miles

distant from his companion. Captain Parry also, in his
Third «Yoyàgee describes the Aurora as being seen even bé-

tween the hills and the ship anchored at Port Bowen.
Dr. Halley and other philosophers have supposed that the

coruscations of the Aurora proceeded always in radii perpen-
dicular to the surface of the earth, in the direction of the magý-

netie meridian from the poles towards the equator, and the
former has ingenious1y accounted for the apparent deviations

occasionally witnessed on the principles of perspective; but
this explanation, is not quite satîsfactory, as Captains Parry,
Franklin, and ourselves, in Kotzebue Sound, have seen these

rays emanate from almost all parts of the horizon, and ac-
tually pass the zenith. At the same time 1 am disposed to Êè-
lieve, fýom, my own observation, that the radii in general! take

the perpendicular direction above alluded to, probably on ac-
count of the less resistance they meet in the higher reglions of
the atmosphere than in such as near the surface of the earth;
and this will, partly -account for the appearance of the cone

formed at the zenith of the ships at Melville Peninsula, des-
cribed in Captain Parry-s Second Voyage, page 146, and of

another yery'similar, witnessed b ourselves in Kotzebue Sound
,on the 26th Aucrust, 1827, on which occasion the rays shot up

from. all, directions, and formed over our zenith the perfect ap.
pearance of a tent stretched upon a number of poles united at
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theïr ends; but even here the rays could not bave been quite
paralle]. unless their extremities were infinitely high.

In Kotzebue Sound the Aurora was seldom visible before
ten.o'clock at nightý or after two o'clock in the morning. We

never'heard any noise, nor detected any disturbance of the
inggmetic needle : but here I must observe that Kater"s comi.

pass was the only instrument employed for ibis purpose, and
then Oh. board the ship only, the exposed situation in which

we were anchored not admitting of any establishment on shore,
either for this purpose or for astronomical observations.

Mr. Collie, the surgeon of the Blossom, whose attention to
meteorological phenomena was unwearied, has given an in..

genious hypothesis on the subject of the Aurora. After ex-
pressing his opinion that this meteor occurs in the region of
the thin and higher clouds of the earth's atmosphere, he ob.
serves, that 44 it is highly probably that the two strata of at.
inospherie fluid nroceedi*Dcr in opposite directions-the one

ùom the equinocN toward the polar regions, and the other
in the reversse direction-are charged with opposite electri«.
cities, and that they are in different de( rees of temperature
and of humidity: the upper stratum, flowing from the equator
toward the poles, being of a higlier temperature and nWre
charged with vapour than the lower, proceeding froin the pole

to the equator. They might thus be charged with opposite
electricities, which. would communicate and neutralize each
other.

41 The opposite temperatures would be reduced to their
mean, and under certain circumstances these changes might be
attended with the evolution of electrical light, and wiîth the

condensation of transpàrent vapour into thin élouds (stratus-
cirrus, or cirro-stratus). As the watery particles of these
clouds form, a certain degree of electric conductibility would
be established, by which this subile fluid might be propagated
to short distances; but the gréater dryness of the air, both
above and below this region of thin mist, would oppose an un-

conducting barrier' to îts escape. As soon as one diin cloud,
a thin stripe of cirrus, or fleecy portion of cirro-stratus or cirro-
cumulus, became charged with electricity, it would



-by the laws of electric phenomena, an opposite électrical state
in that portion nearest ' it; and these opposite electricities would
instantly attract each other, fly together, burst fortb'în fire,
and become neutralized. If there should be a plane in which
such thin clouds are formed) the subversion and reý-establish-
ment of the balance of electricity being thus begun would be
rapidly propagated throughout the whole of this space, and
produce that rapid5 undulatory motion which we observe in
the Aurora Borealis.'-

In considering the subject of the Aurora Borealis, my at-
tention was drawn to a fact which does not appear to nie to
have been hitherto noticed. I allude to the direction in which
the Aurora generally makes its first appearance, or, which is
the same thing, the quarter in which the arch formed by this

meteor is usually seen. It is remarkable, that in this country
the Aurora has always been seen to the northward; by thé ex-
peditions which have wirltered in the ice it wws almost always
seen to the southward; and by the Blossom, in KotzebQe
Sound, 250 miles to the southward of the ice, it was, as i b n

England, always observed in a northern direction. CouplinC
this with the relative positions of the margins of the packed ice,
and with the fact of the Aurora appearing more brilliantly to
vessels passing near the situation of that body, than by others

entered far within it, as would seem to be the case from the
reports of the Greenland ships, and from my observations at
Melville Island and at Kotzebue Sound, it does appear, at first
sight, that that region Ls most favourable to the production of
the ineteor. I do not, however, presume to offer any hypo.
thesis on the subject; but having witnessed the eîtraordinary
change that takes place in the atmosphere, along the whole
Une of ice covering the- Polar Sea, I shtuld be remiss if 1

omitted to direct the attention of the natural philosopher to-
the circumstance. There is perbaps no part of the globe
where the atmosphere undergoes a'grçater or more sudden
change than over this line of the ice. A diminution of. 10 or
15 degrees, of temperature constantly occurs within the space
of a few miles: the humid atmosphere over the ocean may

sometimes be sefn laden wifh1eaýy clouds, which disperse as

6ý
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they arrive at this Une of reduced temperature5 and leave the
region over the ice exposed to a bright sunshine. Indeed the
extraordinary effect of this large body of ice upon the atmos-
phere, particularly when the sea is deep and the temperature
of the ocean and its superstratum of air high, as between Spitz-

bergen- and Greenland, will scarcely be credited by persons
who have not witnessed it. Mr. Scoresby bas given some ex-
traordinary instances of this in his Arctic Voyages; and to these
I will add one of many which fell under my own observation.
The ships of the first polar expedition were beset in the ice
about nine miles from the open sea. It was blowincr a liard
gale upon the ice, and we could perceive a ship carrying'off
under storm. stay-sails only. There was nothing between us
and the ship to, intercept the gale, and yet we were becalmed

durincr the whole of the day. The atmosphere over the open
sea was loaded with clouds (nimbi), while that over the ice

enjoyed a bright sunshine throughout. The limits of these
opposite states of the atmosphere, by seamen called the ice-
blink, were marked by a well-defined line, nearly perpendicular
over the margin of the ice. As the heavy clouds reached this
spot they were gradually condensed, the effect of which was
precisely similar to that which sometimes occurs about the

summits of hia mountains, against which the clouds are suc-
cessively driven, without any being seen to depart, and with-

out any apparent increase.
This remarkable disturbance of the equilibrium of the at-

mos here beincr admitted, I would here merely suggest whe.
ther, under certain dispositions of the atmosphere, electricity
mi(rht not be inùuced and communicated to thé surrounding
recrion, so as to, occasion the Aurora Borealis, and to a9 count
for its appearance in the before-mentioned directions in pre-
férence to, others.

1 am not aware what would be the effect of the meeting of
two atmospheres, one influenced by a large body of ice, the

other by an extensive continent, such as that of America, and
particularly when the circumstances might be modified by large
frozen lakes. But it appeýars from Captain Franklin's obser.
vations at Great Bear Lake, that the Aurora arose in almost1 % _% %e
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a]] qumurs of -the horizon, and more frequently îlluminated
ýis zenith than the Auroras appear to have done either of those
at the before-mentionéd places.

Our observations were too, limited to justify any remark on
the observation of ,Captain Franklin, that the appearance of
the Aurora occurs more -frequently in the last quarters of the
moon thian in others.

THE END.-
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